FVAP Statement on Research Reports Related to
UOCAVA System Testing
Scope and Purpose
In 2010, the Federal Voting Assistance Program (FVAP) sponsored research on the Uniformed
and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act (UOCAVA) Pilot Program Testing Requirements
(UPPTR) as adopted by the United States Election Assistance Commission (EAC). This
research intended to inform the project planning and execution of the Department of Defense’s
legislatively mandated electronic voting demonstration (i.e., remote electronic voting)
requirement, first established in the National Defense Authorization Act of 2002. In 2015,
Congress eliminated this requirement; however, the resulting reports from the commissioned
research remained unpublished at the time of the repeal.
In order to consider the future direction and voting system architecture surrounding a remote
electronic voting system or the consideration of future pilot programs, FVAP’s 2010 research
objectives were 1) assess the current UPPTR as conformance standards for use by FVAP when
fielding a specific voting system (i.e., electronic voting kiosk), and 2) assess the extent that the
requirements would need additional security standards for a Department of Defense sponsored
electronic voting solution. Although Section five of the UPPTR explores the use of penetration
testing in conformance testing, FVAP’s consideration of a remote electronic voting solution led
to the development of a proof-of-concept approach for additional penetration testing as part of an
eventual project implementation.
FVAP had four objectives for these studies: (1) evaluate portions of UPPTR that would apply to
information assurance for sufficiency and clarity; (2) evaluate the value and impacts of an FVAP
sponsored certification/conformance test to the UPPTR; (3) evaluate the subjective differences
between the different voting system test laboratories to inform FVAP project planning; and (4)
establish a viable proof-of-concept for future penetration testing as part of FVAP’s overall
information assurance posture.
These reports were originally intended to foster an ongoing discussion as part of the standards
development process in partnership with the EAC and National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST). As of June 2012, all mechanisms for future discussions dissolved due to
changes in FVAP leadership and the lack of EAC Commissioners. Without the supporting
federal advisory committees to guide the process, FVAP relied on these reports to inform its
possible implementation of future pilots and the electronic voting demonstration project. These
reports do not reflect the views and policies of the Department of Defense or FVAP on the
concept of internet voting or its ultimate consideration of its efforts to complete the electronic
voting demonstration requirement. FVAP anticipates releasing additional research by the end of
2015.
No other conclusions should be drawn beyond the findings stated in the reports and any resulting
analysis should be done so in recognition of the following limitations:

Limitations on Voting System Laboratory Testing (VSTL) Report
•

Vendors did not submit source code or technical data packages and no code review was
performed. There was no opportunity for remediation.

•

Indications of pass/fail in the test results do not indicate how well a particular system
would perform during a full certification test and may be the result of test interpretation
or applicability.

•

No systems were presented for certification and certification was not a potential outcome.
Only a small portion of the complete UPPTR was studied. Sections two and five of the
UPPTR were evaluated and the remaining eight sections were not evaluated.

•

The formal EAC process for voting system certification was not followed.
Manufacturers are normally allowed to remediate any deficiencies found and submit the
system for retesting. For this study, there was no interaction between the EAC, the
manufacturer, and the Voting System Testing Laboratory. Each system was evaluated
once, in a limited fashion, and the results documented.

Limitations on Penetration Test Model Design and Methodology
•

These tests were only intended to serve as a proof-of-concept for the establishment of a
model design and methodology for future penetration testing.

•

The manufacturer names are not disclosed. The purpose behind these tests was not to
evaluate any specific system, but to evaluate the requirements and the process.

•

The penetration test period was limited to 72 hours, a significant limitation from expected
real world conditions.

•

Certain types of attacks, such as Distributed Denial of Service, social engineering, and
physical tampering were not allowed. Since the time of this research, the attack profiles
and methodologies have significantly changed, thus these tests should be viewed only
within the context of when they were conducted.

Conclusions
FVAP found opportunities for improvement in sections two and five of the UPPTR, the core
areas of focus in this research. If this research followed a full certification protocol as outlined in
the EAC certification program requirements, those ambiguities identified would likely be
resolved through a structured test plan and the Request for Interpretation process.
The test results from the different labs were presented in widely different formats. FVAP
recommends standardization of test lab reports so relevant stakeholders can benefit from findings
that do not reflect the individual styles of each test lab.

Although much of the UPPTR could be applied to remote electronic voting systems, a detailed
review would be necessary to determine which requirements apply to these systems directly.
The penetration testing model revealed issues that must be addressed prior to its usage in an
accreditation environment. Future consideration of penetration testing must clearly identify the
requisite skills and experience of testers to ensure high confidence in the results. The penetration
test methodology used during this proof-of-concept exercise also highlighted the difficulties of
testing these systems in a realistic environment. Testing across public networks in such a way as
to not interfere with other uses was difficult and limiting.
Expanded efforts to develop more robust penetration testing for systems used by UOCAVA
voters should not use passive tests to assess how products perform, but should instead assess the
overall ability for the supporting networks to detect and respond to threats and attacks.
Penetration testing should be an ongoing process, conducted in an actively monitored
environment, to determine how system operators can respond to potential intrusions.
Recommendations
With the passage of the 2015 National Defense Authorization Act and the repeal of FVAP’s
requirement for the conduct of an electronic voting demonstration project (i.e., remote electronic
voting), the Department of Defense is no longer exploring program implementation in this area
and these reports should not be used to convey a position in support of States to move forward
with such technology. However, both of these reports mention a series of recommendations
which may prove instructive. FVAP will work with the EAC and NIST through the standards
development process provided under the Help America Vote Act to consider the following:
1. Integration of the individual report findings and recommendations into the consideration
of future voting system standards.
2. Exploration into the viability of incorporating structured penetration testing for
UOCAVA-related systems and qualifications for penetration testers.
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Executive Summary
In 2009, Congress passed the Military and Overseas Voters Empowerment (MOVE) Act, authorizing the
Federal Voting Assistance Program (FVAP) to run pilot programs testing the ability of new or emerging
technologies to better serve uniformed and overseas citizens during the voting process. The MOVE Act
authorized the U.S. Election Assistance Commission (EAC) and the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) to support FVAP with best practices or standards in accordance with electronic
absentee voting guidelines to support the pilot programs.
The EAC published the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act (UOCAVA) Pilot
Program Testing Requirements (UPPTR) on August 25, 2010. Following the publication of the UPPTR
the Director of FVAP initiated a test project of electronic voting systems. FVAP sought a testing effort
that provided insight into:
•
•
•

Suitability of the UOVAVA Pilot Program Testing Requirements (UPPTR);
Security of electronic voting systems currently in the marketplace; and
Comparison of Voting System Test Laboratories (VSTLs) results.

The project described in this report was to test electronic voting systems against Sections 2 (Functional
Requirements) and 5 (Security) of the UPPTR, both to evaluate electronic voting systems and to evaluate
the UPPTR for adequacy and testability. Two EAC-accredited VSTLs, SLI Global Solutions (SLI) of
Denver, Colorado and Wyle Laboratories (Wyle) of Huntsville, Alabama conducted testing on electronic
voting systems in accordance with the UPPTR as follows:
•
•

SLI and Wyle tested five Electronic Ballot Delivery Systems (EBDS) against UPPTR Section 5;
and
SLI conducted full system testing of two Internet Voting Systems (IVS) against the non-selfcertifying sections of the UPPTR, Sections 2 and 5. (Non-self-certifying requirements list the
“Test Entity” as “VSTL”.) The two exceptions to this are UPPTR Subsections 4.9 and 7.5.
Subsection 4.9 is the evaluation of source code and Subsection 7.9 is physical configuration audit;
both of these elements were excluded from this test due to time constraints of this test.

Both VSTLs reported significant limitations in the testing due to exclusions established for these tests, a
list of these exclusions is in Chapter 2 of this report. Two major areas impacting the VSTLs’ testing
efforts were the lack of technical data packages (TDP) and the availability of source code (code that is
written by a programmer in a high-level language readable by people but not computers) for the voting
systems. The VSTLs reported that the lack of sufficient information and technical documentation limited
their ability to define test cases and identify the requirements that could be tested. In addition, due to the
lack of source code the VSTLs could not perform white-box testing (a software testing technique whereby
explicit knowledge of the internal workings of the item being tested are used to select the test data, with
specific knowledge of programming code being required in order to effectively examine outputs).

VSTL Testing of UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
Section 5 of the UPPTR addresses security issues divided into nine major subsections that include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access Control
Identification and Authentication
Cryptography
Voting System Integrity Management
Communications Security
Logging
Incident Response
Physical and Environmental Security
Penetration Resistance

The UPPTR requirements, as written, allow for variations in interpretation. The two VSTLs interpreted
the number of UPPTR requirements differently. All of UPPTR Section 5 was evaluated but rolled-up at
different levels. For example UPPTR Subsection 5.6, Wyle results are reported 17 requirements, while
SLI further broke the requirements down for the same section to include individual bullets creating 70
requirements.
In Section 5 of the UPPTR, SLI tested to 169 requirements and reported 147 testable as written, 15
require modification to be testable, and recommended seven for deletion. SLI recommended
modifications to total of 60 requirements; however, 45 were still testable as written but recommended be
modification for clarification. Wyle’s tested to 99 requirements and recommended 24 of the requirements
for modification for clarification and testability. See Figure 2, on page 24 of this report, for a breakdown
by subsection. The VSTLs’ comments and recommendations are documented in Appendix C.
The VSTLs reported their evaluation of the requirements as Pass, Fail, Not Tested or N/A (Not
Applicable). SLI reported the following percentage ranges for the five EDBSs; a Pass rate from zero to
75%, and a Fail rate from zero to 100%. Additionally, SLI reported a Not Tested rate ranging up to
100%, and a N/A rate up to 43%. Wyle reported the following percentage ranges for the five EDBSs; a
Pass rate from zero to 59%, and a Fail rate from zero to 67%. Additionally, Wyle reported a Not Tested
rate ranging up to 90%, and a N/A rate up to 100%. See Figure 12, on page 31 of this report, for a table of
these test results. The testing results to UPPTR Section 5 are discussed in Chapter 3 of this report.
SLI reported for security requirements testing of the two IVSs; Pass rate from zero to 75%, and a Fail
rate from eight to 75%. Additionally, SLI reported a Not Tested rate ranging up to 77%, and a N/A rate up
to 17%. See Figure 31, on page 42 of this report, for table of these test results. The testing results for the
IVSs are discussed in Chapter 4 of this report.

VSTL Testing of Internet Voting Systems against UPPTR Section 2 (Functional Requirements)
Section 2 of the UPPTR addresses functional requirements of the voting systems divided into seven
subsections that include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accuracy
Operating Capacities
Pre-Voting Capabilities
Voting Capabilities
Post-Voting Capabilities
Audit and Accountability
Performance Monitoring

In Section 2 of the UPPTR, SLI tested to 123 requirements and reported 96 testable as written, 25 require
modification to improve testability and recommended two for deletion. See Figure 13, on page 33 of this
report, for a breakdown by subsection. SLI’s comments to these UPPTR requirements are included in
Appendix C. Wyle did not participate in the Section 2 Internet Voting System functional requirements
testing due to cost.
For the two IVSs, SLI reported a Pass rate ranging from 46% to 100%, and a Fail rate ranging from zero
to 50%. Additionally, SLI reported a Not Tested rate ranging from zero to 46%, and a N/A rate from zero
to 11%; see Figure 30, on page 42 of this report, for a table of these test results. The testing results and
recommended changes to UPPTR Sections 2 and 5 are discussed in Chapter 4 of this report.
Conclusion
This initial testing effort provides an evaluation of the UPPTR that will require synthesis of the
recommendations and coordination with the EAC to build clearly defined electronic voting system test
requirements and provide the VSTLs with better testability standards. The VSTLs have gained
information on how to alter their testing methodologies and practices in order to test electronic voting
systems. The testing provided the vendors feedback on their systems abilities to conform to the test
requirements. The next step in testing would include a complete test of voting systems to include
technical data packages review, source code reviews and trusted builds. This testing would take more
time but would yield much more usable data on the requirements and the voting systems.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Under the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act (UOCAVA) of 1986, the Federal
Voting Assistance Program (FVAP) assists active duty uniformed service members, their families, and
United States citizens residing outside the United States in exercising their right to vote by absentee ballot
when they are away from their permanent address. FVAP administers this law on behalf of the Secretary
of Defense and works cooperatively with other federal agencies and state and local election officials to
carry out its provisions to assist UOCAVA voters.
UOCAVA was enacted before the advent of today’s global electronic communications technology, when
UOCAVA voters relied solely on domestic, military, and foreign postal systems for the worldwide
distribution of election materials. By the mid-1990s, it became apparent that the mail transit time and
unreliable delivery posed significant barriers for many UOCAVA voters, preventing them from
successfully exercising their right to vote. At the same time the internet was being widely adopted by
businesses, governments and the general public; therefore, it was a natural development for FVAP and
states to consider the potential of the internet as an alternative to the “by-mail” UOCAVA voting process.
Over the course of the next decade, FVAP sponsored various small pilot and demonstration projects
related to electronic voting.
The 2002 National Defense Authorization Act requires FVAP to carry out a demonstration project using
an electronic voting system in a regularly scheduled election. In 2009, Congress passed the Military and
Overseas Voters Empowerment (MOVE) Act authorizing FVAP to run pilot programs in support of this
eventual demonstration project for testing the ability of new or emerging technology to better serve
UOCAVA voters. The MOVE Act also directed the U.S. Election Assistance Commission (EAC) and the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to support FVAP by providing best practices,
standards, and guidelines to support the pilot programs. 1
In July 2009, the EAC convened a UOCAVA Working Group to consider how to adapt the EAC’s
Testing and Certification Program to accommodate UOCAVA pilot systems. It was concluded that two
products were needed: a modified set of system testing requirements; and a revised testing and
certification process.2 In August 2010, the EAC published the UPPTR which is provided in Appendix B.
The UPPTR defines that all kiosk-based remote electronic pilot systems submitted for EAC certification
SHALL be tested for conformance with these requirements. In UPPTR terminology, a kiosk is a
terminal tasked to display information, accepts user input, and transmits information. 3

1

Public Law 111–84—Oct. 28, 2009. 123 STAT. 2335, SEC. 589. Technology Pilot Program., paragraph (e.)(1).
Page 20.
2
U.S. Election Assistance Commission. 2010. Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act Pilot
Program Testing Requirements, August 25, 2010. Page 7. See Appendix B.
3
Ibid, page 16 and page 134.

1.2 FVAP Initiation of the VSTL Testing
With the UPPTR published, FVAP initiated Voting System Test Laboratory (VSTL) testing to the
UPPTR. Several iterations of scoping and re-scoping of the proposed VSTL testing effort occurred
between October and December 2010.
The Director of FVAP and the Deputy Director for Technology Programs expressed concern about the
robustness of the UPPTR and whether the requirements were sufficient for testing. This conversation
sparked several ideas about how to formulate a program that would test the UPPTR, the EBDSs and IVS,
and the VSTLs. There was also concern expressed about the cost of performing tests at variance with
standard testing performed by VSTLs. Based on the initial information gathered, the Director decided to
complete two separate tests; 1) work with up to five EBDSs and have SLI and Wyle test them to only the
security portion of the UPPTR, and 2) have SLI take IVSs from two vendors and test them to the
complete non-self-certifying portions of the UPPTR Sections 2 and 5.
To encourage the broadest possible participation from the vendors, testing protocols established by FVAP
deviated from the standard VSTL testing. Furthermore, the published reports would have the vendors’
names redacted, but that each vendor would receive a report on their system. This would help the vendors
as they make changes for future iterations of their systems. The major areas were the specification that
this would not be certifying test, and the exclusion of TDP and source code from the test. This is further
outlined in Chapter 2 of this report.

1.3 VSTLs
Both VSTLs have experience in conducting full system certification of voting systems to the EAC 2002
Voluntary Voting System Standards (VVSS) and the 2005 Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG).
The VSTLs’ existing certification methodology is based on the EAC’s 2005 VVSG. To date, all testing
that occurs in a VSTL is based on the requirements of the 2002 VVSS or the 2005 VVSG. Each lab had
to modify its methodology to accommodate the new UPPTR requirements. The UPPTR requirements are
new and none of the voting system were built to meet these requirements, nor had the VSTLs previously
tested against the UPPTR. This would require the VSTLs to work at adapting current methodology or
producing new methods to conduct the required tests.
There are several significant differences between UOCAVA remote electronic voting systems and
conventional voting systems used in polling places. Information from the statewide voter registration
database is necessary to authenticate voters and determine their eligibility to vote, match them with the
correct ballot style, and record voter history. Some processes handled procedurally in a polling place
must be performed by a software application in a remote electronic system. Use of communications
networks is necessary to connect to voters.4

4

U.S. Election Assistance Commission. 2010. Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act Pilot
Program Testing Requirements, August 25, 2010. Page 9. See Appendix B.

1.4 VSTL Testing
SLI and Wyle conducted testing of the electronic voting systems in accordance with the UPPTR. One
objective of the project described in this report was to evaluate current requirements in UPPTR Sections 2
and 5 for testability and appropriate language. The second compares the VSTLs’ reported test data. To
meet these objectives, testing occurred on two types of electronic voting platforms:
•

•

EBDS: This type of system is electronically based (either stand-alone or internet-based) and
includes functionality for delivery, printing and signing the ballot. The user then has the option
of submitting the ballot via postal mail, fax or email depending on the rules of their voting
jurisdiction; and
IVS: This type of system functions entirely online and includes internet-based submission of the
ballot from within the system.

Chapter 2 describes the FVAP approach and defines the scope of the testing conducted by the two
VSTLs. This chapter further defines the standard testing methodology for each VSTL and describes
deviations from that methodology.
Chapter 3 summarizes the test results received from SLI and Wyle regarding the five EBDSs tested
against the requirements of UPPTR Section 5. It also addresses the similarities and differences between
the VSTL’s test results.
Chapter 4 summarizes the test results received from SLI regarding the two IVSs tested against the
requirements of UPPTR Sections 2 and 5.
Chapter 5 presents recommendations for changes to the UPPTR and the VSTLs and for standardizing
processes and measurements for future FVAP testing, and for further testing.

2 Methodology
In order to stay within the UPPTR testing scope desired by FVAP, the VSTLs were required to tailor or
eliminate elements of their standard testing methodologies. The following subchapters describe SLI’s and
Wyle’s standard testing methodologies, FVAP’s tailored approach, and resulting deviations from the
standard testing activities.

2.1 EAC Certification Requirements
In standard voting system certification, registered voting system vendors and the VSTLs must adhere to
the EAC Voting System Testing and Certification Program Manual. The primary purpose of this manual
is to provide clear procedures to VSTLs for testing and certification of voting systems. VVSG Section
1.4, Volume II requires the VSTL to follow the general sequence to meet EAC certification. See Figure 1
for a list of standard VSTL testing activities, modifications to those standard testing activities specified by
FVAP for this test, and the impacts thereof.

2.2 VSTLs’ Methodologies
SLI and Wyle are currently the only two active VSTLs accredited by the EAC for voting system
certification. The VSTLs’ existing certification methodology is based on the EAC’s 2005 VVSG.
The overall testing process includes several stages involving pre-testing, testing, and post-testing
activities. National certification testing involves a series of physical tests and other examinations that are
conducted in a particular sequence. This sequence is intended to maximize overall testing effectiveness,
as well as ensures that testing is conducted in as efficient a manner as possible. Test anomalies and errors
are communicated to the system vendor throughout the process.5 Each VSTL has an established standard
methodology that is traceable to the activities in Section 1.4 of the 2005 VVSG.

2.2.1 SLI’s Standard Methodology
SLI’s standard methodology defines seven lifecycle phases of testing, the work products that they develop
and the activities that they perform in each phase. See the SLI Test Report in Appendix E of this report
for a full description of their testing methodology.
Each of the first five phases is considered to be iterative (if an issue or discrepancy is identified, it is
reported to the vendor, who is expected to resolve the issue as necessary to meet the requirement). This
process generally takes several iterations and potentially involves consultation with the EAC.
SLI emphasizes that formal certification testing involves a production-level system delivered for testing.
This encompassed any and all hardware, consumables, source code, and applications; a TDP; a
5

U.S. Election Assistance Commission. 2005. Voluntary Voting System Guideline Volume II, Version 1.0. Page 8.
Retrieved from: http://www.eac.gov/testing_and_certification/2005_vvsg.aspx

declaration of the functionality supported by the system; and documentation of how the system is
employed by a jurisdiction.
The seven phases of SLI’s standard testing model are detailed below.

2.2.1.1 SLI First Phase - Documentation Review and Test Preparation
The first phase consists of six activities:
•

Receipt of the system components and applicable documentation from the vendor;

•

Technical Data Package (TDP) review;

•

Vendor training on the various aspects of their system;

•

A comparison of the documentation against applicable requirements to verify that all needed
information is appropriately conveyed;

•

A source code review; and

•

A test plan is created at the end of this phase that details the system variations to be tested, and
how the test suites 6 will be constructed for testing the declared system functionality. The test
plan development continues throughout the testing lifecycle and is completed at the end of phase
five.

2.2.1.2 SLI Second Phase - System Familiarization & Readiness
The second phase encompasses the creation of a readiness test, which demonstrates the system is installed
and running correctly at a basic level and prepared for testing. SLI determines the high level of content of
each test suite to be executed based on the functionality of the voting system to be tested.

2.2.1.3 SLI Third Phase - Test Development
In the third phase, individual test modules are created. When brought together within a suite, these test
modules will execute each piece of functionality within the system under test. Unique test modules are
created as appropriate for each vendor. SLI creates new or reuses existing test modules as appropriate.
Testing of the modules determine how well individual requirements are met.

6

A test suite is a group of test modules designed to test a set of functions of a voting system or device. A test
module is a small set of test steps based on a single function or scenario, such as logging into an election
management system or recording a vote. Test modules are designed to be reusable components and are the basic
building blocks of the test suite.

2.2.1.4 SLI Fourth Phase - Test Validation
During the fourth phase, each test module is incorporated into the respective suites. The correctness of
each module is validated within each suite. 7 This phase can be iterative until all test modules within
every test suite are determined to be correct in implementation. SLI performs a trusted build (a trusted
build of software and/or firmware elements of the voting system is witnessed by the VSTL according to
procedures established by the vendor) by following the vendor’s prescribed build process to create the
software binaries that will comprise the voting system.

2.2.1.5 SLI Fifth Phase - Test Execution
The fifth phase encompasses the formal execution of each test suite, as prescribed in the test plan. Test
modules that were created for each vendor and suites that were built in the third phase and validated in the
fourth phase would be used for testing. Ad-hoc testing could be employed if there was insufficient
documentation to create test cases.

2.2.1.6 SLI Sixth Phase - Project Administration and Reporting
The Test Report is the product of the sixth phase. The VSTL would normally use the National
Certification Test Report format prescribed by Section 1.4 of the VVSG.

2.2.1.7 SLI Seventh Phase - Finalization
The seventh phase concludes the test with the return of equipment to the vendor, and the archiving of test
material.

2.2.1.8 SLI Test Result Definitions
SLI used the following definitions for reporting test results:

7

•

Pass: indicates sufficient system functionality such that the requirement is considered met;

•

Fail: indicates that the functionality did not meet the criteria listed for its function;

•

Not Tested: indicates that while functionality should be in place to cover the requirement, either
access to the functionality was not provided (for example no administrator password was given
for access to the server), or documentation was insufficient for indicating where and how the
functionality was implemented; and

•

Not Applicable (N/A): indicates that functionality was not in place and did not apply to the
system design and manufacturing. For example, if a system did not employ a Virtual Private
Network (VPN) (see Subsection 5.5.1.3), this requirement was N/A.

Correctness is defined as: given a known set of inputs to the module; the outputs (results) that are received are
those that were expected.

2.2.2 Wyle’s Standard Methodology
Wyle’s standard methodology consists of three life-cycle phases. Phase one is Test Plan / Engineering
Analysis. Phase two is Testing, and phase three is the Test Report. See the Wyle Test Plan and Test
Report in Appendix F of this report.

2.2.2.1 Wyle First Phase - Test Plan and Engineering Analysis
Wyle’s first phase of testing encompasses six major activities:
•

Create a test plan;

•

Review the TDP;

•

Review source code;

•

Perform a trusted build;

•

Integrate the hardware; and

•

Conduct functional and performance testing.

In creating the test plan, Wyle conducts an evaluation and mapping of the vendors’ products, related
documentation, and the UPPTR. Wyle then develops the test matrix, test cases, and the final test.
The review of the TDP, test cases are developed for three main test areas: functional, penetration, and
cryptographic. Wyle designs individual test cases using each vendor’s documentation, architectural
documents and security specifications. The cryptographic test cases are designed with use cases and
verification methods. During this testing the VSTL attempts to penetrate the system and scan the system
and network for possible exploits. Some of these exploits may be open ports or inadequate firewalling.
The VSTL uses the gathered information to write test scripts for the penetration test.
The source code is reviewed for compliance to Sections 5 and 7 (Volumes I and II) of the EAC 2005
VVSG. Wyle’s procedures call for performing a trusted build with a vendor representative witnessing the
build process to provide assurances that the source code reviewed and tested is the actual source code in
the final build of the system. This trusted build is performed after successful review of all source code,
build, and install packages in order to confirm their compliance with the EAC 2005 VVSG.
All hardware equipment is integrated according to provided system documents contained in the TDP.
The reviewed and compliant source code of the trusted build is installed on the system hardware
according to the TDP.
Functional and performance testing is then performed based on the EAC 2005 VVSG and the TDP.
During these tests, all hardware is in the VSTL’s control.

2.2.2.2 Wyle Second Phase - Testing Phase
The second phase encompasses three main test areas: functional, cryptographic and penetration.
The functional test focuses on inspection, review and execution as the primary test methods. Individual
test cases are designed using vendor’s documentation and security specifications. Each test case is
defined with a written script. The test consists of executing each step of the script, recording observations
and relevant data as each step completes. As the test is conducted any unexpected conditions or incorrect
actions will be recorded and any suspected malfunction will be recorded as an exception report.
The cryptographic test will focus on inspection, review and execution. Cryptography will be tested for
functionality, strength and NIST compliance. Systems that generate cryptographic keys internally will be
tested for key management. This includes the generation method, security of the generation method, seed
values and random number generation. Individual test cases have been designed using “Use Case” and
verification.
The penetration test area is broken into two phases: discovery and exploratory. The discovery phase
consists of performing scans while the system is running with leveraged and unleveraged credentials.
These scans provide information about the ports, protocols, and hardware configurations, as well as
simulating certain portions of an attack on vulnerable areas of the system. The information gathered will
be provided to a certified security professional, who will analyze the results and determine the best
method and types of attacks to be performed during the exploratory phase of testing.
The exploratory phase of the penetration test will have specific test cases designed and executed. These
test cases are based on all information gathered during discovery, any subsequent observations made
during the exploratory phase and any rules of engagement previously agreed upon by the Wyle and
vendor.

2.2.2.3 Wyle Third Phase - Test Report
The third phase concludes with the preparation of a test report which includes the Pass / Fail status of
each test and an analysis of the testing results.
Wyle evaluated all test results against the requirements set forth in UPPTR Section 5. Each system under
test was evaluated for its performance against the referenced requirements. The acceptable range for
system performance and the expected results for each test case were derived from system documentation.

2.2.2.4 Wyle Test Result Definitions
Wyle used the following definitions for reporting test results:

•

Pass: The system contained the functionality documented in the UPPTR and when this
functionality was tested, it passed the test;

•

Fail: The system contained the functionality documented in the UPPTR and when this
functionality was tested, it failed the test;

•

Not Tested: The system did not contain the functionality documented in the UPPTR and
therefore could not be tested or the system under test contained the functionality documented in
the UPPTR; however, due to constraints (time and/or hardware provided), the system could not
be tested for the UPPTR compliance; and

•

Not Applicable (N/A): The system did not contain the functionality documented in the UPPTR
and did not apply to EBDSs.

2.3 FVAP Approach
To encourage the broadest possible participation from the vendors, FVAP established a modified testing
scope. This testing would not follow the EAC Voting System Pilot Program Testing and Certification
Manual since this testing was not intended for certification. Figure 1 outlines tasks required by the VSTL
standard methodology and the changes required for this UPPTR testing campaign. Inclusions are FVAP
specified activities to be part of the testing. Exclusions are those activities in the VSTLs’ standard
methodologies omitted from the testing.
Inclusions:
•

Security testing against UPPTR Section 5 EDBSs;

•

Full system testing against UPPTR Sections 2 and 5 for two IVSs;

•

Testing conducted only on those UPPTR requirements where the specified test entity in the
UPPTR is ‘VSTL’ and for those requirements which contain the imperative “SHALL”;

•

Final test report including any discrepancies found during testing would be sent to each vendor
and only a redacted report without any test discrepancies would be sent to FVAP; and

•

Final test report includes the VSTLs’ comments on suitability and testability of the requirements
as well as any recommendations for improvement.

Exclusions:
•

No self-certifying sections of the UPPTR will be tested;

•

TDP will not be required from the vendors;

•

No source code review will be conducted;

•

A trusted build will not be performed;

•

No hardware testing or review will be conducted;

•

Vendors’ names will not be included in the final test report;

•

The vendors will not submit any system changes or fixes during the test period; and

•

There would not be remediation of vendors’ anomalies / failures and VSTLs would not conduct
regression testing.

Appendix D outlines the activities that are required by the VSTL standard methodology for an EAC
formal certification and the changes that FVAP required for this UOCAVA testing campaign. Risks to
the VSTLs testing campaign are identified for those activities that were not performed.

2.4 Impact of FVAP Approach
In accordance with the inclusion and exclusion list above, both VSTLs made deviations to their standard
methodologies. Figure 1 outlines the VVSG activities, FVAP modification / deviation from standard
procedures, the impact on the VSTLs, and VSTL differences. The most significant of these exclusions
were not requiring the vendors to provide a TDP to the VSTLs and not requiring source code reviews,
activities that are required by the EAC. These two exclusions resulted in major adverse impacts on the
VSTLs’ ability to develop and execute test cases. The changes made to the methodology of each VSTL
was driven by the insertion of the new UPPTRs, the time constraints on testing and the ability of the
vendor to provide needed items and documentation. FVAP decided to exclude TDPs and code review to
meet the required schedule and not force the vendors to provide items they may not have. Some of the
vendor’s products were newly developed.
Figure 1: VSTLs’ Standard Methodology for EAC Certification and Deviations
VVSG Activities
FVAP Approach
Impact on VSTLs
a. Initial examination of the
system and the technical
documentation provided by the
vendor to ensure that all
components and documentation
needed to conduct testing have
been submitted, and to help
determine the scope and level of
effort of testing needed. TDP
Review.
b. Examination of the vendor’s
Quality Assurance Program and
Configuration Management Plan.
c. Development of a detailed
system test plan that reflects the
scope and complexity of the
system, and the status of system
certification (i.e., initial
certification or a recertification to
incorporate modifications).
d. Code review for selected
software components

TDP were Not Required

Both VSTLS could not
complete Phase One
of their Test
Methodology.

Not Required

VSTLs did not perform
this activity.
VSTLs had to develop
vendor-specific test
cases.

Source Code was not
Required.

VSTLs did not perform
this activity.

VSTL Differences

SLI did not submit
test plan or test
cases.

VVSG Activities

FVAP Approach

Impact on VSTLs

e. Witnessing of a system ‘build’
conducted by the vendor to
conclusively establish the system
version and components being
tested.
f. Operational testing of hardware
components, including
environmental tests, to ensure
that operational performance
requirements are achieved.

Not Required

VSTLs did not perform
this activity.

Not Required

g. Functional and performance
testing of hardware components.
h. System installation testing and
testing of related documentation
for system installation and
diagnostic testing.
i. Functional and performance
testing of software components.
j. Functional and performance
testing of the integrated system,
including testing of the full scope
of system functionality,
performance tests for
telecommunications and security;
and examination and testing of
the System Operations Manual.
k. Examination of the system
maintenance manual.
l. Preparation of the National
Certification Test Report.

Not Required

VSTLs did not have
complete control of
the testing
environment, similar
to what they normally
have for kiosk-based
voting systems.
VSTLs did not perform
this activity.
VSTLs did not perform
this activity.

m. Delivery of the National
Certification Test Report to the
EAC.

Not Required

VSTL Differences

No Change
Functional testing IAW
UPPTR. No System
Operations Manual
required.

VSTLs did not perform
testing of the
Operational Manual.

Not Required

VSTLs did not perform
this activity.
VSTLs do not provide
comments for
suitability and
testability in a formal
certification report.

Final test report
including any
discrepancies found
during testing would be
sent to each vendor;
only a redacted report
without any test
discrepancies would be
submitted. Final test
report includes the VSTL
comments on suitability
and testability of the
requirements as well as
any recommendations
for improvement.
Not Required

VSTLs did not perform
this activity.

Each VSTL used
their own format
for the test report
and reported test
results differently.

3 Electronic Ballot Delivery Systems (EBDS) Testing Results for UPPTR
Section 5 (Security)
This chapter analyzes the test results received from SLI and Wyle of five EBDSs tested against Section 5
of the UPPTR. Both labs used the same five systems for the testing; however, the vendors’ names were
redacted in order to maintain the vendors’ anonymity. The test reports from SLI and Wyle are located at
Appendices E and F of this report respectively.
For comparative analysis, the results from the five EBDSs from SLI’s report, labeled as Manufacturer 3
through 7, were compared against the five EBDSs in Wyle’s report, labeled as System A through E.
Manufacturer 1 and 2 in SLI’s report are the IVSs discussed in Chapter 4 of this report.
Section 5 of the UPPTR consists of the following subsections:
• 5.1 Access Control
• 5.2 Identification and Authentication
• 5.3 Cryptography
• 5.4 Voting System Integrity Management
• 5.5 Communications Security
• 5.6 Logging
• 5.7 Incident Response
• 5.8 Physical and Environmental Security
• 5.9 Penetration Resistance
Comparing the test results from SLI and Wyle proved challenging due to the vast differences in their final
test reports. Upon receipt of the final versions of each report, a number of inconsistencies and
discrepancies were found and will be discussed throughout this report.
The Wyle Test Report (Appendix F) includes a table providing information by system (labeled A, B, C,
etc.) delineating which system met each result category (Pass, Fail, etc.) for each requirement in UPPTR
Section 5. For example, for UPPTR 5.1.1.1 (Definitions of Roles), three systems passed and two failed.
The difference between SLI and Wyle is that SLI tested to the lowest sublevel requirement, resulting in
18 and Wyle tested to only 15 requirements.
The two VSTLs submitted vastly different report formats complicating comparisons. Although both
VSTLs included tables summarizing their results, SLI also provided a detailed written summary for each
vendor by system against the UPPTR Subsections 5.1 through 5.9. In contrast, Wyle grouped the results
into three sections: functional testing reported against UPPTR Subsections 5.1, 5.2, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7;
cryptographic testing against Subsection 5.3; and penetration testing against Subsections 5.8 and 5.9.
Wyle reported on all five systems for the functional and penetration testing, but it is unclear which
systems(s) Wyle tested for cryptography.

The following subchapters detail the VSTLs results by subsections of the UPPTR. The figures depict the
average results between all five systems from SLI’s and Wyle’s reports in each category (Pass, Fail, Not
Tested, and N/A) and the ranges of those results by category. The ranges show the variance in results
between the EDBSs and at times there are significant differences in how the EDBSs performed during
testing. The subchapters also address the similarities and differences between the VSTL’s test results.
Variations in the VSTLs’ approach to requirements definitions and statistical reporting are worth noting.
SLI reported 169 actionable requirements for Section 5 and Wyle reported 99. Wyle reported their results
based on individual numbered requirements statements from Section 5, many of which contained more
than one “SHALL” or “SHALL NOT”.
Each VSTL received all documentation that the voting system vendors had at the time of request. There
were no complete TDP received from the vendors and it was not required. As functional testing of these
requirements is dependent on appropriate documentation detailing how the requirements are met, the lack
of documentation may have led to variable decisions from the VSTLs about what could and could not be
tested. Additionally, in several cases, the VSTLs were unable to access relevant vendor systems (voting
servers or other hardware necessary for validation).
There were instances of inconsistencies within both VSTL Test Reports. The VSTLs were contacted and
given opportunities to correct / edit and resubmit their reports. When the final versions were submitted,
errors were still found within them and though the VSTLs acknowledged that, they were not willing to
make further corrections / edits.
In Section 5 of the UPPTR, SLI tested based on 169 requirements. Of these requirements, SLI reported
147 were testable as written, 15 require modification to be testable, and recommended seven be deleted.
Wyle tested to 99 requirements and recommended 24 of the requirements be modified for clarification
and testability. Figure 2 provides the number, by subsection, of the UPPTR Section 5 requirements that
are testable as written, need modification for better testability or deleted. The VSTLs’ comments and
recommendations are documented in Appendix C.
Figure 2: VSTLs’ Assessment of the UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
SLI
Wyle
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3.1 Access Control (UPPTR 5.1)
Subsection 5.1 of the UPPTR enumerates requirements for identification of authorized system users;
identification of authorized processes and devices; and the authorization or verification of those identities
as prerequisites to granting access to the system processes and data. SLI reported that across the systems,
appropriate access controls were in place over each defined user, role, or group; however, a majority of
the systems had deficiencies in their login functions and tabulation process configurations. Wyle reported
that the functional tests showed areas of deficiency, stating that across the systems tested, login functions,
password functions, and log generation functions were inadequate. The VSTL test results are depicted in
Figure 3.
The VSTLs made comments and recommendations on 12 of the requirements in UPPTR Subsection 5.1.
The recommendations to modify the language of the UPPTR include; defining minimal level of security,
specifying roles, defining required logging information, and if the requirement is at the web application
level or Operating System level.
Figure 3: Access Control Test Results Averages and Ranges
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3.2 Identification and Authentication (UPPTR 5.2)
Subsection 5.2 of the UPPTR enumerates requirements for authorization mechanisms and their associated
strengths. In several cases, the VSTLs were unable to access relevant vendor systems or credentials. For
example, one system could not be tested against these requirements because the vendor was involved in a
live election, and could not provide SLI access to its remote system. SLI could only test four of the five
systems, and reported that across all four systems, password controls were insufficient or not verifiable,
although password reset was sufficiently robust in two systems. Additionally, a majority of the systems
did not provide required multifactor authentication. Wyle reported that the functional tests showed areas
of deficiency, stating that across the systems tested, login functions, password functions, and log
generation functions were inadequate. Figure 4 depicts the VSTL test results.

The VSTLs made comments and recommendations on nine of the requirements in UPPTR Subsection
5.2. The recommendations to modify the language of the UPPTR include; defining minimal level of
authentication, specify NIST standard, and define if the password reset is to be web-based.
Figure 4: Identification and Authorization Test Results Averages and Ranges
SLI
Wyle
UPPTR Section 5.2
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3.3 Cryptography (UPPTR 5.3)
Subsection 5.3 of the UPPTR enumerates requirements for cryptography, including encryption for
confidentiality, authentication, and random number generation. SLI reported 70% of the requirements in
this subsection as not testable. Three systems complied with the 112 bits requirement length and digital
certificate generated by a top commercial Certificate Authority. The VSTL test results are depicted in
Figure 5.
The VSTLs made comments and recommendations on seven of the requirements in UPPTR Subsection
5.3. The recommendations to modify the language of the UPPTR include; defining minimal level of
NIST standard for cryptographic algorithms, splitting requirements that are currently combined to create
discrete items, and defining an acceptable level of effort to reset the cryptographic keys to new values.
Figure 5: Cryptography Test Results Averages and Ranges
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3.4 Voting System Integrity Management (UPPTR 5.4)
Subsection 5.4 of the UPPTR addresses the secure deployment and operation of the voting system,
including the protection of removable media and protection against malicious software. In several cases,
the VSTLs were unable to access relevant vendor systems (voting server or other hardware necessary for
validation). SLI reported that only one of the systems passed any requirements and that same system
experienced no failures. They also reported that three systems did not provide access to the remote
server; therefore, the electronic ballot box integrity checks could not be validated. SLI tested 51% of the
requirements and Wyle only tested 15%. Figure 6 depicts the VSTL test results.

The VSTLs made comments and recommendations on five of the requirements in UPPTR Subsection 5.4.
The recommendations to modify the language of the UPPTR include; defining “electronic ballot box”,
and expanding the requirement to cover all associated devices at a kiosk location.
Figure 6: Integrity Management Test Results Averages and Ranges
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3.5 Communications Security (UPPTR 5.5)
Subsection 5.5 of the UPPTR enumerates requirements for communications security ensuring the
integrity of transmitted information and protecting the voting system from external communicationsbased threats. SLI reported one system was not tested against any of the requirements because time ran
out on the project and none of the system had VPN. Three systems implemented appropriate protocols
and authentication methods and interfaces were appropriately minimized to prevent authorized access
attempts. Four systems did not fully provide vote integrity to adequately fulfill the UPPTR requirements.
One system did implement appropriate protocols and authentication methods. Wyle reported an average
of 66% of the UPPTR requirements were not tested due to lack of access to vendor hardware for
validation. The VSTL test results are depicted in Figure 7.
The VSTLs made comments and recommendations on eight of the requirements in UPPTR Subsection
5.5. The recommendations to modify the language of the UPPTR include; split data requirement to
handle outbound and inbound data separately and referencing NIST requirement to clearly define strong
mutual authentication requirements.
Figure 7: Communications Security Test Results Averages and Ranges
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3.6 Logging (UPPTR 5.6)
Subsection 5.6 of the UPPTR enumerates requirements for the voting system to perform event logging for
system maintenance troubleshooting, recording the history of system activity, and detecting unauthorized
or malicious activity. In several cases, the VSTLs were unable to access relevant vendor systems (voting
server or other hardware necessary for validation). SLI reported a vast difference in the systems for the

logging requirements and because they broke out the requirement into 70 different testing events, no two
system’s results were similar. Wyle tested the highest percentage of requirements over any other in
subsection of the UPPTR (87%). Figure 8 depicts the VSTL test results.
The VSTLs made comments and recommendations on 15 of the requirements in UPPTR Subsection 5.6.
The recommendations to modify the language of the UPPTR include; splitting default settings
requirements to more discrete sub requirements, defining minimal default settings per NIST, defining the
scope of “all communications,” and define critical events.
Figure 8: Logging Test Results Averages and Ranges
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3.7 Incident Response (UPPTR 5.7)
Subsection 5.7 of the UPPTR has only two requirements that the vendors document system operations or
security critical events. SLI reported all the systems failed in testing; however, in their written results,
SLI stated that three of the five systems were not tested because the vendors did not provide kiosk
location hardware (not a requirement) and documentation was lacking, thus an inconsistence in their
reporting. Wyle concluded that the two requirements were not applicable to a web based application.
Figure 9 depicts the VSTL test results.
The VSTLs made comments and recommendations on both of the requirements in UPPTR Subsection
5.7. The recommendations to modify the language of the UPPTR included defining the minimum criteria
for critical events.
Figure 9: Incident Response Test Results Averages and Ranges
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3.8 Physical and Environmental Security (UPPTR 5.8)
Subsection 5.8 of the UPPTR enumerates requirements for physical and environmental security which
includes physical access; alarms, voting capture devices, and counter security measures. SLI reported a
vast difference in the systems. One system had no testing done against any of the requirements and the

other four systems tested vastly different from each other but overall, an average of only 4% of the
requirements in this section passed. Because there were no requirements for documentation or kiosks,
testing was limited. Wyle reported physical and environmental security under penetration testing and
broke that area down into two phases; discovery and exploratory. Three systems had between 11 and 42
low risks found and one of those three systems also had eight medium risks found. One system had no
detected risks and one system exposed some information that could be useful to an attacker. Figure 10
depicts the VSTL test results.
The VSTLs made comments and recommendations on fourteen of the requirements in UPPTR Subsection
5.8. The recommendations to modify the language of the UPPTR include; changing the “Test Method”
for the physical port shutdown requirement to functional, enumerating the activities for access point
security requirements, and rewording media protection requirement for common industry terms.
Figure 10: Test Results Averages and Ranges for Physical and Environmental
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3.9 Penetration Resistance (UPPTR 5.9)
Subsection 5.9 of the UPPTR enumerates requirements for penetration resistance attempts and penetration
resistance test and evaluation. SLI reported penetration testing was completed and in terms of system
access and interface requirements. Two vendors had 253 exploits attempted and all exploits were
unsuccessful. The other three vendors were not able to provide access to back-end servers for SLI to
perform penetration testing. Wyle determined that during penetration testing of the five vendors
collectively, there were 75 low risk areas, eight medium risk areas, and no high risk areas. The
categorization of high risks, medium risks, and low risks was done using the reporting capability of the
Nessus scanning tool. A certified security professional performed vulnerability scans of the voting
systems using the Nessus scanning tool. The underlying risk calculations for the report use the Common
Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) methodology from NIST. Figure 11 on the next page depicts the
VSTL test results.
The VSTLs made comments and recommendations on all of the requirements in UPPTR Subsection 5.9.
The recommendations to modify the language of the UPPTR include; defining resistant levels,
enumerating the activities to be tested for system access, and removing the penetration resistance test and
evaluation, and move the requirement to a program manual for the VSTLs.

Figure 11: Test Results Averages and Ranges for Penetration Resistance
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3.10 Testing Summary for UPPTR Section 5
Analyzing the results of both laboratories proved to be challenging mainly due to their very different
testing and reporting styles. SLI provided much more details about each system than did Wyle. Wyle
encapsulated the results and grouped them into major categories not breaking them down into second and
third levels (5.1, 5.2, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7), (5.3), and (5.8 and 5.9). Each VSTL reported each test result
category (Pass, Fail, Not Tested, and N/A) differently. The interpretation of the test result categories and
the UPPTR requirements lead to altering each VSTL’s standard testing methodology. The differing
methodologies of the two VSTLs were factors if the differences in test category reporting.
Figure 12 on the next page depicts the average percentage totals (for all five systems) and the ranges of
those totals for each major subsection of the UPPTR. The Not Tested category is comprised of
requirements not tested due to time constraints and/or unclear UPPTR requirements. The N/A category
indicates that the functionality was either not in place and was not required for a web-based application.
In some instances, the VSTLs’ spreadsheet / matrix, included in their test reports, had discrepancies that
led to questions of their findings. Two examples are; 1) SLI reporting a 100% Fail rate for all
requirements in Section 5.7 with their written report stating they could not test due to hardware not
provided at the kiosk location and 2) Wyle not including all of the “SHALL” requirements in Subsection
5.1.2.8.
Figure 12a provides the average VSTLs’ Pass / Fail percentages by Subsection. Figure 12b provides the
Pass percentage results from both VSLTs for the five systems. The five systems tested by SLI,
Manufactures 3-7, are labeled SLI-1, SLI-2, etc. The five systems tested by Wyle, System s A-E, are
label Wyle-A, Wyle-B, etc. The percentages vary greatly between Subsections and systems. For
example, the Pass rate of SLI-3 for Subsection 5.4 was 0% and for Subsection 5.9 was 75%, while the
Pass rates in Subsection 5.9 for all systems ranged from 0% to 75%.
In evaluating the VSTLs’ results, based on the fact that the UPPTR was written for kiosks, the Pass / Fail
results would not have changed with the requirements being modified. Both VSTLs’ Pass / Fail test
criteria used the definition that the functionality was available and it either satisfied the requirement or did
not satisfied the requirement. The majority of the requirements that were not appropriate for EDBSs fell
into the Not Applicable percentage, though some of the requirements were Not Tested and require
modification in order to be testable for EDBSs.

Both VSTLs recommended modifications to the Section 5 UPPTR requirements documented in Appendix
C and the VSTL’s Test Reports located in Appendices E and F. SLI recommended a total of 60
requirements needed modifications and seven should be deleted. Wyle recommended a total of 51
requirements needed modifications.
Figure 12: VSTL Test Results for UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
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Figure 13a: VSTLs' Average Pass / Fail Percentages
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Figure 14b: Pass Percentages by System
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4 Internet Voting Systems (IVS) Testing Results for UPPTR Section 2
(Functional Requirements) and Section 5 (Security)
This chapter analyses the test results performed by SLI of two systems for the requirements of Sections 2
and 5 of the UPPTR. SLI labeled the systems as “Manufacturer 1” and “Manufacturer 2” (referred to as
Systems A and B in this chapter). In order to maintain their anonymity the vendor names were redacted.
The SLI Test Report is located at Appendix E.
This chapter is divided into three subchapters; 4.1 reviews UPPTR Section 2; Subchapter 4.2 reviews
UPPTR Section 5; and Subchapter 4.3 summarize both.

4.1 SLI’s Testing Results for UPPTR Section 2 (Functional Requirements)
Testing incorporated end-to-end election scenarios testing of the functionality of the requirements of
UPPTR Section 2 via a readiness test, designed to validate that the core functionality of a voting system is
intact and functioning. The test created a baseline election and executed it in a basic election day
scenario, which included; opening polls, voting ballots, closing polls, printing reports, transmitting results
to pertinent locations unique to each system, and tallying results.
Section 2 of the UPPTR consists of the following subsections:
• 2.1 Accuracy
• 2.2 Operating Capacities
• 2.3 Pre-Voting Capabilities
• 2.4 Voting Capabilities
• 2.5 Post-Voting Capabilities
• 2.6 Audit and Accountability
• 2.7 Performance Monitoring
The test suites were customized for each voting system and conducted in conjunction with the inspection
and functional testing as prescribed in the UPPTR and as applicable given the type of systems under
review. The two vendors provided election creation and importation documentation relative for testing
these requirements, as well as back office environments for SLI.
In Section 2 of the UPPTR, SLI tested based on 123 requirements and reported that 96 were testable as
written, 25 require modification for testable, and recommended two for deletion. SLI’s comments to
these UPPTR requirements are included in Appendix C. The testing results and recommended changes to
UPPTR Section 2 are discussed in Chapter 4 of this report. Figure 13 provides number of UPPTR
requirements that are testable as written, require modification for better testability or deleted by
subsection.

Figure 15: SLI’s Assessment of the UPPTR Section 2 (Functional Requirement)
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4.1.1 Accuracy (UPPTR 2.1)
Subsection 2.1 of the UPPTR enumerates requirements addressing accuracy of data for each of the
individual ballots selections that could be selected by a voter. Accuracy is defined as the ability of a
voting system to; capture, record, store, consolidate and report the specific selections and absence of
selections made by the voter on each ballot without error.
Both systems’ data content accuracy was successfully verified in multiple stages, but the stages cited in
the report were not consistent for both systems. However, both had consistency with write-in ballots and
were confirmed at each stage. System A could be automated and tested at a high volume. For System B,
it was not possible to automate the system and all testing was performed manually against the requirement
of applying voting smartcards. Figure 14 depicts SLI test results.
Figure 16: Accuracy Test Results Averages
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SLI provided comments and recommendations on portions of all 12 requirements in Subsection 2.1. The
recommendations to modify the language of the UPPTR include; removing “SHALL” from the header
paragraph, establishing standards for component accuracy, and changing some requirements to
“Inspections”.

4.1.2 Operating Capabilities (UPPTR 2.2)
Subsection 2.2 of the UPPTR enumerates requirements operating capabilities of the voting system, which
includes notification and simultaneous transmissions. For System A, SLI was able to achieve high levels
of data presentation to the accumulation center with the implementation of automated scripts. For System
B, SLI was not able to achieve high levels of data presentation to the accumulation center without the

implementation of automated scripts, but no situation was encountered that caused issues of concern to be
raised. Figure 15 compares the two systems.
Figure 17: Operating Capabilities Test Results Averages
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SLI provided comments and recommendations on portions of all four requirements. The
recommendations to modify the language of the UPPTR include; change capacity requirement to meet a
minimum NIST specification and changing some requirements to “Inspections”.

4.1.3 Pre-Voting Capabilities (UPPTR 2.3)
Subsection 2.3 of the UPPTR enumerates requirements to import and protect election definition and
provide a test mode to verify the voting system is correctly installed. System A successfully verified the
capability to create / import election data, ballot instructions and election rules. Internet connectivity was
required because this was a virtual testing environment. Before the ballots could be created / imported, it
required secure credentials. System B imported and verified election detail successfully and ballot
content was consistent with what was defined for each associated precinct. The ballot styles were also
consistent with what appeared in the authentication laptop when searching on voter IDs. This system did
not support the use of image files. Figure 16 compares the two systems.
Figure 18: Pre-Voting Capabilities Test Results Averages
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In this section, SLI recommended the UPPTR be modified to the activities for importing the election
definitions.

4.1.4 Voting Capabilities (UPPTR 2.4)
Subsection 2.4 of the UPPTR enumerates requirements of voting capabilities during the voting period,
which includes casting ballots, linking ballots to voter identification, and voting secrecy. The two
systems had identical results as seen in Figure 17; however, SLI’s spreadsheet (see Appendix E), cited
Subsection 2.4.2.4.2 as “not testable, beyond scope” for both systems but their report did not recount any
requirements as Not Tested in the chart located on page 48 of their report.
System A had the capability to open polls, access the ballot, verify voter selections, and cast the ballots.
Voters’ identities were never made available in the event logs nor could votes be viewed. System B could

cast ballots, allowed up to three changes before submission and provided a paper receipt for confirmation.
The actions and voter identification were correctly encrypted.
Figure 19: Voting Capabilities Test Results Averages
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SLI provided comments and recommendations on six requirements. The recommendations to modify the
language of the UPPTR include; creating a sub-requirement for voter modifying selections, splitting
requirements, and requiring paper confirmation only when the ballot is cast.

4.1.5 Post-Voting Capabilities (UPPTR 2.5)
Subsection 2.5 of the UPPTR enumerates requirements for post voting capabilities which include ballot
box retrieval and integrity check, and all aspects of tabulation. For System A, when voting results were
successfully obtained and at no point could an individual’s identity be traced to their ballot and it was not
possible to determine a voter’s selections before, during, or after decryption. This system encrypted with
a public key; did not use a digital signature but the process did check the integrity of the ballot box. For
System B, the ballot box file generated on the back office laptop was successfully signed and sealed but
the system did not provide a direct application for checking the ballot box integrity, but any tampering
with the encrypted file would be detected.
Figure 20: Post-Voting Capabilities Test Results Averages
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SLI provided feedback on the eight requirements. The recommendations to modify the language of the
UPPTR include; additional requirement for encryption, defining the term seal, and enumerating the
activities for tabulation device connectivity.

4.1.6 Audit and Accountability (UPPTR 2.6)
Subsection 2.6 of the UPPTR enumerates requirements for audit and accountability of electronic and
paper records. System A implemented significant logging but some deficiencies were noted with the
write-in fields. Some of this system’s tools did not implement log files preventing the recording of
important events such as, poll opening / closings, internet protocol (IP) addresses of accessing systems.
This system has two types of election definitions. One implements an election where the voter's choices
are not transmitted to the back-end system and must be printed and faxed, emailed or mailed. The second

type of election is where the voters’ choices are automatically transmitted via the internet and are not
printed.
For System B, the tallying process on the back office computer successfully generated a file (a table for
each precinct) that listed the number of votes for each contest. These tables could be printed but could
not print the tally details. One issue was that the final tally file displayed a ballot count per precinct but
did not differentiate whether they were the number received or the number counted. In addition, the final
tally file did not display the number of rejected electronic cast vote records nor the sum total of ballots
counted and received for all of the precincts combined. Figure 19 compares the two systems.
Figure 21: Audit and Accountability Test Results Averages
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SLI provided feedback on the 14 requirements. The recommendations to modify the language of the
UPPTR include; using VVSG standard for electronic records testing and enumerating the actives for
testing electronic records and multiple pages.

4.1.7 Performance Monitoring (UPPTR 2.7)
Subsection 2.7 of the UPPTR enumerates requirements for performance monitoring that includes network
monitoring, tool access, and tool privacy. Neither system provided any specific application for
monitoring the network. System A was left with its inherent roles access features to prevent any
unauthorized monitoring. For System B, applying passive monitoring commands would not compromise
either voter privacy or election integrity. Applying commands that alter network service, (e.g., stopping
the web server or altering the firewall configuration) would not jeopardize voter privacy or the election
integrity. Figure 20 compares the two systems.
Figure 22: Performance Monitoring Test Results Averages
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SLI’s evaluation of the UPPTR language, they agreed with two requirements and recommended
modification of network monitoring to provide additional detail on the level of monitoring required.

4.2 VSTL Testing Results for UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
The testing incorporated end-to-end election scenarios testing the functionality of all requirements of
UPPTR Section 5 via a readiness test, designed to validate that the core functionality of a voting system is

intact and functioning. The test created a baseline election and executed it in a basic Election Day
scenario that included opening polls, voting ballots, closing polls, printing reports, transmitting results to
pertinent locations unique to each system, and tallying results.
Section 5 of the UPPTR consists of the following subsections:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5.1 Access Control
5.2 Identification and Authentication
5.3 Cryptography
5.4 Voting System Integrity Management
5.5 Communications Security
5.6 Logging
5.7 Incident Response
5.8 Physical and Environmental Security
5.9 Penetration Resistance

4.2.1 Access Control (UPPTR 5.1)
Subsection 5.1 of the UPPTR enumerates requirements for identification of authorized system users;
identification of authorized processes and devices; and the authorization or verification of those identities
as prerequisites to granting access to the system processes and data. Systems had appropriate access
controls in place over each defined user, role, or group; however, the systems had deficiencies in their
login functions and tabulation process configurations. System A had 5% Not Tested but the reason(s)
were not documented. Figure 21 compares the two systems.
Figure 23: Access Control Test Results Averages
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4.2.2 Identification and Authentication (UPPTR 5.2)
Subsection 5.2 of the UPPTR enumerates authorization mechanisms and their associated strength must
meet the minimum requirement to maintain integrity and trust. Split knowledge or dual authorization was
necessary to ensure security; especially relevant for critical cryptographic key management functions.
System A had 38% Not Tested due to the lack of documentation and the 8% N/A due to no VPN. System
B had 8% N/A because of the lack of time to complete the testing. Figure 22 compares the two systems.
Figure 24: Identification and Authentication Test Results Averages
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4.2.3 Cryptography (UPPTR 5.3)
Subsection 5.3 of the UPPTR enumerates cryptography that serves several purposes which include;
confidentiality, authentication, and random number generation. As seen in Figure 23, neither rated Pass
for any of the requirements and 77% were Not Tested. No source code was reviewed and therefore could
not test areas of the cryptography.
Figure 25: Cryptography Test Results Averages
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4.2.4 Integrity Management (UPPTR 5.4)
Subsection 5.4 of the UPPTR addresses the secure deployment and operation of the voting system,
including the protection of removable media and protection against malicious software. Functionally,
neither system provided adequate transmission integrity or storage of cast vote data. Checks for malware
detection or upgrade mechanisms were not sufficiently implemented on either system. For System A,
cast vote storage and electronic ballot box integrity checks could be validated, but not for System B.
System A had 29% Not Tested due to the lack of VSTL access and only System B could pass any
requirements; however, the failure rate for both systems was very high. Figure 24 compares the two
systems.
Figure 26: Integrity Management Test Results Averages
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4.2.5 Communications Security (UPPTR 5.5)
Subsection 5.5 of the UPPTR enumerates requirements for communications security ensuring the
integrity of transmitted information and protecting the voting system from external communicationsbased threats. System A was insufficient in detailing how the data transmission integrity was protected
with protocols, mutual authentication methods, or interface protections. System B was insufficient in
detailing how communications security was implemented, to include the use of VPN and mutual
authentication. Functionally, the VPN credentials could not be verified to meet the required standards
and VPN usage precluded SLI from being able to determine how data was being encrypted. System A’s
20% Not Tested was due to the lack of information and the 10% N/A was due to no VPN. System B’s

60% Not Tested was due to VPN credentials could not be verified to meet the required standard without
TDP. Figure 25 compares the two systems.
Figure 27: Communications Security Test Results Averages
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4.2.6 Logging (UPPTR 5.6)
Subsection 5.6 of the UPPTR enumerates requirements for the voting system to perform event logging for
system maintenance troubleshooting, recording the history of system activity, and detecting unauthorized
or malicious activity. Both systems were compliant with logging; logon and logoff events, abnormal
shutdowns and restarts, power failures, removable media events, password changes, use of privileges and
attempts to exceed privileges, access attempts to underlying resources, format of logs, maintaining voter
privacy, timekeeping mechanisms, and opening and closing polls. The Not Tested rates were due to the
VSTLs lack of access. Figure 26 compares the two systems.
Figure 28: Logging Test Results Averages
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4.2.7 Incident Response (UPPTR 5.7)
Subsection 5.7 of the UPPTR enumerates requirements that the manufacturers document system
operations or security critical events. No alarms were noted by either system during functional testing.
System A did not provide a comprehensive list of what types of system operations or security events are
critical but System B did. Figure 27 compares the two systems.
Figure 29: Incident Response Test Results Averages
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4.2.8 Physical and Environmental (UPPTR 5.8)
Subsection 5.8 of the UPPTR enumerates requirements for physical and environmental security which
includes physical access; alarms, voting capture devices, and counter security measures. Written results

for both systems were nearly identical in that during functional testing; only an authorized administrator
could be re-enabled disabled ports. For System A, there was no evidence in the ability for the vote
capture device to be automatically disabled if connections were broken. For System B, there was
evidence in the ability for the vote capture device to be automatically disabled if connections were broken
with peripheral components when the smartcard reader was removed and the system disabled the port.
System A had 7% Not Tested because no associated kiosk and 15% N/A due to no peripheral devices.
System B had 21% Not Tested because of the lack of peripheral devices. The lack of peripheral devices
was reported differently for the two systems with no conclusive reason why. Figure 28 compares the two
systems.
Figure 30: Physical and Environmental Test Results Averages
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4.2.9 Penetration Resistance (UPPTR 5.9)
Subsection 5.9 of the UPPTR enumerates requirements for penetration resistance attempts and penetration
resistance test and evaluation. System A did not provide kiosk oriented hardware so SLI was not able to
test against a hardened physical environment; however, the vendor was able to provide a local server,
backend system (a suite of multiple devices) for penetration testing. Only a minimal port set was left
open, and those were configured in an appropriately positive manner to prevent exploitation attempts –
the system perform well. There were 215 known exploits successfully rebuffed. For system access and
interfaces, 253 exploits were attempted and all rebuffed. System B provided kiosk oriented hardware and
SLI was able to provide a local server, backend system for penetration testing. Only a minimal port set
was left open, and those were configured in an appropriately positive manner to prevent exploitation
attempts – the system performed well. There were 35 known exploits successfully rebuffed. For system
access and interfaces, 35 exploits were attempted and all rebuffed. SLI reported that the testing
performed on the provided equipment was successful overall in its security deployment. Figure 29
compares the two systems.
Figure 31: Penetration Resistance Test Results Averages
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4.3 VSTL Full system Testing Summary
SLI preformed full system testing on two systems against UPPTR Sections 2 and 5. Both systems
contained the ability to import / create / modify election definitions, as well as conduct voting,
accumulating, and tallying results.

SLI’s spreadsheet at Appendix E of this report has numerous inconsistencies. The verbiage used
regarding requirements that were labeled “can be met today” but test results stated “insufficient
robustness” and “not tested” in Subsections 2.6.3.4 and 2.6.3.5, and in similar situations for other
requirements.
Figures 30 and 31 on the next page summarize the reported results from this chapter. Figure 30 provides
the results for UPPTR Section 2. Both systems had identical results, except for 2.6 (Audit and
Accountability); Manufacture 1 had 46% Pass and 46% Not Tested, and Manufacture 2 had 67% Pass and
17% Not Tested. Figure 31 provides the test results for UPPTR Section 5 for both systems.

Figure 32: SLI Testing Average Results for UPPTR Section 2 (Functional Requirements)
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Figure 33: SLI Testing Results for UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
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5 Recommendations
This chapter covers recommendations for changes for all of the stakeholders of this test. The intent is to
provide the VSTLs, the EAC and FVAP actionable information for improving their respective areas of
responsibility in the testing process.

5.1 Recommendations for Changes to the UPPTR
The UPPTR contains requirements that, based on VSTL reports, need to be better defined or need more
specificity. The requirements as currently written are open to interpretation by the VSTLs, vendors and
other stakeholders. In formal testing efforts, the VSTLs would test systems against these UPPTR
requirements. They develop test methods, test cases, and scripts to ensure that the voting system under
test can meet these requirements as written. In this testing effort, VSTLs tested voting systems against
the requirements in UPPTR Sections 2 and 5 only with less than formal certification requirements. Each
VSTL interpreted many of the requirements differently and therefore we had different results in the
testing. These requirements should be rewritten to remove any ambiguity or room for interpretation.
In UPPTR Section 5, SLI and Wyle made recommendations that 65 of the requirements be enumerated,
split, modified or deleted for clarification and testability. In UPPTR Section 2, SLI made
recommendations that 36 of the requirements be enumerated, split, modified or deleted for clarification
and testability. The VSTLs’ comments to the UPPTR are included in Appendix C. These
recommendations need further analysis and synthesized into a change document for revisions to the
UPPTR.

5.2 Recommendation for the VSTLs
Comparing and analyzing the VSTLs differences were found in their methodologies, breakdown and
interpretation of the UPPTR requirements, method of testing and use of test cases, and results reporting.
Chapter 2 of this report lays out the methodologies of each lab. The breakdown and interpretation of the
UPPTR requirements can be clearly seen in the spreadsheet of each VSTL report (Appendices E and F).
Wyle used a test plan but SLI did not, they did ad-hoc testing. The reports submitted by both VSTLs
were very different.
Due to differences between each of the VSTL’s interpretation of the UPPTR, variations in their testing
methodologies, variations in definitions of Pass / Fail acceptance criteria, and variations in their need for
vendor documentation for test case development, the current percentages for Pass, Fail, Not Tested, and
N/A metrics are suspect and unreliable.
The EAC should publish along with the requirements the definition of all terms. That would include
Pass, Fail, Not Tested, and N/A. With these definitions included in the requirements the VSTLs would
have to accept them and grade the results of testing accordingly. Allowing each VSTL to interpret the
requirements and how to reports the results give too much power to the VSTL. The VSTLs should also
lobby the EAC for these changes as it would make reporting results more reliable and repeatable.

The requirements should not be left to interpretation. Each requirement should be written with as little
ambiguity as possible. As example; UPPTR Subsection 5.1.2.1 states, “the voting system SHALL allow
the administrator group or role to configure permissions and functionality for each identity”. Wyle labs
had a test script for this requirement whereas SLI stated it was NA. This difference in interpreting the
requirements should not occur. The EAC should work with the VSTLs and NIST where applicable to
attempt to write requirements that are clear and well defined.
The VSTLs described the need to remove some requirements from the UPPTR and move them to a new
document called the Program Manual. It is recommended that the VSTLs define the Program Manual
and the minimum contents for use in establishing test program scope, tailoring of the UPPTR to meet cost
and schedule goals, risk assessment, assumptions and constraints, resources needed, and requirements for
a specific test campaign.
The VSTLs did not test many of the requirements because the VSTLs did not have the necessary
information to help them define sufficient test cases. The architectures of these electronic voting systems
are significantly different from the architectures of current voting systems with which they were familiar
and for which they have existing test cases for formal certification efforts. It is also recommended that
the VSTLs define the minimum acceptable contents of the TDP which they will require from electronic
voting system vendors to meet the requirements of the UPPTR.
Each vendor implemented their software solutions in different ways using their own development and
testing methodologies. There are several self-certifying sections of the UPPTR which were not part of
this current testing effort. The self-certifying sections of the UPPTR are those sections where the “Test
Entity” is listed as “Manufacturer”. The VSTLs should work with the vendors to help them to adopt best
development and testing practices to improve the quality level of these self-certifying sections.

5.3 Recommendations for Standardizing Processes and Measurements for
Future FVAP Testing
This testing effort has established an initial benchmark showing gaps in the UPPTR which need to be
resolved and a rough order of magnitude measurement (percent passed) where the vendors (on average)
meet these UPPTR requirements. As documented in the results section of this report, there is variation in
the test results received from each of the VSTLs as well as variation in the results observed from each of
the vendors.
Better testing requirements and defined test and measurement standards are recommended for a future
round of VSTL testing which will build on this VSTL benchmark. One example for standardizing
measurement may be to have the EAC define exactly what is meant by Pass, Fail, Not Tested, and N/A.
The VSTLs should not be given the ability to formulate their own definitions to these measurable results.
The report has many examples of differing interpretation of the requirements. A requirement written in
plain language with more specificity would help the VSTL in conducting tests according to the
requirements. It may also help to standardize the methodologies used by the VSTLs because
interpretation of the requirements would not be difficult or impossible.

The labs also had differing definitions Pass, Fail, Not Tested, and N/A. As stated above the EAC could
define these terms and place them in the UPPTR. The labs would then be reporting the same results with
the same meaning. This would allow for a better one-to-one comparison of results without another
interpretation being made by the analyst.
Defining the exact format and of the VSTL final report would also be helpful. Having a standardize
report and content would make comparing the results from each lab much simpler. A better defined
report done in conjunction with the recommendations above would provide an opportunity for more
precise analysis of the results and the methodology of each VSTL. Two separated reports formatted
entirely differently and with the content reported in different ways leads to some time consuming
analysis.

5.4 Recommendations for Further Testing
The conclusion of this initial testing effort provides a baseline for the quality of the UPPTR as written. It
also provides the vendors information on their product’s ability to conform to the requirements. The
VSTLs gained information on how their testing methodologies and practices may need to be altered in
order to test the new requirements. This information is useful but there is more work that can be done to
improve the EAC requirements to which the voting systems must conform, and shape how the VSTLs test
the voting systems. Below are recommended testing scenarios that may provide more actionable
information for all stakeholders.
1. Conduct a complete evaluation of the VSTLs’ recommendations and provide FVAP and EAC
with recommendation for changes to the UPPTR.
2. The voting system vendors would then re-submit the same voting systems that were used in the
first round of testing to the VSTL to have them re-tested to the updated versions of UPPTR
Sections 2 and 5. A comparison of the data before and after the changes could be made. This
may help the EAC to determine if the changes made were of value or perhaps there are more
changes needed.
3. Take one system from a selected vendor and place the system with each of the VSTLs and have
the system tested against the entire UPPTR to include TDPs, trusted builds and a line-by-line
source code review. This would provide a direct comparison to the VSTLs methodologies, test
scenarios, test results and how they report their findings. This data may help to determine if one
of the labs provides a better product that the other or if one methodology is preferred over
another. The direct comparison of the two VSTLs may help provide the EAC with data needed to
ensure that the same quality of testing is performed in each lab.
4. Submit some new technologies (Smart phones, tablets, and notepads) into VSTL testing. These
devices should be able to conform to the requirements of the security of UPPTR Section 5 the
same as any other voting system. There may also be a possibility of testing these devices to the
requirements in UPPTR Section 2. Various types and models of these technologies could be
tested using the UPPTR and the data may point to one type of technology or even one model of a
manufacturer to be preferred. This data may help the EAC to begin to develop new standards or

update the UPPTR to include these types of devices. The vendors would also gain useful
knowledge on how these devices may be tested for certification in the future.
This is not meant to be an all-inclusive list of possible testing efforts but rather a glimpse at some of the
possibilities for testing. The EAC, the voting system vendors, and the VSTLs all gain useful information
about their processes, their products, and the usability of their requirements through independent testing.
FVAP can benefit from the fact that they are providing useful information to its partners in the EAC and
to the election technology industry.

Appendix A – Glossary
Administrator

The role responsible for installing, configuring, and managing the
technical operations of the system.

Back - office

Not related to the actual voting process. Computers or operations
needed to support an election; not involved in capturing a vote or
tallying that vote.

Ballot

The official presentation of all of the contests to be decided in a
particular election. See also ballot image, cast vote record, and paper
record.

Certification

Certification is the process by which the EAC, through testing and
evaluation conducted by an accredited Voting System Test Laboratory,
validates that a voting system meets the requirements set forth in
existing voting system testing standards (Voting System Standards
[VSS] or VVSG), and performs according to the Manufacturer’s
specifications for the system. An EAC certification may be issued only
by the EAC in accordance with the procedures presented in this
Manual. Certifications issued by other bodies (e.g., the National
Association of State Election Directors and State certification
programs) are not EAC certifications.

Component

A discrete and identifiable element of hardware or software within a
system.

Contest

A single decision being put before the voters (e.g., the selection of a
candidate for office or the response to ballot questions).

COTS

Commercial Off the Shelf.

Cryptography

The protection of information by converting the information into an
unreadable format.

Device

Functional unit that performs its assigned tasks as an integrated
whole.

EAC

Election Assistance Commission - provides for the testing and systems
certification through the Voting System Testing and Certification
Program.

Electronic Ballot Delivery
System

This system is electronically based (either stand alone or internetbased) and includes functionality for printing and signing the ballot.
The user then has the option of submitting the ballot via postal mail,
fax or email depending on the rules of their voting jurisdiction.

Election Definition

Definition of the contests and questions that will appear on the ballot
for a specific election.

Election Officials

The persons responsible for administering and conducting elections.

Firmware

1) Firmware is a combination of software and hardware. Computer
chips that have data or programs recorded on them are firmware.
These chips commonly include the following:
•

ROMs (read-only memory)

•

PROMs (programmable read-only memory)

•

EPROMs (erasable programmable read-only memory)

Firmware in PROM or EPROM is designed to be updated if necessary
through a software update.
2) In electronic systems and computing, firmware is a term often used
to denote the fixed, usually rather small, programs and/or data
structures that internally control various electronic devices.
Functional

Functional testing is the determination through operational testing of
whether the behavior of a system or device in specific scenarios
conforms to requirements. Functional tests are derived by analyzing
the requirements and the behaviors that should result from
implementing those requirements.

FVAP

Federal Voting Assistance Program - assists active duty uniformed
service members, their families, and overseas voters in exercising their
right to vote by absentee ballot when they are away from their
permanent address.

Inspection

Examination of a product design, product, process or installation and
determination of its conformity with specific requirements or, on the
basis of professional judgment, with general requirements.

Internet Voting System

This system functions entirely online and includes internet-based
submission of the ballot from within the system.

Kiosk

A terminal tasked to display information, accepts user input, and
transmits information.

Module

Structural unit of software or analogous logical design, typically
containing several callable units that are tightly coupled.

MOVE

Military and Overseas Voters Empowerment Act - Passed in 2009, it
clarifies the procedures for absent uniformed services and overseas
voters with respect to absentee registration and voting for all Federal
elections by both mail and electronically.

NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology.

SERVE

Secure Electronic Registration and Voting Experiment.

Source Code

Software that is written by a programmer in a language readable by
people but not by computers.

TDP

Technical Data Package.

Test Case (IEEE 610)

A set of test inputs, execution conditions, and expected results
developed for a particular objective, such as to exercise a particular
program path or to verify compliance with a specific requirement.

Test Case

A set of conditions or variables under which a tester will determine
whether an application or software system is working correctly or not.
A test case is usually a single step, or occasionally a sequence of steps,
to test the correct behavior / functionalities, features of an
application. An expected result or expected outcome is usually given.

Test Module

A small set of test steps based on a single function or scenario, such as
logging into an election management system or recording a vote.

Test Procedure

A group of test modules that are implemented to perform a specific
function within a test suite, such as creating an election definition,
voting in a polling location, tallying and reporting results.

Test Suite

A group of test modules designed to test a set of functions of a voting
system or device.

Trusted Build

A build of software and/or firmware elements of the voting system by
the VSTL according to procedures established by the manufacturer. A
build is the process whereby source code is converted to machinereadable binary instructions (executable code) for the computer.

Test Entity

The responsible organization for conducting UPPTR testing; can be
either the VSTL or the vendor.

UOCAVA

Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act.

UPPTR

UOCAVA Pilot Program Testing Requirements.

Use Case

A description of steps or actions between a user and a software
system which leads the user towards something useful. Test Cases can
be derived from Use Cases.

Vendor

Entity with ownership and control over a system submitted for testing.

Vote Capture Device

Device that is used directly by a voter to vote a ballot.

Voted Ballot

Ballot that contains all of a voter's selections and has been cast.

VOI

Voting Over the Internet.

Voter Privacy

The inability of anyone to observe, or otherwise determine, what
selections a voter has made.

Voting System

Equipment (including hardware, firmware, and software), materials,
and documentation used to define elections and ballot styles,
configure voting equipment, identify and validate voting equipment
configurations, perform readiness tests, activate ballots, capture
votes, count votes, generate reports, transmit election data, archive
election data, and audit elections.

VSTCPM

Voting System Testing and Certification Program Manual

VSTL

Voting System Test Laboratory. Laboratories accredited by the EAC to
test voting systems to EAC approved voting system standards. Each
Voting System Test Laboratory (VSTL) must be accredited by the
National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
recommended by the National Institute of Standards Technology
(NIST) before it may receive an EAC accreditation. NVLAP provides
third party accreditation to testing and calibration laboratories.
NVLAP is in full conformance with the standards of the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the International Electro
technical Commission (IEC), including ISO/IEC Guide 17025 and 17011.

VVSG

Voluntary Voting System Guidelines. Voluntary voting system
standards developed, adopted, and published by the EAC. The
guidelines are identified by version number and date. (Version 1.0;
2005)

VVSS

EAC 2002 Voluntary Voting System Standards.

White-Box Testing

A test methodology that assumes explicit and substantial knowledge
of the internal structure and implementation detail of the assessment
object. Also known as detailed testing.

Write-In

To make a selection of an individual not listed on the ballot.
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1.1 Background

Section 1:

Overview

1.1 Background
1.1.1 UOCAVA Pilot Projects
The Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act (UOCAVA) of 1986
protects the right to vote in federal elections for this defined category of citizens.
UOCAVA sets out federal and state responsibilities to assist these voters in
exercising their voting rights. The Secretary of Defense is the presidential designee
responsible for the federal functions of the Act. The Federal Voting Assistance
Program (FVAP) administers this law on behalf of the Secretary of Defense and
works cooperatively with other federal agencies and state and local election officials
to carry out its provisions.
UOCAVA legislation was enacted before the advent of today’s global electronic
communications technology. Consequently it relied on U.S. domestic and military
mail systems as well as foreign postal systems for the worldwide distribution of
election materials. By the mid-1990s it became apparent that the mail transit time and
unreliable delivery posed significant barriers for many UOCAVA citizens, preventing
them from successfully exercising their right to vote. At the same time the Internet
was being widely adopted by businesses, governments and the general public.
Therefore it was a natural development for FVAP and states to consider the potential
of the Internet as an alternative to the “by-mail” UOCAVA process.
FVAP sponsored Voting Over the Internet (VOI), a small pilot project for the
November 2000 general election, to examine the feasibility of using Internet
technology. Four states participated in this experiment, which enabled voters to use
their own personal computers to securely register to vote, request and receive
absentee ballots, and return their voted ballots. Following the successful completion
of the VOI project, in the Fiscal Year 2002 National Defense Authorization Act (§1604
of P.L. 107-107:115 Stat.1277), Congress instructed the Secretary of Defense to
carry out a larger demonstration project for the November 2002 general election. This
project was to be “carried out with participation of sufficient numbers of absent
uniformed services voters so that the results are statistically significant”.
Since there was not sufficient time to define and implement a large project for 2002,
the project was planned for implementation for the November 2004 election. Seven
states agreed to participate and worked with FVAP to develop system requirements
and operating procedures. However, the Secure Electronic Registration and Voting
Experiment (SERVE) was cancelled before it was deployed due to concerns raised
by several computer scientists. These individuals contended that the use of personal
computers over the Internet could not be made secure enough for voting and
consequently called for the project to be terminated. The Department of Defense,
citing a lack of public confidence in the SERVE system, decided the project could not
continue under these circumstances.
In response to this development, the Fiscal Year 2005 National Defense
Authorization Act (§567 of P.L. 108-375;118 Stat.119) repealed the requirement for
the Secretary of Defense to conduct an electronic voting demonstration project “until
the first regularly scheduled general election for federal office which occurs after the
Election Assistance Commission (EAC) notifies the Secretary that the Commission
has established electronic absentee voting guidelines and certifies that it will assist
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the Secretary in carrying out the project”. Pursuant to this legislation, in September
2005, the EAC requested its voting system advisory group, the Technical Guidelines
Development Committee (TGDC), to add this subject on their research agenda;
however the request was declined. This effectively put all federally-sponsored
projects involving electronic return of voted ballots on indefinite hold.
After the cancellation of the SERVE Project in 2004, FVAP developed and fielded the
Interim Voting Assistance System (IVAS). This system provided for electronic
submission of ballot requests and delivery of blank ballots using a Department of
Defense secure server. The voter was notified by email when their ballot was
available on the server. Then they could download and print the ballot, mark their
selections and return the voted ballot by postal mail or facsimile, if their state
permitted this option. Use of this system was restricted to voters enrolled in the
Defense Enrollment Eligibility Reporting System (DEERS), which was the source for
voter identification validation. A total of 108 counties in 9 states participated in this
project. One hundred forty-nine voters submitted ballot requests and 17 voters
received blank ballots.
In 2006 the capabilities of IVAS were extended to enable all UOCAVA voters to use
the system for submitting ballot requests. This was used by 470 jurisdictions in 8
states. FVAP could not measure how many voters used this option. As in 2004,
voters in the DEERS database could also receive blank ballots using the system.
This capability was used by 103 jurisdictions in 3 states. Sixty-three voters submitted
ballot requests and 29 downloaded blank ballots.
In 2008 IVAS was further modified to enable all UOCAVA voters to make ballot
requests and receive blank ballots. This enhanced capability was called the Voter
Registration/Ballot Delivery System. It was used by 45 jurisdictions in 11 states. Over
21,000 voters completed a ballot request form and 780 uploaded these forms to the
system. One hundred twenty-four voters downloaded blank ballots.
Since the State of Florida conducts its own voting system certification process,
Okaloosa County, Florida, decided to field a small pilot for the 2008 general election
that would enable voters to return their voted ballots electronically. Okaloosa County
set up staffed remote electronic voting locations called “kiosks” in England, Germany
and Japan. These sites were equipped with vote capture devices connected by a
secure communications link to a system server. Voters came to the site and used the
vote capture devices to receive, mark and cast their ballots electronically. The cast
ballots were encrypted and transmitted back to the system server where they were
stored until the Okaloosa Canvassing Board was ready to decrypt and tabulate them
at the close of the election. The kiosk workers who staffed these sites verified voter
identity and eligibility using an on-line connection to the voter registration system. A
paper record of each vote was printed and used to verify the electronic results when
the votes were tabulated. Ninety-three voters cast their ballots using this system.
Also in 2008 the Arizona Secretary of State’s office developed and implemented a
web-based system to enable voters to securely return their voted ballots
electronically. This system, called the Military and Overseas Voting System, is still
operational. Voters can request to register to vote and/or request an absentee ballot.
When a request is received, an email is sent to the voter’s jurisdiction with the voter’s
information to prompt the local election office to send a Federal Post Card Application
and/or an absentee ballot. Ballots are sent to the voter by postal mail, email or
facsimile. The local election office also authorizes the voter to use the Military and
Overseas Voting System to return their voted ballot. An email is generated by the
system that provides the voter with instructions for returning their ballot and a
password. When they receive the ballot, the voter marks their selections and scans
the ballot image into a computer file. Then they log onto the system and upload the
voted ballot. The system sends an email to the voter to confirm that the ballot was
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received. The appropriate county official also receives an email that a ballot has been
received so they can download it for processing and tabulation.

1.1.2 Testing Pilot Systems
Most states require voting systems to undergo a testing and certification process
before the system may be used in an election. This provides a level of assurance that
the system provides the required functionality and operates reliably and securely.
The four states participating in the VOI project agreed to test that system utilizing the
Department of Defense Information Technology Security Certification and
Accreditation (DITSCAP) process combined with the State of Florida Division of
Elections Voting Systems Certification process. The testing regimen planned for the
SERVE system was a combined DITSCAP, National Association of State Election
Directors (NASED), and State of Florida certification and accreditation process. The
system used for Okaloosa County’s remote voting pilot was tested and certified by
the State of Florida Division of Elections.
Due to the nature of these new systems, existing voting system standards were not
sufficient for testing specific aspects. Therefore, additional security requirements
were needed to test the use of digital signatures, cryptography and secure
communications protocols. The hardware and software standards, developed for
DRE and optical scan systems used in polling places, also needed to be revised to
reflect the characteristics of the remote voting technologies. Each of these pilot
projects established a working group, comprised of election officials, security experts
and test engineers, to define the additional requirements needed to supplement the
existing voting system standards. Reference materials for the working groups came
from various national and international sources of information technology standards,
such as the Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS), Common Criteria, and
the International Standards Organization. These efforts resulted in testing
requirements documents that were specific to the technical features of each of the
pilot systems, which supplied the criteria for testing and certifying these particular
pilot systems.
Since 2008, several states have enacted legislation enabling them to conduct
electronic voting projects for UOCAVA voters, beginning with the 2010 elections. To
be prepared to support the states with these projects, in July 2009 the EAC
convened a UOCAVA Working Group to consider how to adapt the EAC’s Testing
and Certification Program to accommodate UOCAVA pilot systems. It was concluded
that two products were needed: a modified set of system testing requirements; and a
revised testing and certification process. It was determined that the working group
would assist the EAC in drafting the testing requirements. The EAC staff would adapt
the certification process to accommodate the needs of UOCAVA pilot projects and
publish a Voting System Pilot System Testing and Certification Manual.
The EAC UOCAVA Working Group began with a review of the Voluntary Voting
System Guidelines (VVSG) 2005; the Revision to the 2005 VVSG; and the Next
Iteration to the VVSG to identify already established or proposed TGDC guidelines
that would also apply to remote electronic voting systems. To fill gaps related to the
introduction of technologies not covered in the VVSG and the additional security
requirements associated with remote systems, VOI, SERVE and Okaloosa Project
requirements documents were reviewed. In addition, FIPS and NIST Special
Publications were consulted to identify federally specified information security
requirements that would apply to the use of cryptography, public key infrastructure,
secure communications and other security features of remote electronic voting
systems.
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A significant challenge for the EAC Working Group was to specify requirements that
would not unduly constrain innovation in the design of UOCAVA systems. The VOI,
SERVE and Okaloosa system testing requirements were tailored to test the particular
system implementations developed for those projects. However, since many different
designs for remote voting systems could be submitted to the EAC certification
program, the EAC Working Group needed to identify generic system requirements to
allow for system design flexibility. This document is the result of that effort.

1.1.3 Scope of EAC Pilot Project Testing Requirements
Pilot projects are small in scale and short in duration. Consequently, certification for
pilot systems needs to be quicker and less expensive than the regular process
currently used for conventional systems with an expected life of more than 10 years.
Nevertheless, since actual votes will be cast on the pilot voting systems, the
certification process must retain sufficient rigor to provide reasonable assurance that
these systems will operate correctly and securely.
There is a fundamental dichotomy in complexity in remote voting system
architectures: those where the vote capture device is controlled (e.g., provided by the
election jurisdiction); and those where it is not controlled (e.g., the voter uses his own
personal computer). Since the EAC planned to have the pilot certification process
ready for implementation during the first half of 2010, it was decided that the EAC
would focus its efforts on controlled platform architectures servicing multiple
jurisdictions. This is a highly secure remote voting solution and the Okaloosa Project,
which used remote kiosks with vote capture devices provided by the Supervisor of
Elections office, provides an implementation example for reference. Defining
requirements for this class of system architecture was determined to provide a
reasonable test case that could be completed within the available timeframe. In
addition, most of the core system processing functions are the same for both types of
architectures, so a substantial number of requirements will carry over as this work is
expanded by the TGDC to include other methods of remote electronic voting. This
pilot testing requirements document will be provided to the TGDC as the basis and
starting point for their research and deliberations.

1.1.4 Next Steps
While the EAC was working to ensure that the pilot certification effort was underway,
legislation dealing with a number of UOCAVA voting issues was under consideration
by Congress. Ultimately passed as part of the Fiscal Year 2010 National Defense
Authorization Act (NDAA) (§581 of P.L. 111-84), the Military and Overseas Voters
Empowerment Act contains a provision allowing the Secretary of Defense to
establish one or more pilot programs to test the feasibility of new election technology
for UOCAVA voters. This provision requires the EAC and the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) to provide best practices or standards to support
these pilot programs, “in accordance with electronic absentee voting guidelines
established under” the earlier FY2005 NDAA. In December 2009, the EAC directed
the TGDC to begin this work as a top research priority. The EAC expects the TGDC
to make recommendations for the comprehensive set of remote electronic voting
system guidelines mandated by the FY2005 NDAA. The TGDC has been tasked to
consider the full range of remote voting architectures, including instances where the
voter uses his own personal computer for voting.
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1.2 EAC Certification Scope for UOCAVA Pilot Systems
An initial step in a system certification process is to define the boundaries of the system
that will be tested and certified. There are several significant differences between
UOCAVA remote electronic voting systems and conventional voting systems used in
polling places. UOCAVA pilot systems operate as adjuncts to existing election
administration systems in the participating jurisdictions. Pilot systems require election
definition data from the local Election Management System (EMS) to set up the system
for the election and define ballots. Information from the Statewide Voter Registration
Database is needed to authenticate voters and determine their eligibility to vote, match
them with the correct ballot style, and record voter history. Some processes that are
handled procedurally in a polling place may be performed by a software application in a
remote electronic system. Use of communications networks is necessary to connect to
voters. Since the UOCAVA voting period currently extends for 45 days, pilot systems may
be in operation for several weeks before polling place systems are activated for Election
Day. Most, if not all, states prohibit tabulation of absentee ballots until after the polls are
closed, so voted ballots may have to be stored on the system for several weeks. Pilot
tabulation results will be integrated with the tabulation report generated by the local EMS.
Consequently, there are many factors to consider when determining the scope for pilot
system certification testing.
Figure 1-1 illustrates a generic process flow for remote electronic voting that does not
presuppose any particular architectural solution. Even at this high level of abstraction,
two alternative processing paths are needed to accommodate differences in individual
state requirements. The first path, called the absentee model, has two distinguishing
features. This is essentially an electronic rendering of the UOCAVA by-mail process. In
this path, the voter’s identity must remain linked to the cast ballot until the close of the
voting period. At that time adjudication is made by the local jurisdiction on whether to
accept or not accept the ballot. If the ballot is accepted, any identifiable link to the voter is
removed. The now anonymous ballot is placed in the ballot box to be tabulated. If the
ballot is rejected, the link is not removed and the disposition of the ‘unopened’ ballot is
made in accordance with individual state procedures.
The second path, called the early voting model, does not maintain any association
between the voter and the cast ballot. When the voter presses the ‘Vote’ button and
receives notification that their ballot selections have been recorded, the ballot goes
directly into the ballot box. There is no ballot adjudication step and therefore no need to
maintain a connection between the voter and the ballot.
There are many of ways in which systems can be designed to perform these absentee
functions. However, for the reasons discussed in 1.1.3, only one type of system
architecture – kiosk-based remote voting -- is addressed in this document. There are four
major components in kiosk-based voting systems:
1. A system server which runs the voting software, stores voted ballots, and
provides system administration functions;
2. One or more kiosks which are designated remote locations that service multiple
election jurisdictions are staffed by kiosk workers who verify voter identity and
eligibility, and are equipped with electronic vote capture devices with printing
capability.
3. A tabulation device at each participating local election office which decrypts and
tabulates the ballots for that jurisdiction; and
4. Communications links which tie all the system components together.
For security purposes, no vote data is permanently retained by the vote capture device.
The cast ballot is transmitted to an electronic ballot box stored on the system server. The
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vote capture device produces a paper record of the voter’s choices that the voter can
review for verification purposes. The paper records will be deposited in a secure
receptacle and returned to the appropriate jurisdiction for system audit purposes. Other
elements of the system architecture are not specified.
All the system components supporting the functions inside the frame in Figure 1-1 are
subject to EAC pilot certification testing. Any system submitted to the EAC for pilot
certification must support both the absentee and early voting models. The interfaces
between the pilot system and the local EMS are not included in EAC testing. Should a
pilot jurisdiction decide to develop a software wizard or other automated method to move
data between the EMS and the pilot system, that jurisdiction will be responsible for
validating that element. Similarly, if a jurisdiction decides to provide an automated means
for kiosk workers to access voter registration data to validate voter identity and eligibility,
the jurisdiction will be expected to validate its performance.
It is important to bear in mind that, although kiosk-based remote electronic voting may
appear to be very similar to poll site voting, there are some very significant differences in
the underlying legislative basis and the policies and procedures that flow from that.
UOCAVA voting is by definition absentee voting. The process employed in UOCAVA
voting pilots follows the same rules as the conventional postal delivery process. This
means that the voting period could begin 45 days or more before Election Day,
depending on state law. If some event, such as a law suit or an accident, causes a
change in candidates in a race after the UOCAVA voting period begins, there must be a
defined protocol for how to count that race in ballots that have already been cast if those
voters don’t have an opportunity to vote again with a replacement ballot. Since kiosks
could be located in many different time zones, the system server hosting the voting
application has to be available essentially 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Therefore,
the electronic voting process would most likely have to be interrupted to change the ballot
definition data and rerun logic and accuracy testing. Since this is an absentee voting
process, provisional ballots are not available. For the same reason, there are no legallymandated accessibility requirements. For those states following the absentee model of
UOCAVA voting described above, there is a formal process to decide whether or not to
accept a ballot for counting. Consequently, UOCAVA system requirements will vary
somewhat from those for poll site systems.
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Figure 1-1

UOCAVA Process

1.3 Conformance Clause
1.3.1 Scope and Applicability
This document defines requirements for conformance of kiosk-based remote
electronic voting systems, intended for use in UOCAVA pilot programs, that
manufacturers of such systems SHALL meet pursuant to EAC pilot program
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certification. As described in 1.2, these systems consist minimally of a system server
connected through secure communications links to a number of staffed remote kiosk
locations equipped with vote capture devices. The vote capture devices display the
ballot data provided by the system server to the voter and capture the electronic
record of voter choices. These choices are securely transmitted back to the server for
storage when the ballot is cast. The vote capture device also prints a paper record
for voter verification which is retained for use in system performance validation. The
system server is also connected through secure communications links to each
participating local election jurisdiction to transfer the encrypted ballot file at the close
of the election period. This file is manually transferred to a standalone, air-gapped
tabulation device which decrypts and tabulates the ballots. The functionality of each
of these components and the integrated system functional performance and security
features will be tested during the certification process.
EAC pilot system certification testing will not include pilot system linkages to local
voter registration and election management systems except for defined data
interchange interfaces. It is the responsibility of the participating state and local
jurisdictions to validate the functionality of any connections to their local systems. It
should also be noted that these testing requirements only relate to the performance
of system hardware and software, they do not extend to election administration
procedures. However, requirements are included for system documentation and the
ability to produce data needed to support procedures such as system audit.
This document also provides the framework, procedures, and requirements that
voting system testing labs (VSTLs) and manufacturers responsible for the
certification testing of such pilot program systems SHALL follow. The requirements
and procedures in this document may also be used by states to certify kiosk-based
remote electronic voting systems for their own pilot programs.
This document defines the minimum requirements for remote electronic voting
systems in the context of pilot programs conducted by states and local jurisdictions
and the process for testing these systems. The requirements are intended for use by:


Designers and manufacturers of voting systems;



VSTLs performing the analysis and testing of systems in support of the EAC
certification process;



Election officials, including officials responsible for the installation, operation,
and maintenance of voting systems for UOCAVA pilot programs; and



VSTLs and consultants performing the state certification of voting systems
for pilot programs.

Minimum requirements specified in this document include:


Functional capabilities;



Performance characteristics, including security;



Documentation; and



Test evaluation criteria.

1.3.2 Conformance Framework
This section provides the framework in which conformance is defined. It identifies the
entities to which these requirements apply, the relationships among the various
entities, the structure of the requirements, and the terminology used to indicate
conformance.
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1.3.2.1 Applicable entities
The requirements, prohibitions and options specified in these requirements apply to
kiosk –based remote electronic voting systems, voting system manufacturers, and
VSTLs. These requirements apply to all systems submitted for pilot certification
under the EAC program.

1.3.2.2 Requirements of entities
It is the voting system manufacturer that must implement these requirements and
provide the necessary documentation for the system. In order to claim
conformance to the requirement, the voting system manufacturer SHALL satisfy
the specified requirements. The voting system manufacturer SHALL successfully
complete the prescribed test campaign with an EAC VSTL in order to obtain EAC
certification.
The VSTL SHALL satisfy the requirements for conducting pilot program certification
testing. Additionally, as indicated in the document, certain requirements SHALL be
tested by the manufacturer rather than the VSTL. The VSTL may use an
operational environment emulating that used by election officials as part of their
testing to ensure that the voting system can be configured and operated in a
secure and reliable manner according to the manufacturer’s documentation and as
specified by the requirements. The VSTL SHALL coordinate and deliver the
requisite documentation, including a Test Plan and a Test Report, to the EAC for
review and approval.
The EAC SHALL review the test results and associated documentation from both
the VSTL and the manufacturer and make a determination that all requirements
have been appropriately tested and the test results are acceptable. The EAC may
conduct audits of manufacturer testing to ensure its adequacy. The EAC will issue
a pilot program certification number that indicates conformance of the specified
system to these requirements.

1.3.3 Extensions
Extensions are additional functions, features, and/or capabilities included in a voting
system that are not required by this document. To accommodate the needs of states
that may impose additional requirements and to accommodate changes in
technology, this document allows extensions. The use of extensions SHALL NOT
contradict nor cause the nonconformance of functionality required by this document.

1.3.4 Implementation Statement
The implementation statement SHALL describe the remote electronic voting system
and SHALL document the requirements that have been implemented by the voting
system. It SHALL also identify optional features and capabilities supported by the
voting system, as well as any extensions (i.e., additional functionality beyond what is
required in this document). The implementation statement SHALL include a checklist
identifying all the requirements for which a claim of conformance is made.
The implementation statement SHALL be submitted with the manufacturer’s
application to the EAC for pilot program certification testing. It SHALL provide a
concise summary and narrative description of the voting system’s capabilities. It
SHALL include identifying information about the voting system, including the
hardware and software components, version number and date.
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1.3.5 Equivalent Configurations
1.3.5.1 Background
Under the standard EAC certification program, the scope of certification is very
specific and extends only to the exact voting system configuration tested. The
certificate specifically identifies each of the various configurations of the voting
system’s components that were tested and certified, including the Operating
System (OS) version and service pack, as well as the Central Processing Unit
(CPU). Any modification to the system not authorized by the EAC will void the
certificate. The certificate is applicable to the system configuration that has been
tested during certification and is not applicable when any modification to hardware,
software or COTS products has occurred.
There is a tradeoff between requiring the exact configuration that was tested and
certified to be deployed and allowing “equivalent configurations” that have been
tested by the voting system manufacturer and attested to perform identically on
these configurations. Requiring only exact configurations that have been certified to
be deployed guarantees that the customer is using the identical system that has
been tested by the VSTL, but does not allow the flexibility needed to accommodate
routine and expected changes to Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) systems. The
requirements in this document are designed to allow for such flexibility.

1.3.5.2

Procedures for changes to baseline configuration
Testing for UOCAVA Pilot Certification is conducted by the VSTL and voting
system manufacturer on the baseline configuration consisting of:
1. Specific hardware;
2. Major Version of operating system and third-party COTS applications.


Major Versions are changed when an updated version is
downloaded; major versions are not considered changed when a
patch is applied to fix an individual item.



In Microsoft Operating Systems, Major Versions would include
Service Packs– New Service Packs would be considered a
different Major Version.



Downloading patches (i.e., security) would not be considered a
change to the Major Version. However, manufacturers SHALL
create a log of all patches downloaded and supply them to the
EAC upon request.

Any change to hardware or software (Major Versions) SHALL be regression tested
by the voting system manufacturer to ensure that all requirements affected by the
change have been adhered to. Regression testing SHALL be documented and
legally affirmed to by the manufacturer, and accepted by the EAC. Regression
testing SHALL be done by the manufacturer when the EAC certified version differs
from the one being deployed in any of the following ways:
a. Any hardware is changed. However, de minimis changes, as defined in
the EAC Pilot System Certification Manual, SHALL NOT undergo
regression testing;
b. Any change to Major Version of the OS is made; and
c.

Any major change to a third-party COTS application is made.
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All regression testing by manufacturers SHALL include accuracy and reliability
testing. Other tests SHALL be repeated for requirements closely related to the
functionality that was modified with the hardware or software (Major Version)
changes.
Any change to the voting system application not covered by 3 a, b or c SHALL
undergo testing by the VSTL.
Test Reports describing the manufacturer regression testing SHALL be submitted
to the EAC. The EAC may conduct random audits to ensure that the manufacturer
regression testing performed was sufficient.

1.3.6 Requirements Language and Structure
1.3.6.1 Language
Understanding how language is used is a pre-requisite to understanding this
document. Language in this document is divided into two categories: normative,
i.e., the requirements language itself, and informative. Normative language is
prescriptive and must be followed to obtain conformance to this document and
ultimately EAC certification. Informative parts of this document include discussion,
examples, extended explanations, and other matter that are necessary for proper
understanding of the requirements and how to ensure conformance. Informative
text is not prescriptive and serves to clarify requirements.
Normative language is specifically for requirements. The following keywords are
used within requirements text to indicate the conformance aspects of the
requirement:


SHALL indicates a mandatory requirement to do something;



SHALL NOT indicates a mandatory requirement not to do something.

1.3.6.2 Structure of requirements
Each remote electronic voting system requirement in this document is identified
according to a hierarchical scheme in which higher-level requirements (e.g., "The
requirements for formatting the TDP are general in nature; specific format details
are of the manufacturer's choosing.") are supported by lower-level requirements
(e.g., " The TDP SHALL include a detailed table of contents for the required
documents, an abstract of each document, and a listing of each of the informational
sections and appendices presented."). Thus, requirements are nested. When the
nesting hierarchy has reached four levels (i.e., 1.1.1.1), further nested
requirements are designated with lowercase letters, then Roman numerals.
Therefore, all requirements are traceable by a distinct reference.
Some requirements are directly testable and some are not. Lower-level
requirements (i.e., leaf-node requirements that have no requirements directly
beneath them) are directly testable. Higher-level requirements (i.e., requirements
with directly testable requirements beneath them) are not directly testable. Higherlevel requirements are included because: (1) they are testable indirectly insofar as
their lower-level requirements are testable; and (2) they often provide the structure
and rationale for the lower level requirements. Satisfying all the lower-level
requirements will result in satisfying the corresponding higher-level
requirement. Thus, VSTLs need to only directly test lower-level requirements, not
higher-level requirements. However, if non-conformance with a higher-level
requirement is determined through any other means (e.g., OEVT testing,
inspection) then the voting system is deemed not to conform to that higher-level
requirement.
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1.4 Effective Date
The UOCAVA Pilot Program Testing Requirements SHALL become effective for pilot
certification testing upon adoption by the EAC. At that time, all kiosk-based remote
electronic pilot systems submitted for EAC certification SHALL be tested for conformance
with these requirements.
These requirements are voluntary in that each of the states can decide whether to require
the voting systems used in pilot programs for their state to have an EAC certification.
States may decide to adopt these requirements in whole or in part at any time,
irrespective of the effective date. In addition, states may specify additional requirements
that pilot voting systems used in their jurisdictions must meet. The EAC certification
program does not, in any way, pre-empt the ability of the states to have their own voting
system certification process.
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Section 2:

Functional Requirements

2.1 Accuracy
Voting system accuracy addresses the accuracy of data for each of the individual ballot
selections that could be selected by a voter, including the positions that are not selected.
Accuracy is defined as the ability of the voting system to capture, record, store,
consolidate and report the specific selections and absence of selections, made by the
voter on each ballot without error.
For each processing function in the following list, the voting system SHALL achieve a
target error rate of no more than one in 10,000,000 ballot positions, with a maximum
acceptable error rate in the test process of one in 500,000 ballot positions. Types of
functions include:


Recording voter selections



Recording voter selections into ballot image storage independently from voting
data storage; and



Consolidation of vote selection data from multiple voting sites to generate
jurisdiction-wide vote totals.

2.1.1 Components and Hardware
2.1.1.1 Component accuracy
Memory hardware, such as semiconductor devices and magnetic storage media,
SHALL be accurate.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.1.1.2 Equipment design
The design of equipment in all voting systems SHALL provide for protection against
mechanical, thermal, and electromagnetic stresses that impact voting system
accuracy.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.1.1.3 Voting system accuracy
To ensure vote accuracy, all voting systems SHALL:
a. Record the election contests, candidates, and issues exactly as defined by
election officials;
b. Record the appropriate options for casting and recording votes;
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c.

Record each vote precisely as indicated by the voter and be able to
produce an accurate report of all votes cast;

d. Include control logic and data processing methods incorporating parity and
check-sums (or equivalent error detection and correction methods) to
demonstrate that the voting system has been designed for accuracy; and
e. Provide software that monitors the overall quality of data read-write and
transfer quality status, checking the number and types of errors that occur
in any of the relevant operations on data and how they were corrected.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.1.2 Environmental Range
All voting systems SHALL meet the accuracy requirements over manufacturer
specified operating conditions and after storage under non-operating conditions.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.1.3 Content of Data Verified for Accuracy
2.1.3.1 Election management system accuracy
Voting systems SHALL accurately record all election management data entered by
the user, including election officials or their designees.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.1.3.2 Recording accuracy
For recording accuracy, all voting systems SHALL:
a. Record every entry made by the user except where it violates voter
privacy;
b. Accurately interpret voter selection(s) and record them correctly to
memory;
c.

Verify the correctness of detection of the user selections and the addition
of the selections correctly to memory;

d. Verify the correctness of detection of data entered directly by the user and
the addition of the selections correctly to memory; and
e. Preserve the integrity of election management data stored in memory
against corruption by stray electromagnetic emissions, and internally
generated spurious electrical signals.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL
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2.1.4 Telecommunications Accuracy
The telecommunications components of all voting systems SHALL achieve a target
error rate of no more than one in 10,000,000 ballot positions, with a maximum
acceptable error rate in the test process of one in 500,000 ballot positions.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.1.5 Accuracy Test Content
Voting system accuracy SHALL be verified by a specific test conducted for this
objective. The overall test approach is described in Appendix C.

2.1.5.1 Simulators
If a simulator is used, it SHALL be verified independently of the voting system in
order to produce ballots as specified for the accuracy testing.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.1.5.2 Ballots
Ballots used for accuracy testing SHALL include all the supported types (i.e.,
rotation, alternative languages) of contests and election types (primary, general).
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.1.6 Reporting Accuracy
Processing accuracy is defined as the ability of the voting system to process stored
voting data. Processing includes all operations to consolidate voting data after the
voting period has ended.
The voting systems SHALL produce reports that are consistent, with no discrepancy
among reports of voting data.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL
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2.2 Operating capacities
2.2.1 Maximum Capacities
The manufacturer SHALL specify at least the following maximum operating
capacities for the voting system (i.e. server, vote capture device, tabulation device,
and communications links):


Throughput,



Memory,



Transaction processing speed, and



Election constraints:
o

Number of jurisdictions

o

Number of ballot styles per jurisdiction

o

Number of contests per ballot style

o

Number of candidates per contest

o

Number of voted ballots

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.2.1.1 Capacity testing
The voting system SHALL achieve the maximum operating capacities stated by the
manufacturer in section 2.2.1.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.2.2 Operating Capacity notification
The voting system SHALL provide notice when any operating capacity is approaching
its limit.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.2.3 Simultaneous Transmissions
The voting system SHALL protect against the loss of votes due to simultaneous
transmissions.
Test Method: Functional
Test Entity:

VSTL
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2.3 Pre-Voting Capabilities
2.3.1 Import and Verify Election Definition
2.3.1.1 Import the election definition
The voting system SHALL:
a. Keep all data logically separated by, and accessible only to, the
appropriate state and local jurisdictions;
b. Provide the capability to import or manually enter ballot content, ballot
instructions and election rules, including all required alternative language
translations from each jurisdiction;
c.

Provide the capability for the each jurisdiction to verify that their election
definition was imported accurately and completely;

d. Support image files (e.g., jpg or gif) and/or a handwritten signature image
on the ballot so that state seals, official signatures and other graphical
ballot elements may be properly displayed; and
e. Support multiple ballot styles per each local jurisdiction.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection/Functional
VSTL

2.3.1.2 Protect the election definition
The voting system SHALL provide a method to protect the election definition from
unauthorized modification.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.3.2 Readiness Testing
2.3.2.1 Voting system test mode
The voting system SHALL provide a test mode to verify that the voting system is
correctly installed, properly configured, and all functions are operating to support
pre-election readiness testing for each jurisdiction.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.3.2.2 Test data segregation
The voting system SHALL provide the capability to zero-out or otherwise segregate
test data from actual voting data.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL
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2.4 Voting Capabilities
2.4.1

Opening the Voting Period

2.4.1.1 Accessing the ballot
The voting system SHALL:
a. Present the correct ballot style to each voter;
b. Allow the voting session to be canceled; and
c.

Prevent a voter from casting more than one ballot in the same election.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

2.4.2
2.4.2.1

Functional
VSTL

Casting a Ballot
Record voter selections
The voting system SHALL:
a. Record the selection and non-selection of individual vote choices;
b. Record the voter's selection of candidates whose names do not appear on
the ballot, if permitted under state law, and record as many write-ins as the
number of candidates the voter is allowed to select;
c.

Prohibit the voter from accessing or viewing any information on the display
screen that has not been authorized and preprogrammed into the voting
system (i.e., no potential for display of external information or linking to
other information sources);

d. Allow the voter to change a vote within a contest before advancing to the
next contest;
e. Provide unambiguous feedback regarding the voter’s selection, such as
displaying a checkmark beside the selected option or conspicuously
changing its appearance;
f.

Indicate to the voter when no selection, or an insufficient number of
selections, has been made for a contest (e.g., undervotes);

g. Provide the voter the opportunity to correct the ballot for an undervote
before the ballot is cast;
h. Allow the voter, at the voter’s choice, to submit an undervoted ballot
without correction.
i.

Prevent the voter from making more than the allowable number of
selections for any contest (e.g., overvotes); and

j.

In the event of a failure of the main power supply external to the voting
system, provide the capability for any voter who is voting at the time to
complete casting a ballot, allow for the successful shutdown of the voting
system without loss or degradation of the voting and audit data, and allow
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voters to resume voting once the voting system has reverted to back-up
power.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.4.2.2 Verify voter selections
The voting system SHALL:
a. Produce a paper record each time the confirmation screen is displayed;
b. Generate a paper record identifier. This SHALL be a random identifier that
uniquely links the paper record with the cast vote record;
c.

Allow the voter to either cast the ballot or return to the vote selection
process to make changes after reviewing the confirmation screen and
paper record; and

d. Prompt the voter to confirm his choices before casting the ballot, signifying
to the voter that casting the ballot is irrevocable and directing the voter to
confirm his intention to cast the ballot.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.4.2.3 Cast ballot
The voting system SHALL:
a. Store all cast ballots in a random order; logically separated by, and only
accessible to, the appropriate state/local jurisdictions;
b. Notify the voter after the vote has been stored persistently that the ballot
has been cast;
c.

Notify the voter that the ballot has not been cast successfully if it is not
stored successfully, and provide clear instruction as to steps the voter
should take to cast his ballot should this event occur; and

d. Prohibit access to voted ballots until such time as state law allows for
processing of absentee ballots.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.4.2.4 Ballot linking to voter identification
2.4.2.4.1 Absentee model
The cast ballot SHALL be linked to the voter’s identity without violating the
privacy of the voter.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL
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2.4.2.4.2 Early voting model
The cast ballot SHALL NOT be linked to the voter’s identity.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

2.4.3 Vote Secrecy
2.4.3.1 Link to voter
The voting system SHALL be capable of producing a cast vote record that does not
contain any information that would link the record to the voter.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.4.3.2 Voting session records
The voting system SHALL NOT store any information related to the actions
performed by the voter during the voting session.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.5 Post Voting Capabilities
2.5.1 Ballot Box Retrieval
2.5.1.1 Seal and sign the electronic ballot box
The voting system SHALL seal and sign each jurisdiction’s electronic ballot box, by
means of a digital signature, to protect the integrity of its contents.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.5.1.2 Electronic ballot box retrieval
The voting system SHALL allow each jurisdiction to retrieve its electronic ballot
box.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL
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2.5.1.3 Electronic ballot box integrity check
The voting system SHALL perform an integrity check on the electronic ballot box
verifying that it has not been tampered with or modified before opening.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.5.2 Tabulation
2.5.2.1 Tabulation device connectivity
The tabulation device SHALL be physically, electrically, and electromagnetically
isolated from any other computer network.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

2.5.2.2 Open ballot box
The tabulation device SHALL allow only an authorized entity to open the ballot box.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.5.2.3 Absentee model
2.5.2.3.1 Adjudication
The tabulation device SHALL allow the designation of electronic ballots as
“accepted” or “not accepted” by an authorized entity.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.5.2.4 Ballot decryption
The tabulation device decryption process SHALL remove all layers of encryption
and breaking all correlation between the voter and the ballot, producing a record
that is in clear text.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.5.2.5 Tabulation report format
The tabulation device SHALL have the capability to generate a tabulation report of
voting results in an open and non-proprietary format.
Test Method:

Functional
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Test Entity:

VSTL

2.6 Audit and Accountability
2.6.1 Scope
This section presents requirements for the voting system to provide the capability for
conducting the types of system performance verifications listed below. The intention
is to provide for independent verification of the agreement of the paper record and
electronic tabulation results. These audits could be conducted on the entire set of
records or on a sampling basis, depending on the preferences of state/local
jurisdictions:
a. Hand audit – Validation of electronic tabulation results via comparison with
results of a hand tally of paper records; and
b. Comparison of ballot images and the corresponding paper records.
It should be noted that these audits are for the purpose of verifying system
performance and are conducted independently from the election audits that many
jurisdictions conduct to verify overall election results. It is expected that ballots cast
on a UOCAVA pilot voting system will be included with ballots cast by all other means
when audit samples are drawn for election results verification.

2.6.2 Electronic Records
In order to support independent auditing, a voting system SHALL be able to produce
electronic records that contain the necessary information in a secure and usable
manner. Typically, this includes records such as:


Vote counts;



Counts of ballots recorded;



Paper record identifier;



Event logs and other records of important events; and



Election archive information.

The following requirements apply to records produced by the voting system for any
exchange of information between devices, support of auditing procedures, or
reporting of final results:
a. Requirements for electronic records to be produced by tabulation devices;
and
b. Requirements for printed reports to support auditing steps.

2.6.2.1 All records capable of being exported
The voting system SHALL provide the capability to export its electronic records in
an open format, such as XML, or include a utility to export log data into a publicly
documented format.
Test Method:

Functional
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Test Entity:

VSTL

2.6.2.2 Ballot images
The voting system SHALL have the capability to generate ballot images in a human
readable format.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.6.2.3 Ballot image content
The voting system SHALL be capable of producing a ballot image that includes:
a. Election title and date of election;
b. Jurisdiction identifier;
c.

Ballot style;

d. Paper record identifier; and
e. For each contest and ballot question:
i.

The choice recorded, including write-ins; and

ii.

Information about each write-in.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.6.2.4 All records capable of being printed
The tabulation device SHALL provide the ability to produce printed forms of its
electronic records. The printed forms SHALL retain all required information as
specified for each record type other than digital signatures.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.6.2.5 Summary count record
The voting system SHALL produce a summary count record including the following:
a. Time and date of summary record; and
b. The following, both in total and broken down by ballot style and voting
location:
i.

Number of received ballots

ii.

Number of counted ballots

iii.

Number of rejected electronic CVRs

iv.

Number of write-in votes

v.

Number of undervotes.
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Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.6.3 Paper Records
The vote capture device is required to produce a paper record for each ballot cast.
This record SHALL be available to the voter to review and verify, and SHALL be
retained for later auditing or recounts, as specified by state law. Paper records
provide an independent record of the voter’s choices that can be used to verify the
correctness of the electronic record created by the vote capture device.

2.6.3.1 Paper record creation
Each vote capture device SHALL print a human readable paper record.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.6.3.2 Paper record contents
Each paper record SHALL contain at least:
a. Election title and date of election;
b. Voting location;
c.

Jurisdiction identifier;

d. Ballot style;
e. Paper record identifier; and
f.

For each contest and ballot question:
i.

The recorded choice, including write-ins; and

ii.

Information about each write-in.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

2.6.3.3 Privacy
The vote capture device SHALL be capable of producing a paper record that does
not contain any information that could link the record to the voter.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL
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2.6.3.4 Multiple pages
When a single paper record spans multiple pages, each page SHALL include the
voting location, ballot style, date of election, and page number and total number of
the pages (e.g., page 1 of 4).
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.6.3.5 Machine-readable part contains same information as humanreadable part
If a non-human-readable encoding is used on the paper record, it SHALL contain
the entirety of the human-readable information on the record.
Test Method:

Inspection

Test Entity: VSTL

2.6.3.6 Format for paper record non-human-readable data
Any non-human-readable information on the paper record SHALL be presented in
a non-proprietary format.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

2.6.3.7 Linking the electronic CVR to the paper record
The paper record SHALL:
a. Contain the paper record identifier; and
b. Identify whether the paper record represents the ballot that was cast.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

2.7 Performance Monitoring
2.7.1 Voting System and Network Status
2.7.1.1 Network monitoring
The system server SHALL provide for system and network monitoring during the
voting period.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL
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2.7.1.2 Tool access
The system and network monitoring functionality SHALL only be accessible to
authorized personnel from restricted consoles.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

2.7.1.3 Tool privacy
System and network monitoring functionality SHALL NOT have the capability to
compromise voter privacy or election integrity.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL
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Section 3:

Usability, Accessibility, and
Privacy Requirements

3.1 Overview
The importance of usability and accessibility in the design of voting systems has become
increasingly apparent. It is not sufficient that the internal operation of these systems be
correct; in addition, voters and kiosk workers must be able to use them effectively. There
are some particular considerations for the design of usable and accessible voting
systems:


The voting task itself can be fairly complex; the voter may have to navigate an
electronic ballot, choose multiple candidates in a single contest, or decide on
abstrusely worded referenda



Pilot projects by definition are implementing new kinds of voting systems, so
there is limited opportunity for voters and kiosk workers to gain familiarity with the
process



Usability and accessibility requirements include a broad range of factors,
including physical abilities, language skills, and technology experience

3.1.1 Purpose
The challenge, then, is to provide a voting system that voters can use comfortably,
efficiently, and with confidence that they have cast their votes correctly. The
requirements within this section are intended to serve that goal. Three broad
principles motivate this section:
1. All eligible UOCAVA voters SHALL have access to the voting process
without discrimination.
The voting process SHALL be accessible to individuals with disabilities. The voting
process includes access to the kiosk site, instructions on how to vote, initiating the
voting session, making ballot selections, review of the ballot and the paper record,
final submission of the ballot, depositing the paper record in a secure receptacle, and
getting help when needed.
2. Each cast ballot SHALL accurately capture the selections made by the voter.
The ballot SHALL be presented to the voter in a manner that is clear and usable.
Voters should encounter no difficulty or confusion regarding the process for
recording their selections.
3. The voting process SHALL preserve the secrecy of the ballot.
The voting process SHALL preclude anyone else from determining the content of a
voter's ballot, without the voter's cooperation. If such a determination is made against
the wishes of the voter, then his or her privacy has been violated.
All the requirements in this section have the purpose of improving the quality of
interaction between voters and voting systems.
Note that these principles refer to the entire voting process. The UOCAVA Pilot
Program Testing Requirements apply only to voting systems; other aspects of the
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process (such as administrative rules and procedures) are outside the scope of EAC
certification, but are nonetheless crucial for the full achievement of the principles.

3.1.2 Special terminology
The following terms are used frequently in this chapter; they are defined in the
Glossary in Appendix A:


Alert time



Audio-Tactile Interface (ATI)



Common Industry Format (CIF)



Completed system response time



Initial system response time



Voter inactivity time

3.2 General Usability
The voting system SHALL support voters in the task of effectively and accurately casting
their ballots. The features of the voting system SHALL not contribute to the commission
of voter error within the voting session.

3.2.1 Privacy
The voting process must preclude anyone else from determining the content of a
voter's ballot without the voter's cooperation. Privacy ensures that the voter can cast
votes based solely on his or her own preferences without intimidation or inhibition.

3.2.1.1 Privacy at the kiosk locations
a. The vote capture device SHALL prevent others from determining the
contents of a ballot.
b. The vote capture device SHALL support ballot privacy during the voting
session and ballot submission.
c.

During the voting session, if an audio interface to the vote capture device is
provided, it SHALL be audible only to the voter.

d. The vote capture device SHALL issue all warnings in a way that preserves
the privacy of the voter and the confidentiality of the ballot.
e. The vote capture device SHALL not issue a receipt to the voter that would
provide proof to another of how the voter voted.

3.2.1.2 No recording of alternative format usage
When voters use non-typical ballot interfaces, such as large print or alternative
languages, their anonymity may be vulnerable. To the extent possible, only the
logical contents of their ballots should be recorded, not the special formats in which
they were rendered.
a. No information SHALL be kept within an electronic cast voter record that
identifies any alternative language feature(s) used by a voter.
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b. No information SHALL be kept within an electronic cast voter record that
identifies any accessibility feature(s) used by a voter.

3.2.2 Cognitive issues
The features specified in this section are intended to minimize cognitive difficulties for
voters. They should always be able to operate the vote capture device and
understand the effect of their actions.
a. The vote capture device SHALL provide instructions for all its valid
operations.
b. The vote capture device SHALL provide a means for the voter to get help
directly from the system at any time during the voting session.
c.

Instructional material for the voter SHALL conform to norms and best
practices for plain language.
i.

Warnings and alerts issued by the vote capture device SHALL be
distinguishable from other information and should clearly state:


The nature of the problem;



Whether the voter has performed or attempted an invalid
operation or whether the vote capture device itself has
malfunctioned in some way; and



The set of responses available to the voter.

ii.

When an instruction is based on a condition, the condition should be
stated first, and then the action to be performed.

iii.

The vote capture device should use familiar, common words and
avoid technical or specialized words that voters are not likely to
understand.

iv.

Each distinct instruction should be separated spatially from other
instructions for visual or tactile interfaces, and temporally for auditory
interfaces.

v.

The vote capture device should issue instructions on the correct way
to perform actions, rather than telling voters what not to do.

vi.

The instructions should address the voter directly rather than use
passive voice constructions.

vii.

The vote capture device should avoid the use of gender-based
pronouns.

d. Consistent with election law, the voting application SHALL support a process
that does not introduce bias for or against any of the contest choices to be
presented to the voter. In both visual and aural formats, the choices SHALL
be presented in an equivalent manner.
e. The voting system SHALL provide the capability to design a ballot with a high
level of clarity and comprehensibility.
i.

The vote capture device should not visually present a single contest
spread over two pages or two columns.

ii.

The ballot SHALL clearly indicate the maximum number of
candidates for which one can vote within a single contest.
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f.

iii.

The relationship between the name of a candidate and the
mechanism used to vote for that candidate SHALL be consistent
throughout the ballot.

iv.

The vote capture device should present instructions near to where
they are needed.

The use of color SHALL agree with common conventions: (a) green, blue or
white is used for general information or as a normal status indicator; (b)
amber or yellow is used to indicate warnings or a marginal status; (c) red is
used to indicate error conditions or a problem requiring immediate attention.

g. When an icon is used to convey information, indicate an action, or prompt a
response, it SHALL be accompanied by a corresponding linguistic label.

3.2.3 Perceptual issues
The requirements of this section are designed to minimize perceptual difficulties for
the voter. Some of these requirements are designed to assist voters with poor
reading vision. These are voters who might have some difficulty in reading normal
text, but are not typically classified as having a visual disability.
a. The electronic display screen of the vote capture device SHALL have the
following characteristics:


Flicker frequency NOT between 2 Hz and 55 Hz.



Minimum display brightness: 130 cd/m2



Minimum display darkroom 7×7 checkerboard contrast: 150:1



Minimum display pixel pitch: 85 pixels/inch (0.3 mm/pixel)



Minimum display area 700 cm2



Antiglare screen surface that shows no distinct virtual image of a
light source



Minimum uniform diffuse ambient contrast for 500 1× illuminance:
10:1

b. Any aspect of the vote capture device that is adjustable by either the voter or
kiosk worker, including font size, color, contrast, audio volume, or rate of
speech, SHALL automatically reset to a standard default value upon
completion of that voter's session.
c.

If any aspect of a vote capture device is adjustable by either the voter or
kiosk worker, there SHALL be a mechanism to allow the voter to reset all
such aspects to their default values while preserving the current votes.

d. For all text the vote capture device SHALL provide a font with the following
characteristics


Height of capital letters at least: 3.0 mm



x-height of a least: 70% of cap height



Stroke width at least: 0.35 mm.

e. The vote capture device electronic image display SHALL be capable of
showing all information in at least two font sizes:
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f.



3.0-4.0 mm cap height, with a corresponding x-height at least 70% of
the cap height and a minimum stroke width of 0.35 mm;



6.3-9.0 mm cap height, with a corresponding x-height at least 70% of
the cap height and a minimum stroke width of 0.7 mm; under control
of the voter. The device SHALL allow the voter to adjust font size
throughout the voting session while preserving the current votes.

Text should be presented in a sans serif font.

g. Vote capture devices providing paper verification records SHALL provide
features that assist in the reading of such records by voters with poor reading
vision.
i.

The vote capture device may achieve legibility of paper records by
supporting the printing of those records in at least two font sizes, 3.04.0mm and 6.3-9.0mm.

ii.

The vote capture device may achieve legibility of paper records by
supporting magnification of those records. This magnification may
be done by optical or electronic devices. The manufacturer may
either: 1) provide the magnifier itself as part of the system, or 2)
provide the make and model number of readily available magnifiers
that are compatible with the system.

h. The minimum figure-to-ground ambient contrast ratio for all text and
informational graphics (including icons) SHALL be 10:1. For paper records,
contrast is measured based on ambient lighting of at least 300 l×.
i.

The electronic display screen of the vote capture device SHALL be capable
of showing all information in high contrast either by default or under the
control of the voter. If the device allows the voter to adjust contrast during
the voting session it SHALL preserve the current votes. High contrast is a
figure-to-ground ambient contrast ratio for text and informational graphics of
at least 50:1.

j.

The default color coding SHALL support correct perception by voters with
color blindness.
i.

Ordinary information presented to the voter should be in the form of
black text on a white background. The use of color should be
reserved for special cases, such as warnings or alerts.

ii.

No information presented to the voter SHALL be in the form of
colored text on a colored background. Either the text or background
SHALL be black or white.

iii.

If text is colored other than black or white:
1. The background SHALL be black or white.
2. The text SHALL be presented in a bold font (minimum 0.6
mm stroke width).
3. If the background is black, the text color SHALL be yellow or
light cyan.
4. If the background is white, the text color SHALL be dark
enough to maintain a 10:1 contrast ratio.

iv.

If the background is colored other than black or white, the
presentation SHALL follow these guidelines:
1. The text color SHALL be black.
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2. The background color SHALL be yellow or light cyan.
k.

Color coding SHALL not be used as the sole means of conveying
information, indicating an action, prompting a response, or distinguishing a
visual element.

3.2.4 Interaction issues
The requirements of this section are designed to minimize interaction difficulties for
the voter.
a. The vote capture device SHALL not require page scrolling by the voter.
b. The vote capture device SHALL provide unambiguous feedback regarding
the voter’s selection, such as displaying a checkmark beside the selected
option or conspicuously changing its appearance.
c.

Vote capture device input mechanisms SHALL be designed to prevent
accidental activation.
i.

On touch screens, the sensitive touch areas SHALL have a minimum
height of 0.5 inches and minimum width of 0.7 inches. The vertical
distance between the centers of adjacent areas SHALL be at least
0.6 inches, and the horizontal distance at least 0.8 inches. Touch
areas SHALL not overlap.

3.2.4.1 Timing issues
These requirements address how long the system and voter wait for each other to
interact.
a. The initial system response time of the vote capture device SHALL be no
greater than 0.5 seconds.
b. When the voter performs an action to record a single vote, the completed
system response time of the vote capture device SHALL be no greater
than one second in the case of a visual response, and no greater than five
seconds in the case of an audio response.
c.

The completed system response time of the vote capture device SHALL be
no greater than 10 seconds.

d. If the vote capture device has not completed its visual response within one
second, it SHALL present to the voter, within 0.5 seconds of the voter's
action, some indication that it is preparing its response.
e. If the vote capture device requires a response by a voter within a specific
period of time, it SHALL issue an alert at least 20 seconds before this time
period has expired and provide a means by which the voter may receive
additional time

3.2.5 Alternative languages
HAVA Section 301 (a)(4) states that the voting system SHALL provide alternative
language accessibility pursuant to the requirements of Section 203 of the Voting
Rights Act of 1965 (42 U.S.C. 1973aa-1a). Ideally every voter would be able to vote
independently and privately, regardless of language. As a practical matter,
alternative language access is mandated under the Voting Rights Act of 1975,
subject to certain thresholds (e.g., if the language group exceeds 5% of the voting
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age population). Thus, election officials must ensure that the pilot voting system is
capable of handling the languages meeting the legal threshold within their districts.
a. The voting system SHALL be capable of presenting the ballot, contest
choices, review screens, paper verification records, and voting instructions in
any language declared by the manufacturer to be supported by the system.

3.2.6 Usability for kiosk workers
Voting systems are used not only by voters to record their votes, but also by kiosk
workers who are responsible for kiosk site set-up, light maintenance, and kiosk site
closing. Because of the variety of possible implementations, it is impossible to
specify detailed design requirements for these functions. The requirements below
describe general capabilities that all pilot systems must support.
a. Messages generated by the vote capture device for kiosk workers in support
of the set up, maintenance, or safety of the system SHALL adhere to the
requirements for clarity in Section 3.2.4 “Cognitive issues”.

3.2.6.1 Operation
Kiosk workers are responsible for opening the kiosk locations each day of the
voting period, keeping them running smoothly during voting hours, closing the kiosk
locations at the end of each day of the voting period, and shutting down the kiosks
at the end of the voting period.
Operations may be categorized in three phases: initial system set up, daily set up
and operation, and shutting down the system at the end of the voting period.
Initial setup includes all the steps necessary to remove the system from its shipping
crate, physically set up and configure the vote capture devices and peripherals,
verify the integrity of the software, load and check out the software, initiate and
check out the communications links. .
Daily operation of the kiosk location includes such functions as:


voter identification and authorization;



provision of smartcard to voter to initiate the voting session ;



assistance to voters who need help;



system recovery in the case of voters who abandon the voting session
without having cast a ballot; and



routine supplies replenishment, such as adding paper to the printer.

Daily shutdown includes all the steps necessary to take the vote capture device
from the state in which it is ready to record votes to its overnight storage state.
a. The procedures for voting system setup, polling, and shutdown, as
documented by the manufacturer, SHALL be reasonably easy for the typical
poll worker to learn, understand, and perform.
b. The manufacturer SHALL provide clear, complete, and detailed instructions
and messages for kiosk location setup, daily operation, and shutdown.
i.

The documentation SHALL be presented at a level appropriate for
kiosk workers who are not experts in voting system and computer
technology.

ii.

The documentation SHALL be in a format suitable for use in the
kiosk location.
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iii.

The instructions and messages SHALL enable the kiosk worker to
verify that the vote capture device, peripherals, and communications
links


Has been set up correctly;



Is in correct working order to record votes; and



Has been shut down correctly.

3.2.6.2 Safety
All voting systems and their components must be designed so as to eliminate
hazards to personnel or to the equipment itself. Hazards include, but are not
limited to:


Fire hazards;



Electrical hazards;



Potential for equipment tip-over (stability);



Potential for cuts and scrapes (e.g., sharp edges);



Potential for pinching (e.g., tight, spring-loaded closures); and



Potential for hair or clothing entanglement.

Devices associated with the voting system SHALL be certified in accordance with
the requirements of UL 60950-1, Information Technology Equipment – Safety –
Part 1 by a certification organization accredited by the Department of Labor,
Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s Nationally Recognized Testing
Laboratory program. The certification organization’s scope of accreditation SHALL
include IEC/UL 60950-1.
IEC/UL 60950 is a comprehensive standard for IT equipment and addresses all the
hazards discussed above under Safety.

3.3 Accessibility requirements
The voting process is to be accessible to voters with disabilities through the use of a
specially equipped voting station. A machine so equipped is referred to herein as an
accessible voting station (Acc-VS).
The requirements in this section are intended to address this HAVA mandate. Ideally,
every voter would be able to vote independently and privately. As a practical matter,
there may be some number of voters who, because of the nature of their disabilities, will
need personal assistance with any system. Nonetheless, these requirements are meant
to make the voting system independently accessible to as many voters as possible. This
includes access across all voting processes: capabilities to generate, verify and cast an
official ballot must be provided.
This section is organized according to the type of disability being addressed. For each
type, certain appropriate design features are specified. Note, however, that a feature
intended primarily to address one kind of disability may very well assist voters with other
kinds. Moreover, this organization in no way implies that the various sets of requirements
are optional or mutually exclusive. In order to conform, an Accessible Voting Station
must fulfill all the requirements of all the sub-sections of Chapter 3.3.
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There are many other requirements, such as the general usability requirements, that
apply to the Acc-VS besides those in this section. Please see Section 3.1.3 “Interaction of
usability and accessibility requirements” for a full explanation.

3.3.1 General
The requirements of this section are relevant to a wide variety of disabilities.
a. The Acc-VS SHALL be integrated into the manufacturer’s complete voting
system so as to support accessibility for disabled voters throughout the
voting session.
i.

The manufacturer SHALL supply documentation describing 1)
recommended procedures that fully implement accessibility for
voters with disabilities and 2) how the Acc-VS supports those
procedures.

b. When the provision of accessibility for Acc-VS involves an alternative format
for ballot presentation, then all information presented to non-disabled voters,
including instructions, warnings, error and other messages, and contest
choices, SHALL be presented in that alternative format.
c.

The support provided to voters with disabilities SHALL be intrinsic to the
accessible voting station. It SHALL not be necessary for the accessible
voting station to be connected to any personal assistive device of the voter in
order for the voter to operate it correctly.

d. If a voting system provides for voter identification or authentication by using
biometric measures that require a voter to possess particular biological
characteristics, then Acc-VS SHALL provide a secondary means that does
not depend on those characteristics.
e. If the Acc-VS generates a paper record (or some other durable, humanreadable record) for the purpose of allowing voters to verify their votes, then
the system SHALL provide a means to ensure that the verification record is
accessible to all voters with disabilities, as identified in 3.3 “Accessibility
requirements”.
i.

If the Acc-VS generates a paper record (or some other durable,
human-readable record) for the purpose of allowing voters to verify
their votes, then the system SHALL provide a mechanism that can
read that record and generate an audio representation of its
contents.

3.3.2 Low vision
These requirements specify the features of the accessible voting station designed to
assist voters with low vision.
In general, low vision is defined as having a visual acuity worse than 20/70. Low (or
partial) vision also includes dimness of vision, haziness, film over the eye, foggy
vision, extreme near-sightedness or far-sightedness, distortion of vision, color
distortion or blindness, visual field defects, spots before the eyes, tunnel vision, lack
of peripheral vision, abnormal sensitivity to light or glare and night blindness.
People with tunnel vision can see only a small part of the ballot at one time. For
these users it is helpful to have letters at the lower end of the font size range in order
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to allow them to see more letters at the same time. Thus, there is a need to provide
font sizes at both ends of the range.
People with low vision or color blindness benefit from high contrast and from a
selection of color combinations appropriate for their needs. Between 7% and 10% of
all men have color vision deficiencies. Certain color combinations in particular cause
problems. Therefore, use of color combinations with good contrast is required. Note
also the general Requirement 3.2.5 j.
However, some users are very sensitive to very bright displays and cannot use them
for long. An overly bright background causes a visual white-out that makes these
users unable to distinguish individual letters. Thus, use of non-saturated color
options is an advantage for some people.
It is important to note that some of the requirements in 3.2.5 “Perceptual issues” also
provide support for voters with certain kinds of vision problems.
a. An accessible voting station with a color electronic image display SHALL
allow the voter to adjust the color saturation throughout the voting session
while preserving the current votes. Two options SHALL be available: 1)
black text on white background and 2) white text on black background.
b. Buttons and controls on accessible voting stations SHALL be distinguishable
by both shape and color. This applies to buttons and controls implemented
either "on-screen" or in hardware. This requirement does not apply to
sizeable groups of keys, such as a conventional 4x3 telephone keypad or a
full alphabetic keyboard.
c.

The Acc-VS SHALL provide synchronized audio output to convey the same
information as that which is displayed on the screen. There SHALL be a
means by which the voter can disable either the audio or the video output,
resulting in a video-only or audio-only presentation, respectively. The system
SHALL allow the voter to switch among the three modes (synchronized
audio/video, video-only, or audio-only) throughout the voting session while
preserving the current votes.

3.3.3 Blindness
These requirements specify the features of the accessible voting station designed to
assist voters who are blind.
a. The accessible voting station SHALL provide an audio-tactile interface (ATI)
that supports the full functionality of the visual ballot interface.
i.

The ATI of VEBD-A of the accessible voting station SHALL provide
the same capabilities to vote and cast a ballot as are provided by its
visual interface.

ii.

The ATI SHALL allow the voter to have any information provided by
the voting system repeated.

iii.

The ATI SHALL allow the voter to pause and resume the audio
presentation.

iv.

The ATI SHALL allow the voter to skip to the next contest or return to
previous contests.

v.

The ATI SHALL allow the voter to skip over the reading of a
referendum so as to be able to vote on it immediately.

b. Voting stations that provide audio presentation of the ballot SHALL do so in a
usable way, as detailed in the following sub-requirements.
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c.

i.

The ATI SHALL provide its audio signal through an industry standard
connector for private listening using a 3.5mm stereo headphone jack
to allow voters to use their own audio assistive devices.

ii.

When VEBD-A utilizes a telephone style handset or headphone to
provide audio information, it SHALL provide a wireless T-Coil
coupling for assistive hearing devices so as to provide access to that
information for voters with partial hearing. That coupling SHALL
achieve at least a category T4 rating as defined by [ANSI01]
American National Standard for Methods of Measurement of
Compatibility between Wireless Communications Devices and
Hearing Aids, ANSI C63.19.

iii.

A sanitized headphone or handset SHALL be made available to each
voter.

iv.

VEBD-A SHALL set the initial volume for each voting session
between 40 and 50 dB SPL.

v.

The audio system SHALL allow the voter to control the volume
throughout the voting session while preserving the current votes.
The volume SHALL be adjustable from a minimum of 20dB SPL up
to a maximum of 100 dB SPL, in increments no greater than 10 dB.

vi.

The audio system SHALL be able to reproduce frequencies over the
audible speech range of 315 Hz to 10 KHz.

vii.

The audio presentation for VEBD-A of verbal information should be
readily comprehensible by voters who have normal hearing and are
proficient in the language. This includes such characteristics as
proper enunciation, normal intonation, appropriate rate of speech,
and low background noise. Candidate names should be pronounced
as the candidate intends.

viii.

The audio system SHALL allow the voter to control the rate of
speech throughout the voting session while preserving the current
votes. The range of speeds supported SHALL include 75% to 200%
of the nominal rate. Adjusting the rate of speech SHALL not affect
the pitch of the voice.

If Acc-VS supports ballot activation for non-blind voters, then it SHALL also
provide features that enable voters who are blind to perform this activation.

d. If Acc-VS supports ballot submission or vote verification for non-blind voters,
then it SHALL also provide features that enable voters who are blind to
perform these actions.
e. Mechanically operated controls or keys, or any other hardware interface on
Acc-VS available to the voter SHALL be tactilely discernible without
activating those controls or keys.
f.

The status of all locking or toggle controls or keys (such as the "shift" key) for
Acc-VS SHALL be visually discernible, and also discernible through either
touch or sound.

3.3.4 Dexterity
These requirements specify the features of the accessible voting station designed to
assist voters who lack fine motor control or use of their hands.
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a. The accessible voting station SHALL provide a mechanism to enable nonmanual input that is functionally equivalent to tactile input. All the
functionality of the accessible voting station (e.g., straight party voting, writein candidates) that is available through the conventional forms of input, such
as tactile, SHALL also be available through the non-manual input
mechanism.
b. If Acc-VS supports ballot submission or vote verification for non-disabled
voters, then it SHALL also provide features that enable voters who lack fine
motor control or the use of their hands to perform these actions.
c.

Keys, controls, and other manual operations on the accessible voting station
SHALL be operable with one hand and SHALL not require tight grasping,
pinching, or twisting of the wrist. The force required to activate controls and
keys SHALL be no greater 5 lbs. (22.2 N).

d. The accessible voting station controls SHALL not require direct bodily
contact or for the body to be part of any electrical circuit.

3.3.5 Mobility
These requirements specify the features of the accessible voting station designed to
assist voters who use mobility aids, including wheelchairs. Many of the requirements
of this section are based on the ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and
Facilities (ADAAG).
a. The accessible voting station SHALL provide a clear floor space of 30 inches
minimum by 48 inches minimum for a stationary mobility aid. The clear floor
space SHALL be designed for a forward approach or a parallel approach.
b. When deployed according to the installation instructions provided by the
manufacturer, Acc-VS SHALL allow adequate room for an assistant to the
voter. This includes clearance for entry to and exit from the area of the
voting station.
c.

Labels, displays, controls, keys, audio jacks, and any other part of the
accessible voting station necessary for the voter to operate the voting system
SHALL be legible and visible to a voter in a wheelchair with normal eyesight
(no worse than 20/40, corrected) who is in an appropriate position and
orientation with respect to the accessible voting station.

3.3.5.1 Controls within reach
The requirements of this section ensure that the controls, keys, audio jacks and any
other part of the accessible voting station necessary for its operation are within easy
reach. Note that these requirements have meaningful application mainly to controls
in a fixed location. A hand-held tethered control panel is another acceptable way of
providing reachable controls.
a. If the accessible voting station has a forward approach with no forward reach
obstruction then the high reach SHALL be 48 inches maximum and the low
reach SHALL be 15 inches minimum. See Part 1: Figure 3-1.
b. If the accessible voting station has a forward approach with a forward reach
obstruction, the following sub-requirements SHALL apply. (See Part 1:
Figure 3-2).
i.

The forward obstruction for Acc-VS SHALL be no greater than 25
inches in depth, its top no higher than 34 inches and its bottom
surface no lower than 27 inches.
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ii.

If the obstruction for Acc-VS is no more than 20 inches in depth, then
the maximum high reach SHALL be 48 inches, otherwise it SHALL
be 44 inches.

iii.

Space under the obstruction between the finish floor or ground and 9
inches above the finish floor or ground SHALL be considered toe
clearance and SHALL comply with the following provisions for AccVS:
1. Toe clearance depth SHALL extend 25 inches maximum
under the obstruction;
2. The minimum toe clearance depth under the obstruction
SHALL be either 17 inches or the depth required to reach
over the obstruction to operate the accessible voting
station, whichever is greater; and
3. Toe clearance width SHALL be 30 inches minimum.

iv.

Space under the obstruction between 9 inches and 27 inches above
the finish floor or ground SHALL be considered knee clearance and
SHALL comply with the following provisions:
1. Knee clearance depth SHALL extend 25 inches maximum
under the obstruction at 9 inches above the finish floor or
ground;
2. The minimum knee clearance depth at 9 inches above the
finish floor or ground SHALL be either 11 inches or 6
inches less than the toe clearance, whichever is greater;
3. Between 9 inches and 27 inches above the finish floor or
ground, the knee clearance depth SHALL be permitted to
reduce at a rate of 1 inch in depth for each 6 inches in
height. (It follows that the minimum knee clearance at 27
inches above the finish floor or ground SHALL be 3 inches
less than the minimum knee clearance at 9 inches above
the floor.); and
4. Knee clearance width SHALL be 30 inches minimum.

c.

If the accessible voting station has a parallel approach with no side reach
obstruction then the maximum high reach SHALL be 48 inches and the
minimum low reach SHALL be 15 inches. See Part 1: Figure 3-3.

d. If the accessible voting station has a parallel approach with a side reach
obstruction, the following sub-requirements SHALL apply. See Figure 3-1.
i.

The side obstruction for Acc-VS SHALL be no greater than 24 inches
in depth and its top no higher than 34 inches.

ii.

If the obstruction is no more than 10 inches in depth, then the
maximum high reach SHALL be 48 inches, otherwise it SHALL be 46
inches.
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Figure 3-1

Unobstructed reach measurements

Dimensions shown in inches above the line, SI units (in millimeters) below the line

Figure 1: Unobstructed forward reach

Figure 2: Obstructed forward reach
(a) for an obstruction depth of up to 20 inches
(b) for an obstruction depth of up to 25 inches

Figure 3: Unobstructed side reach with
an allowable obstruction less than 10
inches deep

Figure 4: Obstructed side reach
(a) for an obstruction depth of up to 10 inches
(b) for an obstruction depth of up to 24 inches

3.3.6 Hearing
These requirements specify the features of the accessible voting station designed to
assist voters with hearing disabilities.
a. The accessible voting station SHALL incorporate the features listed under
Requirement 3.3.3-C for voting systems that provide audio presentation of
the ballot.
b. If the accessible voting system provides sound cues as a method to alert the
voter, the tone SHALL be accompanied by a visual cue, unless the station is
in audio-only mode.
c.

No voting device SHALL cause electromagnetic interference with assistive
hearing devices that would substantially degrade the performance of those
devices. The voting device, measured as if it were a wireless device, SHALL
achieve at least a category T4 rating as defined by [ANSI01] American
National Standard for Methods of Measurement of Compatibility between
Wireless Communications Devices and Hearing Aids, ANSI C63.19.
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3.3.7 Cognition
These requirements specify the features of the accessible voting station designed to
assist voters with cognitive disabilities.
a. The accessible voting station should provide support to voters with cognitive
disabilities.

3.3.8 English proficiency
These requirements specify the features of the accessible voting station designed to
assist voters who lack proficiency in reading English.
a. For voters who lack proficiency in reading English, Acc-VS SHALL provide
an audio interface for instructions and ballots as described in 3.3.3 b.
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Section 4:

Software

4.1 Selection of Programming Languages
4.1.1 Acceptable Programming Language Constructs
Application logic SHALL be produced in a high-level programming language that has
all of the following control constructs:
a. Sequence;
b. Loop with exit condition (e.g., for, while, and/or do-loops);
c.

If/Then/Else conditional;

d. Case conditional; and
e. Block-structured exception handling (e.g., try/throw/catch).
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.2 Selection of General Coding Conventions
4.2.1 Acceptable Coding Conventions
Application logic SHALL adhere to (or be based on) a published, credible set of
coding rules, conventions or standards (herein simply called "coding conventions")
that enhance the workmanship, security, integrity, testability, and maintainability of
applications.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.2.1.1 Published
Coding conventions SHALL be considered published if they appear in publicly
available media.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.2.1.2 Credible
Coding conventions SHALL be considered credible if at least two different
organizations independently decided to adopt them and made active use of them at
some time within the three years before conformity assessment was first sought.
Test Method:

Inspection
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Test Entity:

Manufacturer

4.3 Software Modularity and Programming
4.3.1.1 Modularity
Application logic SHALL be designed in a modular fashion.

4.3.1.2 Module testability
Each module SHALL have a specific function that can be tested and verified
independently from the remainder of the code.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.3.1.3 Module size and identification
Modules SHALL be small and easily identifiable.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.4 Structured Programming
4.4.1 Exception Handling
4.4.1.1 Exception handling
Application logic SHALL handle exceptions using block-structured exception
handling constructs.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.4.1.2 Legacy library units must be wrapped
If application logic makes use of any COTS or third-party logic callable units that do
not throw exceptions when exceptional conditions occur, those callable units
SHALL be wrapped in callable units that check for the relevant error conditions and
translate them into exceptions, and the remainder of application logic SHALL use
only the wrapped version.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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4.4.2 Unstructured Control Flow is Prohibited
Application logic SHALL contain no unstructured control constructs.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.4.2.1 Branching
Arbitrary branches (a.k.a. GoTos) SHALL NOT be allowed.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.4.2.2 Intentional exceptions
Exceptions SHALL only be used for abnormal conditions. Exceptions SHALL NOT
be used to redirect the flow of control in normal ("non-exceptional") conditions.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.4.2.3 Unstructured exception handling
Unstructured exception handling (e.g., On Error GoTo, setjmp/longjmp) SHALL
NOT be allowed.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.4.2.4 Separation of code and data
Application logic SHALL NOT compile or interpret configuration data or other input
data as a programming language.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.5 Comments
4.5.1 Header Comments
Application logic modules SHALL include header comments that provide at least the
following information for each callable unit (e.g., function, method, operation,
subroutine, procedure.):
a. The purpose of the unit and how it works (if not obvious);
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b. A description of input parameters, outputs and return values, exceptions
thrown, and side-effects; and
c.

Any protocols that must be observed (e.g., unit calling sequences).

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.6 Executable Code and Data Integrity
4.6.1 Code Coherency
Application logic SHALL conform to the following sub-requirements:
a. Self-modifying code SHALL NOT be allowed;
b. Application logic SHALL be free of race conditions, deadlocks, livelocks, and
resource starvation;
c.

If compiled code is used, it SHALL only be compiled using a COTS compiler;
and

d. If interpreted code is used, it SHALL only be run under a specific, identified
version of a COTS runtime interpreter.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.6.2 Prevent Tampering With Code
Programmed devices SHALL defend against replacement or modification of
executable or interpreted code.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.6.3 Prevent Tampering With Data
The voting system SHALL prevent access to or manipulation of configuration data,
vote data, or audit records.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.7 Error Checking
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4.7.1 Detect Garbage Input
4.7.1.1 Validity check
Programmed devices SHALL check information inputs for completeness and
validity.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.7.1.2 Defend against garbage input
Programmed devices SHALL ensure that incomplete or invalid inputs do not lead to
irreversible error.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.7.2 Mandatory Internal Error Checking
4.7.2.1 Error checking
Application logic that is vulnerable to the following types of errors SHALL check for
these errors at run time and respond defensively (as specified by Requirement
4.7.2.8) when they occur:


Out-of-bounds accesses of arrays or strings (includes buffers used to move
data);



Stack overflow errors;



CPU-level exceptions such as address and bus errors, dividing by zero,
and the like;



Variables that are not appropriately handled when out of expected
boundaries;



Numeric overflows; and



Known programming language specific vulnerabilities.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.7.2.2 Range checking of indices
If the application logic uses arrays, vectors, character sequences, strings or any
analogous data structures, and the programming language does not provide
automatic run-time range checking of the indices, the indices SHALL be rangedchecked on every access.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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4.7.2.3 Stack overflows
If stack overflow does not automatically result in an exception, the application logic
SHALL explicitly check for and prevent stack overflow.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.7.2.4 CPU traps
The application logic SHALL implement such handlers as are needed to detect and
respond to CPU-level exceptions including address and bus errors and dividing by
zero.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.7.2.5 Garbage input parameters
All scalar or enumerated type parameters whose valid ranges as used in a callable
unit (e.g., function, method, operation, subroutine, procedure.) do not cover the
entire ranges of their declared data types SHALL be range-checked on entry to the
unit.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.7.2.6 Numeric overflows
If the programming language does not provide automatic run-time detection of
numeric overflow, all arithmetic operations that could potentially overflow the
relevant data type SHALL be checked for overflow.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.7.2.7 Nullify freed pointers
If pointers are used, any pointer variables that remain within scope after the
memory they point to is deallocated SHALL be set to null or marked as invalid
(pursuant to the idiom of the programming language used) after the memory they
point to is deallocated.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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4.7.2.8 React to errors detected
The detection of any of the errors enumerated in Requirement 4.7.2.1 SHALL be
treated as a complete failure of the callable unit in which the error was detected. An
appropriate exception SHALL be thrown and control SHALL pass out of the unit
forthwith.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.7.2.9 Do not disable error checks
Error checks detailed in Requirement 4.7.2.1 SHALL remain active in production
code.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.7.2.10 Roles authorized to respond to errors
Exceptions resulting from failed error checks or CPU-level exceptions SHALL
require intervention by an election official or administrator before voting can
continue.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.7.2.11 Election integrity monitoring
The voting system SHALL proactively detect or prevent basic violations of election
integrity (e.g., stuffing of the ballot box or the accumulation of negative votes) and
alert an election official or administrator if such violations they occur.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

4.8 Recovery
4.8.1 Voting System Device Failure
4.8.1.1 Resuming normal operations
All voting systems SHALL be capable of resuming normal operations following the
correction of a failure in any device.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
Manufacturer
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4.8.1.2 Failures not compromise voting or audit data
Exceptions and system recovery SHALL be handled in a manner that protects the
integrity of all recorded votes and audit log information.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
Manufacturer

4.8.1.3 Device survive component failure
All vote capture device SHALL be capable of resuming normal operation following
the correction of a failure in any component (e.g., memory, CPU, printer) provided
that catastrophic electrical or mechanical damage has not occurred.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
Manufacturer

4.8.2 Controlled Recovery
Error conditions SHALL be corrected in a controlled fashion so that voting system
status may be restored to the initial state existing before the error occurred.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
Manufacturer

4.8.2.1 Nested error conditions
Nested error conditions that are corrected without reset, restart, reboot, or
shutdown of the vote capture device SHALL be corrected in a controlled sequence
so that voting system status may be restored to the initial state existing before the
first error occurred.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
Manufacturer

4.8.2.2 Reset CPU error states
CPU-level exceptions that are corrected without reset, restart, reboot, or shutdown
of the vote capture device SHALL be handled in a manner that restores the CPU to
a normal state and allows the voting system to log the event and recover as with a
software-level exception.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
Manufacturer

4.8.3 Restore Device to Checkpoints
When recovering from non-catastrophic failure or from any error or malfunction that is
within the operator's ability to correct, the voting system SHALL restore the device to
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the operating condition existing immediately prior to the error or failure, without loss
or corruption of voting data previously stored in the device.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
Manufacturer

4.9 Source Code Review
In the source code review, the accredited test lab shall look at programming
completeness, consistency, correctness, modifiability, structure, modularity and
construction.

4.9.1 Workmanship
Although these requirements are scoped to application logic, in some cases the test
lab may need to inspect border logic and third-party logic to assess conformity.

4.9.1.1 Review source versus manufacturer specifications
The test lab SHALL assess the extent to which the application logic adheres to the
specifications made in its design documentation.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

4.9.1.2 Review source versus coding conventions
The test lab SHALL assess the extent to which the application logic adheres to the
published, credible coding conventions chosen by the manufacturer.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

4.9.1.3 Review source versus workmanship requirements
The test lab SHALL assess the extent to which the application logic adheres to the
requirements of Section 4 Software.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

4.9.1.4 Efficacy of built-in self-tests
The test lab SHALL verify the efficacy of built-in measurement, self-test, and
diagnostic capabilities.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL
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4.9.2 Security
4.9.2.1 Security control source code review
The test lab SHALL analyze the source code of the security controls to assess
whether they function correctly and cannot be bypassed.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL
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Section 5:

Security

5.1 Access Control
This section states requirements for the identification of authorized system users,
processes and devices and the authentication or verification of those identities as a
prerequisite to granting access to system processes and data. It also includes
requirements to limit and control access to critical system components to protect system
and data integrity, availability, confidentiality, and accountability.
This section applies to all entities attempting to physically enter voting system facilities or
to request services or data from the voting system.

5.1.1 Separation of Duties
5.1.1.1 Definition of roles
The voting system SHALL allow the definition of personnel roles with segregated
duties and responsibilities on critical processes to prevent a single person from
compromising the integrity of the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.1.1.2 Access to election data
The voting system SHALL ensure that only authorized roles, groups, or individuals
have access to election data.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.1.1.3 Separation of duties
The voting system SHALL require at least two persons from a predefined group for
validating the election configuration information, accessing the cast vote records,
and starting the tabulation process.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.1.2 Voting System Access
The voting system SHALL provide access control mechanisms designed to permit
authorized access and to prevent unauthorized access to the system.
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5.1.2.1 Identity verification
The voting system SHALL identify and authenticate each person to whom access
is granted, and the specific functions and data to which each person holds
authorized access.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.1.2.2 Access control configuration
The voting system SHALL allow the administrator group or role to configure
permissions and functionality for each identity, group or role to include account and
group/role creation, modification, and deletion.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.1.2.3 Default access control configuration
The voting system’s default access control permissions SHALL implement the least
privileged role or group needed.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.1.2.4 Escalation prevention
The voting system SHALL prevent a lower-privilege process from modifying a
higher-privilege process.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.1.2.5 Operating system privileged account restriction
The voting system SHALL NOT require its execution as an operating system
privileged account and SHALL NOT require the use of an operating system
privileged account for its operation.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.1.2.6 Logging of account
The voting system SHALL log the identification of all personnel accessing or
attempting to access the voting system to the system event log.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL
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5.1.2.7 Monitoring voting system access
The SHALL provide tools for monitoring access to the system. These tools SHALL
provide specific users real time display of persons accessing the system as well as
reports from logs.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.1.2.8 Login failures
The vote capture devices at the kiosk locations and the central server SHALL have
the capability to restrict access to the voting system after a preset number of login
failures.
a. The lockout threshold SHALL be configurable by appropriate
administrators/operators.
b. The voting system SHALL log the event.
c.

The voting system SHALL immediately send a notification to appropriate
administrators/operators of the event.

d. The voting system SHALL provide a mechanism for the appropriate
administrators/operators to reactivate the account after appropriate
confirmation.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.1.2.9 Account lockout logging
The voting system SHALL log a notification when any account has been locked
out.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.1.2.10 Session time-out
Authenticated sessions on critical processes SHALL have an inactivity time-out
control that will require personnel re-authentication when reached. This time-out
SHALL be implemented for administration and monitor consoles on all voting
system devices.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.1.2.11 Screen lock
Authenticated sessions on critical processes SHALL have a screen-lock
functionality that can be manually invoked.
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Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.2 Identification and Authentication
Authentication mechanisms and their associated strength may vary from one voting
system capability and architecture to another but all must meet the minimum requirement
to maintain integrity and trust. It is important to consider a range of roles individuals may
assume when operating different components in the voting system and each may require
different authentication mechanisms.
The requirements described in this section vary from role to role. For instance, a kiosk
worker will have different identification and authentication characteristics than a voter.
Also, for selected critical functions there may be cases where split knowledge or dual
authorization is necessary to ensure security. This is especially relevant for critical
cryptographic key management functions.

5.2.1 Authentication
5.2.1.1 Strength of authentication
Authentication mechanisms supported by the voting system SHALL support
authentication strength of at least 1/1,000,000.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.2.1.2 Minimum authentication methods
The voting system SHALL authenticate users per the minimum authentication
methods outlined below.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

Table 5-1 Roles
GROUP OR ROLE

MINIMUM AUTHENTICATION
STRENGTH

Election Judge

Two factor

Kiosk Worker

One factor

Voter

Not required
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Election Official

Two factor

Administrator

Two-factor

Application or Process

Digital signature 112 bits of security 1

5.2.1.3 Multiple authentication mechanisms
The voting system SHALL provide multiple authentication methods to support
multi-factor authentication.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.2.1.4 Secure storage of authentication data
When private or secret authentication data is stored by the voting system, it SHALL
be protected to ensure that the confidentiality and integrity of the data are not
violated.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.2.1.5 Password reset
The voting system SHALL provide a mechanism to reset a password if it is
forgotten, in accordance with the system access/security policy.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.2.1.6 Password strength configuration
The voting system SHALL allow the administrator group or role to specify password
strength for all accounts including minimum password length, use of capitalized
letters, use of numeric characters, and use of non-alphanumeric characters per
NIST 800-63 Electronic Authentication Guideline Standards.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.2.1.7 Password history configuration
The voting system SHALL enforce password histories and allow the administrator
to configure the history length when passwords are stored by the system.

1

NIST Special Publication 800-57
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Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.2.1.8 Account information password restriction
The voting system SHALL ensure that the user name is not used in the password.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.2.1.9 Automated password expiration
The voting system SHALL provide a means to automatically expire passwords.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.2.1.10 Device authentication
The voting system servers and vote capture devices SHALL identify and
authenticate one another using NIST - approved cryptographic authentication
methods at the 112 bits of security.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.2.1.11 Network authentication
Remote voting location site Virtual Private Network (VPN) connections (i.e., vote
capture devices) to voting servers SHALL be authenticated using strong mutual
cryptographic authentication at the 112 bits of security.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.2.1.12 Message authentication
Message authentication SHALL be used for applications to protect the integrity of
the message content using a schema with 112 bits of security.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.2.1.13 Message authentication mechanisms
IPsec, SSL, or TLS and MAC mechanisms SHALL all be configured to be
compliant with FIPS 140-2 using approved algorithm suites and protocols.
Test Method:

Functional
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Test Entity:

VSTL

5.3 Cryptography
Cryptography serves several purposes in voting systems. They include:
Confidentiality: where necessary the confidentiality of voting records can be provided by
encryption;
Authentication: data and programs can be authenticated by a digital signature or
message authentication codes (MAC), or by comparison of the cryptographic hashes of
programs or data with the reliably known hash values of the program or data. If the
program or data are altered, then that alteration is detected when the signature or MAC is
verified, or the hash on the data or program is compared to the known hash value.
Typically the programs loaded on voting systems and the ballot definitions used by voting
systems are verified by the systems, while systems apply digital signatures to
authenticate the critical audit data that they output. For remote connections cryptographic
user authentication mechanism SHALL be based on strong authentication methods; and
Random number generation: random numbers are used for several purposes including
the creation of cryptographic keys for cryptographic algorithms and methods to provide
the services listed above, and as identifiers for voting records that can be used to identify
or correlate the records without providing any information that could identify the voter.

5.3.1 General Cryptography Requirements
5.3.1.1 Cryptographic functionality
All cryptographic functionality SHALL be implemented using NIST-approved
cryptographic algorithms/schemas, or use published and credible cryptographic
algorithms/schemas/protocols.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.3.1.2 Required security strength
Cryptographic algorithms and schemas SHALL be implemented with a security
strength equivalent to at least 112 bits of security to protect sensitive voting
information and election records.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.3.1.3 Use NIST-approved cryptography for communications
Cryptography used to protect information in-transit over public telecommunication
networks SHALL use NIST-approved algorithms and cipher suites. In addition the
implementations of these algorithms SHALL be NIST-approved (Cryptographic
Algorithm Validation Program).
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Test Method:
Test Entity:

Function
VSTL

5.3.2 Key Management
The following requirements apply to voting systems that generate cryptographic keys
internally.

5.3.2.1 Key generation methods
Cryptographic keys generated by the voting system SHALL use a NIST-approved
key generation method, or a published and credible key generation method.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.3.2.2 Security of key generation methods
Compromising the security of the key generation method (e.g., guessing the seed
value to initialize the deterministic random number generator (RNG)) SHALL
require as least as many operations as determining the value of the generated key.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.3.2.3 Seed values
If a seed key is entered during the key generation process, entry of the key SHALL
meet the key entry requirements in 5.3.3.1. If intermediate key generation values
are output from the cryptographic module, the values SHALL be output either in
encrypted form or under split knowledge procedures.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.3.2.4 Use NIST-approved key generation methods for
communications
Cryptographic keys used to protect information in-transit over public
telecommunication networks SHALL use NIST-approved key generation methods.
If the approved key generation method requires input from a random number
generator, then an approved (FIPS 140-2) random number generator SHALL be
used.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL
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5.3.2.5 Random number generator health tests
Random number generators used to generate cryptographic keys SHALL
implement one or more health tests that provide assurance that the random
number generator continues to operate as intended (e.g., the entropy source is not
stuck).
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.3.3 Key Establishment
Key establishment may be performed by automated methods (e.g., use of a public
key algorithm), manual methods (use of a manually transported key loading device),
or a combination of automated and manual methods.

5.3.3.1 Key entry and output
Secret and private keys established using automated methods SHALL be entered
into and output from a voting system in encrypted form. Secret and private keys
established using manual methods may be entered into or output from a system in
plaintext form.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.3.4 Key Handling
5.3.4.1 Key storage
Cryptographic keys stored within the voting system SHALL NOT be stored in
plaintext. Keys stored outside the voting system SHALL be protected from
disclosure or modification.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

5.3.4.2

Inspection
VSTL

Key zeroization
The voting system SHALL provide methods to zeroize all plaintext secret and
private cryptographic keys within the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.3.4.3 Support for rekeying
The voting system SHALL support the capability to reset cryptographic keys to new
values.
Test Method:

Functional
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Test Entity:

VSTL

5.4 Voting System Integrity Management
This section addresses the secure deployment and operation of the voting system,
including the protection of removable media and protection against malicious software.

5.4.1 Protecting the Integrity of the Voting System
5.4.1.1 Cast vote integrity; transmission
The integrity and authenticity of each individual cast vote SHALL be protected from
any tampering or modification during transmission.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.4.1.2 Cast vote integrity; storage
The integrity and authenticity of each individual cast vote SHALL be preserved by
means of a digital signature during storage.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.4.1.3 Cast vote storage
Cast vote data SHALL NOT be permanently stored on the vote capture device.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.4.1.4 Electronic ballot box integrity
The integrity and authenticity of the electronic ballot box SHALL be protected by
means of a digital signature.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.4.1.5 Malware detection
The voting system SHALL use malware detection software to protect against
known malware that targets the operating system, services, and applications.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL
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5.4.1.6 Updating malware detection
The voting system SHALL provide a mechanism for updating malware detection
signatures.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.4.1.7 Validating software on kiosk voting devices
The voting system SHALL provide the capability for kiosk workers to validate the
software used on the vote capture devices as part of the daily initiation of kiosk
operations.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.5 Communications Security
This section provides requirements for communications security. These requirements
address ensuring the integrity of transmitted information and protecting the voting system
from external communications-based threats.

5.5.1 Data Transmission Integrity
5.5.1.1 Data integrity protection
Voting systems that transmit data over communications links SHALL provide
integrity protection for data in transit through the generation of integrity data (digital
signatures and/or message authentication codes) for outbound traffic and
verification of the integrity data for inbound traffic.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.5.1.2 TLS/SSL
Voting systems SHALL use at a minimum TLS 1.0, SSL 3.1 or equivalent
protocols, including all updates to both protocols and implementations as of the
date of the submission (e.g., RFC 5746 for TLS 1.0).
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.5.1.3 Virtual private networks (VPN)
Voting systems deploying VPNs SHALL configure them to only allow FIPScompliant cryptographic algorithms and cipher suites.
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Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.5.1.4 Unique system identifier
Each communicating device SHALL have a unique system identifier.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.5.1.5 Mutual authentication required
Each device SHALL mutually strongly authenticate using the system identifier
before additional network data packets are processed.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.5.1.6 Secrecy of ballot data
Data transmission SHALL preserve the secrecy of voters’ ballot selections and
SHALL prevent the violation of ballot secrecy and integrity.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.5.2 External Threats
Voting systems SHALL implement protections against external threats to which the
system may be susceptible.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.5.2.1 Disabling network interfaces
Voting system components SHALL have the ability to enable or disable physical
network interfaces.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.5.2.2 Minimizing interfaces
The number of active ports and associated network services and protocols SHALL
be restricted to the minimum required for the voting system to function.
Test Method:

Inspection/Vulnerability
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Test Entity:

VSTL

5.5.2.3 Prevention of attacks and security non-compliance
The voting system SHALL block all network connections that are not over a
mutually authenticated channel.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional/Vulnerability
VSTL

5.6 Logging
5.6.1 Log Management
5.6.1.1 Default settings
The voting system SHALL implement default settings for secure log management
activities, including log generation, transmission, storage, analysis, and disposal.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.6.1.2 Log access
Logs SHALL only be accessible to authorized roles.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.6.1.3 Log access
The voting system SHALL restrict log access to append-only for privileged logging
processes and read-only for authorized roles.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.6.1.4 Logging events
The voting system SHALL log logging failures, log clearing, and log rotation.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.6.1.5 Log format
The voting system SHALL store log data in a publicly documented format, such as
XML, or include a utility to export log data into a publicly documented format.
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Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.6.1.6 Log separation
The voting system SHALL ensure that each jurisdiction’s event logs and each
component’s logs are separable from each other.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.6.1.7 Log review
The voting system SHALL include an application or program to view, analyze, and
search event logs.
Test Method: Functional
Test Entity:

VSTL

5.6.1.8 Log preservation
All logs SHALL be preserved in a useable manner prior to voting system
decommissioning.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.6.1.9 Voter privacy
Logs SHALL NOT contain any data that could violate the privacy of the voter’s
identity.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.6.1.10 Timekeeping format
Timekeeping mechanisms SHALL generate time and date values, including hours,
minutes, and seconds.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.6.1.11 Timekeeping precision
The precision of the timekeeping mechanism SHALL be able to distinguish and
properly order all log events.
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Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.6.1.12 System clock security
Only the system administrator SHALL be permitted to set the system clock.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.6.2 Communications Logging
5.6.2.1 General
All communications actions SHALL be logged.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.6.2.2 Log content
The communications log SHALL contain at least the following entries:


Times when the communications are activated and deactivated;



Services accessed;



Identification of the device which data was transmitted to or received from;



Identification of authorized entity; and



Successful and unsuccessful attempts to access communications or
services.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.6.3 System Event Logging
This section describes requirements for the voting system to perform event logging
for system maintenance troubleshooting, recording the history of system activity, and
detecting unauthorized or malicious activity. The operating system, and/or
applications software may perform the actual event logging. There may be multiple
logs in use for any system component.

5.6.3.1 Event log format
The voting system SHALL log the following data for each event:
a. System ID;
b. Unique event ID and/or type;
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c.

Timestamp;

d. Success or failure of event, if applicable;
e. User ID triggering the event, if applicable; and
f.

Jurisdiction, if applicable.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.6.3.2 Critical events
All critical events SHALL be recorded in the system event log.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.6.3.3 System events
At a minimum the voting system SHALL log the events described in the table
below.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

Table 5-2 System Events
SYSTEM EVENT

DESCRIPTION
GENERAL SYSTEM FUNCTIONS
Includes but not limited to:

Error and exception messages

Critical system status messages



The source and disposition of system interrupts resulting in
entry into exception handling routines.



Messages generated by exception handlers.



The identification code and number of occurrences for each
hardware and software error or failure.



Notification of physical violations of security.



Other exception events such as power failures, failure of
critical hardware components, data transmission errors or
other types of operating anomalies.



All faults and the recovery actions taken.



Error and exception messages such as ordinary timer
system interrupts and normal I/O system interrupts do not
need to be logged.

Critical system status messages other than information messages
displayed by the device during the course of normal operations.
Includes but not limited to:
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SYSTEM EVENT

DESCRIPTION


Diagnostic and status messages upon startup.



The “zero totals” check conducted before starting the voting
period.

Non-critical status messages

Non-critical status messages that are generated by the data quality
monitor or by software and hardware condition monitors.

Events that require election official
intervention

Events that require election official intervention, so that each election
official access can be monitored and access sequence can be
constructed.

Shutdown and restarts

Both normal and abnormal shutdowns and restarts.

Changes to system configuration
settings

Configuration settings include but are not limited to registry keys,
kernel settings, logging settings, and other system configuration
settings.

Integrity checks for executables,
configuration files, data, and logs

Integrity checks that may indicate possible tampering with files and
data.

The addition and deletion of files

Files added or deleted from the system.
Includes but not limited to:

System readiness results



System pass or fail of hardware and software test for system
readiness.



Identification of the software release, identification of the
election to be processed, kiosk locations, and the results of
the software and hardware diagnostic tests.



Pass or fail of ballot style compatibility and integrity test.



Pass or fail of system test data removal.

Removable media events

Removable media that is inserted into or removed from the system.

Backup and restore

Successful and failed attempts to perform backups and restores.
Includes but not limited to:

Authentication related events



Login/logoff events (both successful and failed attempts).



Account lockout events.



Password changes.

Includes but not limited to:

Access control related events



Use of privileges.



Attempts to exceed privileges.



All access attempts to application and underlying system
resources.



Changes to the access control configuration of the system.

Includes but not limited to:
User account and role (or groups)
management activity



Addition and deletion of user accounts and roles.



User account and role suspension and reactivation.
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SYSTEM EVENT

DESCRIPTION


Changes to account or role security attributes such as
password length, access levels, login restrictions,
permissions.



Administrator account and role password resets.

Logging for installation, upgrading, patching, or modification of
software or firmware include logging what was installed, upgraded, or
modified as well as a cryptographic hash or other secure identifier of
the old and new versions of the data.

Installation, upgrading, patching, or
modification of software or firmware

Includes but not limited to:


Changes to critical function settings. At a minimum critical
function settings include location of ballot definition file,
contents of the ballot definition file, vote reporting, location of
logs, and system configuration settings.



Changes to settings including but not limited to enabling and
disabling services.



Starting and stopping processes.

Changes to configuration settings

Abnormal process exits

All abnormal process exits.

Successful and failed database
connection attempts (if a database is
utilized).

All database connection attempts.

Changes to cryptographic keys

At a minimum critical cryptographic settings include key addition, key
removal, and re-keying.
Includes:

Voting events



Opening and closing the voting period.



Casting a vote.



Success or failure of log and election results exportation.

5.7 Incident Response
5.7.1 Incident Response Support
5.7.1.1 Critical events
Manufacturers SHALL document what types of system operations or security
events (e.g., failure of critical component, detection of malicious code,
unauthorized access to restricted data) are classified as critical.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL
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5.7.1.2 Critical event alarm
An alarm that notifies appropriate personnel SHALL be generated on the vote
capture device, system server, or tabulation device, depending upon which device
has the error, if a critical event is detected.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.8 Physical and Environmental Security
5.8.1 Physical Access
5.8.1.1 Unauthorized physical access requirement
Any unauthorized physical access SHALL leave physical evidence that an
unauthorized event has taken place.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.8.2 Physical Ports and Access Points
5.8.2.1 Non-essential ports
The voting system SHALL disable physical ports and access points that are not
essential to voting operations, testing, and auditing.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.8.3 Physical Port Protection
5.8.3.1 Physical port shutdown requirement
If a physical connection between the vote capture device and a component is
broken, the affected vote capture device port SHALL be automatically disabled.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.8.3.2 Physical component alarm requirement
The voting system SHALL produce a visual alarm if a connected component is
physically disconnected.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL
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5.8.3.3 Physical component event log requirement
An event log entry that identifies the name of the affected device SHALL be
generated if a vote capture device component is disconnected.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.8.3.4 Physical port enablement requirement
Disabled ports SHALL only be re-enabled by authorized administrators.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.8.3.5 Physical port restriction requirement
Vote capture devices SHALL be designed with the capability to restrict physical
access to voting device ports that accommodate removable media with the
exception of ports used to activate a voting session.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.8.3.6 Physical port tamper evidence requirement
Vote capture devices SHALL be designed to give a physical indication of tampering
or unauthorized access to ports and all other access points, if used as described in
the manufacturer's documentation.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.8.3.7 Physical port disabling capability requirement
Vote capture devices SHALL be designed such that physical ports can be manually
disabled by an authorized administrator.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.8.4 Door Cover and Panel Security
5.8.4.1 Access points security requirement
Access points such as covers and panels SHALL be secured by locks or tamper
evident or tamper resistant countermeasures and SHALL be implemented so that
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kiosk workers can monitor access to vote capture device components through
these points.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.8.5 Secure Paper Record Receptacle
5.8.5.1 Secure paper record container requirement
If the voting system provides paper record containers then they SHALL be
designed such that any unauthorized physical access results in physical evidence
that an unauthorized event has taken place.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.8.6 Secure Physical Lock and Key
5.8.6.1 Secure physical lock access requirement
Voting equipment SHALL be designed with countermeasures that provide physical
indication that unauthorized attempts have been made to access locks installed for
security purposes.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.8.6.2 Secure locking system key requirement
Manufacturers SHALL provide locking systems for securing vote capture devices
that can make use of keys that are unique to each owner.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

5.8.7

Inspection
VSTL

Media Protection
These requirements apply to all media, both paper and digital, that contain personal
privacy related data or other protected or sensitive types of information.

5.8.7.1 Kiosk site protection
The voting system SHALL meet the following requirements:
a. All paper records (including rejected ones) printed at the kiosk locations
SHALL be deposited in a secure container;
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b. Vote capture device hardware, software and sensitive information (e.g.,
electoral roll) SHALL be physically protected to prevent unauthorized
modification or disclosure; and
c.

Vote capture device hardware components, peripherals and removable
media SHALL be identified and registered by means of a unique serial
number or other identifier.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

5.9 Penetration Resistance
5.9.1 Resistance to Penetration Attempts
5.9.1.1 Resistant to attempts
The voting system SHALL be resistant to attempts to penetrate the system by any
remote unauthorized entity.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.9.1.2 System information disclosure
The voting system SHALL be configured to minimize ports, responses and
information disclosure about the system while still providing appropriate
functionality.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.9.1.3 System access
The voting system SHALL provide no access, information or services to
unauthorized entities.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.9.1.4 Interfaces
All interfaces SHALL be penetration resistant including TCP/IP, wireless, and
modems from any point in the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL
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5.9.1.5 Documentation
The configuration and setup to attain penetration resistance SHALL be clearly and
completely documented.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional
VSTL

5.9.2 Penetration Resistance Test and Evaluation
5.9.2.1 Scope
The scope of penetration testing SHALL include all the voting system components.
The scope of penetration testing includes but is not limited to the following:


System server;



Vote capture devices;



Tabulation device;



All items setup and configured per Technical Data Package (TDP)
recommendations;



Local wired and wireless networks; and



Internet connections.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Penetration
VSTL

5.9.2.2 Test environment
Penetration testing SHALL be conducted on a voting system set up in a controlled
lab environment. Setup and configuration SHALL be conducted in accordance with
the TDP, and SHALL replicate the real world environment in which the voting
system will be used.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Penetration
VSTL

5.9.2.3 White box testing
The penetration testing team SHALL conduct white box testing using manufacturer
supplied documentation and voting system architecture information.
Documentation includes the TDP and user documentation. The testing team
SHALL have access to any relevant information regarding the voting system
configuration. This includes, but is not limited to, network layout and Internet
Protocol addresses for system devices and components. The testing team SHALL
be provided any source code included in the TDP.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Penetration
VSTL
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5.9.2.4 Focus and priorities
Penetration testing seeks out vulnerabilities in the voting system that might be used
to change the outcome of an election, interfere with voter ability to cast ballots,
ballot counting, or compromise ballot secrecy. The penetration testing team SHALL
prioritize testing efforts based on the following:
a. Threat scenarios for the voting system under investigation;
b. Remote attacks SHALL be prioritized over in-person attacks;
c.

Attacks with a large impact SHALL be prioritized over attacks with a more
narrow impact; and

d. Attacks that can change the outcome of an election SHALL be prioritized
over attacks that compromise ballot secrecy or cause non-selective denial
of service.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Penetration
VSTL
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Section 6:

Quality Assurance

6.1 General Requirements
At a minimum, this program SHALL:
a. Include procedures for specifying, procuring, inspecting, accepting, and
controlling parts and raw materials of the requisite quality;
b. Require the documentation of the software development process;
c.

Require the documentation of the hardware specification and selection process;

d. Identify and enforce all requirements for:
i.

In-process inspection and testing that the manufacturer deems
necessary to ensure proper fabrication and assembly of hardware

ii.

Installation and operation of software and firmware

e. Include plans and procedures for post-production environmental screening and
acceptance testing; and
f.

Include a procedure for maintaining all data and records required to document
and verify the quality inspections and tests.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

6.2 Components from Third Parties
A manufacturer who does not manufacture all the components of its voting system, but
instead procures components as standard commercial items for assembly and integration
into a voting system, SHALL verify that the supplier manufacturers follow documented
quality assurance procedures that are at least as stringent as those used internally by the
voting system manufacturer.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

6.3 Responsibility for Tests
Manufacturer SHALL be responsible for performing all quality assurance tests, acquiring
and documenting test data, and providing test reports for examination by the VSTL as
part of the national certification process. These reports SHALL also be provided to the
purchaser upon request.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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6.4 Parts and Materials, Special Tests, and
Examinations
In order to ensure that voting system parts and materials function properly,
manufacturers SHALL:
a. Select parts and materials to be used in voting systems and components
according to their suitability for the intended application. Suitability may be
determined by similarity of this application to existing standard practice or by
means of special tests;
b. Design special tests, if needed, to evaluate the part or material under conditions
accurately simulating the actual voting system operating environment; and
c.

Maintain the resulting test data as part of the quality assurance program
documentation.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

6.5 Quality Conformance Inspections
The manufacturer performs conformance inspections to ensure the overall quality of the
voting system and components delivered to the VSTL for national certification testing and
to the jurisdiction for implementation. To meet the conformance inspection requirements
the manufacturer SHALL:
a. Inspect and test each voting system or component to verify that it meets all
inspection and test requirements for the voting system; and
b. Deliver a record of tests or a certificate of satisfactory completion with each
voting system or component.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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Section 7:

Configuration Management

7.1 Scope
7.1.1 Configuration Management Requirements
The configuration management documentation provided for manufacturer registration
SHALL be sufficient for pilot projects.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
EAC

7.1.2 Audit of Configuration Management Documentation
The manufacturer SHALL provide the following documentation to the EAC for review.
This documentation will be audited during the registration review which will be
conducted during the pilot testing period. The items which the EAC will audit are the
following:
a. Application of configuration management requirements;
b. Configuration management policy;
c.

Configuration identification;

d. Baseline, promotion, and demotion procedures;
e. Configuration control procedures;
f.

Release process;

g. Configuration audits; and
h. Configuration management resources.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
EAC

7.2 Configuration Identification
Configuration identification is the process of identifying, naming, and acquiring
configuration items. Configuration identification encompasses all voting system
components.
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7.2.1 Classification and Naming Configuration Items
Manufacturers SHALL describe the procedures and conventions used to classify
configuration items into categories and subcategories, uniquely number or otherwise
identify configuration items and name configuration items.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

7.2.2 Versioning Conventions
When a voting system component is part of a higher level system element such as a
subsystem, the manufacturer SHALL describe the conventions used to:
a. Identify the specific versions of individual configuration items and sets of
items that are incorporated in higher level system elements such as
subsystems;
b. Uniquely number or otherwise identify versions; and
c.

Name versions.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

7.3 Baseline and Promotion Procedures
Manufacturers SHALL establish formal procedures and conventions for establishing and
providing a complete description of the procedures and related conventions used to:
a. Establish a particular instance of a component as the starting baseline;
b. Promote subsequent instances of a component to baseline status as
development progresses through to completion of the initial completed version
released to the VSTL for testing; and
c.

Promote subsequent instances of a component to baseline status as the
component is maintained throughout its life cycle until system retirement (i.e., the
system is no longer sold or maintained by the manufacturer).

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

7.4 Configuration Control Procedures
Configuration control is the process of approving and implementing changes to a
configuration item to prevent unauthorized additions, changes or deletions. The
manufacturer SHALL establish such procedures and related conventions, providing a
complete description of those procedures used to:
a. Develop and maintain internally developed items;
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b. Acquire and maintain third-party items;
c.

Resolve internally identified defects for items regardless of their origin; and

d. Resolve externally identified and reported defects (i.e., by customers and
VSTLs).
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

7.5 Configuration Audits
7.5.1 Physical Configuration Audit (PCA)
For the PCA, a manufacturer SHALL provide:
a. Identification of all items that are to be a part of the pilot release;
b. Specification of compiler (or choice of compilers) to be used to generate
voting system executable programs;
c.

Identification of all hardware that interfaces with the software;

d. Configuration baseline data for all hardware that is unique to the voting
system;
e. Copies of all software documentation intended for distribution to users,
including program listings, specifications, operations manual, voter manual,
and maintenance manual;
f.

Identification of any changes between the physical configuration of the voting
system submitted for the PCA and that submitted for the Functional
Configuration Audit (FCA), with a certification that any differences do not
degrade the functional characteristics; and

g. Complete descriptions of its procedures and related conventions used to
support this audit by
i.

Establishing a configuration baseline of the software and hardware to
be tested; and

ii.

Confirming whether the voting system documentation matches the
corresponding system components.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
VSTL

7.5.2 Functional Configuration Audit (FCA)
The Functional Configuration Audit is conducted by the VSTL to verify that the voting
system performs all the functions described in the system documentation.
Manufacturers SHALL:
a. Completely describe its procedures and related conventions used to support
this audit for all voting system components; and
b. Provide the following information to support this audit:
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c.

Copies of all procedures used for module or unit testing, integration testing,
and system testing;

d. Copies of all test cases generated for each module and integration test, and
sample ballot formats or other test cases used for system tests; and
e. Records of all tests performed by the procedures listed above, including error
corrections and retests.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Functional / Inspection
VSTL
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Section 8:

Technical Data Package

8.1 Scope
This section contains a description of manufacturer documentation relating to the voting
system that must be submitted with the system as a precondition of conformity
assessment. These items are necessary to define the product and its method of
operation; to provide technical and test data supporting the manufacturer's claims of the
system's functional capabilities and performance levels; and to document instructions
and procedures governing system operation and field maintenance. Any other items
relevant to the system evaluation, such as media, materials, source code, object code,
and sample output report formats, must be submitted along with this documentation.
This documentation is used by the VSTL in constructing the test plan. Testing of systems
submitted by manufacturers that consistently adhere to particularly strong and welldocumented quality assurance and configuration management practices will generally be
more efficient than for systems developed and maintained using less rigorous or less
well-documented practices.
Both formal documentation and notes of the manufacturer's system development process
must be submitted for conformity assessment. Documentation describing the system
development process permits assessment of the manufacturer's systematic efforts to
develop and test the system and correct defects. Inspection of this process also enables
the design of a more precise test plan. The VSTL must design and conduct the
appropriate tests to cover all elements of the system and to ensure conformance with all
system requirements.

8.1.1 Content and Format
The content of the Technical Data Package (TDP) is intended to provide clear,
complete descriptions of the following information about the voting system:


Overall system design, including subsystems, modules and the interfaces
among them;



Specific functional capabilities provided by the system;



Performance and design specifications;



Design constraints, applicable standards, and compatibility requirements;



Personnel, equipment, and facility requirements for system operation,
maintenance, and logistical support;



Manufacturer practices for assuring system quality during the system's
development and subsequent maintenance; and



Manufacturer practices for managing the configuration of the system during
development and for modifications to the system throughout its life cycle.
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8.1.1.1 Required content for initial conformity assessment
8.1.1.1.1 Identify full system configuration
Manufacturers SHALL submit to the VSTL documentation necessary for the
identification of the full system configuration submitted for evaluation and for
the development of an appropriate test plan by the VSTL.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.1.1.1.2 Required content for pilot certification
Manufacturers SHALL provide a list of all documents submitted controlling the
design, construction, operation, and maintenance of the voting system. At
minimum, the TDP SHALL contain the following documentation:


Implementation statement;



Voting system user documentation (See Section 9 Voting Equipment
User Documentation);



System hardware specification;



Application logic design and specification;



System security specification;



System test specification;



Configuration for testing; and



Training documentation.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.1.1.2 Format
The requirements for formatting the TDP are general in nature; specific format
details are of the manufacturer's choosing.

8.1.1.2.1 Table of contents and abstracts
The TDP SHALL include a detailed table of contents for the required
documents, an abstract of each document, and a listing of each of the
informational sections and appendices presented.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.1.1.2.2 Cross-index
A cross-index SHALL be provided indicating the portions of the documents that
are responsive to the documentation requirements enumerated in section
8.1.1.1.2.
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Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.1.2 Protection of Proprietary Information
8.1.2.1 Identify proprietary data
Manufacturers SHALL identify all documents, or portions of documents, containing
proprietary information that is not releasable to the public.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.2 Implementation Statement
8.2.1 TDP Implementation Statement
The TDP SHALL include an implementation statement.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.3 System Hardware Specification
8.3.1 System Hardware Specification Scope
Manufacturers SHALL expand on the system overview included in the user
documentation by providing detailed specifications of the hardware components of
the voting system, including specifications of hardware used to support the
telecommunications capabilities of the voting system, if applicable.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.3.2 System Hardware Characteristics
8.3.2.1 Description of hardware characteristics
Manufacturers SHALL provide a detailed discussion of the characteristics of the
system, indicating how the hardware meets individual requirements defined in this
document, including:
a. Performance characteristics: Basic system performance attributes and
operational scenarios that describe the manner in which system functions
are invoked, describe environmental capabilities, describe life expectancy,
and describe any other essential aspects of system performance;
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b. Physical characteristics: Suitability for intended use, requirements for
security criteria, and vulnerability to adverse environmental factors;
c.

Reliability: System and component reliability stated in terms of the
system's operating functions, and identification of items that require special
handling or operation to sustain system reliability; and

d. Environmental conditions: Ability of the system to withstand natural
environments, and operational constraints in normal and test
environments, including all requirements and restrictions regarding
electrical service, telecommunications services, environmental protection,
and any additional facilities or resources required to install and operate the
system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.3.3 Design and Construction
8.3.3.1 System configuration
Manufacturers SHALL provide sufficient data, or references to data, to identify
unequivocally the details of the system configuration submitted for testing.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.3.3.2 Photographs for hardware validation
Manufacturers SHALL provide photographs of the exterior and interior of devices
included in the system to identify the hardware of the system configuration
submitted for testing.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.3.3.3 List of materials
Manufacturers SHALL provide a list of materials and components used in the
system and a description of their assembly into major system components and the
system as a whole.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.3.3.4 Design and construction miscellany
Text and diagrams SHALL be provided that describe:
a. Materials, processes, and parts used in the system, their assembly, and
the configuration control measures to ensure compliance with the system
specification;
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b. Electromagnetic environment generated by the system; and
c.

Operator and voter safety considerations and any constraints on system
operations or the use environment.

Test Method: Inspection
Test Entity:

Manufacturer

8.3.4 Hardwired Logic
8.3.4.1 Hardwired and mechanical implementations of logic
For each non-COTS hardware component (e.g., an application-specific integrated
circuit or a manufacturer-specific integration of smaller components),
manufacturers SHALL provide complete design and logic specifications, such as
Computer Aided Design and Hardware Description Language files.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.3.4.2 Logic specifications for PLDs, FPGAs and PICs
For each Programmable Logic Device (PLD), Field-Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA), or Peripheral Interface Controller (PIC) that is programmed with nonCOTS logic, manufacturers SHALL provide complete logic specifications, such as
Hardware Description Language files or source code.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4 Application Logic Design and Specification
8.4.1 Application Logic Design and Specification
Manufacturers SHALL expand on the system overview included in the user
documentation by providing detailed specifications of the application logic
components of the system, including those used to support the telecommunications
capabilities of the system, if applicable.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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8.4.2 Purpose and Scope
8.4.2.1 Application logic functions
Manufacturers SHALL describe the function or functions that are performed by the
application logic comprising the system, including that used to support the
telecommunications capabilities of the system, if applicable.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.3 Applicable Documents
8.4.3.1 Documents controlling application logic development
Manufacturers SHALL list all documents controlling the development of application
logic and its specifications.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.4 Application Logic Overview
8.4.4.1 Application logic overview
Manufacturers SHALL provide an overview of the application logic.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.4.2 Application logic architecture
The overview SHALL include a description of the architecture, the design
objectives, and the logic structure and algorithms used to accomplish those
objectives.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.4.3 Application logic design
The overview SHALL include the general design, operational considerations, and
constraints influencing the design.
Test Method:

Inspection

Test Entity: Manufacturer
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8.4.4.4 Application logic overview miscellany
The overview SHALL include the following additional information for each separate
software package:
a. Package identification;
b. General description;
c.

Requirements satisfied by the package;

d. Identification of interfaces with other packages that provide data to, or
receive data from, the package; and
e. Concept of execution for the package.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.5 Application Logic Standards and Conventions
8.4.5.1 Application logic standards and conventions
Manufacturers SHALL provide information on application logic standards and
conventions developed internally by the manufacturer as well as published industry
standards that have been applied by the manufacturer.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.5.2 Application logic standards and conventions, checklist
Manufacturers SHALL provide information that addresses the following standards
and conventions related to application logic:
a. Development methodology;
b. Design standards, including internal manufacturer procedures;
c.

Specification standards, including internal manufacturer procedures;

d. Coding conventions, including internal manufacturer procedures;
e. Testing and verification standards, including internal manufacturer
procedures, that can assist in determining the correctness of the logic; and
f.

Quality assurance standards or other documents that can be used to
examine and test the application logic. These documents include
standards for logic diagrams, program documentation, test planning, and
test data acquisition and reporting.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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8.4.5.3 Justify coding conventions
Manufacturers SHALL furnish evidence that the selected coding conventions are
"published" and "credible" as specified in section 4.3.1.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.6 Application Logic Operating Environment
8.4.6.1 Application logic operating environment
Manufacturers SHALL describe or make reference to all operating environment
factors that influence the design of application logic.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.7 Hardware Environment and Constraints
8.4.7.1 Hardware environment and constraints
Manufacturers SHALL identify and describe the hardware characteristics that
influence the design of the application logic, such as:
a. Logic and arithmetic capability of the processor;
b. Memory read-write characteristics;
c.

External memory device characteristics;

d. Peripheral device interface hardware;
e. Data input/output device protocols; and
f.

Operator controls, indicators, and displays.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.8 Application Logic Environment
8.4.8.1 Operating system
Manufacturers SHALL identify the operating system and the specific version
thereof, or else clarify how the application logic operates without an operating
system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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8.4.8.2 Compilers and assemblers
For systems containing compiled or assembled application logic, manufacturers
SHALL identify the COTS compilers or assemblers used in the generation of
executable code, and the specific versions thereof.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.8.3 Interpreters
For systems containing interpreted application logic, manufacturers SHALL specify
the COTS runtime interpreter that SHALL be used to run this code, and the specific
version thereof.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.9 Application Logic Functional Specification
8.4.9.1 Application logic functional specification
Manufacturers SHALL provide a description of the operating modes of the system
and of application logic capabilities to perform specific functions.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.10 Functions and Operating Modes
8.4.10.1 Functions and operating modes
Manufacturers SHALL describe all application logic functions and operating modes
of the system, such as ballot preparation, election programming, preparation for
opening the voting period, recording votes and/or counting ballots, closing the
voting period, and generating reports.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.10.2 Functions and operating modes detail
For each application logic function or operating mode, manufacturers SHALL
provide:
a. A definition of the inputs to the function or mode (with characteristics,
limits, tolerances or acceptable ranges, as applicable);
b. An explanation of how the inputs are processed; and
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c.

A definition of the outputs produced (again, with characteristics, limits,
tolerances, or acceptable ranges, as applicable).

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.11 Application Logic Integrity Features
8.4.11.1 Application logic integrity features
Manufacturers SHALL describe the application logic's capabilities or methods for
detecting or handling:
a. Exception conditions;
b. System failures;
c.

Data input/output errors;

d. Error logging for audit record generation;
e. Production of statistical ballot data;
f.

Data quality assessment; and

g. Security monitoring and control.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.12 Programming Specifications
8.4.12.1 Programming specifications
Manufacturers SHALL provide in this section an overview of the application logic's
design, its structure, and implementation algorithms and detailed specifications for
individual modules.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.13 Programming Specifications Overview
The programming specifications overview SHALL document the architecture of the
application logic.

8.4.13.1 Programming specifications overview, diagrams
This overview SHALL include such items as Unified Modeling Language diagrams,
data flow diagrams, and/or other graphical techniques that facilitate understanding
of the programming specifications.
Test Method:

Inspection
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Test Entity:

Manufacturer

8.4.13.2 Internal functioning of individual modules
This section SHALL be prepared to facilitate understanding of the internal
functioning of the individual modules.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.13.3 Programming specifications overview, content
Implementation of the functions SHALL be described in terms of the architecture,
algorithms, and data structures.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.14 Programming Specifications Details
8.4.14.1 Programming specifications details
The programming specifications SHALL describe individual application logic
modules and their component units, if applicable.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.14.2 Module and callable unit documentation
For each application logic module and callable unit, manufacturers SHALL
document:
a. Significant module and unit design decisions, if any, such as algorithms
used;
b. Any constraints, limitations, or unusual features in the design of the module
or callable unit; and
c.

A description of its inputs, outputs, and other data elements as applicable
with respect to communication over system interfaces. (See section 8.4.16
Interfaces.)

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.14.3 Mixed-language software
If an application logic module is written in a programming language other than that
generally used within the system, the specification for the module SHALL indicate
the programming language used and the reason for the difference.
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Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.14.4 References for foreign programming languages
If a module contains embedded border logic commands for an external library or
package (e.g., menu selections in a database management system for defining
forms and reports, on-line queries for database access and manipulation, input to a
graphical user interface builder for automated code generation, commands to the
operating system, or shell scripts), the specification for the module SHALL contain
a reference to user manuals or other documents that explain them.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.14.5 Source code
For each callable unit (e.g., function, method, operation, subroutine, procedure) in
application logic, border logic, and third-party logic, manufacturers SHALL supply
the source code.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.14.6 Inductive assertions
For each callable unit (e.g., function, method, operation, subroutine, procedure) in
core logic, manufacturers SHALL specify:
a. Preconditions and postconditions of the callable unit, including any
assumptions about capacities and limits within which the system is
expected to operate; and
b. A sound argument (preferably, but not necessarily, a formal proof) that the
preconditions and postconditions of the callable unit accurately represent
its behavior, assuming that the preconditions and postconditions of any
invoked units are similarly accurate.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.14.7 High-level constraints
Manufacturers SHALL specify a sound argument (preferably, but not necessarily, a
formal proof) that the core logic as a whole satisfies each of the constraints for all
cases within the aforementioned capacities and limits, assuming that the
preconditions and postconditions of callable units accurately characterize their
behaviors.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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8.4.14.8 Safety of concurrency
Manufacturers SHALL specify a sound argument (preferably, but not necessarily, a
formal proof) that application logic is free of race conditions, deadlocks, livelocks,
and resource starvation.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.15 System Database
8.4.15.1 System database
Manufacturers SHALL identify and provide a diagram and narrative description of
the system's databases and any external files used for data input or output.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.15.2 Database design levels
For each database or external file, manufacturers SHALL specify the number of
levels of design and the names of those levels (e.g., conceptual, internal, logical,
and physical).
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.15.3 Database design conventions
For each database or external file, the manufacturer SHALL specify any design
conventions and standards (which may be incorporated by reference) needed to
understand the design.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.15.4 Data models
For each database or external file, manufacturers SHALL identify and describe all
logical entities and relationships and how these are implemented physically (e.g.,
tables, files).
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.15.5 Schemata
Manufacturers SHALL document the details of table, record or file contents (as
applicable), individual data elements and their specifications, including:
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a. Names/identifiers;
b. Data type (e.g., alphanumeric, integer);
c.

Size and format (such as length and punctuation of a character string);

d. Units of measurement (e.g., meters, seconds
e. Range or enumeration of possible values (e.g., 0–99
f.

Accuracy (how correct) and precision (number of significant digits);

g. Priority, timing, frequency, volume, sequencing, and other constraints, such
as whether the data element may be updated and whether business rules
apply;
h. Security and privacy constraints; and
i.

Sources (setting/sending entities) and recipients (using/receiving entities).

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.15.6 External file maintenance and security
For external files, manufacturers SHALL document the procedures for file
maintenance, management of access privileges, and security.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.16 Interfaces
8.4.16.1 Description of interfaces
Using a combination of text and diagrams, manufacturers SHALL identify and
provide a complete description of all major internal and external interfaces.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.17 Interface Identification
8.4.17.1 Interface identification details
For each interface identified in the system overview, manufacturers SHALL:
a. Provide a unique identifier assigned to the interface;
b. Identify the interfacing entities (e.g., systems, configuration items, users)
by name, number, version, and documentation references, as applicable;
and
c.

Identify which entities have fixed interface characteristics (and therefore
impose interface requirements on interfacing entities) and which are being
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developed or modified (thus having interface requirements imposed upon
them).
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.18 Interface Description
8.4.18.1 Interface types
For each interface identified in the system overview, manufacturers SHALL
describe the type of interface (e.g., real-time data transfer, data storage-andretrieval) to be implemented.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.18.2 Interface signatures
For each interface identified in the system overview, manufacturers SHALL
describe characteristics of individual data elements that the interfacing entity (ies)
will provide, store, send, access, receive, etc., such as:
a. Names/identifiers;
b. Data type (e.g., alphanumeric, integer);
c.

Size and format (such as length and punctuation of a character string);

d. Units of measurement (e.g., meters, seconds);
e. Range or enumeration of possible values (e.g., 0–99);
f.

Accuracy (how correct) and precision (number of significant digits);

g. Priority, timing, frequency, volume, sequencing, and other constraints, such
as whether the data element may be updated and whether business rules
apply;
h. Security and privacy constraints; and
i.

Sources (setting/sending entities) and recipients (using/receiving entities).

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.18.3 Interface protocols
For each interface identified in the system overview, manufacturers SHALL
describe characteristics of communication methods that the interfacing entity (ies)
will use for the interface, such as:
a. Communication links/bands/frequencies/media and their characteristics;
b. Message formatting;
c.

Flow control (e.g., sequence numbering and buffer allocation);
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d. Data transfer rate, whether periodic/aperiodic, and interval between
transfers;
e. Routing, addressing, and naming conventions;
f.

Transmission services, including priority and grade; and

g. Safety/security/privacy considerations, such as encryption, user
authentication, compartmentalization, and auditing.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.18.4 Protocol details
For each interface identified in the system overview, manufacturers SHALL
describe characteristics of protocols the interfacing entity (ies) will use for the
interface, such as:
a. Priority/layer of the protocol;
b. Packeting, including fragmentation and reassembly, routing, and
addressing;
c.

Legality checks, error control, and recovery procedures;

d. Synchronization, including connection establishment, maintenance,
termination; and
e. Status, identification, and any other reporting features.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.18.5 Characteristics of interfaces
For each interface identified in the system overview, manufacturers SHALL
describe any other pertinent characteristics, such as physical compatibility of the
interfacing entity (ies) (e.g., dimensions, tolerances, loads, voltages, plug
compatibility).
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.4.19 Appendices
Manufacturers SHALL provide descriptive material and data supplementing the
various sections of the body of the logic specifications. The content and arrangement
of appendices are at the discretion of the manufacturer. Topics recommended for
amplification or treatments in appendix form include:


Glossary: A listing and brief definition of all module names and variable
names, with reference to their locations in the logic structure. Abbreviations,
acronyms, and terms should be included, if they are either uncommon in data
processing and software development or are used with an unorthodox
meaning;
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References: A list of references to all related manufacturer documents, data,
standards, and technical sources used in logic development and testing; and



Program Analysis: The results of logic configuration analysis, algorithm
analysis and selection, timing studies, and hardware interface studies that
are reflected in the final logic design and coding.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5 System Security Specification
This section defines the security documentation requirements for systems. These
recommendations apply to the full scope of system functionality, including functionality for
defining the ballot and other pre-voting functions, as well as functions for casting and
storing votes, vote reporting, system logging, and maintenance of the system. User
documentation includes all public information that is provided to end users. The
Technical Data Package (TDP) includes the user documentation along with proprietary
information that is viewed only by the VSTL.

8.5.1 General
8.5.1.1 Overall security
Manufacturers SHALL document in the TDP all aspects of system design,
development, and proper usage that are relevant to system security. This includes,
but is not limited to the following:


System security objectives;



All hardware and software security mechanisms;



All cryptographic algorithms, protocols and schemes that are used;



Development procedures employed to ensure absence of malicious code;



Initialization, usage, and maintenance procedures necessary to secure
operation;



All attacks the system is designed to resist or detect; and



Any security vulnerabilities known to the manufacturer.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.1.2 High level security
Manufacturers SHALL provide at a minimum the high-level documents listed in
Table 8-1 as part of the TDP.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

Table 8-1 High level system documentation
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DOCUMENT

DESCRIPTION

Security Threats Controls

This document identifies the threats the system protects against and the
implemented security controls on the system and system components.

Security Architecture

This document provides an architecture level description of how the
security requirements are met, and SHALL include the various
authentication, access control, audit, confidentiality, integrity, and
availability requirements.

Interface Specification

This document describes external interfaces (programmatic, human, and
network) provided by each of the components of the system.

Design Specification

This document provides a high-level design of each system component.

Development Environment
Specification

This document provides descriptions of the physical, personnel,
procedural, and technical security of the development environment
including configuration management, tools used, coding standards used,
software engineering model used, and description of developer and
independent testing.

Security Testing and
Vulnerability Analysis
Documentation

This document describes security tests performed to identify vulnerabilities
and the results of the testing. This also includes testing performed as part
of software development, such as unit, module, and subsystem testing.

8.5.2 Access Control
8.5.2.1 General user
Manufacturers SHALL provide user documentation of access control capabilities of
the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.2.2 General access control technical specification
Manufacturers SHALL provide descriptions and specifications of all access control
mechanisms of the system including management capabilities of authentication,
authorization, and passwords.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.2.3 Unauthorized access technical specification
Manufacturers SHALL provide descriptions and specifications of methods to
prevent unauthorized access to the access control mechanisms of the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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8.5.2.4 Access control dependent system mechanisms
Manufacturers SHALL provide descriptions and specifications of all system
mechanisms that are dependent upon, support, and interface with access controls.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.2.5 Voting operations and roles
Manufacturers SHALL provide a list of all of the operations possible on the voting
system and list the default roles that have permission to perform each such
operation.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.2.6 Critical event escalation
Manufacturers SHALL document a prioritized critical event escalation list of
appropriate personnel to be notified.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.3 System Event Logging
8.5.3.1 General
Manufacturers SHALL provide documentation of event logging capabilities of the
system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.4 Software Installation
8.5.4.1 Software list
Manufacturers SHALL provide a list of all software related to the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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8.5.4.2 Software information
Manufacturers SHALL provide, at a minimum, the following information for each
piece of software related to the system:


Software product name;



Software version number;



Software manufacturer name;



Software manufacturer contact information;



Type of software (application logic, border logic, third party logic, COTS
software, or installation software);



List of software documentation;



Component identifier(s) (such as filename(s)) of the software; and



Type of software component (executable code, source code, or data).

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.4.3 Software location information
Manufacturers SHALL provide the location (such as full path name or memory
address) and storage device (such as type and part number of storage device)
where each piece of software is installed on programmed devices of the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.4.4 Software functionality for programmed devices
Manufacturers SHALL document the functionality provided to the system by the
software installed on programmed devices.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.4.5 Software dependencies and interaction
Manufacturers SHALL map the dependencies and interactions between software
installed on programmed devices.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.4.6 Build environment software and hardware
Manufacturers SHALL provide a list of all software and hardware required to
assemble the build environment used to create system software executable code
including application logic, border logic, and third party logic.
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Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.4.7 Build environment assembly procedures
Manufacturers SHALL document the procedures to assemble the build
environment(s) used to create system software executable code including
application logic, border logic, and third party logic.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.4.8 System software build procedures
Manufacturers SHALL document the procedures used to build the system software
executable code including application logic, border logic, and third party logic.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.5 Physical Security
8.5.5.1 Unauthorized physical access
Manufacturers SHALL provide a list of all system components to which access
must be restricted and a description of the function of each such component.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.5.2 Physical port and access point
Manufacturers SHALL provide a listing of all ports and access points.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.5.3 Physical lock use
For each lock, manufacturers SHALL document whether the lock was installed to
secure an access point.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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8.5.5.4 Power usage
Manufacturer SHALL provide a list of all physical security countermeasures that
require power supplies.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.5.5 Physical security
Manufacturer SHALL document the design and implementation of all physical
security controls for the system and its components.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.6 System Integrity Management
8.5.6.1 Binaries per system
Manufacturers SHALL provide a list of the binaries that are required to be executed
on the system devices.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.7 Setup Inspection
8.5.7.1 Software integrity verification
Manufacturers SHALL provide a technical specification of how the integrity of
software installed on programmed devices of the system is verified.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.7.2 Software integrity verification technique software nonmodification
Manufacturers SHALL provide documentation of software integrity verification
techniques that prevent the modification of software installed on programmed
devices of the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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8.5.7.3 Register and variable value inspection
Manufacturers SHALL provide a technical specification of how the inspection of all
the system registers and variables is implemented by the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.7.4 Backup power inspection
Manufacturers SHALL provide a technical specification of how the inspection of the
remaining charge of the backup power sources is implemented by the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.7.5 Cabling connectivity inspection
Manufacturers SHALL provide a technical specification of how the inspection of the
connectivity of cabling attached is implemented by the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.7.6 Communications operational status inspection
Manufacturers SHALL provide a technical specification of how the inspection of the
operational status of the communications capability is implemented by the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.7.7 Communications on/off inspection
Manufacturers SHALL provide a technical specification of how the inspection of the
on/off status of the communications capability is implemented by the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.7.8 Consumable inspection
Manufacturers SHALL provide a technical specification of how the inspection of the
remaining amount of each consumable is implemented by the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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8.5.7.9 Calibration of voting device components inspection
Manufacturers SHALL provide a technical specification of how the inspection of the
calibration for each component is implemented by the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.5.7.10 Calibration of voting device components adjustment
Manufacturers SHALL provide a technical specification of how the adjustment to
the calibration of each component is implemented by the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.6 Test Specifications
Manufacturers SHALL provide test specifications for:
a. Development test specifications; and
b. System test specifications.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.6.1 Development Test Specifications
8.6.1.1 Development test specifications
Manufacturers SHALL describe the plans, procedures, and data used during
development and system integration to verify system logic correctness, data
quality, and security. This description SHALL include:
a. Test identification and design, including test structure, test sequence or
progression, and test conditions;
b. Standard test procedures, including any assumptions or constraints;
c.

Special purpose test procedures including any assumptions or constraints;

d. Test data, including the data source, whether it is real or simulated, and
how test data are controlled;
e. Expected test results; and
f.

Criteria for evaluating test results.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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8.6.2 System Test Specifications
8.6.2.1 Specifications for verification and validation of system
performance
Manufacturers SHALL provide specifications for verification and validation of
overall system performance. These specifications SHALL cover:
a. Control and data input/output;
b. Processing accuracy;
c.

Data quality assessment and maintenance;

d. Ballot interpretation logic;
e. Exception handling;
f.

Security;

g. Production of audit trails and statistical data;
h. Expected test results; and
i.

Criteria for evaluating test results.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.6.2.2 Demonstrate fitness for purpose
The specifications SHALL identify procedures for assessing and demonstrating the
suitability of the system for election use.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.7 Configuration for Testing
8.7.1 Configuration Description
Configuration of hardware and software, both operating systems and applications, is
critical to proper system functioning. Correct test design and sufficient test execution
must account for the intended and proper configuration of all system components. If
the system can be set up in both conforming and nonconforming configurations, the
configuration actions necessary to obtain conforming behavior must be specified.

8.7.1.1 Hardware set-up
Manufacturers SHALL provide instructions and photographs illustrating the proper
set up of the system hardware.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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8.7.1.2 Provide answers to installation prompts
Manufacturers SHALL provide a record of all user selections that must be made
during software/firmware installation for the system to meet the requirements of the
UOCAVA Pilot Testing Requirements.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

8.7.1.3 Configuration data
Manufacturers SHALL submit all configuration data needed to set up and operate
the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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Section 9:

System Users Manual

9.1 Scope
This section contains requirements on the content of the documentation that
manufacturers supply to jurisdictions that use their systems. In this context, "user" refers
to election officials, others in the jurisdictions who implement systems, and VSTLs. The
user documentation is also included in the TDP provided to the VSTL.
It is not the intent of these requirements to prescribe an outline for user documentation.
Manufacturers are encouraged to innovate in the quality and clarity of their user
documentation. The intent of these requirements is to ensure that certain information that
is of interest to end users and VSTLs will be included within the user documentation. To
expedite the VSTL review, manufacturers SHALL provide the VSTL with a short index
that relates the corresponding sections of the user documentation to the specific
requirements in this document.

9.2 System Overview
9.2.1 User Documentation System Overview
In the system overview, manufacturers SHALL provide information that enables the
user to identify the functional and physical components of the system, how the
components are structured, and the interfaces between them.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.2.2 System Overview Functional Diagram
The system overview SHALL include a high-level functional diagram of the system
that includes all of its components. The diagram SHALL portray how the various
components relate and interact.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.2.3 System Description
9.2.3.1 User documentation system description
The system description SHALL include written descriptions, drawings and
diagrams that present:
a. A description of the functional components or subsystems, (e.g.,
environment, election management and control, vote recording, vote
conversion, reporting, and their logical relationships);
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b. A description of the operational environment of the system that provides an
overview of the hardware, firmware, software, and communications
structure;
c.

A description that explains each system function and how the function is
achieved in the design;

d. Descriptions of the functional and physical interfaces between subsystems
and components;
e. Identification of all COTS products (both hardware and software) included
in the system and/or used as part of the system's operation, identifying the
name, manufacturer, and version used for each such component;
f.

Communications (network) software;

g. Interfaces among internal components and interfaces with external
systems. For components that interface with other components for which
multiple products may be used, the manufacturers SHALL identify file
specifications, data objects, or other means used for information exchange,
and the public standard used for such file specifications, data objects, or
other means; and
h. Listings of all software and firmware and associated documentation
included in the manufacturer's release in the order in which each piece of
software or firmware would normally be installed upon system setup and
installation.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.2.3.2 Identify software and firmware by origin
The system description SHALL include the identification of all software and
firmware items, indicating items that were:
a. Written in-house;
b. Written by a subcontractor;
c.

Procured as COTS; and

d. Procured and modified, including descriptions of the modifications to the
software or firmware and to the default configuration options.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.2.3.3 Traceability of procured software
The system description SHALL include a declaration that procured software items
were obtained directly from the manufacturer or from a licensed dealer or
distributor.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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9.2.4 System Performance
9.2.4.1 User documentation system performance
Manufacturers SHALL provide system performance information including:
a. Device capacities and limits that were stated in the implementation
statement;
b. Performance characteristics of each operating mode and function in terms
of expected and maximum speed, throughput capacity, maximum volume
(maximum number of voting positions and maximum number of ballot
styles supported), and processing frequency;
c.

Quality attributes such as reliability, maintainability, availability, usability,
and portability;

d. Provisions for safety, security, voter privacy, ballot secrecy, and continuity
of operations; and
e. Design constraints, applicable standards, and compatibility requirements.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.3 System Functionality Description
9.3.1 User Documentation, System Functionality Description
Manufacturers SHALL provide a listing of the system's functional processing
capabilities, encompassing capabilities required by the UOCAVA Pilot Program
Testing Requirements, and any additional capabilities provided by the system, with
a description of each capability.
a. Manufacturers SHALL explain, in a manner that is understandable to
users, the capabilities of the system declared in the implementation
statement;
b. Additional capabilities (extensions) SHALL be clearly indicated;
c.

Required capabilities that may be bypassed or deactivated during
installation or operation by the user SHALL be clearly indicated;

d. Additional capabilities that function only when activated during installation
or operation by the user SHALL be clearly indicated; and
e. Additional capabilities that normally are active but may be bypassed or
deactivated during installation or operation by the user SHALL be clearly
indicated.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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9.4 System Security Specification
9.4.1 Access Control
9.4.1.1 Access control implementation, configuration, and
management
Manufacturers SHALL provide user documentation containing guidelines and
usage instructions on implementing, configuring, and managing access control
capabilities.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.4.1.2 Access control policy
Manufacturers SHALL provide, within the user documentation, the access control
policy under which the system was designed to operate.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.4.1.3 Privileged account
Manufacturers SHALL disclose and document information on all privileged
accounts included on the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.4.2 System Event Logging
9.4.2.1 System event logging
Manufacturers SHALL provide user documentation that describes system event
logging capabilities and usage.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.4.2.2 Log format
Manufacturers SHALL provide fully documented log format information.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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9.4.3 Ballot Decryption
9.4.3.1 Ballot decryption process
Manufacturers SHALL provide documentation on the proper procedures for the
authorized entity to implement ballot decryption while maintaining the security and
privacy of the data.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.4.3.2 Ballot decryption key reconstruction
Manufacturers SHALL provide documentation describing the proper procedure for
the authorized entity to reconstruct the election private key to decrypt the ballots.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.4.3.3 Ballot decryption key destruction
Manufacturers SHALL document when any cryptographic keys created or used by
the system may be destroyed. The documentation SHALL describe how to delete
keys securely and irreversibly at the appropriate time.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.4.4 Physical Security
9.4.4.1 Physical security
Manufacturers SHALL provide user documentation explaining the implementation
of all physical security controls for the system, including procedures necessary for
effective use of countermeasures.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.4.5 Audit
9.4.5.1 Ballot count and vote total auditing
The system’s user documentation SHALL fully specify a secure, transparent,
workable and accurate process for producing all records necessary to verify the
accuracy of the electronic tabulation result.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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9.5 Software
9.5.1 Software installation
9.5.1.1 Software list
Manufacturers SHALL provide a list of all software to be installed on the
programmed devices of the system and installation software used to install the
software.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.5.1.2 Software information
Manufacturers SHALL provide at a minimum, the following information for each
piece of software to be installed or used to install software on programmed devices
of the system: software product name, software version number, software
manufacturer name, software manufacturer contact information, type of software
(application logic, border logic, third party logic, COTS software, or installation
software), list of software documentation, component identifier(s) (such
filename(s)) of the software, type of software component (executable code, source
code, or data).
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.5.1.3 Software location information
Manufacturers SHALL provide the location (such as full path name or memory
address) and storage device (such as type and part number of storage device)
where each piece of software is installed on programmed devices of the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.5.1.4 Election specific software identification
Manufacturers SHALL identify election specific software in the user documentation.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.5.1.5 Installation software and hardware
Manufacturers SHALL provide a list of software and hardware required to install
software on programmed devices of the system in the user documentation.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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9.5.1.6 Software installation procedure
Manufacturers SHALL document the software installation procedures used to
install software on programmed devices of the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.5.1.7 Compiler installation prohibited
The software installation procedures used to install software on programmed
devices of the system SHALL specify that no compilers SHALL be installed on the
programmed device.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.5.1.8 Procurement of system software
The software installation procedures SHALL specify that system software SHALL
be obtained from the VSTL or approved distribution repositories.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.5.1.9 Erasable storage media preparation
The software installation procedures SHALL specify how previously stored
information on erasable storage media is removed before installing software on the
media.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.5.1.10 Installation media unalterable storage media
The software installation procedures SHALL specify that unalterable storage media
SHALL be used to install software on programmed devices of the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.5.1.11 Software hardening
Manufacturers SHALL provide documentation that describes the hardening
procedures for the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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9.6 Setup Inspection
9.6.1 Setup inspection process
Manufacturers SHALL provide a setup inspection process that the system was
designed to support.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.6.1.1 Minimum properties included in a setup inspection process
A setup inspection process SHALL, at a minimum, include the inspection of system
software, storage locations that hold election information that changes during an
election, and execution of logic and accuracy testing related to readiness for use in
an election.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.6.1.2 Setup inspection record generation
The setup inspection process SHALL describe the records that result from
performing the setup inspection process.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.6.1.3 Installed software identification procedure
Manufacturers SHALL provide the procedures to identify all software installed on
programmed devices.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.6.1.4 Software integrity verification procedure
Manufacturers SHALL describe the procedures to verify the integrity of software
installed on programmed devices of system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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9.6.1.5 Election information value
Manufacturers SHALL provide the values of system storage locations that hold
election information that changes during the election, except for the values set to
conduct a specific election.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.6.1.6 Maximum values of election information storage locations
Manufacturers SHALL provide the maximum values for the storage locations where
election information is stored.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.6.1.7 Backup power operational range
Manufacturers SHALL provide the nominal operational range for the backup power
sources of the voting system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.6.1.8 Backup power inspection procedure
Manufacturers SHALL provide the procedures to inspect the remaining charge of
the backup power sources of the voting system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.6.1.9 Cabling connectivity inspection procedure
Manufacturers SHALL provide the procedures to inspect the connectivity of the
cabling attached to the vote capture device.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.6.1.10 Communications operational status inspection procedure
Manufacturers SHALL provide the procedures to inspect the operational status of
the communications capabilities of the vote capture device.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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9.6.1.11 Communications on/off status inspection procedure
Manufacturers SHALL provide the procedures to inspect the on/off status of the
communications capabilities of the vote capture device.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.6.1.12 Consumables quantity of vote capture device
Manufacturers SHALL provide a list of consumables associated with the vote
capture device, including estimated number of usages per quantity of consumable.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.6.1.13 Consumable inspection procedure
Manufacturers SHALL provide the procedures to inspect the remaining amount of
each consumable of the vote capture device.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.6.1.14 Calibration of vote capture device components nominal range
Manufacturers SHALL provide a list of components associated with the vote
capture devices that require calibration and the nominal operating ranges for each
component.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.6.1.15 Calibration of vote capture device components inspection
procedure
Manufacturers SHALL provide the procedures to inspect the calibration of each
component.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.6.1.16 Calibration of vote capture device components adjustment
procedure
Manufacturers SHALL provide the procedures to adjust the calibration of each
component.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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9.6.1.17 Checklist of properties to be inspected
Manufacturers SHALL provide a checklist of other properties of the system to be
inspected.
Test Method:

Inspection

9.7 System Operations Manual
9.7.1 General
9.7.1.1 System operations manual
The system operations manual SHALL provide all information necessary for
system set up and use by all personnel who administer and operate the system at
the state and/or local election offices and at the kiosk locations, with regard to all
system functions and operations identified in Section 9.3 System Functionality
Description.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.7.1.2 Support training
The system operations manual SHALL contain all information that is required for
the preparation of detailed system operating procedures and for the training of
administrators, state and/or local election officials, election judges, and kiosk
workers.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.7.2 Introduction
9.7.2.1 Functions
Manufacturers SHALL provide a summary of system operating functions to permit
understanding of the system's capabilities and constraints.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.7.2.2 Roles
The roles of operating personnel SHALL be identified and related to the functions
of the system.
Test Method:

Inspection
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Test Entity:

Manufacturer

9.7.2.3 Conditional actions
Decision criteria and conditional operator functions (such as error and failure
recovery actions) SHALL be described.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.7.2.4 References
Manufacturers SHALL list all reference and supporting documents pertaining to the
use of the system during election operations.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.7.3 Operational Environment
9.7.3.1 Operational environment
Manufacturers SHALL describe the system environment and the interfaces
between the system and state and/or local election officials, kiosk workers, system
administrators, and voters.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.7.3.2 Operational environment; equipment and facility
Manufacturers SHALL identify all facilities, furnishings, fixtures, and utilities that will
be required for equipment operations, including equipment that operates at the:
a. Kiosk locations;
b. State and/or local election offices; and
c.

Other locations.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.7.3.3 Operational environment; installation
The operations manual SHALL include a statement of all requirements and
restrictions regarding environmental protection, electrical service, recommended
auxiliary power, telecommunications service, and any other facility or resource
required for the proper installation and operation of the system.
Test Method:

Inspection
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Test Entity:

Manufacturer

9.7.4 System Installation and Test Specification
9.7.4.1 Readiness testing
Manufacturers SHALL provide specifications for testing of system installation and
readiness.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.7.4.1.1 Readiness test entire system
These specifications SHALL cover testing of all components of the system and
all locations of installation (e.g., kiosk locations, state and/or local election
offices), and SHALL address all elements of system functionality and
operations identified in Section 9.3 System Functionality Description above,
including general capabilities and functions specific to particular voting
activities.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.7.5 Operational Features
9.7.5.1 Features
Manufacturers SHALL provide documentation of system operating features that
includes:
a. Detailed descriptions of all input, output, control, and display features
accessible to the operator or voter;
b. Examples of simulated interactions to facilitate understanding of the
system and its capabilities;
c.

Sample data formats and output reports; and

d. Illustration and description of all status indicators and information
messages.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.7.5.2 Document straight party override algorithms
For systems that support straight party voting, manufacturers SHALL document the
available algorithms for counting straight party overrides.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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9.7.5.3 Document double vote reconciliation algorithms
For systems that support write-in voting, manufacturers SHALL document the
available algorithms for reconciling write-in double votes.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.7.6 Operating Procedures
9.7.6.1 Operating procedures
Manufacturers SHALL provide documentation of system operating procedures that:
a. Provides a detailed description of procedures required to initiate, control,
and verify proper system operation;
b. Enables the operator to assess the correct flow of system functions (as
evidenced by system-generated status and information messages);
c.

Enables the administrator to intervene in system operations to recover from
an abnormal system state;

d. Defines and illustrates the procedures and system prompts for situations
where operator intervention is required to load, initialize, and start the
system;
e. Defines and illustrates procedures to enable and control the external
interface to the system operating environment if supporting hardware and
software are involved. Such information also SHALL be provided for the
interaction of the system with other data processing systems or data
interchange protocols;
f.

Provides administrative procedures and off-line operator duties (if any) if
they relate to the initiation or termination of system operations, to the
assessment of system status, or to the development of an audit trail;

g. Supports successful ballot and program installation and control by state
and/or local election officials;
h. Provides a schedule and steps for the software and ballot installation,
including a table outlining the key dates, events and deliverables; and
i.

Specifies diagnostic tests that may be employed to identify problems in the
system, verify the correction of problems, and isolate and diagnose faults
from various system states.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.7.6.2 Printer error recovery guidelines
Manufacturers SHALL provide documentation for procedures to recover from
printer errors and faults including procedures for how to cancel a vote suspended
during an error.
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Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.7.7 Transportation and Storage
9.7.7.1 Transportation
Manufacturers SHALL include any special instructions for preparing vote capture
devices for shipment.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.7.7.2 Storage
Manufacturers SHALL include any special storage instructions for vote capture
devices.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.7.7.3 Precautions for removable media
Manufacturers SHALL detail the care and handling precautions necessary for
removable media and records.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.7.8 Appendices
Manufacturers SHALL provide descriptive material and data supplementing the
various sections in the body of the system operations manual. The content and
arrangement of appendices are at the discretion of the manufacturer. Topics
required for discussion include:


Glossary: A listing and brief definition of all terms that may be unfamiliar to
persons not trained in either systems or computer operations;



References: A list of references to all manufacturer documents and to other
sources related to operation of the system;



Detailed Examples: Detailed scenarios that outline correct system responses
to faulty operator input; and



Manufacturer's Recommended Security Procedures: Security procedures
that are to be executed by the system operator.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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9.8 System Maintenance Manual
9.8.1.1 User documentation system maintenance manual
The system maintenance manual SHALL provide information to support election
officials, kiosk workers, information systems personnel, or maintenance personnel
in the adjustment or removal and replacement of components or modules in the
field.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.8.1.2 General contents
Manufacturers SHALL describe service actions recommended to correct
malfunctions or problems; personnel and expertise required to repair and maintain
the system, equipment, and materials; and facilities needed for proper
maintenance.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.8.2 Introduction
9.8.2.1 Equipment overview, maintenance viewpoint
Manufacturers SHALL describe the structure and function of the hardware,
firmware and software for election preparation, programming, vote recording,
tabulation, and reporting in sufficient detail to provide an overview of the system for
maintenance and for identification of faulty hardware or software.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.8.3 Maintenance Procedures
9.8.3.1 Maintenance manual maintenance procedures
Manufacturers SHALL describe preventive and corrective maintenance procedures
for hardware, firmware and software.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.8.3.2 Maintenance manual preventive maintenance procedures
Manufacturers SHALL identify and describe:
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a. All required and recommended preventive maintenance tasks, including
software and data backup, database performance analysis, and database
tuning;
b. Number and skill levels of personnel required for each task;
c.

Parts, supplies, special maintenance equipment, software tools, or other
resources needed for maintenance; and

d. Any maintenance tasks that must be referred to the manufacturer.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.8.3.3 Corrective maintenance procedures
9.8.3.3.1 Troubleshooting procedures
Manufacturers SHALL provide fault detection, fault isolation, correction
procedures, and logic diagrams for all operational abnormalities identified by
design analysis and operating experience.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.8.3.3.2 Troubleshooting procedures details
Manufacturers SHALL identify specific procedures to be used in diagnosing
and correcting problems in the system hardware, firmware and software.
Descriptions SHALL include:
a. Steps to replace failed or deficient equipment;
b. Steps to correct deficiencies or faulty operations in software or
firmware;
c.

Number and skill levels of personnel needed to accomplish each
procedure;

d. Special maintenance equipment, parts, supplies, or other resources
needed to accomplish each procedure; and
e. Any coordination required with the manufacturer.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.8.4 Maintenance Equipment
9.8.4.1 Special equipment
Manufacturers SHALL identify and describe any special purpose test or
maintenance equipment recommended for fault isolation and diagnostic purposes.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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9.8.5 Parts and Materials
Manufacturers SHALL provide detailed documentation of parts and materials needed
to operate and maintain the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.8.6 Maintenance Facilities and Support
9.8.6.1 Maintenance environment
Manufacturers SHALL identify all facilities, furnishings, fixtures, and utilities that will
be required for equipment maintenance.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.8.6.2 Maintenance support and spares
Manufacturers SHALL specify:
a. Recommended number and locations of spare devices or components to
be kept on hand for repair purposes during periods of system operation;
b. Recommended number and locations of qualified maintenance personnel
who need to be available to support repair calls during system operation;
and
c.

Organizational affiliation (e.g., jurisdiction, manufacturer) of qualified
maintenance personnel.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.8.7 Appendices
Manufacturers SHALL provide descriptive material and data supplementing the
various sections in the body of the system maintenance manual. The content and
arrangement of appendices are at the discretion of the manufacturer. Topics required
for amplification or treatment in an appendix includes:


Glossary: A listing and brief definition of all terms that may be unfamiliar to
persons not trained in either systems or computer maintenance;



References: A list of references to all manufacturer documents and other
sources related to maintenance of the system;



Detailed Examples: Detailed scenarios that outline correct system
responses to faulty operator input; and
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Maintenance and Security Procedures: Technical illustrations and schematic
representations of electronic circuits unique to the system.

Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.9 Personnel Deployment and Training Requirements
Manufacturers SHALL describe the personnel resources and training required for a
jurisdiction to operate and maintain the system for the duration of the pilot project.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.9.1 Personnel
9.9.1.1 Training manual personnel
Manufacturers SHALL specify the number of personnel and skill levels required to
perform each of the following functions:
a. Pre-voting or election preparation functions;
b. System operations for system functions performed at the kiosk locations;
c.

System operations for system functions performed at the state and/or local
election offices;

d. Preventive maintenance tasks;
e. Diagnosis of faulty hardware, firmware, or software;
f.

Corrective maintenance tasks; and

g. Testing to verify the correction of problems.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer

9.9.1.2 User functions versus manufacturer functions
Manufacturers SHALL distinguish which functions may be carried out by user
personnel and which must be performed by manufacturer personnel.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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9.9.2 Training
9.9.2.1 Training requirements
Manufacturers SHALL provide training materials to instruct system administrators,
kiosk workers, and state and/or local election officials on how to set up, configure
and operate the system.
Test Method:
Test Entity:

Inspection
Manufacturer
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Glossary

This section defines selected terms and acronyms used in this document. Readers
may be familiar with many of these terms, but the definitions as used herein may
differ from those in other contexts.
Terminology for standardization purposes must be sufficiently precise and formal to
avoid ambiguity in the interpretation and testing of the requirements. Any term that
is not defined here retains its common English usage meaning.

absentee ballot:

A ballot cast from any location not defined as a polling place.

absentee model:

The ballot remains associated with the voter ID until the close of the voting period
and is subject to an adjudication process to be accepted for tabulation.

absentee voting:

The process of casting a ballot from any location not defined as a polling place.

accessible voting station:

Voting station specially equipped for individuals with disabilities referred to in HAVA
301 (a)(3)(B).

administrator:

The role responsible for installing, configuring, and managing the technical
operations of the system.

alert time:

The amount of time the system will wait for detectible voter activity after issuing an
alert before going into an inactive state requiring poll worker intervention.

application logic:

Software, firmware, or hardwired logic from any source that is specific to the system,
with the exception of border logic.

audio-tactile interface

Voter interface designed to not require visual reading of a ballot. Audio is used to
convey information to the voter and sensitive tactile controls allow the voter to convey
information to the voting system.

authenticated session:

Process that requires all users to provide proof of identity.

ballot image:

Human-readable electronic representation of the ballot, including the voter’s
selections.

ballot measure:

Contest in which the choices are Yes and No.

ballot secrecy:

Not being able to associate the selections of the ballot with the voter who cast it.

ballot style:
ballot:
baseline configuration:
border logic:

Particular set of contests to appear on the ballot for a particular election district, their
order, the list of ballot positions for each contest, and the binding of candidate names
to ballot positions
The official presentation of all of the contests to be decided in a particular election.
See also ballot image, cast vote record, and paper record.
The exact system configuration tested by the VSTL. It includes all the system
components that were tested, including the specific hardware, operating system,
application software, and third-party COTS applications.
Software, firmware, or hardwired logic that is developed to connect application logic
to COTS or third-party logic.
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callable unit:

Function, method, operation, subroutine, procedure, or analogous structural unit that
appears within a module (of a software program or analogous logical design).

candidate:

Person contending in a contest for office.

cast ballot:

Ballot in which the voter has taken final action in the selection of contest choices and
submitted it for tabulation.

cast vote record:

The record of all votes selected by a voter.

common industry format:

Format described in ISO/IEC 25062:2006 "Common Industry Format (CIF) for
Usability Test Reports".

completed system
response time

The time taken from when the voter performs some detectible action to when the
voting system completes its response and settles into a stable state (e.g., finishes
"painting" the screen with a new page).

component:

A discrete and identifiable element of hardware or software within a system.

concept of operations:

Description of roles and responsibilities for system administration, operation and use.

configuration data:

Non-executable input to software, firmware, or hardwired logic, not including vote
data.

conformity assessment:

Demonstration that specified requirements relating to a product, process, system,
person or body are fulfilled.

contest:

A single decision being put before the voters (e.g., the selection of a candidate for
office or the response to ballot questions).

core logic:

Subset of application logic that is responsible for vote recording and tabulation.

COTS:

Commercial Off the Shelf

credible methodologies:

Methodologies (e.g., coding conventions, cryptographic algorithms) are considered
credible if at least two organizations other than the voting system manufacturer have
independently adopted them and made active use of them at some time within the
three years before conformity assessment was first sought.

cryptography:

The protection of information by converting the information into an unreadable
format.

CVR:

Cast vote record

device:

Functional unit that performs its assigned tasks as an integrated whole.

election definition:
election judge:
election management
system:

Definition of the contests and questions that will appear on the ballot for a specific
election.
A member of the canvassing board that adjudicates the acceptance of absentee
ballots
Set of processing functions and databases within a system that defines, develops
and maintains election databases, performs election definitions and setup functions,
formats ballots, counts votes, consolidates and reports results, and maintains audit
trails

election officials:

The persons responsible for administering and conducting elections.

election title:

The heading on a ballot specifying the name of the election (e.g., General Election,
Primary Election).
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equivalent configuration:

A system configuration that has been attested to by the manufacturer to perform
identically to the baseline configuration.

error rate:

Ratio of the number of errors detected in relation to the volume of data processed:

failure:

Events that result in (a) loss of one or more functions, (b) degradation of performance
such that the device is unable to perform its intended function for longer than 10
seconds, (c) automatic reset, restart or reboot of the voting device, operating system
or application software, (d) a requirement for an unanticipated intervention by a
person in the role of kiosk worker or technician before normal operation can continue,
or (e) error messages and/or audit log entries indicating that a failure has occurred.

fault:

Flaw in design or implementation that may result in the qualities or behavior of the
system deviating from the qualities or behavior that are specified in the UOCAVA
Pilot Program Testing Requirements and/or in manufacturer-provided documentation.

functional:

Functional testing is the determination through operational testing of whether the
behavior of a system or device in specific scenarios conforms to requirements.
Functional tests are derived by analyzing the requirements and the behaviors that
should result from implementing those requirements.

hardwired logic:

Logic implemented through the design of an integrated circuit; the programming of a
Programmable Logic Device (PLD), Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA),
Peripheral Interface Controller (PIC), or similar; the integration of smaller hardware
components; or mechanical design (e.g., as in lever machines).

initial system response
time

The time taken from when the voter performs some detectible action (such as
pressing a button) to when the voting system begins responding in some obvious
way (such as an audible response or any change on the screen).

implementation
statement:

Statement by a manufacturer indicating the capabilities, features, and optional
functions and extensions that have been implemented in a system.

inspection:

Examination of a product design, product, process or installation and determination
of its conformity with specific requirements or, on the basis of professional judgment,
with general requirements.

kiosk:

A terminal tasked to display information, accepts user input, and transmit information

kiosk workers:

Election workers who staff the remote voting kiosk locations.

manufacturer:

Entity with ownership and control over a system submitted for testing.

module:

Structural unit of software or analogous logical design, typically containing several
callable units that are tightly coupled.

paper record identifier:

Unique randomly generated code that links the paper record to the corresponding
cast vote record.

paper record receptacle: A secure unit for storing paper records at kiosk locations.
paper record:

Printed record of ballot selections made by the voter.

programmed device:

Electronic device that includes application logic.

published:

Methodologies (e.g., coding conventions, cryptographic algorithms) are considered
published if they appear in publicly available media.

straight party override:

Ability to make an exception to straight party voting in selected races.
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straight party voting:

Mechanism that allows voters to cast a single vote to select all candidates on the
ballot from a single political party.

tabulation device:

A device used to calculate election results.

third-party logic:

Software, firmware, or hardwired logic that is neither application logic nor COTS; e.g.,
general-purpose software developed by a third party that is either customized (e.g.,
ported to a new platform, as is Windows CE) or not widely used, or source code
generated by a COTS package.

UOCAVA:

Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act

vote capture device:

Device that is used directly by a voter to vote a ballot.

voted ballot:

Ballot that contains all of a voter's selections and has been cast.

voter inactivity time:

The amount of time from when the system completes its response until there is
detectible voter activity. In particular, note that audio prompts from the system may
take several minutes and that this time does not count as voter inactivity.

voter privacy:

The inability of anyone to observe, or otherwise determine, what selections a voter
has made.

voting process:

Entire array of procedures, people, resources, equipment and locations associated
with the conduct of elections.

voting session:

Span of time beginning when a ballot is enabled or activated and ending when the
ballot is cast.

voting system:

Equipment (including hardware, firmware, and software), materials, and
documentation used to define elections and ballot styles, configure voting equipment,
identify and validate voting equipment configurations, perform readiness tests,
activate ballots, capture votes, count votes, generate reports, transmit election data,
archive election data, and audit elections.

VPN:

Virtual Private Network

VSTL:

Voting System Test Laboratory

white-box testing:

Uses an internal perspective of the system to design test cases based on internal
structure. White box testing strategy deals with the internal logic and structure of the
code.

write-in:

To make a selection of an individual not listed on the ballot.
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Accuracy Test Case

Some voting system performance attributes are tested by inducing an event or
series of events and the relative or absolute time intervals between repetitions of
the event has no significance. Although equivalence between a number of events
and a time period can be established when the operating scenarios of a system
can be determined with precision, another type of test is required when such
equivalence cannot be established. It uses event based failure frequencies to
arrive at ACCEPT/REJECT criteria. This test may be performed simultaneously
with time-based tests.
For example, the failure of a device is usually dependent on the processing volume
that it is required to perform. The elapsed time over which a certain number of
actuation cycles occur is, under most circumstances, not important. Another
example of such an attribute is the frequency of errors in reading, recording, and
processing vote data.
The error frequency, called “ballot position error rate,” applies to such functions as
the process of detecting the presence or absence of a voting punch or mark, or to
the closure of a switch corresponding to the selection of a candidate.
Certification and acceptance test procedures that accommodate event-based
failures are, therefore, based on a discrete, rather than a continuous probability
distribution. A Probability Ratio Sequential Test using the binomial distribution is
recommended. In the case of ballot position error rate, the calculation for a specific
device (and the processing function that relies on that device) is based on:


HO: Desired error rate = 1 in 10,000,000



H1: Maximum acceptable error rate = 1 in 500,000



a = 0.05



b = 0.05

The minimum error-free sample size to accept for qualification tests is 1,549,703
votes.
The nature of the problem may be illustrated by the following example, using the
criteria contained in the VVSG 2005 for system error rate. A target for the desired
accuracy is established at a very low error rate. A threshold for the worst error rate
that can be accepted is then fixed at a somewhat higher error rate. Next, the
decision risk is chosen, that is, the risk that the test results may not be a true
indicator of either the system's acceptability or unacceptability. The process is as
follows:


The desired accuracy of the voting system, whatever its true error rate
(which may be far better), is established as no more than one error in every
ten million characters (including the null character).



If it can be shown that the system's true error rate does not exceed one in
every five hundred thousand votes counted, it will be considered
acceptable. This is more than accurate enough to declare the winner
correctly in almost every election.



A decision risk of 5 percent is chosen, to be 95 percent certain that the test
data will not indicate that the system is bad when it is good or good when it
is bad.

This results in the following decision criteria:
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Appendix C: Accuracy Test Case

a. If the system makes one error before counting 26,997 consecutive ballot
positions correctly, it will be rejected. The vendor is then required to
improve the system.
b. If the system reads at least 1,549,703 consecutive ballot positions
correctly, it will be accepted.
c.

If the system correctly reads more than 26,997 ballot positions but less
than 1,549,703 when the first error occurs, the testing will have to be
continued until another 1,576,701 consecutive ballot positions are counted
without error (a total of 3,126,404 with one error).
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Appendix C – VSTLs' Comments to the UPPTR
1.

VSTL Comments to UPPTR Section 2
(Functional Requirements)

VSTL Comments to
UPPTR Section 5 (Security)

VSTLs' Comments to the UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
Section

5.1 Access Control

5.1.1 Separation of
Duties
5.1.1.1 Definition of
roles

5.1.1.2 Access to
election data
5.1.1.3 Separation of
duties

Requirement

SLI Comments

This section states requirements for the
identification of authorized system users,
processes and devices and the authentication
or verification of those identities as a
prerequisite to granting access to system
processes and data. It also includes
requirements to limit and control access to
critical system components to protect system
and data integrity, availability, confidentiality,
and accountability. This section applies to all
entities attempting to physically enter voting
system facilities or to request services or data
from the voting system.

Manufacturer shall clearly
define what level users, roles
and groups are defined on,
whether that be at the
operating system or the
voting system level

Wyle Comments

The voting system SHALL allow the definition Agree with Requirement
of personnel roles with segregated duties and
responsibilities on critical processes to prevent
a single person from compromising the
integrity of the system.

Specific roles should be
defined to facilitate true
segregation of duties.

Agree with Requirement
The voting system SHALL ensure that only
authorized roles, groups, or individuals have
access to election data.
The voting system SHALL require at least two Enumerate the activities
persons from a predefined group for validating
the election configuration information,
accessing the cast vote records
records, and starting
the tabulation process.

No recommended change

Current web based system do
not do tabulation so this
requirement was not
applicable to our testing
testing. The
majority of election
configuration is done
independent of the Web
application and is therefore
not a critical function of our
testing.

5.1.2 Voting System
Access

The voting system SHALL provide access
control mechanisms designed to permit
authorized access and to prevent
unauthorized access to the system.

SHALL should be removed, as
it designates an actionable
item. The header of a section
is validated when all of its sub
requirements are validated

This requirement does not
define at what minimum level
this security should be
implemented.

5.1.2.1 Identity
verification

The voting system SHALL identify and
authenticate each person to whom access is
granted, and the specific functions and data to
which each person holds authorized access.

This requirement should be
split out. It covers both
authentication and
authorization.

This requirement does not
define at what minimum level
this security should be
implemented.

5.1.2.2 Access control
configuration

The voting system SHALL allow the
Enumerate the activities
administrator group or role to configure
permissions and functionality for each
identity, group or role to include account and
group/role creation, modification, and
deletion.
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This requirement does not
state whether this should be a
system OS level or at a web
based administration
application level.

VSTLs' Comments to the UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
Section

Requirement

SLI Comments

Wyle Comments

5.1.2.3 Default access
control configuration

The voting system’s default access control
permissions SHALL implement the least
privileged role or group needed.

Agree with Requirement

No recommended change

5.1.2.4 Escalation
prevention

The voting system SHALL prevent a lower‐
privilege process from modifying a higher‐
privilege process.

Agree with Requirement

No recommended change

5.1.2.5 Operating system The voting system SHALL NOT require its
Should enumerate the
privileged account
activities
execution as an operating system privileged
restriction
account and SHALL NOT require the use of an
operating system privileged account for its
operation.

Wyle’s testing was based on
utilization of a web based
application. Therefore this did
not apply directly. But, it was
noted that in some systems
tested the OS administration
privileges were
required to configure election
information.

5.1.2.6 Logging of
account

The voting system SHALL log the identification This is tested in 5.6.3.3
of all personnel accessing or attempting to
access the voting system to the system event
log.

5.1.2.7 Monitoring
voting system access

The((voting system))SHALL provide tools ((or
shall be provided)) for monitoring access to
the system. These tools SHALL provide specific
users real time display of persons accessing
the system as well as reports from logs.

Should enumerate the
activities. Concern for this
requirement is if it is
realistically feasible to
monitor a globally distributed
system, with potentially a very
large set of users

This requirement does not
define what
information should be logged.
This requirement also does
not state if the tool is to be
accessible via the Web based
administration application or
at an OS Level.

5.1.2.8 Login failures

The vote capture devices at the kiosk locations
and the central server SHALL have the
capability to restrict access to the voting
system after a preset number of login failures.

1) SHALL should be removed,
as it designates an actionable
item. The header of a section
is validated when all of its sub
requirements are validated.
2) Enumerate activities
3) This requirement is too
specific, should use the term
"voting system" so that all
areas are covered

This requirement does not
define if this needs to be at a
Web application level or at OS
level. Reactivation of an
account should not require
utilization of anything but the
Web based application.

5.1.2.8 Login failures

a. The lockout threshold SHALL be
configurable by appropriate
administrators/operators.
b. The voting system SHALL log the event.

Agree with Requirement

not broken out

Covered in 5.6.3.3

not broken out

5.1.2.8 Login failures
5.1.2.8 Login failures

c. The voting system SHALL immediately send Agree with Requirement
a notification to appropriate
administrators/operators of the event.
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This requirement does not
define what information
should be logged. Some
systems only log
Administration functions
while others only log Voter
information.

not broken out

VSTLs' Comments to the UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
Section
5.1.2.8 Login failures

Requirement

SLI Comments

d. The voting system SHALL provide a
mechanism for the appropriate
administrators/operators to reactivate the
account after appropriate confirmation.

5.1.2.9 Account lockout The voting system SHALL log a notification
logging
when any account has been locked out.

Wyle Comments

Agree with Requirement

not broken out

Covered in 5.6.3.3

This requirement does not
define what
information should be logged.

5.1.2.10 Session time‐
out

Enumerate activities
Authenticated sessions on critical processes
SHALL have an inactivity time‐out control that
will require personnel re‐authentication when
reached. This time‐out SHALL be implemented
for administration and monitor consoles on all
voting system devices.

5.1.2.11 Screen lock

Authenticated sessions on critical processes
SHALL have a screen‐lock functionality that
can be manually invoked

This requirement does not
define how this function
should be configured.

Should mention need for re‐ This requirement was deemed
authentication in order to re‐ N/A due to the web based
application being accessible
access
from a privately controlled PC
and not a public Voting site.

5.2 Identification and
Authentication
5.2.1 Authentication
5.2.1.1 Strength of
authentication

Authentication mechanisms supported by the This should be referring to
voting system SHALL support authentication appropriate NIST SP, NIST 800‐
63 Electronic Authentication
strength of at least 1/1,000,000.
Guideline Standards.
Since these systems do not
5.2.1.2 Minimum
The voting system SHALL authenticate users
tabulate and are not located
authentication methods per the minimum authentication methods
in a polling location, the
outlined below.
groups for Election Judge and
Kiosk Worker do not really
apply. (See Table 5‐1 Roles :
Section 5 | Page 59.)

5.2.1.2 Minimum
Election Judge
authentication methods
5.2.1.2 Minimum
Kiosk Worker
authentication methods
5.2.1.2 Minimum
Voter
authentication methods

Two factor

Agree with Requirement

One factor

Agree with Requirement

5.2.1.2 Minimum
authentication methods
5.2.1.2 Minimum
authentication methods
5.2.1.2 Minimum
authentication methods
5.2.1.3 Multiple
authentication
mechanisms

Election Official

Two factor

Assuming voter
authentication is performed
"outside" the scope of the
voting system, by kiosk
worker/Election Official
Agree with Requirement

Administrator

Two factor

Agree with Requirement

Not required

Application or Process
Digital signature
112 bits of security1
The voting system SHALL provide multiple
authentication methods to support multi‐
factor authentication.

Agree with Requirement
Agree with Requirement
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This requirement does not
define what minimum level is
required.

VSTLs' Comments to the UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
Section

Requirement

SLI Comments

Wyle Comments

5.2.1.4 Secure storage of When private or secret authentication data is Agree with Requirement
authentication data
stored by the voting system, it SHALL be
protected to ensure that the confidentiality
and integrity of the data are not violated.
5.2.1.5 Password reset

The voting system SHALL provide a mechanism Covers passwords only. What This requirement does not
define if this function is to be
to reset a password if it is forgotten, in
if there are alternative
methods of authentication? Web Based.
accordance with the system access/security
policy.

5.2.1.6 Password
strength configuration

The voting system SHALL allow the
Should specify the
administrator group or role to specify
authentication level as
password strength for all accounts including defined in reference NIST SP
minimum password length, use of capitalized
letters, use of numeric characters, and use of
non‐alphanumeric characters per NIST 800‐63
Electronic Authentication Guideline Standards.

5.2.1.7 Password history The voting system SHALL enforce password
configuration
histories and allow the administrator to
configure the history length when passwords
are stored by the system. NIST Special
Publication 800‐57

Agree with Requirement

This requirement does not
define if this
configuration is to be Web
Based or OS
configurable.

This requirement does not
define if this configuration is
to be Web Based or OS
configurable.

5.2.1.8 Account
information password
restriction

The voting system SHALL ensure that the user Agree with Requirement
name is not used in the password. Cannot be
fully verified in lab; Testing at remote voting
location(s) at operational level.

5.2.1.9 Automated
password expiration

The votingg system
SHALL p
provide a means to
y
automatically expire passwords.

Agree
with Requirement
g
q

5.2.1.10 Device
authentication

The voting system servers and vote capture
devices SHALL identify and authenticate one
another using NIST ‐ approved cryptographic
authentication methods at the 112 bits of
security.

Tested in 5.3.1.2

This requirement does not
define which NIST standard or
level to use.

5.2.1.11 Network
authentication

Remote voting location site Virtual Private
Network (VPN) connections (i.e., vote capture
devices) to voting servers SHALL be
authenticated using strong mutual
cryptographic authentication at the 112 bits of
security. Cannot be fully verified in lab; Testing
at remote voting location(s) at operational
level
Message authentication SHALL be used for
applications to protect the integrity of the
message content using a schema with 112 bits
of security.

Tested in 5.3.1.2

Wyle deems this requirement
N/A due to the Web Based
architecture. VPN systems will
only be utilized at a system
server level.

5.2.1.12 Message
authentication

1) need to define what is a
"message"
2) Tested in 5.3.1.2
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VSTLs' Comments to the UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
Section
5.2.1.13 Message
authentication
mechanisms

Requirement

SLI Comments

IPsec, SSL, or TLS and MAC mechanisms SHALL
all be configured to be compliant with FIPS
140‐2 using approved algorithm suites and
protocols.

1) Is the intent here to use
current certified
communication
methodologies?
If so, would be better suited
as an Inspection test method
2) Tested in 5.3.1.1 and
5.3.1.3 and 5.3.2.4
1) SHALL should be removed,
as it designates an actionable
item. The header of a section
is validated when all of its sub
requirements are validated.
2) Note quantify "Strong
Authentication", this term is
too vague, should reference a
standard

5.3 Cryptography

This section needs additional
requirements that handle the
situation of keys purchase
from a Certificate Authority

5.3.1 General
Cryptography
Requirements

5.3.1.1 Cryptographic
functionality

Wyle Comments

All cryptographic functionality SHALL be
implemented using NIST‐approved
cryptographic algorithms/schemas, or use
published and credible cryptographic
algorithms/schemas/protocols

This requirement does not
"… or use published and
define what minimum NIST
credible cryptographic
algorithms/schemas/protocols level is required.
" is something that should be
qualified by FVAP/NIST.
Preference is to not leave it to
a VSTL to determine, or leave
as a loophole for a
manufacturer to argue.

5.3.1.2 Required security Cryptographic algorithms and schemas SHALL Agree with Requirement
strength
be implemented with a security strength
equivalent to at least 112 bits of security to
protect sensitive voting information and
election records.
Cryptography used to protect information in‐ These requirements should be This requirement does not
5.3.1.3 Use NIST‐
split out to discrete items
approved cryptography transit over public telecommunication
define which NIST standard or
networks SHALL use NIST‐approved algorithms
for communications
level to use.
and cipher suites. In addition the
implementations of these algorithms SHALL be
NIST‐approved (Cryptographic Algorithm
Validation Program).
5.3.2 Key Management The following requirements apply to voting
systems that generate cryptographic keys
internally.
5.3.2.1 Key generation
methods

Cryptographic keys generated by the voting
system SHALL use a NIST‐approved key
generation method, or a published and
credible key generation method.

See comment on 5.3.1.1, as it This requirement does not
is applicable here as well
define which NIST
standard or level to use.
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VSTLs' Comments to the UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
Section

Requirement

SLI Comments
Agree with Requirement

5.3.2.2 Security of key
generation methods

Compromising the security of the key
generation method (e.g., guessing the seed
value to initialize the deterministic random
number generator (RNG)) SHALL require as
least as many operations as determining the
value of the generated key.

5.3.2.3 Seed values

If a seed key is entered during the key
These requirements should be
split out to discrete items
generation process, entry of the key SHALL
meet the key entry requirements in 5.3.3.1. If
intermediate key generation values are output
from the cryptographic module, the values
SHALL be output either in encrypted form or
under split knowledge procedures.

Cryptographic keys used to protect
information in‐transit over public
telecommunication networks SHALL use NIST‐
approved key generation methods. If the
approved key generation method requires
input from a random number generator, then
an approved (FIPS 140‐2) random number
generator SHALL be used.
5.3.2.5 Random number Random number generators used to generate
generator health tests cryptographic keys SHALL implement one or
more health tests that provide assurance that
the random number generator continues to
operate as intended (e.g., the entropy source
stuck)
is not stuck).
5.3.2.4 Use NIST‐
approved key generation
methods for
communications

1) These requirements should This requirement does not
be split out to discrete items define which NIST standard or
level to use.
2) Unless key is purchased
from a Certificate Authority

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement
5.3.3 Key Establishment Key establishment may be performed by
automated methods (e.g., use of a public key
algorithm), manual methods (use of a
manually transported key loading device), or a
combination of automated and manual
methods.
5.3.3.1 Key entry and
Secret and private keys established using
Agree with Requirement
output
automated methods SHALL be entered into
and output from a voting system in encrypted
form. Secret and private keys established
using manual methods may be entered into or
output from a system in plaintext form.
5.3.4 Key handling
5.3.4.1 Key storage

5.3.4.2 Key zeroization

These requirements should be
Cryptographic keys stored within the voting
system SHALL NOT be stored in plaintext. Keys split out to discrete items
stored outside the voting system SHALL be
protected from disclosure or modification.
The voting system SHALL provide methods to
zeroize all plaintext secret and private
cryptographic keys within the system.

Wyle Comments

Agree with Requirement
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VSTLs' Comments to the UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
Section
5.3.4.3 Support for
rekeying

Requirement

SLI Comments

`

What is the acceptable level
of effort to reset the
cryptographic keys to new
values? Is it acceptable to
have to redefine the election?
Or should the jurisdiction be
able to just replace the keys?
This section has difficulty
when applied to "ballot
delivery" systems.
Would work better to have
5.4.1 be specific to vote
capture devices, then have a
section 5.4.2 that pertains to
vote capture devices and
ballot delivery systems

5.4 Voting System
Integrity Management

May need an additional
requirement for
nonrepudiation issues

5.4.1 Protecting the
Integrity of the Voting
System
5.4.1.1 Cast vote
integrity; transmission

The integrity and authenticity of each
individual cast vote SHALL be protected from
any tampering or modification during
transmission.

Agree with Requirement

5.4.1.2 Cast vote
integrity; storage

The integrity and authenticity of each
individual cast vote SHALL be preserved by
means of a digital signature during storage.

Agree with Requirement

5.4.1.3 Cast vote storage Cast vote data SHALL NOT be permanently
stored on the vote capture device

For the kiosk environment this
works fine.
If this is ever applied beyond
section 1.1.3, to personal
computers being used as the
vote capture device, then
there will be issues with
regards to how the
configuration is regulated.

5.4.1.4 Electronic ballot The integrity and authenticity of the electronic Additional detailed definition
box integrity
ballot box SHALL be protected by means of a of "electronic ballot box" is
needed.
digital signature.
5.4.1.5 Malware
detection

The voting system SHALL use malware
detection software to protect against known
malware that targets the operating system,
services, and applications

More definition is needed to
quantify the level of
protection needed. Potentially
a hardware/software malware
detection solution, instead of
just software.
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Wyle Comments

VSTLs' Comments to the UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
Section
5.4.1.6 Updating
malware detection

Requirement

SLI Comments

Wyle Comments

The voting system SHALL provide a mechanism A follow on requirement to
for updating malware detection signatures.
this one would be to have the
manufacturer specify in their
documentation (i.e. an
Inspection test method) the
recommend interval for
requiring updated signatures

The voting system SHALL provide the
5.4.1.7 Validating
software on kiosk voting capability for kiosk workers to validate the
devices
software used on the vote capture devices as
part of the daily initiation of kiosk operations.

5.5 Communications
Security

This requirement needs to be Wyle deems this requirement
N/A due to the Web Based
expanded to cover all
associated devices at the kiosk architecture.
location. Some systems
contain additional devices.
Some of the requirements in
This section provides requirements for
communications security. These requirements this section appear to
address ensuring the integrity of transmitted explicitly call out specific
information and protecting the voting system communication protocols,
from external communications‐based threats. which could be interpreted to
exclude all other like
communication protocols.

5.5.1 Data Transmission
Integrity
5.5.1.1 Data integrity
Voting systems that transmit data over
protection
communications links SHALL provide integrity
protection for data in transit through the
generation of integrity data (digital signatures
and/or message authentication codes) for
outbound traffic and verification of the
integrity data for inbound traffic.
5.5.1.2 TLS/SSL
Voting systems SHALL use at a minimum TLS
1.0, SSL 3.1 or equivalent protocols, including
all updates to both protocols and
implementations as of the date of the
submission (e.g., RFC 5746 for TLS 1.0). verify
all updates to both protocols and
implementations as of the date of the
submission (e.g., RFC 5746 for TLS 1.0).
5.5.1.3 Virtual private
Voting systems deploying VPNs SHALL
networks (VPN)
configure them to only allow FIPS‐compliant
cryptographic algorithms and cipher suites.

5.5.1.4 Unique system
identifier

Each communicating device SHALL have a
unique system identifier

5.5.1.5 Mutual
Each device SHALL mutually strongly
authentication required authenticate using the system identifier
before additional network data packets are
processed.

Recommend that this
requirement be broken out to
handle outbound versus
inbound separately

Agree with Requirement

Tested in 5.3.1.1 and 5.3.1.3.
As this appears to be a specific
instance of the above
mentioned requirements,
would recommend removal in
order to reduce redundancy.
Agree with Requirement
Recommend referencing
appropriate NIST publication
(SP 800‐63) to more clearly
define "mutually strongly
authenticate"
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Wyle deems this requirement
N/A due to the Web Based
architecture. VPN systems will
only be utilized at a system
server level.

VSTLs' Comments to the UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
Section

Requirement

SLI Comments

Wyle Comments

5.5.1.6 Secrecy of ballot Data transmission SHALL preserve the secrecy 1) This requirement should be
data
of voters’ ballot selections and SHALL prevent split out
2) Recommend more clearly
the violation of ballot secrecy and integrity.
state that voter data is to be
encrypted. "Preserve the
secrecy …" creates ambiguity.
5.5.2 External Threats

Voting systems SHALL implement protections "SHALL" should be removed
against external threats to which the system from header
may be susceptible.

5.5.2.1 Disabling
network interfaces

Voting system components SHALL have the
ability to enable or disable physical network
interfaces.
5.5.2.2 Minimizing
The number of active ports and associated
interfaces
network services and protocols SHALL be
restricted to the minimum required for the
voting system to function.
The voting system SHALL block all network
5.5.2.3 Prevention of
attacks and security non‐ connections that are not over a mutually
authenticated channel.
compliance
5.6 Logging
5.6.1 Log Management
5.6.1.1 Default settings The voting system SHALL implement default
settings for secure log management activities,
including log generation, transmission,
storage, analysis, and disposal.

Agree with Requirement

Need to define test method
"Inspection/Vulnerability"
Make this 5.5.2.4
need to define test method
"Functional/Vulnerability"

1) This should be split to more
discrete sub requirements
2) term "default settings" is
ambiguous, should require
"minimal settings" as per NIST
SP 800‐92

5.6.1.2 Log access

Logs SHALL only be accessible to authorized
roles

Term "authorized roles" is
undefined within the
requirements. This should be
more clearly defined

5.6.1.3 Log access

The voting system SHALL restrict log access to Term "privileged logging
append‐only for privileged logging processes processes" is undefined within
and read‐only for authorized roles.
the requirements. This should
be more clearly defined

5.6.1.4 Logging events

The voting system SHALL log logging failures,
log clearing, and log rotation.

5.6.1.5 Log format

The voting system SHALL store log data in a
Agree with Requirement
publicly documented format, such as XML, or
include a utility to export log data into a
publicly documented format.

5.6.1.6 Log separation

This should be split out to
The voting system SHALL ensure that each
jurisdiction’s event logs and each component’s discrete 2 sub‐requirements
logs are separable from each other.

This should be split out to
discrete 3 sub‐requirements
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This requirement does not
specify if these logs should
contain both voter and
administration information.
This requirement does not
determine if these functions
should be part of an
administration web based
application or at an OS level
administration function.

VSTLs' Comments to the UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
Section
5.6.1.7 Log review

Requirement

SLI Comments

The voting system SHALL include an
application or program to view, analyze, and
search event logs.

This should be split out to 3
discrete sub‐requirements

Wyle Comments
This requirement does not
determine if these functions
should be part of an
administration web based
application or at an OS level
administration function.

5.6.1.8 Log preservation All logs SHALL be preserved in a useable
manner prior to voting system
decommissioning.

Term "prior to voting system
decommissioning" is
ambiguous. We believe the
intent is that the log data
remains intact for the life
cycle of the given election
data for a particular election.
This may be defined at the
jurisdictional level.

5.6.1.9 Voter privacy

Logs SHALL NOT contain any data that could
violate the privacy of the voter’s identity.

Agree with Requirement

5.6.1.10 Timekeeping
format

Timekeeping mechanisms SHALL generate
time and date values, including hours,
minutes and seconds
minutes,

Agree with Requirement

5.6.1.11 Timekeeping
precision

The precision of the timekeeping mechanism
SHALL be able to distinguish and properly
order all log events.

Agree with Requirement

This requirement must meet
5.6.1.10

5.6.1.12 System clock
security

Only the system administrator SHALL be
permitted to set the system clock

Would recommend that the
"system administrator" role
be changed to indicate an
appropriately authorized
election official

Wyle determined that this
requirement is N/A due to this
function being a system
administration function.

5.6.2 Communications
Logging
5.6.2.1 General

All communications actions SHALL be logged.

Agree with Requirement

This requirement does not
define what all
communications
encompasses.

5.6.2.2 Log content

The communications log SHALL contain at
least the following entries:

1) Enumerate, not using
bullets, must be able to
explicitly reference
2) Similar to 5.6.3.1, test
method should be Inspection

5.6.2.2 Log content

Times when the communications are activated Agree with Requirement
and deactivated;

5.6.2.2 Log content

Services accessed;

Agree with Requirement
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This requirement does not
outline what
information is deemed to
violate a voter’s identity.
These systems utilize several
voter specific credentials that
are required for proper
identification of voters.

VSTLs' Comments to the UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
Section

Requirement

SLI Comments

5.6.2.2 Log content

Identification of the device which data was
transmitted to or received from;

Agree with Requirement

5.6.2.2 Log content

Identification of authorized entity; and

Agree with Requirement

5.6.2.2 Log content

Successful and unsuccessful attempts to
access communications or services.

Agree with Requirement

Wyle Comments

5.6.3 System Event
Logging

This section describes requirements for the
voting system to perform event logging for
system maintenance troubleshooting,
recording the history of system activity, and
detecting unauthorized or malicious activity.
The operating system, and/or applications
software may perform the actual event
logging. There may be multiple logs in use for
any system component.
5.6.3.1 Event log format The voting system SHALL log the following
Agree with Requirement
data for each event:
5.6.3.1 Event log format
5.6.3.1 Event log format
5.6.3.1 Event log format
5.6.3.1 Event log format
5.6.3.1 Event log format

a. System ID;
b. Unique event ID and/or type;
c. Timestamp;
d. Success or failure of event, if applicable;
e. User ID triggering the event, if applicable;
and
5.6.3.1 Event log format f. Jurisdiction, if applicable.
5.6.3.2 Critical events
All critical events SHALL be recorded in the
system event log.

Agree with Requirement
Agree with Requirement
Agree with Requirement
Agree with Requirement
Agree with Requirement

5.6.3.3 System events

Wyle was unable to
completely validate this
requirement due to limited
access to physical hardware.
The majority of the events
defined are from a server OS
Additionally the requirement level and not a web based
application level.
only states "voting system"
this is a broad scope of
equipment and software.
Does this apply to the O/S,
The voting system application,
or both?

Agree with Requirement
Define a critical event. The
requirement as it is now
leaves room for interpretation
d to the
h scope off the
h
in regards
requirement
At a minimum the voting system SHALL log the This section would be better
events described in Table 5‐2. (The contents of served to be broken out into
the table appear in this list under the 5.6.3.3 subparagraphs. Referencing
back to a row, or a bullet in a
heading)
cell is many times problematic

General Comment for this
table would be to recommend
that the term "include but not
limited to" be avoided, as this
term creates ambiguity and
potential for inconsistent
interpretation of the
requirement
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This requirement does not
define what a critical event
might be.

VSTLs' Comments to the UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
Section

Requirement

SLI Comments

The source and disposition of system
interrupts resulting in entry into exception
handling routines.

System interrupts at an
operating system / hardware
level could be potentially
destructive. Source code can
be analyzed for an
understanding of exception
handling routines then a script
can be written to invoke a
system interrupts that would
result in an entry into
exception handling routines.

Messages generated by exception handlers.
The identification code and number of
occurrences for each hardware and software
error or failure.
Notification of physical violations of security.

Agree with Requirement
Agree with Requirement

5.6.3.3.a1
Error and exception
messages

5.6.3.3.a2
5.6.3.3.a3

5.6.3.3.a4

5.6.3.3.a5

5.6.3.3.a6

5.6.3.3.a7

the term "physical violations
of security" needs to be better
defined as to what is included.
I.e. computer room security,
motion sensors, chassis
alarms, etc.

Other exception events such as power failures, Agree with Requirement
failure of critical hardware components, data
transmission errors or other types of
operating anomalies.
All faults and the recovery actions taken.
the term "fault"
fault is ambiguous,
needs to be more clearly
defined.
Error and exception messages such as ordinary define "ordinary", and seems
to be in conflict with bullet 2
timer system interrupts and normal I/O
system interrupts do not need to be logged.

5.6.3.3.b

Critical system status messages

1) More detail/criteria is
needed to define what is
considered critical. "includes
but not limited to" creates a
large potential for gaps to
occur, as well as
disagreements by a
manufacturer as to what is
deemed critical.

5.6.3.3.b1

Critical system status messages other than
information messages displayed by the device
during the course of normal operations.
Includes but not limited to:
Diagnostic and status messages upon startup.

Agree with Requirement

5.6.3.3.b2

The “zero totals” check conducted before
starting the voting period.

Though Diagnostics and status
messages upon startup do not
seem to be critical type
message
Agree with Requirement
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Wyle Comments

VSTLs' Comments to the UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
Section

Requirement

SLI Comments

5.6.3.3.c
Non‐ Non‐critical status messages
critical status messages Non‐critical status messages that are
generated by the data quality monitor or by
software and hardware condition monitors.

1) need better criteria for
determining what is non‐
critical versus what is critical
status messages.
2) need clarification as to
what is meant by "data quality
monitor". This term seems to
be very subjective and open
to interpretation. Likely to
cause significant
disagreement as to what is

5.6.3.3.d
Events Events that require election official
Agree with Requirement
intervention
that require election
Events that require election official
official intervention
intervention, so that each election official
access can be monitored and access sequence
can be constructed.
Recommend adding "Power
5.6.3.3.e
Shutdown and restarts
up" to this line item
shutdown and restarts Both normal and abnormal shutdowns and
restarts.
5.6.3.3.f
Changes Changes to system configuration settings
to system configuration Configuration settings include but are not
limited to registry keys, kernel settings,
settings
logging settings, and other system
configuration settings.
5.6.3.3.g
Integrity Integrity checks for executables, configuration
files data,
data and logs
checks for executables
executables, files,
configuration files, data Integrity checks that may indicate possible
and logs
tampering with files and data.
5.6.3.3.h
The addition and
deletion of files

The addition and deletion of files
Files added or deleted from the system.

5.6.3.3.i1
System System readiness results
readiness results
Includes but not limited to:
System pass or fail of hardware and software
test for system readiness.

Recommend additional
specificity , rather than
alluding to "other system
configuration settings"
Should explicitly call out
"logs"
logs in description

Recommend additional detail
as to file types. Would not
recommend having to track
temporary files that are
automatically handled within
the system
Agree with Requirement

5.6.3.3.i2

Agree with Requirement
Identification of the software release,
identification of the election to be processed,
kiosk locations, and the results of the software
and hardware diagnostic tests.

5.6.3.3.13

Pass or fail of ballot style compatibility and
integrity test.

Agree with Requirement

5.6.3.3.i4

Pass or fail of system test data removal.

Agree with Requirement

5.6.3.3.j
Removable Removable media events
media events
Removable media that is inserted into or
removed from the system.

Agree with Requirement
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Wyle Comments

VSTLs' Comments to the UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
Section
5.6.3.3.k
Backup and restore

Requirement

SLI Comments

Backup and restore
Successful and failed attempts to perform
backups and restores.

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement
5.6.3.3.l1 Authentication Authentication related events
related events
Includes but not limited to:
Login/logoff events (both successful and failed
attempts).
5.6.3.3.l2
Account lockout events.
Agree with Requirement
5.6.3.3.l3

Password changes.

Agree with Requirement

5.6.3.3.m1
Access Access control related events
control related events
Includes but not limited to:
Use of privileges.

Agree with Requirement

5.6.3.3.m2

Attempts to exceed privileges.

Agree with Requirement

5.6.3.3.m3

All access attempts to application and
underlying system resources.

Recommend removal of
"…and underlying system
resources", as this is beyond
the scope of the voting system
applications logging scope.

5.6.3.3.m4

Changes to the access control configuration of Agree with Requirement
the system.

5.6.3.3.n1
User account and role
(or groups) management
activityy

Agree with Requirement
User account and role (or groups)
management activity Includes but not limited
to:
Addition and deletion of user accounts and
roles.
User account and role suspension and
Agree with Requirement
reactivation.

5.6.3.3.n2
5.6.3.3.n3

Changes to account or role security attributes Agree with Requirement
such as password length, access levels, login
restrictions, permissions.

5.6.3.3.n4

Administrator account and role password
resets.

Agree with Requirement

5.6.3.3.o
Installation,
upgrading, patching, or
modification of software
or firmware

Installation, upgrading, patching, or
modification of software or firmware
Logging for installation, upgrading, patching,
or modification of software or firmware
include logging what was installed, upgraded,
or modified as well as a cryptographic hash or
other secure identifier of the old and new
versions of the data.

1) This line item needs to be
explicitly broken out to
individual requirements. The
potential scope is very large.
In an initial certification,
upgrading/patching/modificat
ion may well not be available.
2) "Cryptographic hash" needs
to be defined. Would
recommend using "hash code"
instead.
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Wyle Comments

VSTLs' Comments to the UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
Section

Requirement

SLI Comments

5.6.3.3.p1
Changes Changes to configuration settings
to configuration settings Includes but not limited to:
Changes to critical function settings. At a
minimum critical function settings include
location of ballot definition file, contents of
the ballot definition file, vote reporting,
location of logs, and system configuration
settings.

This requirement should be
split out to more explicitly
address either voting system
applications or the underlying
operating system

5.6.3.3.p2

Changes to settings including but not limited
to enabling and disabling services.

This requirement should be
split out to more explicitly
address either voting system
applications or the underlying
operating system.

5.6.3.3.p3

Starting and stopping processes.

This requirement should be
split out to more explicitly
address either voting system
applications or the underlying
operating system

5.6.3.3.q
Abnormal Abnormal process exits
process exits
All abnormal process exits.

Agree with Requirement

5.6.3.3.r
Successful Successful and failed database connection
attempts (if a database is utilized).
and failed database
connection attempts (if All database connection attempts.
a database is utilized)

Agree with Requirement

5.6.3.3.s
Changes
g Changes
g to cryptographic
yp g p keys
y
to cryptographic keys
At a minimum critical cryptographic settings
include key addition, key removal, and re‐
keying.

Recommend addingg "keyy
zeroization"

5.6.3.3.t1
events

Recommend including
successful delivery of
appropriate ballot style to
voter

Voting Voting events
Includes:
Opening and closing the voting period.

Agree with Requirement
5.6.3.3.t2
5.6.3.3.t3

Casting a vote.
Success or failure of log and election results
exportation.

Agree with Requirement
Agree with Requirement

5.7 Incident Response
5.7.1 Incident Response
Support
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Wyle Comments

VSTLs' Comments to the UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
Section

Requirement

SLI Comments

Wyle Comments

5.7.1.1 Critical events

Manufacturers SHALL document what types of
system operations or security events (e.g.,
failure of critical component, detection of
malicious code, unauthorized access to
restricted data) are classified as critical.

1) Recommend that
NIST/FVAP list minimum
criteria of what should be
classified as critical, in order
to create a consistency for this
requirement
2) Recommend removal of
"e.g." and giving specific
criteria that must be met, as
in 1) above

Wyle determined that this
requirement is not applicable
to a web based application.
But it is a requirement for a
web server and therefore
could not be tested at this
time.

5.7.1.2 Critical event
alarm

An alarm that notifies appropriate personnel Agree with Requirement
SHALL be generated on the vote capture
device, system server, or tabulation device,
depending upon which device has the error, if
a critical event is detected.

Recommend that additional
specificity is added to
explicitly call out whether
each requirement is for the
voting system (election
creation machines and
accumulation/tallying central
servers included), or just the
vote capture device

5.8 Physical and
Environmental Security

5.8.1 Physical Access
5.8.1.1 Unauthorized
physical access
requirement

Wyle determined that this
requirement is not applicable
to a web based application. A
system server notification
should be sent to
administrators when issues
arise with the web server.

Any unauthorized physical access SHALL leave Agree with Requirement
physical evidence that an unauthorized event
has taken place.

Wyle determined that this
requirement is not applicable
to a web based application.
Implementation of this
requirement would be in a
remote server facility.

5.8.2 Physical Ports and
Access Points
5.8.2.1 Non‐essential
The voting system SHALL disable physical ports Recommend that "testing" be
removed. In a production
ports
and access points that are not essential to
environment, would not want
voting operations, testing, and auditing.
"test" ports/access points
enabled.
5.8.3 Physical Port
Protection
5.8.3.1 Physical port
shutdown requirement

If a physical connection between the vote
capture device and a component is broken,
the affected vote capture device port SHALL
be automatically disabled

Recommend changing Test
Method to Functional
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Wyle determined that this
requirement is not applicable
to a web based application. A
physical connection will only
be made during a single
instance of vote casting.

VSTLs' Comments to the UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
Section

Requirement

SLI Comments

Wyle Comments

5.8.3.2 Physical
component alarm
requirement

The voting system SHALL produce a visual
alarm if a connected component is physically
disconnected.

Recommend changing Test
Method to Functional

Wyle determined that this
requirement is not applicable
to a web based application.

5.8.3.3 Physical
component event log
requirement

An event log entry that identifies the name of Agree with Requirement
the affected device SHALL be generated if a
vote capture device component is
disconnected.
Disabled ports SHALL only be re‐enabled by
Recommend changing Test
authorized administrators.
Method to Functional

Wyle determined that this
requirement is not applicable
to a web based application.

5.8.3.4 Physical port
enablement
requirement
5.8.3.5 Physical port
Vote capture devices SHALL be designed with
restriction requirement the capability to restrict physical access to
voting device ports that accommodate
removable media with the exception of ports
used to activate a voting session.

If implementing with custom
designed vote capture device
this requirement is applicable.
If implementing with COTS
products, this would not be
applicable.

Wyle determined that this
requirement is not applicable
to a web based application.
Implementation of this
requirement would be in
a remote server facility.

5.8.3.6 Physical port
tamper evidence
requirement

Vote capture devices SHALL be designed to
give a physical indication of tampering or
unauthorized access to ports and all other
access points, if used as described in the
manufacturer's documentation.

If implementing with custom
designed vote capture device
this requirement is applicable.
If implementing with COTS
products, this would not be
applicable.

Wyle determined that this
requirement is not applicable
to a web based application.
Implementation of this
requirement would be in a
remote server facility.

5.8.3.7 Physical port
disability capability
requirement

Vote capture devices SHALL be designed such If implementing with custom
that physical ports can be manually disabled designed vote capture device
by an authorized administrator.
this requirement is applicable.
If implementing with COTS
products, this would not be
applicable.

Wyle determined that this
requirement is not applicable
to a web based application.
Implementation of this
requirement would be in a
remote server facility.

Access points such as covers and panels SHALL Enumerate the activities
be secured by locks or tamper evident or
tamper resistant countermeasures and SHALL
be implemented so that kiosk workers can
monitor access to vote capture device
components through these points.

Wyle determined that this
requirement is not applicable
to a web based application.
Implementation of this
requirement would be in a
remote server facility.

Agree with Requirement

Wyle determined that this
requirement is not applicable
to a web based application

If implementing with custom
designed vote capture device
this requirement is applicable.
If implementing with COTS
products, this would not be
applicable.

Wyle determined that this
requirement is not applicable
to a web based application.
Implementation of this
requirement would be in a
remote server facility.

5.8.4 Door Cover and
Panel Security
5.8.4.1 Access point
security requirement

5.8.5 Secure Paper
Record Receptacle
5.8.5.1 Secure paper
record container
requirement
5.8.6 Secure Physical
Lock and Key
5.8.6.1

Voting equipment SHALL be designed with
countermeasures that provide physical
indication that unauthorized attempts have
been made to access locks installed for
security purposes.
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VSTLs' Comments to the UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
Section

Requirement

SLI Comments

5.8.6.2

Manufacturers SHALL provide locking systems Agree with Requirement
for securing vote capture devices that can
make use of keys that are unique to each
owner.

5.8.7 Media Protection

These requirements apply to all media, both
paper and digital, that contain personal
privacy related data or other protected or
sensitive types of information.

5.8.7.1 Kiosk site
protection

The voting system SHALL meet the following Agree with Requirement
requirements:
a. All paper records (including rejected ones)
printed at the kiosk locations SHALL be
deposited in a secure container;
b. Vote capture device hardware, software
and sensitive information (e.g., electoral roll)
SHALL be physically protected to prevent
unauthorized modification or disclosure; and
c. Vote capture device hardware components,
peripherals and removable media SHALL be
identified and registered by means of a unique
serial number or other identifier.

5.9 Penetration
Resistance
5.9.1 Resistance to
Penetration Attempts
5.9.1.1 Resistant to
attempts

Wyle determined that this
requirement is not applicable
to a web based application.
Implementation of this
requirement would be in a
remote server facility.

Recommend changing "person
privacy related data" to
"personally identifiable
information (PII)", which is a
common industry term

Recommend referencingg NIST
SP dealing with hardening.

The voting system SHALL be resistant to
attempts to penetrate the system by any
remote unauthorized entity.

Recommend defining resistant
levels more definitively, and
enumerating by device types
within a voting system

5.9.1.2 System
information disclosure

The voting system SHALL be configured to
minimize ports, responses and information
disclosure about the system while still
providing appropriate functionality

1) Recommend defining
"appropriate functionality" by
device types within a voting
system.
2) Recommend referencing
NIST SP dealing with
hardening.

5.9.1.3 System access

The voting system SHALL provide no access,
information or services to unauthorized
entities.
All interfaces SHALL be penetration resistant
including TCP/IP, wireless, and modems from
any point in the system.

Enumerate the activities

5.9.1.4 Interfaces

Wyle Comments

Recommend closing all ports
and shutting down all services
not needed to perform voting
activities
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Wyle determined that this
requirement is not applicable
to a web based application.

VSTLs' Comments to the UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
Section
5.9.1.5 Documentation

Requirement

SLI Comments

The configuration and setup to attain
penetration resistance SHALL be clearly and
completely documented.

Agree with Requirement

This section is oriented to the
VSTL. As such it should not be
in the requirements
document that
manufacturer's are held to,
but in a "Program Manual"
that outlines the scope of a
certification campaign
Define Test Method
5.9.2.1 Scope
The scope of penetration testing SHALL
include all the voting system components. The "Penetration" versus
"Functional"
scope of penetration testing includes but is
not limited to the following:
5.9.2.1 Scope
System server;
Agree with Requirement
5.9.2.1 Scope
Vote capture devices;
Agree with Requirement
5.9.2.1 Scope
Tabulation device;
Agree with Requirement
5.9.2.1 Scope
All items setup and configured per Technical Agree with Requirement
Data Package (TDP) recommendations;
5.9.2.1 Scope
Local wired and wireless networks; and
Agree with Requirement
5.9.2.1 Scope
Internet connections.
Agree with Requirement
5.9.2.2 Test environment Penetration testing SHALL be conducted on a 1) This requirement appears
voting system set up in a controlled lab
to be oriented to the VSTL
VSTL,
environment. Setup and configuration SHALL not the manufacturer.
be conducted in accordance with the TDP, and 2) This may not be feasible for
SHALL replicate the real world environment in all systems. Have encountered
which the voting system will be used.
systems that are cloud base,
for example.
5.9.2.3 White box
The penetration testing team SHALL conduct 1) This requirement appears
testing
white box testing using manufacturer supplied to be oriented to the VSTL,
not the manufacturer.
documentation and voting system
2) The original text is not a
architecture information. Documentation
includes the TDP and user documentation. The definition of white box
testing.
testing team SHALL have access to any
relevant information regarding the voting
3) With added text, the source
system configuration. This includes, but is not code review that would be
limited to, network layout and Internet
required would be prohibitive
from a cost/benefit viewpoint.
Protocol addresses for system devices and
components. The testing team SHALL be
provided any source code included in the TDP.

Wyle Comments
Based on the system
documentation provided by
the participants in this test
campaign, Wyle was unable to
validate this requirement.
However, Wyle deems it
necessary for future testing.

5.9.2 Penetration
Resistance Test and
Evaluation

5.9.2.4 Focus and
priorities

Penetration testing seeks out vulnerabilities in 1) This requirement appears
the voting system that might be used to
to be oriented to the VSTL,
change the outcome of an election, interfere not the manufacturer.
with voter ability to cast ballots, ballot
counting, or compromise ballot secrecy. The
penetration testing team SHALL prioritize
testing efforts based on the following:
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Wyle was unable to validate
this requirement
requirement, but deems it
necessary for future testing.

Wyle was unable to validate
this requirement, but deems it
necessary for future testing.

VSTLs' Comments to the UPPTR Section 5 (Security)
Section

Requirement

SLI Comments

5.9.2.4 Focus and
priorities

a. Threat scenarios for the voting system
under investigation;

5.9.2.4 Focus and
priorities

b. Remote attacks SHALL be prioritized over in‐
person attacks;

5.9.2.4 Focus and
priorities

c. Attacks with a large impact SHALL be
prioritized over attacks with a more narrow
impact; and

5.9.2.4 Focus and
priorities

d. Attacks that can change the outcome of an
election SHALL be prioritized over attacks that
compromise ballot secrecy or cause non‐
selective denial of service.
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Wyle Comments

SLI's Comments to the UPPTR Section 2 (Functional Requirements)
Section
2.1 Accuracy
2.1 Accuracy

2.1.1 Components and Hardware
2.1.1.1 Component accuracy

2.1.1.2 Equipment design

2.1.1.3 Voting system accuracy
2.1.1.3 Voting system accuracy

2.1.1.3 Voting system accuracy
2.1.1.3 Voting system accuracy

2.1.1.3 Voting system accuracy

Requirements

SLI Comments

The voting system SHALL achieve a target error "Shall" should be removed from header
rate of no more than one in 10,000,000 ballot
positions, a maximum acceptable error rate in
the test process of one in 500,000 ballot
positions.
Memory hardware, such as semiconductor
1) Standards are recommended to specify
devices and magnetic storage media, SHALL be appropriate component accuracy
2) This is better suited to Inspection, viewing
accurate.
the results overall of the testing, as well as
review of hardware manufacturer
specifications
The design of equipment in all voting systems This should be Inspection / Review of
SHALL provide for protection against
hardware test reports and/or hardware
specifications.
mechanical, thermal, and electromagnetic
stresses that impact voting system accuracy.
To ensure vote accuracy, all voting systems
SHALL:
a. Record the election contests, candidates,
and issues exactly as defined by election
officials;
b. Record the appropriate options for casting
and recording votes;
c. Record each vote precisely as indicated by
the voter and be able to p
produce an accurate
report of all votes cast;
d. Include control logic and data processing
methods incorporating parity and check‐sums
(or equivalent error detection and correction
methods) to demonstrate that the voting
system has been designed for accuracy;

1) Recommend this as Inspection.
2) Best suited for a source code review and
environment specification, in particular for
data at rest.

2.1.1.3 Voting system accuracy

e. Provide software that monitors the overall
quality of data read‐write and transfer quality
status, checking the number and types of
errors that occur in any of the relevant
operations on data and how they were
corrected.

1) Recommend this as Inspection. As written,
this requirement is only looking to verfiy that
the monitoring software is provided.
2) Would recommend that the "…and how
they were corrected." portion be broken out
to another requirement, as this looks to be
more of an event log.

2.1.2 Environmental Range

All voting systems SHALL meet the accuracy
requirements over manufacturer specified
operating conditions and after storage under
non‐operating conditions.

This should be Inspection / Review of
hardware test reports and/or hardware
specifications. As written this requirement
seems to be written more for a traditional
voting system than a UOCAVA internet based
system.

2.1.3 Content of Data Verified for
Accuracy
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SLI's Comments to the UPPTR Section 2 (Functional Requirements)
Section

Requirements

2.1.3.1 Election management
system accuracy

Voting systems SHALL accurately record all
election management data entered by the
user, including election officials or their
designees.

2.1.3.2 Recording accuracy

For recording accuracy, all voting systems
SHALL:
a. Record every entry made by the user except
where it violates voter privacy;

2.1.3.2 Recording accuracy

SLI Comments
As written, this requirement contains a high
degree of vagueness. Each type of Election
Management data should be enumerated.

2.1.3.2 Recording accuracy

b. Accurately interpret voter selection(s) and
record them correctly to memory;

Recommend that the "… to memory" portion
be removed. Is potentially too specific of a
data recording method.

2.1.3.2 Recording accuracy

c. Verify the correctness of detection of the
user selections and the addition of the
selections correctly to memory;

It is not clear how this requirement is
examining anything different from part b.

2.1.3.2 Recording accuracy

d. Verify the correctness of detection of data
entered directly by the user and the addition
of the selections correctly to memory; and

Our assumption here is that this requirement
is testing write‐ins as opposed to selecting
choices, as in b and c. This requirement (b,c,
and d) need to be clarified as to their specific
intents, with any redundancies removed.

2.1.3.2 Recording accuracy

e. Preserve the integrity of election
management data stored in memory against
corruption by stray electromagnetic emissions,
and internally generated spurious electrical
signals.
The telecommunications components of all
voting systems SHALL achieve a target error
rate of no more than one in 10,000,000 ballot
positions, with a maximum acceptable error
rate in the test process of one in 500,000 ballot
positions.

2.1.3.2.e would be coverd under EMC
testing. This should be Inspection / Review of
hardware test reports and/or hardware
specifications.

2.1.4 Telecommunications
Accuracy
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For telecommunications, if TCP/IP protocols
are used all transmissions are guaranteed to
be accurate.
The discussion of one in ten million and one
in half a milion is somewhat obfuscated, the
requirement should be more clearly defined
stated.

SLI's Comments to the UPPTR Section 2 (Functional Requirements)
Section

Requirements

SLI Comments

2.1.5 Accuracy Test Content

Voting system accuracy SHALL be verified by a
specific test conducted for this objective. The
overall test approach is described in Appendix
C.

For a true internet voting system, that uses a
web browser implementation for capturing
votes, the accuracy test is whether or not the
election is coded correctly. The technologies
involved are mature, proven and robust.
For a true internet voting system that
employs physical devices such as a touch
screen, the accuracy test would be similar to
that of a ballot delivery system, in that the
touch screen is dependent on the prescribed
maintenance cycle of the device.
For a ballot delivery system, where the cast
ballot is potentially returned in any of a
number or ways (fax, email,
printed/scanned), the accuracy is dependent
on the device used, within the confines of the
prescribed maintenance cycles of the device.

2.1.5.1 Simulators

If a simulator is used, it SHALL be verified
Not a voting system requirement
independently of the voting system in order to
produce ballots as specified for the accuracy
testing.

2.1.5.2 Ballots

Ballots used for accuracy testing SHALL include
all the supported types (i.e., rotation,
alternative languages) of contests and election
t
((primary,
i
l)
types
general).

2.1.6 Reporting Accuracy

Question as to the applicability of the ballot
type to accuracy testing. Accuracy testing
concerns itself with accuracy with regard to
th scanning/reading
i / di off each
h possible
ibl b
ll t
the
ballot
position on a given size ballot. The ability of
the system to correctly handle the various
supported voting variations is addressed in
other specific tests.
Processing accuracy is defined as the ability of In general this is a bit high level, would like to
see some specific metrics called out to ensure
the voting system to process stored voting
reporting accuracy. Similar v1.0 VVSG volume
data. Processing includes all operations to
consolidate voting data after the voting period 1, sections 2.4.2. and 2.4.3
has ended. The voting systems SHALL produce
reports that are consistent, with no
discrepancy among reports of voting data.

2.2 Operating capacities
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SLI's Comments to the UPPTR Section 2 (Functional Requirements)
Section
2.2.1 Maximum Capacities

2.2.1.1 Capacity testing

Requirements

SLI Comments

The manufacturer SHALL specify at least the
following maximum operating capacities for
the voting system (i.e. server, vote capture
device, tabulation device, and communications
links):
‐
Throughput,
‐ Memory,
‐ Transaction processing speed, and
‐ Election constraints:
o Number of jurisdictions
o Number of ballot styles per jurisdiction
o Number of contests per ballot style
o Number of candidates per contest
o Number of voted ballots
The voting system SHALL achieve the maximum
operating capacities stated by the
manufacturer in section 2.2.1.

Recommend that this section look at
capacities more in terms of minimums that
need to be met (as specified by NIST/FVAP),
rather than as stated maximum capacities
that a manufacturer claims they can
accommodate. Many times a manufacturer
will list an unrealistically high number for
many of these categories.
A minimum standard will create a consistent
baseline for all manufacturers.

Recommend making the Test Method for this
item Inspection/Functional. Some instances
can be impractical to functionally validate
within a reasonable cost/benefit ratio.

2.2.2 Operating Capacity
notification

The voting system SHALL provide notice when Recommend making the Test Method for this
any operating capacity is approaching its limit. item Inspection/Functional. Some instances
can be impractical to functionally validate
within a reasonable cost/benefit ratio.

2.2.3 Simultaneous Transmissions

The voting system SHALL protect against the
loss of votes due to simultaneous
transmissions.

2.3 Pre‐Voting Capabilities
2.3.1 Import and Verify Election
Definition
2.3.1.1 Import the election
definition
2.3.1.1 Import the election
definition
2.3.1.1 Import the election
definition

2.3.1.1 Import the election
definition

2.3.1.1 Import the election
definition

Recommend making the Test Method for this
item Inspection/Functional. Some instances
can be impractical to functionally validate
ratio
within a reasonable cost/benefit ratio.

The voting system SHALL:
Agree with Requirement
a. Keep all data logically separated by, and
accessible only to, the appropriate state and
local jurisdictions;
b. Provide the capability to import or manually Enumerate the activities
enter ballot content, ballot instructions and
election rules, including all required alternative
language translations from each jurisdiction;
c. Provide the capability for the each
jurisdiction to verify that their election
definition was imported accurately and
completely;
d. Support image files (e.g., jpg or gif) andor a
handwritten signature image on the ballot so
that state seals, official signatures and other
graphical ballot elements may be properly
displayed; and
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Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

SLI's Comments to the UPPTR Section 2 (Functional Requirements)
Section

Requirements

SLI Comments

2.3.1.1 Import the election
definition

e. Support multiple ballot styles per each local Agree with Requirement
jurisdiction.

2.3.1.2 Protect the election
definition

The voting system SHALL provide a method to Agree with Requirement
protect the election definition from
unauthorized modification.

2.3.2 Readiness Testing
2.3.2.1 Voting system test mode

2.3.2.2 Test data segregation

2.4 Voting Capabilities
2.4.1 Opening the Voting Period
2.4.1.1 Accessing the ballot
2.4.1.1 Accessing the ballot

The voting system SHALL provide a test mode Agree with Requirement
to verify that the voting system is correctly
installed, properly configured, and all functions
are operating to support pre‐election readiness
testing for each jurisdiction.
The voting system SHALL provide the capability Agree with Requirement
to zero‐out or otherwise segregate test data
from actual voting data.

The voting system SHALL:
a. Present the correct ballot style to each
voter;

Agree with Requirement

2.4.1.1 Accessing the ballot

b. Allow the voting session to be canceled; and Agree with Requirement

2.4.1.1 Accessing the ballot

c. Prevent a voter from casting more than one Agree with Requirement
ballot in the same election.

2.4.2 Casting a Ballot

The voting system SHALL:

There should be a sub‐requirement that deals
with the system allowing the voter to change
their selection within a contest prior to
casting their ballot (similar to (g) for
undervotes)

2.4.2.1 Record voter selections

a. Record the selection and non‐selection of
individual vote choices;
b. Record the voter's selection of candidates
whose names do not appear on the ballot, if
permitted under state law, and record as many
write‐ins as the number of candidates the
voter is allowed to select;
c. Prohibit the voter from accessing or viewing
any information on the display screen that has
not been authorized and preprogrammed into
the voting system (i.e., no potential for display
of external information or linking to other
information sources);

Agree with Requirement

2.4.2.1 Record voter selections

2.4.2.1 Record voter selections

2.4.2.1 Record voter selections

d. Allow the voter to change a vote within a
contest before advancing to the next contest;
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Recommend splitting sub‐requirement so
that one validates the ability to enter a write
in, and the other verifies that the correct
number of write‐ins is allowed
Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

SLI's Comments to the UPPTR Section 2 (Functional Requirements)
Section
2.4.2.1 Record voter selections

2.4.2.1 Record voter selections

Requirements
e. Provide unambiguous feedback regarding
the voter’s selection, such as displaying a
checkmark beside the selected option or
conspicuously changing its appearance;
f. Indicate to the voter when no selection, or
an insufficient number of selections, has been
made for a contest (e.g., undervotes);

SLI Comments
Agree with Requirement

Recommend that this requirement is made
more specific as to notifying voter of
potential undervote prior to casting of ballot
(as opposed to when going from one contest
(or screen) to another).

2.4.2.1 Record voter selections

g. Provide the voter the opportunity to correct Agree with Requirement
the ballot for an undervote before the ballot is
cast;

2.4.2.1 Record voter selections

h. Allow the voter, at the voter’s choice, to
submit an undervoted ballot without
correction.

Agree with Requirement

2.4.2.1 Record voter selections

i. Prevent the voter from making more than
the allowable number of selections for any
contest (e.g., overvotes); and

Agree with Requirement

2.4.2.1 Record voter selections

j. In the event of a failure of the main power
supply external to the voting system, provide
the capability for any voter who is voting at the
time to complete casting a ballot, allow for the
successful shutdown of the voting system
without loss or degradation of the voting and
a dit data,
data and allow
allo voters
oters to resume
res me voting
oting
audit
once the voting system has reverted to back‐
up power.

This may not be feasible in a remote session
environment. Depending on where the power
failure occurs, as well as the duration, will
dictate if a ballot can be recorded within the
voting system without loss or degradation of
voting/audit data.
allo voters
oters to resume
res me voting..."
oting "
The ""… allow
clause would inherently cause some kind of
voter data to be resident on the vote capture
device, which would potentially violate other
Security requirements (5.4.1.3)

2.4.2.2 Verify voter selections
2.4.2.2 Verify voter selections

The voting system SHALL:
a. Produce a paper record each time the
confirmation screen is displayed;

2.4.2.2 Verify voter selections

b. Generate a paper record identifier. This
SHALL be a random identifier that uniquely
links the paper record with the cast vote
record;

Agree with Requirement

2.4.2.2 Verify voter selections

c. Allow the voter to either cast the ballot or
return to the vote selection process to make
changes after reviewing the confirmation
screen and paper record; and

Recommend removing "… and paper record",
see comment to "a" above.
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Would recommend that a paper record is
generated only when the ballot is cast and
not each time the confirmation screen is
accessed.

SLI's Comments to the UPPTR Section 2 (Functional Requirements)
Section

Requirements

SLI Comments

2.4.2.2 Verify voter selections

Agree with Requirement
d. Prompt the voter to confirm his choices
before casting the ballot, signifying to the
voter that casting the ballot is irrevocable and
directing the voter to confirm his intention to
cast the ballot.

2.4.2.3 Cast ballot

The voting system SHALL:

2.4.2.3 Cast ballot

a. Store all cast ballots in a random order;
logically separated by, and only accessible to,
the appropriate state local jurisdictions;

2.4.2.3 Cast ballot

b. Notify the voter after the vote has been
stored persistently that the ballot has been
cast;

2.4.2.3 Cast ballot

c. Notify the voter that the ballot has not been Recommend enumerating this requirement
cast successfully if it is not stored successfully, to c.i and c.ii
and provide clear instruction as to steps the
voter should take to cast his ballot should this
event occur; and

2.4.2.3 Cast ballot

d. Prohibit access to voted ballots until such
time as state law allows for processing of
absentee ballots.

Agree with Requirement

The cast ballot SHALL be linked to the voter’s
identity without violating the privacy of the
voter.

Agree with Requirement

The cast ballot SHALL NOT be linked to the
voter’s identity.

Agree with Requirement

The voting system SHALL be capable of
producing a cast vote record that does not
contain any information that would link the
record to the voter.

In the Glossary, cast vote record needs a
better definition, such that it is differentiated
from the cast ballot more explicitly. Should
indicate that it is the record stored in the
voting system, as opposed to the cast ballot
that is produced by the vote capture device.
In the Absentee model the cast ballot
contains links to the voters identity, where
the cast vote record should not.
Audit logs would record when the voter
accessed ballot, as well as when they cast the
ballot, but no information that would link
stored information to individual voter

2.4.2.4 Ballot linking to voter
identification
2.4.2.4.1 Absentee model

2.4.2.4.2 Early voting model
2.4.3 Vote Secrecy
2.4.3.1 Link to voter

2.4.3.2 Voting session records

The voting system SHALL NOT store any
information related to the actions performed
by the voter during the voting session.

2.5 Post Voting Capabilities
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Recommend renaming requirement to "Post
Cast Ballot Process"
Agree with Requirement

Recommend defining "persistently" to more
detail. In a full electronic system,
"persistently" would indicate that the central
server has received the vote record and
stored it. In a ballot delivery system,
"persistently" would indicate the printing of a
physical ballot, or creation of a pdf.

SLI's Comments to the UPPTR Section 2 (Functional Requirements)
Section

Requirements

SLI Comments

2.5.1 Ballot Box Retrieval and
Tabulation

An additional requirement is recommended
that explicitly deals with encryption of
electronic ballot box upon closure of the
voting period, in order to prevent voter data
(private information and vote data) from
being exposed in even a read only manner.
"Seal" in 2.5.1.1 may be used to cover this
concept. But then should be broken out to a
seperate requirement from the "sign"
Would recommend that the term "seal" be
2.5.1.1 Seal and sign the electronic The voting system SHALL seal and sign each
ballot box
jurisdiction’s electronic ballot box, by means of more explicitly defined. "Seal" is historically
a digital signature, to protect the integrity of
more of a physical concept, whereas in this
its contents.
instance it is a logical concept. May want to
define as making the electronic ballot box
"read only", with corresponding time stamp
or something similar.
2.5.1.2 Electronic ballot box
The voting system SHALL allow each
Agree with Requirement
retrieval
jurisdiction to retrieve its electronic ballot box.
2.5.1.3 Electronic ballot box
integrity check

2.5.2 Tabulation
2.5.2.1 Tabulation device
connectivity
2.5.2.2 Open ballot box
2.5.2.3 Absentee model
2.5.2.3.1 Adjudication

The voting system SHALL perform an integrity See comments in 2.5.1 and 2.5.1.1, as would
check on the electronic ballot box verifying
pertain to this requirement
that it has not been tampered with or modified
before opening.

The tabulation device SHALL be physically,
electrically, and electromagnetically isolated
from any other computer network.

Enumerate the activities

The tabulation device SHALL allow only an
authorized entity to open the ballot box.

Recommend adding "voting system" in front
of "authorized entity"

1) See comment in 2.5.2.2
The tabulation device SHALL allow the
designation of electronic ballots as “accepted” 2) "electronic ballots" is not a defined term.
Recommend using the term "Cast Ballot"
or “not accepted” by an authorized entity.

2.5.2.4 Ballot decryption

The tabulation device decryption process
SHALL remove all layers of encryption and
breaking all correlation between the voter and
the ballot, producing a record that is in clear
text.

Decryption process may be different that
what is used to break all correlations
between voter and ballot. This requirement
should be broken out. The breaking of the
correlation should only be done after the
adjudication is completed. The decryption
process may be involved at multiple points of
this overall process.

2.5.2.5 Tabulation report format

The tabulation device SHALL have the
capability to generate a tabulation report of
voting results in an open and non‐proprietary
format.

Agree with Requirement
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SLI's Comments to the UPPTR Section 2 (Functional Requirements)
Section

Requirements

SLI Comments
Assumption is that 2.6.1 and 2.6.2 are
"header" sections that should not have any
actionable events. The "Shall" in 2.6.2 should
be removed.

2.6 Audit and Accountability

2.6.1 Scope

The intention is to provide for independent
verification of the agreement of the paper
record and electronic tabulation results. These
audits could be conducted on the entire set of
records or on a sampling basis, depending on
the preferences of state/local jurisdictions:

2.6.1 Scope

a. Hand audit – Validation of electronic
tabulation results via comparison with results
of a hand tally of paper records; and

2.6.1 Scope

b. Comparison of ballot images and the
corresponding paper records.

2.6.2 Electronic Records

In order to support independent auditing, a
voting system SHALL be able to produce
electronic records that contain the necessary
information in a secure and usable manner.
Typically, this includes records such as:
‐ Vote counts;
‐ Counts of ballots recorded;
‐ Paper record identifier;
‐ Event logs and other records of important
events; and
‐ Election archive information.
The following requirements apply to records
produced by the voting system for any
exchange of information between devices,
support of auditing procedures, or reporting of
final results:

1) Recommend using appropriate NIST
standard, and/or VVSG section 2.1.5, in place
of "secure and usable manner".
2) Recommend removing "Typically", and
rephrasing to something like, "this includes,
but is not limited to:"
3) Enumerate bullets such that they are
referenceable.
4) Remove "Shall" as it causes need for
actionable event.Recommend more explicity
defining "important events"
Enumerate in relation to above subsection

2.6.2 Electronic Records

a. Requirements for electronic records to be
produced by tabulation devices; and

The pertinent requirements associated to this
sub requirement should be explicitly called
out. A vague reference will only create gaps
in coverage.

2.6.2 Electronic Records

b. Requirements for printed reports to support The pertinent requirements associated to this
auditing steps.
sub requirement should be explicitly called
out. A vague reference will only create gaps
in coverage.

2.6.2 Electronic Records

2.6.2.1 All records capable of being The voting system SHALL provide the capability Agree with Requirement
exported
to export its electronic records in an open
format, such as XML, or include a utility to
export log data into a publicly documented
format.
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SLI's Comments to the UPPTR Section 2 (Functional Requirements)
Section

Requirements

SLI Comments

2.6.2.2 Ballot images

The voting system SHALL have the capability to Agree with Requirement
generate ballot images in a human readable
format.

2.6.2.3 Ballot image content

The voting system SHALL be capable of
producing a ballot image that includes:

2.6.2.3
2.6.2.3
2.6.2.3
2.6.2.3
2.6.2.3
2.6.2.3

a. Election title and date of election;
b. Jurisdiction identifier;
c. Ballot style;
d. Paper record identifier; and
e. For each contest and ballot question:
i. The choice recorded, including write‐ins; and

Ballot image content
Ballot image content
Ballot image content
Ballot image content
Ballot image content
Ballot image content

Does this requirement need a
complementary requirement, similar to how
2.6.3.2 has 2.6.3.3 Privacy?

ii. Information about each write‐in.
2.6.2.3 Ballot image content
2.6.2.4 All records capable of being The tabulation device SHALL provide the ability Should be enumerated or split out
printed
to produce printed forms of its electronic
records. The printed forms SHALL retain all
required information as specified for each
record type other than digital signatures.
2.6.2.5 Summary count record

The voting system SHALL produce a summary
count record including the following:

2.6.2.5 Summary count record
2.6.2.5 Summaryy count record

a. Time and date of summary record; and
b. The following,
g, both in total and broken
down by ballot style and voting location:
i. Number of received ballots
ii. Number of counted ballots
iii. Number of rejected electronic CVRs
iv. Number of write‐in votes
v. Number of undervotes.
The vote capture device is required to produce Need to remove "Shall" from header
a paper record for each ballot cast. This record
SHALL be available to the voter to review and
verify, and SHALL be retained for later auditing
or recounts, as specified by state law. Paper
records provide an independent record of the
voter’s choices that can be used to verify the
correctness of the electronic record created by
the vote capture device.

2.6.2.5 Summary count record
2.6.2.5 Summary count record
2.6.2.5 Summary count record
2.6.2.5 Summary count record
2.6.2.5 Summary count record
2.6.3 Paper Records

Agree with Requirement

2.6.3.1 Paper record creation

Each vote capture device SHALL print a human Agree with Requirement
readable paper record.

2.6.3.2 Paper record contents

Each paper record SHALL contain at least:
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2.6.2.3 and 2.6.3.2 test for the same thing,
but one if Test Method Inspection and the
other is Functional. Should be consistent.
Recommend making both Inspection.

SLI's Comments to the UPPTR Section 2 (Functional Requirements)
Section

Requirements

SLI Comments

2.6.3.2 Paper record contents
2.6.3.2 Paper record contents
2.6.3.2 Paper record contents
2.6.3.2 Paper record contents
2.6.3.2 Paper record contents
2.6.3.2 Paper record contents
2.6.3.2 Paper record contents

a. Election title and date of election;
b. Voting location;
c. Jurisdiction identifier;
d. Ballot style;
e. Paper record identifier; and
f. For each contest and ballot question:
i. The recorded choice, including write‐ins; and

2.6.3.2 Paper record contents
2.6.3.3 Privacy

ii. Information about each write‐in.
The vote capture device SHALL be capable of
producing a paper record that does not
contain any information that could link the
record to the voter.

2.6.3.4 Multiple pages

When a single paper record spans multiple
pages, each page SHALL include the voting
location, ballot style, date of election, and
page number and total number of the pages
(e.g., page 1 of 4).

2.6.3.5 Machine‐readable part
contains same information as
human‐readable part

If a non‐human‐readable encoding is used on Agree with Requirement
the paper record, it SHALL contain the entirety
of the human‐readable information on the
record

2.6.3.6 Format for paper record
non‐human‐readable data

Any non‐human‐readable information on the
paper record SHALL be presented in a non‐
proprietary format.

2.6.3.7 Linking the electronic CVR
to the paper record
2.6.3.7 Linking the electronic CVR
to the paper record
2.6.3.7 Linking the electronic CVR
to the paper record

The paper record SHALL:

2.7 Performance Monitoring
2.7.1 Voting system and Network
Status
2.7.1.1 Network monitoring

2.7.1.2 Tool access

Agree with Requirement

Enumerate the activities

Agree with Requirement

a. Contain the paper record identifier; and
b. Identify whether the paper record
represents the ballot that was cast.

Recommend replacing "Identify" with
"Validates"

The system server SHALL provide for system
and network monitoring during the voting
period.

More detail should be added as to what level
of monitoring should be taking place. This
could be as minimal as, "the light is green,
the system is up".

The system and network monitoring
Agree with Requirement
functionality SHALL only be accessible to
authorized personnel from restricted consoles.
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SLI's Comments to the UPPTR Section 2 (Functional Requirements)
Section
2.7.1.3 Tool privacy

Requirements

SLI Comments

System and network monitoring functionality Agree with Requirement
SHALL NOT have the capability to compromise
voter privacy or election integrity.
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Appendix D – Changes to the VSTL Standard Testing Methodology for
UPPTR
Step

VSTL Standard Methodology

a.

Initial examination of the system and the
technical documentation provided by the vendor
to ensure that all components and
documentation needed to conduct testing have
been submitted, and to help determine the
scope and level of effort of testing needed. TDP
Review.
Examination of the vendor’s Quality Assurance
Program and Configuration Management Plan.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.
h.

i.

Changes to meet
UPPTR
Technical Data Package
(TDP) was Not
Required.

Not Required

Development of a detailed system test plan that
reflects the scope and complexity of the system,
and the status of system certification (i.e., initial
certification or a recertification to incorporate
modifications).
Code review for selected software components.

Test Plan in VSTLs
format.

Witnessing of a system ‘build’ conducted by the
vendor to conclusively establish the system
version and components being tested.
Operational testing of hardware components,
including environmental tests, to ensure that
operational performance requirements are
achieved.
Functional and performance testing of hardware
components.
System installation testing and testing of related
documentation for system installation and
diagnostic testing.

Not Required

Functional and performance testing of software
components.

Not Required

Not Required

Risks
VSTLs may find it
difficult to design new
test cases or to modify
existing test cases; to
conduct complete
testing or to adequately
scope project.
Vendor may deliver
wrong configuration of
voting system to VSTL
for testing.
Scope of testing and
effort may not be
completely defined and
controlled.
VSTL may not
adequately assess the
need for additional test
cases; may not define
white-box test cases for
security testing.
VSTL may not be able to
test all functionality if
not included in build.

Not Required

Not Required
Not Required

May cause test
environment set-up
delays; for remote
system testing and
diagnosis, this could be
significant schedule
impact to testing.
May not be able to
completely test security
features. May not catch
capacity problems (e.g.,
number of concurrent
users) until later in
testing.

Step

VSTL Standard Methodology

j.

Functional and performance testing of the
integrated system, including testing of the full
scope of system functionality, performance tests
for telecommunications and security; and
examination and testing of the System
Operations Manual.
Examination of the system maintenance manual.

k.
l.

m.

Preparation of the National Certification Test
Report.
Final test report including any discrepancies
found during testing would be sent to each
vendor; only a redacted report without any test
discrepancies would be submitted.
Final test report includes the laboratories’
comments on suitability and testability of the
requirements as well as any recommendations
for improvement.
Delivery of the National Certification Test Report
to the EAC.

Changes to meet
UPPTR
Functional testing only.
No System Operations
Manual was required.

Not Required
Not Required
In VSTLs format

In VSTLs format

Not Required

Risks
Without an adequate
number of test cases,
the complete testing of
functionality would not
be performed.
May miss security risks
to test for.
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1 Introduction
SLI Global Solutions is submitting this report as a summary of the testing efforts and
requirements review for the Federal Voting Assistance Program (FVAP) UOCAVA
Test Requirements Pilot Program.
Within the scope of this project, each manufacturer was requested to provide either
an implementation of, or access to, an iteration of their system. Provision of
documentation was not a requirement of the project, from the manufacturer point of
view. SLI did make requests to each manufacturer for any available information with
regard to the implemented system, especially from a security point of view.
Recognizing that each manufacturer may be in a different phase of developing their
production level systems, SLI acknowledges that not all documentation that would
be in place for a formal certification effort may have been ready for this pilot project.
As such, SLI reviewed what documentation was provided, and noted areas that are
in need of documentation and/or further refinement. We believe it is important to
note that with the volunteer aspect of this project on the part of the manufacturers,
this project in many ways resembled a “Beta” project. With other projects ongoing
internally, many of the manufacturers often attempted to assist in the project, but
many times could not make the appropriate resources available.
This effort included documentation review of each manufacturer’s Technical Data
Package, to the extent provided, as well as testing of the manufacturer’s internet
based voting system. Testing consisted of the creation, validation, and execution of
sets of tests prepared by SLI. The review and testing was performed at SLI’s
Denver, Colorado facility.
As directed by CALIBRE, the primary focus of this project was the evaluation of the
requirement set, which included Sections 2 and 5 of UOCAVA Pilot Program
Testing Requirements for full systems and Section 5 of UOCAVA Pilot Program
Testing Requirements for Electronic Voting Support Wizards (EVSWs), against the
submitted voting systems. SLI has taken the approach to not only evaluate each
pertinent requirement against the manufacturer’s system but to evaluate the
requirement itself. Each requirement has been critiqued to determine its applicability
and to determine if any gaps or ambiguities exist.
SLI is a full service third party testing facility, founded in May 1996, from a software
test-consulting firm. The specific system testing services offered include:




Test Planning and Test Management
eBusiness, Client-Server and Stand-alone Application Functional,
Compatibility and Regression Testing
eBusiness and Client-Server Load and Performance Testing
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1.1

Automated Regression Test Development, Consulting, Scripting and
Execution
Complex, Integrated Test Solutions and Automated Test Harnesses
Independent Verification and Validation
EAC approved and NIST NVLAP accredited Voting System Test Laboratory
References

1. Federal Voting Assistance Program Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee
Voting Act, August 25, 2010
2. SLI Quality System Manual, Revision Rev. 1.12, prepared by SLI, dated
February 24, 2011.

1.2

Document Overview

This document contains:


The Introduction, which discusses the project scope



The Test Background, which discusses the testing process



The Requirements Analysis section, which provides a summary of how the
requirements pertain to the UOCAVA environment



The Recommendations section, which contains the final analysis of the
testing effort



The Systems Overview, which discusses the different types of systems
evaluated in the project



The Test Results Summary, which discusses how the systems fared against
the requirements set



Attachments as follows:
o Attachment A – FVAP Test Requirements matrix
o Attachment B – Documentation and Information Requests
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2 Testing Methodologies Employed
2.1

Formal Certification

In a formal certification test campaign, SLI would expect a production level system
delivered for testing. This encompasses any and all hardware, consumables, source
code, and applications; all documentation relevant to how the system is architected
and implemented; a declaration of the functionality supported by the system; and
documentation of how the system is employed by a jurisdiction.
A certification test campaign is broken out into 6 main phases, each phase building
upon the preceding phases.
The first phase deals with receipt of the system’s components and applicable
documentation. The manufacturer is requested to provide training on the various
aspects of the system under test. Additionally, the first phase encompasses
reviewing the documentation provided against the applicable requirements to verify
that all needed information is appropriately conveyed. Source code review is also
begun in this phase. At the end of the first phase, with a more in-depth
understanding of the system based on the documentation review, a test plan is
begun that details the variations of the system to be tested, as well as how the test
suites will be constructed for testing the declared supported functionality.
The second phase deals with creation of a readiness test, which demonstrates that
the system is installed and running correctly at a basic level and prepared for use in
other tests to be run. Additionally, the content of each test suite to be executed is
determined, at a high level, in this phase.
The third phase deals with the creation of the individual test modules that, when
brought together within a suite, will execute each piece of functionality within the
system under test.
The fourth phase deals with the incorporation of each module into the respective
suites that will utilize it and validating the correctness of each module within each
suite. This phase can be iterative until all modules within every suite are determined
to be correct in implementation. In this phase a Trusted Build is done, where SLI
follows the manufacturer’s prescribed build process to create binaries that will
compromise the voting system.
The fifth phase deals with the formal execution of each test suite, as prescribed in
the test plan.
Note that each of the first five phases is considered to be iterative in that if an issue
is identified, discrepancies are written and reported to the manufacturer with the
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expectation that the issue will be resolved such that the pertinent requirement is
met. This, at times, will take several iterations and potentially consultation with the
EAC.
The sixth phase deals with creation, submission and acceptance of the certification
test report.

2.2

UOCAVA Pilot Project

Generally speaking, the six phases outlined in the preceding section were followed,
with modifications due to differences of expected deliverables, as outlined in this
section.
For the first phase, source code was not mandated to be delivered; neither was a
full technical documentation set, nor necessarily hardware. Not all manufacturers
provided training on how their respective system worked.
Both full system manufacturers provided election creation/importation
documentation, relative to Section 2, Functional Requirements, as well as back
office environments for SLI’s local use, as did one ESVW manufacturer.
In terms of documentation of security implementations, which was the main topic of
this project, only two manufacturers delivered any documentation related to how
security was implemented in their system. Two manufacturers asserted that the
technologies used to implement their system inherently made the system secure.
One example is a manufacturer who implements their system through the Azure
cloud. They claim that Azure provides all security aspects needed. We would tend
to disagree. Regardless of how the Azure cloud handles security, if the
manufacturer does not call processes in the correct manner, the security aspect
may well be circumvented. Regardless of technologies being implemented, each
manufacturer must understand that they must have a formally documented security
architecture in place.
Only one manufacturer provided a “kiosk location” setup. All other manufacturers
only provided URLs to websites, with SLI providing hardware to simulate the vote
capture device.
In terms of the training provided, the manufacturers who did provide training gave
an overview of the functionality provided by their system. While helpful, this was of
somewhat limited value when taking into consideration that the primary focus of
most of the systems reviewed was security. When this was brought up, most of the
manufacturers appeared somewhat surprised and perplexed by SLI’s line of
questioning.
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Taking what was delivered by each manufacturer, SLI began to review the provided
documentation. As gaps were determined, we made requests to the manufacturers
for additional information. In some instances we received some additional detail, but
many times we did not. In a formal certification effort we would have written
discrepancies and kept them open until the requirement was fully satisfied. In this
situation, dealing with volunteers we would request additional details two or three
times, then move on. In several cases, we would simply not receive any response.
For the second phase, readiness tests were created for each of the full systems, to
verify the system’s ability to go through the election process. For the determination
of the suites to be used, SLI determined to implement the functional testing on
election cycle flows, and security testing based on the requirement sections.
For the third phase, we created test modules for each vendor to determine how well
they met each requirement individually. In many cases this was problematic, as
from a physical (hardware) perspective, many of the manufacturers declared their
use of commercial off the shelf devices to act as the vote capture device. Several of
the manufacturers take the approach that individual voters will provide the vote
capture device, instead of utilizing a kiosk location. From a programmatic
perspective, many of the manufacturers did not have a formally documented
approach or an implementation description of how they logically met the applicable
security considerations. Whereas in a formal certification we would normally follow
the documented processes for the system, in this situation, with so little provided
documentation, we took the approach of working with the system to determine how
functionality was applied.
For the fourth phase, for the full systems SLI validated the full election cycle test
suites that had been created, as well as other functional tests. For the security
testing, a review of documentation and how the modules were written comprised the
majority of the validation effort.
The fifth phase was a final execution of the test suites and modules with a
determination of the requirements being met by each vendor, or insufficient
robustness of the documentation or implementation.
The sixth phase consists of writing a redacted project summary report for
Calibre/FVAP, as well as individual reports for each participating manufacturer.
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3

Test Background

3.1

Initial Considerations

Provision of documentation was not a requirement of the project, from the
manufacturer point of view. SLI did make requests to each manufacturer for any
available information with regard to the implemented system, especially from a
security point of view. Recognizing that each manufacturer may be in a different
phase of developing their production level systems, SLI acknowledges that not all
documentation that would be in place for a formal certification effort may have been
ready for this pilot project. As such, SLI reviewed what documentation was
provided, and noted areas that are in need of documentation and/or further
refinement.
3.2

Review of Documentation

Documentation submitted by each manufacturer was reviewed against the FVAP
UOCAVA Pilot Program Testing Requirements in order to determine sufficiency with
regard to the requirements.
In the review of documentation, the scope of the review was determined by the type
of system under review. Full systems were subject to sections 2 and 5, and wizards
subject to only section 5.
3.3

Functional Testing

SLI’s Test Suites were customized for each voting system and conducted in
conjunction with the inspection/functional testing, as prescribed in the FVAP
UOCAVA Pilot Program Testing Requirements, and as applicable given the type of
system under review, whether a full system subject to sections 2 and 5, or a wizard
subject to only section 5.
For a full system, simulations of entire election cycles were conducted, from election
definition or importation to casting of ballots during voting periods to post voting
activities, including any associated “back office” operations. These simulations were
conducted to demonstrate a beginning-to-end business use case process for the
voting system.
For wizard implementations, simulations of voting periods and post casting activities
that are applicable to the wizard were examined from a section 5, Security,
perspective.
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For the wizard implementations, most were hosted remotely. As such, SLI
endeavored to work with each manufacturer to perform remote location testing. In
this remote testing, during a video/teleconference “back office” operations were
examined to determine the sufficiency in accordance with the pertinent Security
requirements. This type of testing requires interactions with manufacturer personnel
for 4-6 hours. Not all manufacturers were able to accommodate this resource
allocation.

4 Requirements Analysis
SLI reviewed the requirements from the viewpoint of a functioning VSTL. Based on
past experiences performing test campaigns for federal certifications under both
NASED and the EAC, SLI evaluated the requirements for applicability, robustness
and layout.
We asked if the requirement was reasonable and necessary for an internet based
environment voting system. We took into consideration that internet technology and
the implementation of a voting system in that environment constitutes a very
different approach in comparison to a traditional voting system. The traditional
system employs much more hardware in more isolated environments and is subject
to less potential exposure.
Then we examined the requirement to see if it covered all necessary aspects that
the requirement was attempting to validate. If we determined that some aspect of
the voting system wasn’t being adequately addressed, we made recommendations
accordingly. In a number of instances, we noted where the requirement was vague
or ambiguous as to how it should be adequately met. We often recommended that
NIST SP’s be referenced in order to create consistency in how the requirement
would be met.
Layout of requirements, in terms of how they are enumerated, was also reviewed.
As a VSTL, our preference is to be able to explicitly reference any particular
requirement. Any “Shall” and/or accompanying “and” is usually preferred to be
enumerated. We use the term “enumerate” in the sense of itemizing items with an
explicitly unique and reference-able number/letter sequence. The requirements that
we commented on relative to formatting, we leave for review in Attachment A.
In the following subsections we will quantify how many of the UOCAVA
requirements can be met by all manufacturers today. We will also look at what
requirements we believe should be modified, or removed, in order for manufacturers
to be able to meet the intended criteria.
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4.1

Number of UOCAVA requirements that could be met today

In looking at the requirements within the UOCAVA Pilot Program Testing
Requirements document, we limit the discussion to Section 2 – Functional
Requirements, and Section 5 – Security. In reviewing the requirements for their
applicability within the program and the extent to which they can be met, we looked
at requirements that are “actionable”, in the sense that something can be done to
ascertain an answer to the sufficiency of a voting system meeting the requirement.
In this way we removed headers that have sub-requirements that if all are fully met,
imply that the header portion of the requirement is met. In this analysis we discuss
the requirements in terms of their content, not formatting. Within Attachment A, we
note requirements that would benefit from updates to formatting. This topic is an
important area for the program in that it assists all stakeholders in being to
discretely address every actionable item within the requirements set in such a way
that removes ambiguity. With the main intent of this project to determine the
applicability of the requirement content, we will refrain from addressing the
formatting aspect in detail and instead ask the reader to review Attachment A.

In reviewing the requirements using this methodology, we determined that there are
124 actionable requirements in Section 2 – Functional Requirements, and 168
actionable requirements in Section 5 – Security.
In our review of Section 2 - Functional Requirements, our analysis led SLI to the
conclusion that the requirement set is written such that 96 (78%) of the
requirements can be met today, while 25 (20%) requirements need modification to
be testable, and 2 (2%) requirements are such that they can be considered for
deletion.
In our review of Section 5 - Security, our analysis led SLI to the conclusion that the
requirement set is written such that 147 (87%) of the requirements can be met
today, while 15 (9%) requirements need modification to be testable, and 7 (4%)
requirements are such that they can be considered for deletion.
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By second level subsection, these metrics, in terms of percentage of requirements
within the subsection, break out as follows:
Subsection

Percentage of
Requirements can
be met today

Percentage of
Requirements needs
modification prior to
being testable

Percentage of
Requirements
should be
considered for
deletion

2.1

40%

50%

10%

2.2

85%

15%

0%

2.3

100%

0%

0%

2.4

88%

12%

0%

2.5

56%

44%

0%

2.6

87%

13%

0%

2.7

67%

33%

0%

5.1

94%

6%

0%

5.2

95%

5%

0%

5.3

77%

23%

0%

5.4

63%

37%

0%

5.5

78%

22%

0%

5.6

94%

6%

0%

5.7

100%

0%

0%

5.8

100%

0%

0%

5.9

56%

5%

39%

The conclusions are in line with what we expected based on our preliminary
analysis. The requirement set contains new and untested requirements, as well as
some requirements conceived for more traditional voting systems rather than an
internet environment. Considering this fact and also with the use of both proven
technologies as well as some of the latest, cutting edge technologies and
environments, we anticipated areas that would need adjustment or removal.
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4.2

Requirements that could be modified to better meet UOCAVA needs

In this section we look at specific requirements that SLI believes might be modified
in order to better set out what is needed by an internet voting system. We will
address only those requirements that we have comments on relative to content.
The requirements that we commented on relative to formatting are left for review in
Attachment A.

For the requirement 2.1 Accuracy, which states, “the system SHALL achieve a
target error rate of no more than one in 10,000,000 ballot positions, a maximum
acceptable error rate in the test process of one in 500,000 ballot positions.”, SLI
believes that "Shall" should be removed from the header, as actionable items
should be included in the requirement, not the header.

For the requirement 2.1.1.1 Component accuracy, which states, “Memory hardware,
such as semiconductor devices and magnetic storage media, SHALL be accurate”,
SLI believes that “…SHALL be accurate” is too ambiguous; references to relevant
standards are recommended to specify appropriate component accuracy. Also, we
believe that this is better suited to inspection, viewing the overall results of the
testing, as well as review of hardware manufacturer specifications.

For the requirement 2.1.1.2 Equipment Design, which states, “The design of
equipment in all voting systems SHALL provide for protection against mechanical,
thermal, and electromagnetic stresses that impact voting system accuracy”, SLI
believes that this should be Inspection / Review of hardware test reports and/or
hardware specifications.

For the requirement 2.1.1.3.d Voting System Accuracy, which states, “Voting
System Accuracy - Include control logic and data processing methods incorporating
parity and check-sums (or equivalent error detection and correction methods) to
demonstrate that the voting system has been designed for accuracy”, SLI believes
that this requirement is better suited as an Inspection test method. SLI believes that
this requirement is best suited for a source code review and environment
specification, in particular for data at rest.

For the requirement 2.1.1.3.e Voting System, which states, “Provide software that
monitors the overall quality of data read-write and transfer quality status, checking
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the number and types of errors that occur in any of the relevant operations on data
and how they were corrected”, SLI believes that this requirement is better suited as
an Inspection test method. As written, this requirement is only looking to verify that
the monitoring software is provided. SLI would also recommend that the "…and how
they were corrected" portion be broken out to another requirement, as this looks to
be more of an event log.

For the requirement 2.1.2 Environmental Range, which states, “All voting systems
SHALL meet the accuracy requirements over manufacturer specified operating
conditions and after storage under non-operating conditions”, SLI believes that this
requirement should be an Inspection test method.

For the requirement 2.1.3.1 Election management system accuracy, which states,
“Voting systems SHALL accurately record all election management data entered by
the user, including election officials or their designees”, SLI believes that this
requirement contains a high degree of ambiguity. Each type of EM data should be
enumerated.

For the requirement 2.1.3.2.b Recording Accuracy, which states, “Accurately
interpret voter selection(s) and record them correctly to memory”, SLI believes that
the "… to memory" is potentially too specific a data recording method and would
recommend this portion be removed.

For the requirement 2.1.3.2.c Recording Accuracy, which states, “Verify the
correctness of detection of the user selections and the addition of the selections
correctly to memory”, SLI is concerned that it is not clear how this requirement is
examining anything different from part b.

For the requirement 2.1.3.2.d Recording Accuracy, which states, “Verify the
correctness of detection of data entered directly by the user and the addition of the
selections correctly to memory”, SLI believes that this requirement is testing writeins as opposed to selecting choices, as in b and c. These sub-requirements (b, c
and d) need to be clarified as to their specific intents, with any redundancies
removed.
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For the requirement 2.1.3.2.e Recording Accuracy, which states, “Preserve the
integrity of election management data stored in memory against corruption by stray
electromagnetic emissions, and internally generated spurious electrical signals”, SLI
believes that would be covered under EMC testing, and as such would recommend
the test method be Inspection for this requirement.

For the requirement 2.1.5 Accuracy Test Content, which states, “Voting system
accuracy SHALL be verified by a specific test conducted for this objective. The
overall test approach is described in Appendix C.”, SLI believes that for a true
internet voting system that uses a web browser implementation for capturing votes,
the accuracy test is whether or not the election is coded correctly. The technologies
involved are mature, proven and robust.
For a true internet voting system that employs physical devices such as a touch
screen, the accuracy test would be similar to that of a ballot delivery system, in that
the touch screen is dependent on the prescribed maintenance cycle of the device.
For a ballot delivery system, where the cast ballot is potentially returned in any of a
number or ways (fax, email, printed/scanned), the accuracy is dependent on the
device used, within the confines of the prescribed maintenance cycles of the device.

For the requirement 2.1.5.2 Ballots, which states, “Ballots used for accuracy testing
SHALL include all the supported types (i.e., rotation, alternative languages) of
contests and election types (primary, general)”, SLI believes that the applicability of
the ballot types to accuracy testing is not relevant. Accuracy testing concerns itself
with accuracy with regard to the scanning/reading of each possible ballot position
on a given size ballot. The ability of the system to correctly handle the various
supported voting variations is addressed in other tests.

For the requirement 2.1.6 Reporting Accuracy, which states, “The voting systems
SHALL produce reports that are consistent, with no discrepancy among reports of
voting data”, SLI believes that this requirement is too high level. We would like to
see some specific metrics called out to ensure reporting accuracy, similar to v1.0
VVSG volume 1, sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3

For the requirement 2.2.1 Maximum Capacities, which states, “The manufacturer
SHALL specify at least the following maximum operating capacities for the voting
system (i.e. server, vote capture device, tabulation device, and communications
links)”, SLI would recommend that this section look at capacities more in terms of
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minimums that need to be met (as specified by NIST/FVAP), rather than as stated
maximum capacities that a manufacturer claims they can accommodate. We have
observed that manufacturers often list an unrealistically high number for many of
these categories. SLI believes that a minimum standard will create a more
meaningful and consistent baseline for all manufacturers.

For the requirement 2.2.1.1 Capacity Testing, which states, “The voting system
SHALL achieve the maximum operating capacities stated by the manufacturer in
section 2.2.1”, SLI would recommend having this requirement meet some minimum
level of acceptability, as defined by FVAP/NIST. The maximum levels are often
unrealistically high and of reduced meaningfulness to jurisdictions.

For the requirement 2.2.3 Simultaneous transmissions, which states, “The voting
system SHALL protect against the loss of votes due to simultaneous transmissions”,
SLI would recommend making the Test Method for this item Inspection/Functional.
Some instances can be impractical to functionally validate.
SLI would also recommend that an expected capacity of simultaneous
transmissions be defined, as any minimum value is ambiguous as written. As
written, two simultaneous transmissions would technically meet the requirement,
even though we don’t believe that would meet the intent.

For the requirement 2.4.2.1.f Record voter selections, which states, “Indicate to the
voter when no selection, or an insufficient number of selections, has been made for
a contest (e.g., undervotes)”, SLI would recommend that this requirement be made
more specific as to notifying the voter of a potential undervote prior to casting of the
ballot (as opposed to when the voter is going from one contest (or screen) to
another).

For the requirement 2.4.2.1.j Record voter selections, which states, “In the event of
a failure of the main power supply external to the voting system, provide the
capability for any voter who is voting at the time to complete casting a ballot, allow
for the successful shutdown of the voting system without loss or degradation of the
voting and audit data, and allow voters to resume voting once the voting system has
reverted to back-up power”, SLI believes that this may not be feasible in a remote
session environment. Where the power failure occurs, as well as the duration, will
dictate if a ballot can be recorded within the voting system without loss or
degradation of voting/audit data.
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The "… allow voters to resume voting..." clause would inherently cause some kind
of voter data to be resident on the vote capture device, which would potentially
violate other Security requirements (5.4.1.3).

For the requirement 2.4.2.2.a Verify voter selections, which states, “Produce a
paper record each time the confirmation screen is displayed”, SLI would
recommend that a paper record is generated only when the ballot is cast and not
each time the confirmation screen is accessed.

For the requirement 2.4.2.2.c Verify voter selections, which states, “Allow the voter
to either cast the ballot or return to the vote selection process to make changes
after reviewing the confirmation screen and paper record”, SLI would recommend
removing "… and paper record"; see comment to "a" above.

For the requirement 2.4.2.3 Cast ballot, SLI would recommend renaming
requirement to “Post Cast Ballot Process”.

For the requirement 2.4.2.3.b Cast ballot, which states, “Notify the voter after the
vote has been stored persistently that the ballot has been cast”, SLI recommends
defining "persistently" to more detail.
In a full electronic system, "persistently" would indicate that the central server has
received the vote record and stored it.
In a ballot delivery system, "persistently" would indicate the printing of a physical
ballot, or creation of a pdf.

For the requirement 2.4.3.1 Link to voter, which states, “The voting system SHALL
be capable of producing a cast vote record that does not contain any information
that would link the record to the voter”, SLI believes that in the Glossary, “Cast Vote
Record” needs a better definition so it is differentiated more explicitly from “Cast
Ballot”. The definition for “Cast Vote Record” should indicate that it is the record
stored in the voting system, as opposed to the cast ballot that is produced by the
vote capture device. In the Absentee model the cast ballot contains links to the
voter’s identity, where the cast vote record should not.
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For the requirement 2.5.1 Ballot Box Retrieval and Tabulation, SLI believes that an
additional requirement is recommended that explicitly deals with encryption of the
electronic ballot box upon closure of the voting period, in order to prevent voter data
(private information and vote data) from being exposed, even in a read-only
manner. "Seal" in 2.5.1.1 may be used to cover this concept but then should be
broken out to a separate requirement from the "sign" portion.

For the requirement 2.5.1.1 Seal and sign the electronic ballot box, which states,
“The voting system SHALL seal and sign each jurisdiction’s electronic ballot box, by
means of a digital signature, to protect the integrity of its contents”, SLI would
recommend that the term "seal" be more explicitly defined. "Seal" is historically
more of a physical concept, whereas in this instance it is a logical concept. A
suggestion is to define it as making the electronic ballot box "read only", with a
corresponding time stamp or something similar.

For the requirement 2.5.1.3 Electronic ballot box integrity check, which states, “The
voting system SHALL perform an integrity check on the electronic ballot box
verifying that it has not been tampered with or modified before opening”, SLI
believes that the comments in 2.5.1 and 2.5.1.1 pertain to this requirement as well.

For the requirement 2.5.2.2 Open ballot box, which states, “The tabulation device
SHALL allow only an authorized entity to open the ballot box”, SLI would
recommend adding "voting system" in front of "authorized entity".

For the requirement 2.5.2.3.1 Adjudication, which states, “The tabulation device
SHALL allow the designation of electronic ballots as “accepted” or “not accepted” by
an authorized entity”, SLI would recommend adding "voting system" in front of
"authorized entity". Also, "electronic ballots" is not a defined term. We recommend
using the term "Cast Ballot" instead.

For the requirement 2.6.2 Electronic Records, which states, “In order to support
independent auditing, a voting system SHALL be able to produce electronic records
that contain the necessary information in a secure and usable manner”, SLI would
recommend using the appropriate NIST standard, and/or VVSG section 2.1.5, in
place of "secure and usable manner". Also, we would recommend removing
"Typically", and rephrasing it to something like, "this includes, but is not limited to:"
Additionally we would like to see this requirement broken out of the header and
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enumerated for actionable events. ("Shall" in the header indicates need for an
actionable event.)

For the requirement 2.6.2 Electronic Records, which states, “- Event logs and other
records of important events”, SLI would recommend more explicitly defining
"important events".

For the requirement 2.6.2 Electronic Records, which states, “The following
requirements apply to records produced by the voting system for any exchange of
information between devices, support of auditing procedures, or reporting of final
results: a. Requirements for electronic records to be produced by tabulation
devices”, SLI believes that the pertinent requirements associated to this subrequirement should be explicitly called out. A vague reference will only create gaps
in coverage.

For the requirement 2.6.2 Electronic Records, which states, “The following
requirements apply to records produced by the voting system for any exchange of
information between devices, support of auditing procedures, or reporting of final
results: b. Requirements for printed reports to support auditing steps”, SLI believes
that the pertinent requirements associated to this sub-requirement should be
explicitly called out. A vague reference will only create gaps in coverage.

For the requirements 2.6.2.3, which states, “The voting system SHALL be capable
of producing a ballot image”, SLI believes that the test method should be such that it
is consistent with 2.6.3.2, which is a similar requirement for paper record contents.
As the expectation is the same for both, only the media format is different—the test
method should be the same.

For the requirement 2.6.3.7.b Linking the electronic CVR to the paper record, which
states, “Identify whether the paper record represents the ballot that was cast”, SLI
would recommend replacing "Identify" with "Validate", as “Identify” seems
somewhat ambiguous as phrased.

For the requirement 2.7.1.1 Network Monitoring, which states, “The system server
SHALL provide for system and network monitoring during the voting period”, SLI
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believes that more detail should be added as to what level of monitoring should be
taking place. As written, this could be as minimal as, "the light is green, the system
is up".

For the requirement 5.1.2.7 Monitoring voting system access, which states, “The
(voting system) SHALL provide tools for monitoring access to the system. These
tools SHALL provide specific users real time display of persons accessing the
system as well as reports from logs”, SLI has concern for this requirement regarding
whether it is feasible to monitor a globally distributed system, with potentially a very
large set of users, especially to be done “real time”. A recommendation may be to
verify that this data is captured in a log file.

For the requirement 5.1.2.11 Screen lock, which states, “Authenticated sessions on
critical processes SHALL have a screen-lock functionality that can be manually
invoked”, SLI believes that a related requirement is needed that calls out the need
for re-authentication in order to re-access.

For the requirement 5.2.1.1 Strength of authentication, which states, “Authentication
mechanisms supported by the voting system SHALL support authentication strength
of at least 1/1,000,000”, SLI believes that this requirement should be referring to
appropriate NIST SP, NIST 800-63 Electronic Authentication Guideline Standards.

For the requirement 5.2.1.5 Password reset, which states, “The voting system
SHALL provide a mechanism to reset a password if it is forgotten, in accordance
with the system access/security policy”, SLI believes that this covers passwords
only. What if there are alternative methods of authentication? Consideration should
be given to other potential authentication methods.

For the requirement 5.2.1.6 Password strength configuration, which states, “The
voting system SHALL allow the administrator group or role to specify password
strength for all accounts including minimum password length, use of capitalized
letters, use of numeric characters, and use of non-alphanumeric characters per
NIST 800-63 Electronic Authentication Guideline Standards”, SLI believes that this
requirement should specify the authentication level as defined in the referenced
NIST SP.
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For the requirement 5.2.1.12 Message authentication, which states, “Message
authentication SHALL be used for applications to protect the integrity of the
message content using a schema with 112 bits of security”, SLI believes that the
requirement needs to better define what is a "message", as used in the context of
this requirement. The requirement should also specify if all data transmissions need
to be authenticated, or just some subset.

For the requirement 5.2.1.13 Message authentication mechanisms, which states,
“IPsec, SSL, or TLS and MAC mechanisms SHALL all be configured to be
compliant with FIPS 140-2 using approved algorithm suites and protocols”, is the
intent here to use current certified communication methodologies? If so, SLI
believes this requirement would be better suited as an Inspection test method.

For the requirement 5.3.1.1 Cryptographic functionality, which states, “All
cryptographic functionality SHALL be implemented using NIST-approved
cryptographic algorithms/schemas, or use published and credible cryptographic
algorithms/schemas/protocols”, SLI believes that "… or use published and credible
cryptographic algorithms/schemas/protocols", is something that should be qualified
by FVAP/NIST. Our preference is to not leave it to a VSTL to determine, or leave as
a loophole for a manufacturer to argue.

For the requirement 5.3.2.4 Use NIST-approved key generation methods for
communications, which states, “Cryptographic keys used to protect information intransit over public telecommunication networks SHALL use NIST-approved key
generation methods. If the approved key generation method requires input from a
random number generator, then an approved (FIPS 140-2) random number
generator SHALL be used”, SLI would like to see some verbiage regarding the use
of third party Certificate Authorities, as we are concerned that manufacturers using
a third party implementation will not be able to obtain the necessary
documentation/proof, though providers like Verisign would normally be considered
an industry standard.

For the requirement 5.4 Voting System Integrity Management, which states, “ This
section addresses the secure deployment and operation of the voting system…”,
SLI believes that this section does not adequately take “ballot delivery systems” into
account. It would work better to have 5.4.1 be specific to vote capture devices, then
have a section 5.4.2 that pertains to both vote capture devices and ballot delivery
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systems, such as ballot integrity and Personally Identifiable Information (PII), and
then a section 4.5.3 that accounts for all aspects of a voting system.

For the current requirement 5.4.1 Protecting the Integrity of the Voting System, SLI
believes that an additional sub-requirement for non-repudiation issues is needed.

For the requirement 5.4.1.3 Cast vote storage, which states, “Cast vote data SHALL
NOT be permanently stored on the vote capture device”, SLI believes that for the
kiosk environment this requirement is adequate, though if this is ever applied
beyond section 1.1.3 to personal computers being used as the vote capture device,
there will likely be issues with regards to how the configuration is regulated.

For the requirement 5.4.1.4 Electronic ballot box integrity, which states, “The
integrity and authenticity of the electronic ballot box SHALL be protected by means
of a digital signature”, SLI believes additional definition detail of "electronic ballot
box" is needed.

For the requirement 5.4.1.5 Malware detection, which states, “The voting system
SHALL use malware detection software to protect against known malware that
targets the operating system, services, and applications”, SLI believes that more
definition is needed to quantify the level of protection needed. This should
potentially address a hardware/software malware detection solution, instead of just
software.

For the requirement 5.4.1.6 Updating malware detection, which states, “The voting
system SHALL provide a mechanism for updating malware detection signatures”,
SLI believes that a follow-on requirement would be to have the manufacturer specify
in their documentation (i.e., an Inspection test method) the recommended interval
for requiring updated signatures.

For the requirement 5.4.1.7 Validating software on kiosk voting devices, which
states, “The voting system SHALL provide the capability for kiosk workers to
validate the software used on the vote capture devices as part of the daily initiation
of kiosk operations”, SLI believes this requirement needs to be expanded to cover
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all associated devices at the kiosk location. Some systems contain additional
devices.

For the requirement 5.5 Communications Security, which states, “This section
provides requirements for communications security. These requirements address
ensuring the integrity of transmitted information and protecting the voting system
from external communications-based threats”, SLI believes that some of the
requirements in this section appear to explicitly call out specific communication
protocols, which could be interpreted to exclude all other like communication
protocols, such as 5.5.1.2, 5.5.1.3.

For the requirement 5.5.1.1 Data integrity protection, which states, “Voting systems
that transmit data over communications links SHALL provide integrity protection for
data in transit through the generation of integrity data (digital signatures and/or
message authentication codes) for outbound traffic and verification of the integrity
data for inbound traffic”, SLI believes that this requirement should be broken out to
handle outbound versus inbound traffic separately.

For the requirement 5.5.1.5 Mutual authentication required, which states, “Each
device SHALL mutually strongly authenticate using the system identifier before
additional network data packets are processed”, SLI believes that appropriate NIST
publication (SP 800-63) should be referenced to more clearly define "mutually
strongly authenticate".

For the requirement 5.5.1.6 Secrecy of ballot data, which states, “Data transmission
SHALL preserve the secrecy of voters’ ballot selections and SHALL prevent the
violation of ballot secrecy and integrity”, SLI believes that it should be more clearly
stated that voter data is to be encrypted. "Preserve the secrecy …", creates
ambiguity.

For the requirement 5.5.2.2 Minimizing interfaces, which states, “The number of
active ports and associated network services and protocols SHALL be restricted to
the minimum required for the voting system to function”, SLI believes that the test
method “Inspection/Vulnerability” needs to be defined, as Vulnerability is not listed
anywhere; only Inspection and Functional are currently defined.
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For the requirement 5.6.1.1 Default settings, which states, “The voting system
SHALL implement default settings for secure log management activities, including
log generation, transmission, storage, analysis, and disposal”, SLI believes the term
"default settings" is ambiguous, and that it should be replaced with "minimal
settings" as per NIST SP 800-92.

For the requirement 5.6.1.2 Log access, which states, “Logs SHALL only be
accessible to authorized roles”, SLI believes the term "authorized roles" is
undefined within the requirements. This should be more clearly defined as to what
types of roles should be considered authorized.

For the requirement 5.6.1.3 Log access, which states, “The voting system SHALL
restrict log access to append-only for privileged logging processes and read-only for
authorized roles”, SLI believes the term "privileged logging processes" is undefined
within the requirements. This should be more clearly defined as to which logging
processes should be considered privileged, versus which ones are not.

For the requirement 5.6.1.8 Log preservation, which states, “All logs SHALL be
preserved in a useable manner prior to voting system decommissioning”, SLI
believes the term "prior to voting system decommissioning" is ambiguous. We
believe the intent is that the log data remains intact for the life cycle of the given
election data for a particular election. This may be defined at the jurisdictional level.

For the requirement 5.6.1.12 System clock security, which states, “Only the system
administrator SHALL be permitted to set the system clock”, SLI would recommend
that the "system administrator" role be changed to indicate an appropriately
authorized election official.

For the requirement 5.6.2.2 Log content, which states, “The communications log
SHALL contain at least the following entries”, SLI believes that the Test Method
should be Inspection, as this deals more with what the systems does each time as
opposed to what can be made to happen given a certain set of circumstances.

For the requirement 5.6.3.2 Critical events, which states, “All critical events SHALL
be recorded in the system event log”, SLI believes that definition of a critical event is
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needed. The requirement as it is now leaves room for interpretation in regards to
the scope of the requirement. The opportunity for ambiguity should be removed as
much as possible.

For the requirement 5.6.3.3 System events, which states, “At a minimum the voting
system SHALL log the events described in Table 5-2”, the requirement only states
"voting system", which is a broad scope of equipment and software. This should
clarify whether this applies to the operating system, the voting system application,
or both. If applicable to the operating system, some of these events will generate
very large files that will tend to be unusable.
A general recommendation for the requirement 5.6.3.3 table is that the term
"include but not limited to" be avoided, as this term creates ambiguity and potential
for inconsistent interpretation of the requirement.
A general recommendation for the requirement 5.6.3.3 table would be to enumerate
each discrete item. Making reference to items in the current format is very difficult.

For the requirement 5.6.3.3, the System Event, Critical system status messages,
needs more detail. Criteria are needed to define what is considered critical;
"includes but not limited to" creates a large potential for gaps to occur, as well as
disagreements by a manufacturer as to what is deemed critical. Also, diagnostics
and status messages upon startup do not seem to be critical type messages. Items
such as physical security violations, failed login attempts to system critical
applications, communications failures, database crc type failures, attempts to
exceed privileges, etc. would seem to be critical type messages.

For the requirement 5.6.3.3, the System Event, - Non-critical status messages
“Non-critical status messages that are generated by the data quality monitor or by
software and hardware condition monitors”, SLI believes there is a need for better
criteria for determining what are non-critical versus what are critical status
messages.
Also, there is a need for clarification as to what is meant by "data quality monitor".
This term seems open to interpretation and is likely to cause significant
disagreement as to what is included.
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For the requirement 5.6.3.3, the System Event, Shutdown and restarts
“Both normal and abnormal shutdowns and restarts”, SLI would recommend adding
"Power up" to this line item.

For the requirement 5.6.3.3, the System Event, Changes to system configuration
settings, “configuration settings include but are not limited to registry keys, kernel
settings, logging settings, and other system configuration settings”, SLI would
recommend additional specificity, rather than alluding to "…other system
configuration settings".

For the requirement 5.6.3.3, the System Event, The addition and deletion of files,
which states, “Files added or deleted from the system”, SLI would recommend
additional detail as to file types. The blanket statement of any and all files within a
system, if interpreted at the operating system level would encompass transitory type
files. We would not recommend having to track temporary files that are
automatically handled within the system.

For the requirement 5.6.3.3, the System Event, Access control related events,
which states, “Includes but not limited to: …”, SLI would recommend removal of
"and underlying system resources" in the third bullet, as this is beyond the scope of
the voting system application’s logging scope. Attempting to log all access attempts
to all system resources will generate huge files that will be unusable.

For the requirement 5.6.3.3, the System Event, Installation, upgrading, patching, or
modification of software or firmware, which states, “Logging for installation,
upgrading, patching, or modification of software or firmware include logging what
was installed, upgraded, or modified as well as a cryptographic hash or other
secure identifier of the old and new versions of the data”, SLI notes that the
potential scope is very large. In an initial certification upgrading, patching, and /or
modification may well not be available. Additionally, "Cryptographic hash" needs to
be defined. SLI would recommend using "hash code" instead, as it is a more
accurate description of what should be produced. Also, the term “data” needs to be
defined in the context of the requirement, as it is not necessarily clear what the
target data is. This can be seen as the different versions of the software or
firmware, or different versions of data that were modified during the install or
upgrade process, or potentially something else.
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For the requirement 5.6.3.3, the System Event, Changes to configuration settings
“Changes to configuration settings Includes but not limited to: Changes to critical
function settings. At a minimum critical function settings include location of ballot
definition file, contents of the ballot definition file, vote reporting, location of logs,
and system configuration settings”, SLI believes this requirement should be split out
to more explicitly address either voting system applications or the underlying
operating system.

For the requirement 5.6.3.3, the System Event, Changes to cryptographic keys,
which states, “At a minimum critical cryptographic settings include key addition, key
removal, and re-keying”, SLI would recommend adding "key zeroization".

For the requirement 5.6.3.3, the System Event, Voting events, Includes: Opening
and closing the voting period”, SLI would recommend including successful delivery
of the appropriate ballot style to the voter.

For the requirement 5.7.1.1 Critical events, which states, “Manufacturers SHALL
document what types of system operations or security events (e.g., failure of critical
component, detection of malicious code, unauthorized access to restricted data) are
classified as critical”, SLI would recommend that NIST/FVAP list minimum criteria of
what should be classified as critical, in order to create consistency for this
requirement. Also, we recommend removal of "e.g." and giving specific criteria that
must be met.

For the requirement 5.8 Physical and Environmental Security, SLI would
recommend that additional specificity be added to explicitly call out whether each
requirement is for the voting system (election creation machines and accumulation
/tallying central servers included), or just the vote capture device.

For the requirement 5.8.2.1 Non-essential ports, which states, “The voting system
SHALL disable physical ports and access points that are not essential to voting
operations, testing, and auditing”, SLI would recommend that "testing" be removed,
as in a production environment, one would not want "test" ports/access points
enabled.
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For the requirement 5.8.3.1 Physical port shutdown requirement, which states, “If a
physical connection between the vote capture device and a component is broken,
the affected vote capture device port SHALL be automatically disabled”, SLI would
recommend changing Test Method to Functional.

For the requirement 5.8.3.2 Physical component alarm requirement, which states,
“The voting system SHALL produce a visual alarm if a connected component is
physically disconnected”, SLI would recommend changing Test Method to
Functional.

For the requirement 5.8.3.5 Physical port restriction requirement, which states,
“Vote capture devices SHALL be designed with the capability to restrict physical
access to voting device ports that accommodate removable media with the
exception of ports used to activate a voting session”, SLI would note that if
implementing with custom designed vote capture device this requirement is
applicable. If implementing with COTS products, this would not be applicable.

For the requirement 5.8.3.6 Physical port tamper evidence requirement, which
states, “Vote capture devices SHALL be designed to give a physical indication of
tampering or unauthorized access to ports and all other access points, if used as
described in the manufacturer’s documentation”, SLI would note that if
implementing with custom designed vote capture device this requirement is
applicable. If implementing with COTS products, this would not be applicable.

For the requirement 5.8.3.7 Physical port disabling capability requirement, which
states, “Vote capture devices SHALL be designed such that physical ports can be
manually disable by an authorized administrator”, SLI would note that if
implementing with custom designed vote capture device this requirement is
applicable. If implementing with COTS products, this would not be applicable.

For the requirement 5.8.6.1 Secure physical lock access requirement, which states,
“voting equipment SHALL be designed with countermeasures that provide physical
indication that unauthorized attempts have been made to access locks installed for
security purposes”, SLI would note that if implementing with custom designed voting
equipment this requirement is applicable. If implementing with COTS products, this
would not be applicable. Also, “voting equipment” should be defined as to whether
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this is only vote capture device equipment, or every piece of equipment within the
voting system.

For the requirement 5.8.7 Media Protection, which states, “These requirements
apply to all media, both paper and digital, that contain personal privacy related data
or other protected or sensitive types of information”, SLI would recommend
changing "personal privacy related data" to "personally identifiable information
(PII)", which is a common industry term. Additionally, SLI would recommend
changing the term “digital” to “electronic”, as it is more encompassing than “digital”,
which by its definition excludes analog.

For the requirement/section 5.9 Penetration Resistance, SLI would recommend
referencing a NIST Special Publication dealing with hardening.

For the requirement 5.9.1.1 Resistant to attempts, which states, “The voting system
SHALL be resistant to attempts to penetrate the system by any remote
unauthorized entity”, SLI would recommend defining resistance levels more
definitively, utilizing appropriate NIST SP, and enumerating by device types and
environments within a voting system.

For the requirement 5.9.1.2 System information disclosure, which states, “The
voting system SHALL be configured to minimize ports, responses and information
disclosure about the system while still providing appropriate functionality”, SLI would
recommend defining "appropriate functionality" by device types and environments
within a voting system. Also, we would recommend referencing a NIST SP dealing
with hardening.

For the requirement 5.9.1.4 Interfaces, which states, “All interfaces SHALL be
penetration resistant including TCP/IP, wireless, and modems from any point in the
system”, SLI would recommend closing all ports and shutting down all services not
needed to perform voting activities.

For the requirement 5.9.2 Penetration Resistance Test and Evaluation, SLI believes
this section is oriented to the VSTL. As such, SLI would recommend that it not be in
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the requirements document that manufacturers are held to, but in a "Program
Manual" that outlines the scope of a certification campaign.

For the requirement 5.9.2.2 Test environment, which states, “Penetration testing
SHALL be conducted on a voting system set up in a controlled lab environment.
Setup and configuration SHALL be conducted in accordance with the TDP, and
SHALL replicate the real world environment in which the voting system will be
used”, SLI believes this requirement to be oriented to the VSTL, not the
manufacturer. As such, SLI would recommend that it not be in the requirements
document that manufacturers are held to, but in a "Program Manual" that outlines
the scope of a certification campaign. Also, this may not be feasible for all systems.
SLI has encountered systems that are cloud based, for example, which will be
challenging to set up in a controlled lab environment.

For the requirement 5.9.2.3 White box testing, which states, “The penetration
testing team SHALL conduct white box testing using manufacturer supplied
documentation and voting system architecture information. Documentation includes
the TDP and user documentation. The testing team SHALL have access to any
relevant information regarding the voting system configuration. This includes, but is
not limited to, network layout and Internet Protocol addresses for system devices
and components. The testing team SHALL be provided any source code included in
the TDP”, SLI believes this requirement to be oriented to the VSTL, not the
manufacturer. As such, SLI would recommend that it not be in the requirements
document that manufacturers are held to, but in a "Program Manual" that outlines
the scope of a certification campaign.
For the requirement 5.9.2.4 Focus and priorities, which states, “Penetration testing
seeks out vulnerabilities in the voting system that might be used to change the
outcome of an election, interfere with voter ability to cast ballots, ballot counting, or
compromise ballot secrecy. The penetration testing team SHALL prioritize testing
efforts based on the following:…”, SLI believes this requirement to be oriented to
the VSTL, not the manufacturer. As such, SLI would recommend that it not be in the
requirements document that manufacturers are held to, but in a "Program Manual"
that outlines the scope of a certification campaign.
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The following comments/observations are not directly tied to a comment, but are a
higher level recommendation.

For Accuracy testing, SLI would recommend that from a physical level, accuracy is
determined by ensuring that the device accurately records data input over vendor
specified maintenance cycles. Examples include touch screen inputs for the number
of ballots cast specified by the vendor prior to the need for recalibration; the
maximum number of ballots scanned prior to needing to clean the optical scanner;
or, the maximum number of ballots printed by a printer prior to replacing toner.
SLI would recommend creating accuracy requirements that deal with a more
focused approach: creating election/ballots, accurate for full marks, accurate for
partial marks (NIST defined minimum acceptable % of oval), each device, etc.

SLI would recommend that all devices within a voting system, including items such
as Smart card and bar code readers should also be validated for accuracy and
performance against vendor specified maintenance cycles.

SLI would recommend Central Count scanners be considered for ballot delivery
systems.

SLI would recommend consideration in requirements accounting for differences
between internet software vote capture implementations versus physical hardware
based vote capture, or a hybrid of the two. (Consider printer, FAX and email, as well
as scanning and automatic internet transmission).

SLI would recommend that for operating capacities, FVAP specify minimums for
both polling place environments (e.g., clients) as well as at central count locations
(e.g., servers). Consideration should be given to concurrent jurisdictions and users,
as well as minimal acceptable response times. Potentially different classes of
servers and how they scale up should also be considered.

SLI would recommend maximum capacities be defined for each component in the
system in terms of realistic numbers that take into account limiting factors such as
memory, throughput, disk space, etc. Too often manufacturers will claim a
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maximum that is based on a theoretical limit, for example a double byte variable,
which would put the maximum in the millions.

4.3

What Documentation is needed and why

In this section, we look at how documentation affects the ability to validate the
requirements, whether the test method is Inspection or Functional. The intention of
this section is to highlight the critical nature of adequate documentation in a formal
compliance campaign. The level of complexity employed by today’s internet voting
systems only increases the need for appropriate documentation. Nowhere is this
more visible than in the area of security. The ability to determine how security is
implemented in every aspect of a voting system is greatly influenced by the
documentation and how it outlines processes, procedures, methodologies,
standards and algorithms employed.
In the ensuing discussions, we use the terms “logical review” and “physical review”.
“Logical review” is used to mean referencing of documentation to gain an
understanding of the voting system under test. “Physical review” refers to the
validation of a requirement, whether the test method is Inspection or Functional.
4.3.1 Section 2.1 Functional Requirements, Accuracy
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the requirements.
The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation is needed to determine
many aspects of the Accuracy requirements that are dependent on sufficient
documentation to allow an election to be accurately created and render correct
results. Several of the requirements need documentation that describes how
hardware aspects of the system will meet accuracy requirements. There are
additional physical reviews within this section that are dependent on documentation
to detail what shall be recorded accurately as well as reported accurately, i.e. not
only will voters’ selections be accurately recorded, but accumulated votes will be
accurately reported, etc. While many of the requirements have test methods that
read as Functional, the ability to functionally test these requirements relies heavily
on appropriate documentation that details how the pertinent aspect of the
requirement is met, as implemented by the specific manufacturer.
4.3.2 Section 2.2 Functional Requirements, Operating Capacities
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation is
needed to determine the maximum operating capacities of various aspects of
the system so they can be validated. There are additional physical reviews
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within this section that are dependent on documentation that details how
notice is provided when a capacity limit is being approached, how the system
prevents data loss in the event of simultaneous transmissions, etc. While
many of the requirements have test methods that read as Functional, the
ability to functionally test these requirements relies heavily on appropriate
documentation that details how the pertinent aspect of the requirement is
met, as implemented by the specific manufacturer.
4.3.3 Section 2.3 Functional Requirements, Pre-Voting Capabilities
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation is
needed to determine how jurisdictional data is kept separate, how data is
imported, what features are supported by the system, and how the data is
protected. There are additional physical reviews within this section that are
dependent on documentation that details how test modes are provided such
that the system can be validated for readiness of use, and how the test data
is to be segregated from actual vote data, etc. While many of the
requirements have test methods that read as Functional, the ability to
functionally test these requirements relies heavily on appropriate
documentation that details how the pertinent aspect of the requirement is
met, as implemented by the specific manufacturer.
4.3.4 Section 2.4 Functional Requirements, Voting Capabilities
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation is
needed to determine how the voting period is opened, how the voter receives
their ballot, what their options are while voting, how selections are verified
prior to casting of the ballot, and how the ballot is cast. There are additional
physical reviews within this section that are dependent on documentation
that details how voter identification is linked, or not linked, to their ballot, and
how the links are removed, as well as when. While many of the requirements
have test methods that read as Functional, the ability to functionally test
these requirements relies heavily on appropriate documentation that details
how the pertinent aspect of the requirement is met, as implemented by the
specific manufacturer.
4.3.5 Section 2.5 Functional Requirements, Post-Voting Capabilities
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation is
needed to determine how the vote data is stored in the electronic ballot box,
how the box is retrieved, and how the data is accumulated. There are
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additional physical reviews within this section that are dependent on
documentation that details how tabulated data is reported and in what format.
While many of the requirements have test methods that read as Functional,
the ability to functionally test these requirements relies heavily on appropriate
documentation that details how the pertinent aspect of the requirement is
met, as implemented by the specific manufacturer.
4.3.6 Section 2.6 Functional Requirements, Audit and Accountability
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation is
needed to determine what types of records are kept with what data such that
any and all events of an election can be reproduced. While many of the
requirements have test methods that read as Functional, the ability to
functionally test these requirements relies heavily on appropriate
documentation that details how the pertinent aspect of the requirement is
met, as implemented by the specific manufacturer.
4.3.7 Section 2.7 Functional Requirements, Performance Monitoring
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation is
needed to determine how the system is monitored, what specifically is
monitored, as well as how private or sensitive data is protected from access.
The ability to functionally test these requirements relies heavily on
appropriate documentation that details how the pertinent aspect of the
requirement is met, as implemented by the specific manufacturer.
4.3.8 Section 5.1 Security, Access Control
4.3.8.1 Subsection 5.1.1 Separation of duties
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation
is needed to determine who has what duties and the limitations of each
role/group/user. There are additional physical reviews within this section
that are dependent on documentation that details how the system will
conduct its processes and procedures that are applicable to access control,
i.e. what control mechanisms are implemented, and how they are
implemented to allow authorized access by what groups to election data, as
well as how multiple personnel will be employed to access critical data and
processes, etc. While many of the requirements have test methods that
read as Functional, the ability to functionally test these requirements relies
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heavily on appropriate documentation that details how the pertinent aspect
of the requirement is met, as implemented by the specific manufacturer.
4.3.8.2 Subsection 5.1.2 Voting System Access
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation
is needed to determine how the system will identify and authenticate
users/roles/groups. There are additional physical reviews within this section
that are dependent on documentation that details how the system will
conduct its processes and procedures that are applicable to access control,
i.e. what control mechanisms are implemented, and how they are
implemented to allow authorized access, as well as prevent unauthorized,
or how is privilege escalation prevented, what types of events are to be
logged and where they are is logged, how access failures are handled by
the system, etc. While many of the requirements have test methods that
read as Functional, the ability to functionally test these requirements relies
heavily on appropriate documentation that details how the pertinent aspect
of the requirement is met, as implemented by the specific manufacturer.
4.3.9 Section 5.2 Security, Identification and Authentication
4.3.9.1 Subsection 5.2.1 Authentication
This subsection, while consisting of Functional test methods, contains
logical as well as physical reviews of the requirements. The logical review
occurs where appropriate documentation is needed to determine what
types of authentication mechanisms are in place, strength of those
mechanisms, and authentication methods employed for each defined group
or role. Detail is also needed to understand how passwords are employed
within the system as well as how any related data is stored. There are
additional physical reviews within this section that are dependent on
documentation that details how devices are protected by authentication,
how networks are protected and how all messaging over those networks is
authenticated. This documentation is required before any functional test can
be created. The ability to functionally test these requirements relies heavily
on appropriate documentation that details how the pertinent aspect of the
requirement is met, as implemented by the specific manufacturer.
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4.3.10 Section 5.3 Security, Cryptography
4.3.10.1
Subsection 5.3.1 General Cryptography Requirements
This subsection contains primarily logical reviews of the requirements. The
logical review occurs where appropriate documentation is needed to
determine how cryptography is implemented, what are the pertinent
standards followed, as well as the strength employed. The ability to test
these requirements, by Inspection relies heavily on appropriate
documentation that details how the pertinent aspect of the requirement is
met, as implemented by the specific manufacturer.
4.3.10.2
Subsection 5.3.2 Key Management
This subsection contains primarily logical reviews of the requirements. The
logical review occurs where appropriate documentation is needed to
determine how keys are generated, what strength generation methods are
deployed, what are the pertinent standards followed, as well as how they
are employed. The ability to test these requirements by Inspection relies
heavily on appropriate documentation that details how the pertinent aspect
of the requirement is met, as implemented by the specific manufacturer.
4.3.10.3
Subsection 5.3.3 Key Establishment
This subsection contains primarily logical reviews of the requirements. The
logical review occurs where appropriate documentation is needed to
determine how keys are established within the system. The ability to test
these requirements by Inspection relies heavily on appropriate
documentation that details how the pertinent aspect of the requirement is
met, as implemented by the specific manufacturer.
4.3.10.4
Subsection 5.3.4 Key Handling
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation
is needed to determine how keys are stored and zeroed out as well as how
keys can be reset. The ability to test these requirements, by Inspection or
Functional test, relies heavily on appropriate documentation that details
how the pertinent aspect of the requirement is met, as implemented by the
specific manufacturer.
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4.3.11 Section 5.4 Security, Voting System Integrity Management
4.3.11.1
Subsection 5.4.1 Protecting the Integrity of the Voting System
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation
is needed to determine how vote data is protected during transmissions and
while in storage, as well as where it can and cannot be stored. There are
additional physical reviews within this section that are dependent on
documentation that details how malware is detected as well as how that
malware protection is updated, i.e., what voting system devices are
applicable, and how they are implemented to each device. While many of
the requirements have test methods that read as Functional, the ability to
functionally test these requirements relies heavily on appropriate
documentation that details how the pertinent aspect of the requirement is
met, as implemented by the specific manufacturer.
4.3.12 Section 5.5 Security, Communications Security
4.3.12.1
Subsection 5.5.1 Data Transmission Integrity
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation
is needed to determine how the data is protected during transmission, what
types of protocols are implemented. There are additional physical reviews
within this section that are dependent on documentation that details how
standards are implemented, how each device within a system utilizes
unique identifiers, how mutual authentication is employed, i.e., what
identifiers are used to logically and uniquely identify a vote capture device,
and how they are implemented to be utilized as part of the mutual
authentication process when data is be transmitted, etc. While many of the
requirements have test methods that read as Functional, the ability to
functionally test these requirements relies heavily on appropriate
documentation that details how the pertinent aspect of the requirement is
met, as implemented by the specific manufacturer.
4.3.12.2
Subsection 5.5.2 External Threats
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation
is needed to determine what protections are used to protect the voting
system against external threats and how they are implemented. There are
additional physical reviews within this section that are dependent on
documentation that details how interfaces are minimized and disabled, i.e.
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what port is used to transmit data, and how other ports are disabled to
prevent unauthorized access, etc. While many of the requirements have
test methods that read as Functional, the ability to functionally test these
requirements relies heavily on appropriate documentation that details how
the pertinent aspect of the requirement is met, as implemented by the
specific manufacturer.

4.3.13 Section 5.6 Security, Logging
4.3.13.1
Subsection 5.6.1 Log Management
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation
is needed to determine what information is to be logged, where it is to be
logged, how it is logged and who has access to view the logs. There are
additional physical reviews within this section that are dependent on
documentation that details how logs are to be separated by jurisdiction, how
they will be preserved, as well as what types of events are to be logged.
While many of the requirements have test methods that read as Functional,
the ability to functionally test these requirements relies heavily on
appropriate documentation that details how the pertinent aspect of the
requirement is met, as implemented by the specific manufacturer.
4.3.13.2
Subsection 5.6.2 Communications Logging
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation
is needed to determine what types of communications are logged, how they
are logged, what is logged and where they are logged. While many of the
requirements have test methods that read as Functional, the ability to
functionally test these requirements relies heavily on appropriate
documentation that details how the pertinent aspect of the requirement is
met, as implemented by the specific manufacturer.
4.3.13.3
Subsection 5.6.3 System Event Logging
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation
is needed to determine what events are logged and how they are
described, as well as what their status is considered within the voting
system. There are additional physical reviews within this section that are
dependent on documentation that details where the logs are kept, how they
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can be accessed and what content is expected in each log, i.e. what is
critical versus what is communication versus what is an error or exception
message, and how they are implemented to which log, as well as any
codes that identify the issue, etc. While many of the requirements have test
methods that read as Functional, the ability to functionally test these
requirements relies heavily on appropriate documentation that details how
the pertinent aspect of the requirement is met, as implemented by the
specific manufacturer.

4.3.14 Section 5.7 Security, Incident Response
4.3.14.1
Subsection 5.7.1 Incident Response Support
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation
is needed to determine what system operations or security events the
voting system considers to be a critical event, as well as how appropriate
personnel will be notified of a critical event occurrence. The ability to
functionally test these requirements relies heavily on appropriate
documentation that details how the pertinent aspect of the requirement is
met, as implemented by the specific manufacturer.
4.3.15 Section 5.8 Security, Physical and Environmental Security
4.3.15.1
Subsection 5.8.1 Physical Access
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation
is needed to determine what manner of physical evidence is produced to
determine unauthorized access. The ability to functionally test these
requirements relies heavily on appropriate documentation that details how
the pertinent aspect of the requirement is met, as implemented by the
specific manufacturer.
4.3.15.2
Subsection 5.8.2 Physical Ports and Access Ports
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation
is needed to determine what ports on devices within the voting system are
essential for each activity within the system and which are not, and how to
disable the nonessential. The ability to functionally test these requirements
relies heavily on appropriate documentation that details how the pertinent
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aspect of the requirement is met, as implemented by the specific
manufacturer.
4.3.15.3
Subsection 5.8.3 Physical Port Protection
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation
is needed to determine how a port is shut down if a disconnection occurs,
how appropriate personnel will be notified, how and what will be logged in
an appropriate log file, as well as how a port can be reactivated by
authorized personnel. There are additional physical reviews within this
section that are dependent on documentation that details how ports can be
manually disabled by authorized personnel, etc. The ability to functionally
test these requirements relies heavily on appropriate documentation that
details how the pertinent aspect of the requirement is met, as implemented
by the specific manufacturer.
4.3.15.4
Subsection 5.8.4 Door Cover and Panel Security
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation
is needed to determine how a vote capture device is configured to prevent
and detect tampering attempts such that workers can monitor the kiosk
location. The ability to functionally test these requirements relies heavily on
appropriate documentation that details how the pertinent aspect of the
requirement is met, as implemented by the specific manufacturer.
4.3.15.5
Subsection 5.8.5 Secure Paper Record Receptacle
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation
is needed to determine how the receptacle is configured to provide physical
evidence of unauthorized access attempts. The ability to functionally test
these requirements relies heavily on appropriate documentation that details
how the pertinent aspect of the requirement is met, as implemented by the
specific manufacturer.
4.3.15.6
Subsection 5.8.6 Secure Physical Lock and Key
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation
is needed to determine how and where locks are employed, as well as how
they are configured to provide physical evidence of any tampering attempts.
The ability to functionally test these requirements relies heavily on
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appropriate documentation that details how the pertinent aspect of the
requirement is met, as implemented by the specific manufacturer.
4.3.15.7
Subsection 5.8.7 Media Protection
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation
is needed to determine how all forms of media that contain sensitive data
are protected from unauthorized access, modification or disclosure. The
ability to functionally test these requirements relies heavily on appropriate
documentation that details how the pertinent aspect of the requirement is
met, as implemented by the specific manufacturer.
4.3.16 Section 5.9 Security, Penetration Resistance
4.3.16.1
Subsection 5.9.1 Resistance to Penetration Attempts
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation
is needed to determine resistance to unauthorized access attempts,
disclosure of all system information, as well as resistance of ports to all
unauthorized penetration attempts. The ability to functionally test these
requirements relies heavily on appropriate documentation that details how
the pertinent aspect of the requirement is met, as implemented by the
specific manufacturer.
4.3.16.2
Subsection 5.9.2 Penetration Resistance Test and Evaluation
This subsection contains logical as well as physical reviews of the
requirements. The logical review occurs where appropriate documentation
is needed to determine potential access points within the voting system. A
lack of documentation prevents the reviewer from fully understanding how
the system is implemented, thereby reducing the effectiveness of the
penetration test attempts. The ability to fully functionally test these
requirements relies heavily on appropriate documentation that details how
the pertinent aspect of the requirement is met, as implemented by the
specific manufacturer.
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4.4

Full Systems

For this project, two manufacturers delivered systems for full, in-house, system
testing, which consisted of evaluation of each system against sections 2
(Functional) and 5 (Security). The two systems submitted were in several important
ways a study in different technologies employed.
Both full systems contained the ability to import/create/modify election definitions,
as well as conducting the voting, accumulating and tallying of results. Each portion
of the system was subjected to Sections 2 and 5, as applicable.

Manufacturer 1 delivered 3 basic functionality documents and 2 security documents.

Manufacturer 2 delivered 9 basic functionality documents and 9 security documents.
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4.5

EVSWs

For this project five systems were delivered for testing, which consisted of
evaluation of each system against section 5 (Security). Two manufacturers provided
“back office” environments, upon which their server side applications run. Three
manufacturers provided only remote access to their systems, one with limited
access to their back office applications. None of the manufacturers supplied kiosk
location hardware setups. SLI used our own hardware as vote capture devices, in
conjunction with each manufacturer’s voting implementation. All the EVSW
manufacturers are relying on commercial off the shelf products to be supplied as the
voter capture device. Only one EVSW manufacturer had any documentation on
hardening of the vote capture device.

Manufacturer 3 did provide a setup for their back office applications that was used
locally by SLI, though not all applications or features were made available. In some
instances the user roles made available had limited access to functionality such that
we were not able to fully execute all functionality within the system.
Manufacturer 3 delivered 3 basic functionality documents and 2 security documents.

Manufacturer 4 did not provide a setup for their back office applications to be used
locally by SLI. Manufacturer 4 did supply some credentials to access their system
remotely, though not all applications or features were made available. In some
instances the user roles made available had limited access to functionality such that
we were not able to fully execute all functionality within the system.
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Manufacturer 4 delivered 5 basic functionality documents and 0 security documents.
Manufacturer 4 stated that the environment is secure due to the operating system
employed.

Manufacturer 5 did not provide a setup for their back office applications to be used
locally by SLI. Manufacturer 5 did supply some credentials to access their system
remotely, though not all applications or features were made available. In some
instances the user roles made available had limited access to functionality such that
we were not able to fully execute all functionality within the system.
Manufacturer 5 delivered 2 basic functionality documents and 0 security documents.
Manufacturer 5 did deliver one third party white paper that gave high level concepts
of security implemented within the provided environment, in which the
manufacturer’s application resides. Manufacturer 5 was not able to meet with SLI
for remote support testing.

Manufacturer 6 did not provide a setup for their back office applications to be used
locally by SLI. Manufacturer 6 did not supply credentials to access their system
remotely and consequently we were not able to fully execute all functionality within
the system.
Manufacturer 6 delivered 2 basic functionality documents and 0 security documents.
Manufacturer 6 did deliver one 2-page document, in response to our request for
Security documentation, that touched on how the technologies used in their system
inherently provide security such that they had no need for further implementations
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or documentation. Manufacturer 6 was not able to meet with SLI for remote support
testing.

Manufacturer 7 did provide a setup for their back office applications that was used
locally by SLI, though not all applications or features were made available. In some
instances the user roles made available had limited access to functionality such that
we were not able to fully execute all functionality within the system.
Manufacturer 7 delivered 3 basic functionality documents and 1 security document.
Manufacturer 7’s delivered security documentation did not provide all the needed
information. Manufacturer 7 did meet with SLI for a limited remote support testing.

4.6

Test Results Summary

SLI reviewed each manufacturer’s provided documentation to assess its contents in
regards to the requirements, in UOCAVA Pilot Program Testing Requirements
Section 2: Functional Requirements and Section 5: Security for the full systems,
and Section 5 for the EVSWs.
The review was conducted for adequate content and format of the systems’ features
in regards to creating/importing election definitions. The intent here was to provide
the manufacturer with an assessment of the state of their documentation in regards
to what would be expected in an actual certification.
SLI performed tests on each manufacturer’s provided system. The testing
incorporated end-to-end election scenarios testing the functionality supported by the
manufacturer.
The following results were used in both the documentation review and the functional
testing to describe the outcome of the pertinent review.


Passed indicates that sufficient functionality was found such that the
requirement is considered met.
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Insufficient Robustness indicates that a sufficient amount of functionality was not
found such that the requirement is not considered to be fully met. In a strict
pass/fail environment, this would be seen as a fail.
Not Tested indicates that while functionality should be in place to cover the
requirement, either access to the functionality was not provided, or
documentation was insufficient for indicating where and how the functionality
was implemented.
Not Applicable indicates that functionality was not in place, nor was required.

The following two tables break out the requirements to a level 2 heading ( i.e. 2.1,
2.2, …) section. For each requirement, as defined by a requirement entry that
contains a “SHALL”, we assigned percentages for “Passed”, “Failed”, “Untested”
and “Not Applicable (NA)”. For any requirement to pass, it had to fully pass,
including any pertinent sub requirements. If any sub requirement failed, the whole
requirement failed.
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The following table enumerates how each manufacturer fared against the section 2
Functional Requirements section

Manufacturer 1

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

Manufacturer 2

% Passed: 88
% Failed: 0
% Untested: 12
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 88
% Failed: 0
% Untested: 12
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 75
% Failed: 25
% Untested: 0
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 75
% Failed: 25
% Untested: 0
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 50
% Failed: 50
% Untested: 0
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 50
% Failed: 50
% Untested: 0
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 67
% Failed: 22
% Untested: 0
% N/A: 11
Beyond scope (early voting)

% Passed: 67
% Failed: 22
% Untested: 0
% N/A: 11
Beyond scope (early voting)

% Passed: 100
% Failed: 0
% Untested: 0
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 100
% Failed: 0
% Untested: 0
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 46
% Failed: 8
% Untested: 46
No paper funcitonality
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 75
% Failed: 8
% Untested: 17
Lack of information
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 67
% Failed: 33
% Untested: 0
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 67
% Failed: 33
% Untested: 0
% N/A: 0
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The following table enumerates how each manufacturer fared against the section 5
Security section:
Manufacturer
1

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

Manufacturer
2

Manufacturer
3

% Passed: 42
% Failed: 53
% Untested: 5

% Passed:84
% Failed: 16
% Untested: 0

% Passed: 42
% Failed: 53
% Untested: 5

% N/A: 0

% N/A: 0

% N/A: 0

Manufacturer
4

% Passed: 32
% Failed: 21
% Untested: 47
Lack of access
% N/A: 0

Manufacturer
5

Manufacturer
6

Manufacturer
7

% Passed: 37
% Failed: 5
% Untested: 58
Lack of access
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 0
% Failed: 0
% Untested:
100
No Access
Lack of access
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 32
% Failed: 11
% Untested: 57
Lack of access
% N/A:

% Passed: 38
% Failed: 11
% Untested: 23
Lack of
Information
% N/A: 8
No VPN

% Passed: 8
% Failed: 46
% Untested: 38
Lack of
Information
% N/A: 8
No VPN

% Passed: 54
% Failed: 38
% Untested: 8
Time
constraint
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 8
% Failed: 46
% Untested: 38
Lack of
Information
% N/A: 8
No VPN

% Passed: 16
% Failed: 38
% Untested: 38
Lack of
Information
% N/A: 8
No VPN

% Passed: 8
% Failed: 38
% Untested: 46
Lack of
Information
% N/A: 8
No VPN

% Passed:16
% Failed: 16
% Untested: 60
Lack of
Information
Time
constraint
% N/A: 8
No VPN

% Passed: 0
% Failed: 23
% Untested: 77
Lack of
Information
Lack of access
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 0
% Failed: 23
% Untested: 77
Lack of
Information
Lack of access
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 0
% Failed: 23
% Untested: 77
Lack of
Information
Lack of access
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 54
% Failed: 0
% Untested: 46
Lack of
Information
Lack of access
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 0
% Failed: 0
% Untested:
100
Lack of
Information
Lack of access
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 0
% Failed: 0
% Untested:
100
Lack of
Information
Lack of access
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 69
% Failed:
% Untested: 31
Lack of
Information
Lack of access
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 0
% Failed:43
% Untested: 57
Lack of Access
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 57
% Failed: 0
% Untested: 0
% N/A: 43
Ballot Delivery
System

% Passed: 0
% Failed: 71
% Untested: 0
% N/A: 29
Ballot Deliver
System

% Passed: 0
% Failed: 14
% Untested: 43
Lack of access
% N/A: 43
Ballot Deliver
System

% Passed: 0
% Failed: 71
% Untested: 29
Lack of access
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 23
% Failed: 77
% Untested: 0
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 0
% Failed: 71
% Untested: 29
Lack of access
% N/A: 0
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5.5

5.6

5.7

5.8

5.9

% Passed: 60
% Failed: 10
% Untested: 20
Lack of
Information
% N/A: 10
No VPN

% Passed: 30
% Failed: 10
% Untested: 60
VPN Block
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 60
% Failed: 10
% Untested: 20
Lack of
Information
% N/A: 10
No VPN

% Passed: 30
% Failed: 10
% Untested: 50
Lack of access
% N/A: 10
No VPN

% Passed: 40
% Failed: 10
% Untested: 40
Lackof
Information
% N/A: 10
No VPN

% Passed: 0
% Failed: 0
% Untested:
100
Lack of
information
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 40
% Failed: 0
% Untested: 70
Lack of access
% N/A: 10
No VPN

% Passed: 29
% Failed: 47
% Untested: 24
Lack of
Information
Lack of access
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 18
% Failed: 47
% Untested: 35
Lack of
Information
Lack of access
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 12
% Failed: 41
% Untested: 47
Lack of
Information
Lack of access
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 35
% Failed: 30
% Untested: 35
Lack of
Information
Lack of access
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 0%
Failed: 100%
Untested: 0%
N/A: 0
% Passed: 14
% Failed: 29
% Untested: 50
Lack of
Information
Lack of Access
No kiosk
equipment
% N/A: 7
Ballot Delivery
system

% Passed: 0%
Failed: 100%
Untested: 0%
N/A: 0
% Passed: 0
% Failed: 0
% Untested: 93
Lack of
Information
Lack of Access
No kiosk
equipment
% N/A: 7
Ballot Delivery
system

% Passed: 0%
Failed: 100%
Untested: 0%
N/A: 0
% Passed: 0
% Failed: 14
% Untested: 79
Lack of
Information
Lack of Access
No kiosk
equipment
% N/A: 7
Ballot Delivery
system

% Passed: 75
% Failed: 8
% Untested: 0
% N/A: 17
VSTL oriented
requirements

% Passed: 0
% Failed: 8
% Untested: 75
Lack of access
% N/A: 17
VSTL oriented
requirements

% Passed: 0
% Failed: 8
% Untested: 75
Lack of access
% N/A: 17
VSTL oriented
requirements

% Passed: 24
% Failed: 71
% Untested: 5
Lack of access
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 59
% Failed: 29
% Untested: 12
Lack of access
% N/A:

% Passed: 24
% Failed: 71
% Untested: 5
Lack of access
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 0%
Failed: 100%
Untested: 0%
N/A: 0

% Passed: 50%
Failed: 50 %
Untested: 0%
N/A: 0

% Passed: 0%
Failed: 100%
Untested: 0%
N/A: 0

% Passed: 7
% Failed: 71
% Untested: 7
No Kiosk
equipment
% N/A: 15
No peripheral
devices

% Passed: 50
% Failed: 29
% Untested: 21
No peripheral
devices
% N/A: 0

% Passed: 7
% Failed: 71
% Untested: 7
No Kiosk
equipment
% N/A: 15
No peripheral
devices

% Passed: 0%
Failed: 100%
Untested: 0%
N/A: 0
% Passed: 0
% Failed: 7
% Untested: 86
Lack of
Information
Lack of Access
No kiosk
equipment
% N/A: 7
Ballot Delivery
system

% Passed: 75
% Failed: 8
% Untested: 0
% N/A: 17
VSTL oriented
requirements

% Passed: 75
% Failed: 8
% Untested: 0
% N/A: 17
VSTL oriented
requirements

% Passed: 75
% Failed: 8
% Untested: 0
% N/A: 17
VSTL oriented
requirements

% Passed: 0
% Failed: 8
% Untested: 75
Lack of access
% N/A: 17
VSTL oriented
requirements

Had all the needed documentation been received, as well as appropriate access to
the entire environment, our expectation is that 80-85 percent of the current
requirement set could be met as is. One item to take into consideration is the
concept of the “Ballot Delivery System”. These types of systems will cause some of
the requirement set to not be applicable, since they do not retrieve and store vote
data.
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We believe that with the incorporation of our recommended modifications, that 100
percent of the resulting requirement set could be met. Combining our previous
experience as an EAC VSTL, testing traditional voting systems, with the experience
of the hands on testing and review of the participating manufacturers, we have been
to analyze the trends of this industry. As such, we took what we learned and made
our recommendations for modifications to the requirement set, in an attempt to
make the set more meaningful and applicable to the environment(s) which we see
this industry moving towards.

4.6.1 Manufacturer 1
4.6.1.1 Evaluation of Testing
SLI performed tests on Manufacturer 1’s provided system. The testing incorporated
end-to-end election scenarios which tested the functionality denoted in section 2 of
the requirements as implemented by Manufacturer 1.
The execution of the following test suites in relation to Manufacturer 1 included the
following:
4.6.1.1.1 Readiness of the Voting System
This test is designed to validate, at a higher level, that the core functionality of a
voting system is intact and functioning in a manner consistent with the expected
implementation. The Readiness Test creates a baseline election and executes it
in a basic Election Day scenario. This includes opening polls, voting ballots,
closing polls, printing reports, transmitting results to pertinent locations unique to
each system, and tallying results.
Testing was conducted to verify overall system readiness along with verifying
the base level creation of an election definition, successful transmission and
processing of ballot data. The testing successfully verified the system’s
capability of creating election data, opening polls, voting ballots, closing polls,
printing reports, transmitting results and tallying. Additionally, ballot selections
using write-ins, under votes, and voter updates were successfully cast and
counted without error.

4.6.1.1.2 Section 2.1 - Accuracy
Data content accuracy was successfully verified in multiple stages ranging from
creation/import of election definition, contest selections for each voter, and
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verification with the final vote tabulation reports. This also included a close
review of the consistency of content in which the automatic options, write-ins,
and under-votes were confirmed to match in each stage. At no point was the
voter identity made available as verified in the event logs.
For the given implementation, SLI was able to automate this test, such that a
high volume of data was able to be processed. The implementation of
Manufacturer 1’s system, utilizing username/password combinations, allowed
scripts to be created to interact with the system.

4.6.1.1.3 Section 2.2 – Operating Capacities
With the implementation of automated scripts, SLI was able to achieve high
levels of data presentation to the accumulation center of Manufacturer 1, as was
provided locally to SLI. The implementation used was not a production level
system, and as such was not as fully robust a deployment as would be seen in a
production environment. Nonetheless, while exercising the system for
capacities, a situation was encountered where an accumulation application gave
no indication that the tool was about to run out of memory, nor any indication
that the file was too large for current operating parameters of the tool, when
trying to decrypt a large file.

4.6.1.1.4 Section 2.3 – Pre-Voting Capabilities
The testing successfully verified the system’s capability to create / import
election data, ballot instructions and election rules. This process started with a
clean laptop used for the generation of Public and Private Keys as well as the
decryption of votes. The only programs installed on the hard drive are those
required to encrypt and decrypt. Because this was a virtual testing environment
it required the laptop be connected to the internet.
Before the election can be created/imported, it requires secure credential
generation handle through a proprietary application, provided by Manufacturer 1.
Manufacturer 1’s application also handles the encryption and decryption of user
credentials, election keys, and votes.
All necessary applications and third party products were successfully installed.
Step-by-step procedures included:




Installation of Manufacturer 1’s application
Installation of all third party applications
Generation of all needed Credentials
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Election Key Generation
Uploading New Voter Credentials to Manufacturer 1’s application
Create / Import Election (updates to Election)
Access Election / Vote

One documentation issue encountered was that the documentation does not
specify how to import the election definition. As such, we would recommend that
Manufacturer 1 ensure that such documentation is in place prior to a certification
effort.

4.6.1.1.5 Section 2.4 – Voting Capabilities
The testing successfully verified the system’s capability to open polls, access the
ballot, verify voter selections, and cast ballots. This was confirmed by a
deployed voting verification service, which is a feature that enables a voter to
confirm their vote has been received and counted. When a voter casts their
ballot a receipt is displayed from which the voter is asked to note a confirmation
number.
The vote verification service becomes available when the election reaches its
reporting time after votes have been decrypted. The voters can return to the
same URL they used to vote and instead of the election they will have the option
of using the vote verification service system. The voter enters their pass code
then compares the receipt displayed to them by the vote verification service with
the one they were given when they voted. The two should match exactly. If the
voter's receipt is re-created exactly as they saw it, then they can be confident
that the Electoral Returning Officer and his/her official quorum of observers have
decrypted the votes and counted them.
At no point was the voter identity made available as verified in the event logs.
Voters in the event logs cannot be identified, nor votes viewed.
The decrypted ballots can be accessed and decrypted while the absentee
election is still open, and if configured with an access time for counting the
decrypted ballots, they can be uploaded, counted and partial totals posted while
the election is still open. It can also be configured to not allow this to occur.

4.6.1.1.6 Section 2.5 – Post Voting Capabilities
While votes can be read and results obtained once the system finishes the
decryption process, at no point could an individual’s identity be traced to their
ballot. It was not possible to determine a voter’s selections before, during, or
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after decryption. During the vote decryption process, after the close of voting,
the private key was combined with other reference files to unlock the votes and
produce readable election results. Reporting accuracy was confirmed by using
the voter credentials against the expected returns to validate accuracy.
After election closed the post election process begins:






Downloading the Encrypted Votes
Vote Decryption
Counting the Decrypted Votes
Vote Tabulation
Publishing the Report

Manufacturer 1 does encrypt with a public key. They are not using a digital
signature but the process does check the integrity of the ballot box.
There is no specific procedure listed for the jurisdiction to access the electronic
ballot box. They do require encryption judges to decrypt the votes.

4.6.1.1.7 Section 2.6 – Audit and Accountability
Manufacturer 1 does implement significant logging for audit and accountability,
though some deficiencies were noted. In contests with multiple write-in fields,
the totals of the names entered in each write-in field are tallied separately, and
the totals from those multiple write-in fields are not tallied together. Another
issue seen was that the system also records info in the HTTP logs on the Web
Server, which are not set up with log rollover capabilities. Additionally, some of
Manufacturer 1’s tools do not implement log files, thus the tasks performed are
not logged. For some of Manufacturer 1’s applications, the logs saved do not
record important events, e.g. poll opening/closings, IP addresses of accessing
systems, and some errors.
There are two types of election in Manufacturer 1’s system. The first type
implements an election where the voter's choices are not transmitted to the
back-end system, but must be printed or saved and then the printout is faxed,
emailed or mailed in to be counted. The second type is an election where the
voters’ choices are automatically transmitted, via the internet, to the back-end
system, but are not printed. As such, a paper record and its identifier will only
exist if the first type of election is used.
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Manufacturer 1’s system’s creation of a summary count record does not display
a time, date, ballot type, voting location, or number of write-ins. There appears to
be no means to support both a ballot printout, and electronically transmit the
ballot to the Election Authority.

4.6.1.1.8 Section 2.7 – Performance Monitoring
Manufacturer 1’s system did not provide any specific application for monitoring
the network beyond the basic operating system tools Monitor Windows Server
and Resource. As such, it was left to the operating system’s inherent roles
access features to prevent any unauthorized monitoring. No examples of being
able to compromise either voter privacy or data integrity were discovered.

4.6.1.1.9 Section 3 - Access/Usability/Reliability
This portion of our review may be considered beyond the scope of review and
results may not necessarily be indicative of actual system implementation.
Manufacturer 1’s documentation details various distinct styles of elections
conducted over the internet. Regardless of the access mechanism, the
document states that the election and credentials are created in the same
manner. Manufacturer 1 does not provide software or hardware to support a
kiosk. No documentation provided addresses vote capture device accessibility.
Manufacturer 1’s documentation did not detail access to the voting system for
voters with disabilities. No specification for floor space as related to the voting
station is provided. The voting system does not provide the voter with the option
to select black text on white background vs. white text on black background.
Manufacturer 1’s internet voting interface provides visual instructions, not tactile.
The vote capture device does provide instructions for all of its valid operations.
Warnings and alerts issued by Manufacturer 1’s vote capture device are
distinguishable from other information and clearly state the nature of the
problem, whether the voter has performed an invalid operation or whether the
vote capture device has malfunctioned, and the set of responses available to the
voter. Each distinct instruction is separated spatially from other instructions for
visual interfaces. The use of color agrees with common conventions.

4.6.1.1.10

Section 5.1 Security, Access Control

Manufacturer 1’s system supplied insufficient documentation to create user roles
within the system. Manufacturer 1’s system does not address the kiosk site. As
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such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 1 ensure that such
documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
Voters could access their jurisdiction's election ballots and cast their vote at
election time. The system implemented appropriate access control over each
defined user/role/group.
While the requirements specify that the voting system shall require at least two
persons from a predefined group for validating the election configuration
information, accessing the cast vote records, and starting the tabulation process,
Manufacturer 1’s system allowed a single Election Official to change the election
configuration.
Manufacturer 1’s system did not time out an inactive voter following a specified
period of inactivity; similarly with back office applications, an administrator was
also allowed to remain logged into the application. The system also failed to log
successful and unsuccessful logons. There was no preset number of logon
failures to restrict access when the number of logon failures was exceeded.

4.6.1.1.11

Section 5.2 Security, Identification and Authentication

Documentation was provided that detailed authentication mechanisms
implemented to support the voting system, though messaging schemas,
algorithms or protocols lacked sufficient detail. Documentation was not sufficient
for detailing secure storage of authentication data. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 3 ensure that such documentation is in place
prior to a certification effort.
Functionally, two-factor authentication was not sufficient in some areas within
the system. Password reset was of sufficient robustness. Password controls
including password expiration, password history and password strength were
insufficient or not verifiable.

4.6.1.1.12

Section 5.3 Security, Cryptography

Manufacturer 1’s voting system documentation was insufficient in describing the
cryptographic functionality used. As such, we would recommend that
Manufacturer 1 ensure that such documentation is in place prior to a certification
effort.
Additionally, other issues were found in Manufacturer 1’s implementation of
cryptography. The voting system uses a combination of Bouncy Castle and
OpenSSL. Bouncy Castle does not currently hold a FIPS certification, which in
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an actual UOCAVA certification effort would cause the voting system to not be
compliant. The OpenSSL module does have several certifications from FIPS but
information could not be acquired to adequately determine the certification in
effect. The keys used on the voting system all comply with the required length of
112 bits.
The communications of the voting system use a Digital Certificate generated by
one of the top commercial Certificate Authorities (CA). SLI recognizes these top
commercial CAs to be accredited Certification Authorities (CAs) and therefore
practicing within industry standards in regards to cryptographic functions
performed internally by these commercial CAs.
Due to lack of specific information, the key generation methods, security of the
key and Random Number Generator (RNG), seed key generation,
communications key generation, health tests for the RNG, and key zeroization
could not be adequately determined for compliance.
The system uses a manual key generation process; therefore, keys can be and
are imputed and exported in plaintext. All keys are placed in a key container and
are encrypted. Re-keying is supported within the election design software.

4.6.1.1.13

Section 5.4 Security, Integrity Management

Manufacturer 1 provided only limited information for Integrity Management. Vote
integrity was not fully covered to adequately fulfill requirements. Storage and
electronic ballot box integrity were not fully addressed. No documentation was
provided on the handling of malware detection or upgrade capability. Validation
of kiosk vote capture device software was not addressed. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 1 ensure that such documentation is in place
prior to a certification effort.
Functionally, Manufacturer 1 did not provide adequate transmission integrity or
storage of cast vote data. Access to remote server location was not provided,
such that neither cast vote storage nor electronic ballot box integrity checks
could be validated. Neither were checks for malware detection or upgrade
mechanisms implemented as per Manufacturer 1. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 1 ensure that such environments are available for
appropriate inspection in a certification effort.

4.6.1.1.14

Section 5.5 Communications Security

Manufacturer 1’s documentation was not sufficient in detailing how the data
transmission integrity is protected in terms of protocols, mutual authentication
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methods, or interface protections. As such, we would recommend that
Manufacturer 1 ensure that such documentation is in place prior to a certification
effort.
Functionally, Manufacturer 1 did implement appropriate protocols and
authentication methods.

4.6.1.1.15

Section 5.6 Security, Logging

Manufacturer 1’s voting system documentation set did not sufficiently describe
all system auditing procedures, configurations, or locations of the system audit
logs. As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 1 ensure that such
documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
The voting system is compliant logging power failures, abnormal shutdowns and
restarts, removable media events, logon and logoff events, password changes,
use of privileges, attempts to exceed privileges, access attempts to underlying
resources, addition and deletion of users, format of logs, maintaining voter
privacy, timekeeping mechanisms, and opening and closing Polls.
The voting system did not exhibit full compliance in logging error and exception
messages, communications, critical system status messages, displaying the
status of transmissions, events requiring election official intervention, changes to
system configuration settings, integrity checks, addition or deletion of files,
system readiness results, backup and restore, authentication events, access
control events, user account activity, installing and upgrading software, changes
to configuration settings, abnormal process exits, database events, changes to
cryptographic keys, and voting events.

4.6.1.1.16

Section 5.7 Security, Incident Response

Manufacturer 1’s documentation did provide a 'System Security Specifications'
document, but there was no comprehensive list identifying what types of system
operations or security events are classified as critical. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 1 ensure that such documentation is in place
prior to a certification effort.
Manufacturer 1’s system did not provide any alarms to be triggered during
functional testing. With the current implementation of a browser implementation
on a commercial off the shelf hardware component, in the kiosk location setup,
this was not unexpected.
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4.6.1.1.17

Section 5.8 Security, Physical and Environmental

Manufacturer 1’s provided documentation did not include sufficient detail. Items
lacking in the documentation include: there was neither comprehensive list
identifying critical central server components nor the means by which
unauthorized physical access could be recognized. There was no mention of
disabling non-essential physical ports or access points. The documentation did
not identify an event log or any event that would cause an entry to be written to
an event log. The documentation did not provide guidelines for restricting
physical access to ports supporting removable media which are not essential to
the voting session. The documentation did not provide guidelines related to the
recognition of physical tampering or unauthorized access to ports and all other
access points.
The documentation did not include any guidelines as to the physical disabling of
ports. The documentation provided did not detail the use of tamper evident or
tamper resistant countermeasures. The documentation provided did not include
guidelines related to physical security, tampering or tampering
countermeasures. As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 1 ensure
that such documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
During functional testing, disabled ports could only be re-enabled by an
authorized administrator. An issue was discovered when a flash drive was
plugged into an unused port and the device was accessible. The ability for the
vote capture device to be automatically disabled if connections were broken with
peripheral components was not able to be evidenced, as kiosk location
equipment was not provided. Similarly for locks and seals--without delivered
kiosk equipment, the placement of these items was not evidenced. As such, we
would recommend that Manufacturer 1 be prepared to provide a full system
environment, including hardware and all pertinent documentation, in a
certification effort.

4.6.1.1.18

Section 5.9 Security, Penetration Resistance

With regard to the Penetration Resistance documentation, processes and
procedures implemented by Manufacturer 1, resources provided were limited.
No documentation was provided on how a system would be configured such that
it would be resistant to unauthorized penetration attempts. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 1 ensure that such documentation is in place
prior to a certification effort.
From a Functional perspective, Manufacturer 1 did not provide kiosk oriented
hardware. Therefore, we were not able to exercise testing against a hardened
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physical environment as would be recommended by Manufacturer 1. As such,
we would recommend that Manufacturer 1 ensure such hardware is available for
appropriate inspection in a certification effort.
From a Functional perspective, Manufacturer 1 was able to provide a local
server, “backend” system for SLI to perform penetration testing. The system
performed well. Only a minimal port set was left open, and those were
configured in an appropriately positive manner to block exploitation attempts.
215 known exploits were successfully rebuffed. In terms of System Access and
Interfaces, similar results were obtained: 253 exploits were attempted, with all
being rebuffed. In terms of System Disclosure, when probed, the system did
disclose the make and version of its web server. As such, we would recommend
that Manufacturer 1 be prepared to provide a full system environment in a
certification effort, though the testing that was performed on the provided
equipment was successful overall in its security deployment.
White box testing was not implemented, as Manufacturer 1 did not provide
source code to be reviewed as part of the white box testing effort.

4.6.1.1.19

Analysis of Manufacturer Assessment to the Requirements

For section 2 in terms of documentation, Manufacturer provided adequate
documentation such that 88% of the requirements under review, would be
considered to be met.
In terms of functionality, Manufacturer was evaluated at the following levels, for
percentages of requirements being evaluated:
Passed: 87%
Insufficient Robustness: 12%
Not Tested: 1%
Not Applicable: 0%

In terms of documentation, Manufacturer provided adequate documentation such
that 18% of the requirements under review, which consisted of Section 5, would be
considered to be met.
In terms of functionality, Manufacturer was evaluated at the following levels, for
percentages of requirements being evaluated:
Passed: 23%
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Insufficient Robustness: 38%
Not Tested: 36%
Not Applicable: 3%






Passed indicates that sufficient functionality was found such that the
requirement is considered met.
Insufficient Robustness indicates that a sufficient amount of functionality was not
found such that the requirement is not considered to be fully met.
Not Tested indicates that while functionality should be in place to cover the
requirement, either access to the functionality was not provided, or
documentation was insufficient for indicating where and how the functionality
was implemented.
Not Applicable indicates that functionality was not in place, nor was required.

4.6.2 Manufacturer 2
4.6.2.1 Evaluation of Testing
4.6.2.1.1 Readiness
This test is designed to validate, at a higher level, that the core functionality of a
voting system is intact and functioning in a manner consistent with the expected
implementation. The Readiness Test creates a baseline election and executes it
in a basic Election Day scenario. This includes opening polls, voting ballots,
transmitting results, closing polls, tallying results and printing reports.
Testing was conducted to verify overall system readiness along with verifying
the base level creation of an election definition and successful transmission and
processing of ballot data. The testing successfully verified the system’s
capability of creating election data, opening polls, voting ballots, closing polls,
printing reports and transmitting results to the back end server for the final
accumulation and tallying. Additionally, testing was successfully conducted with
voters in multiple precincts in a single jurisdiction, provided a different set of
races for each precinct. Lastly, ballot selections using write-ins and voter
updates were successfully cast and counted without error.

4.6.2.1.2 Section 2.1 - Accuracy
Accuracy in this section pertains to the hardware, telecommunication, and the
data content. Data content accuracy was successfully verified in multiple stages
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ranging from comparisons of contest selections on the voting kiosk touch screen
with the final paper printout for each voter to the printouts verified with the final
tally. This also included a close review of the consistency of content in which
both the automatic options and write-ins were confirmed to match in each stage.
At no point was the voter identity made available and ballots were successfully
provided in multiple languages and styles. Given the requirement of applying
voting smartcards, it was not possible to automate the system, and as such all
testing was performed manually.
4.6.2.1.3 Section 2.2 – Operating Capacities
Without the implementation of automated scripts, SLI was not able to achieve
high levels of data presentation to the accumulation center of Manufacturer 2, as
was provided locally to SLI. As such, while exercising the system for capacities,
no situation was encountered that caused issues of concern to be raised.

4.6.2.1.4 Section 2.3 – Pre-Voting Capabilities
Import and verification of election detail was successful for the jurisdiction
available for testing. Ballot content for different voters of different precincts was
confirmed to be consistent with that defined for each associated precinct. Also,
the ballot styles defined for each voter were consistent with that appearing in the
authentication laptop when searching on voter IDs. Ballots cast during checking
were successfully confirmed to appear in the separate database table, while the
normal election votes appeared only in the results table of the same database.
Lastly, the system tested did not support the use of image files.

4.6.2.1.5 Section 2.4 – Voting Capabilities
Ballots were successfully cast (and confirmed by the Log Viewer application),
revoked and then unrevoked. Up to three changes were allowed in a ballot
before the voter was required to submit a ballot. The behavior of the GUI was
user-friendly when selecting and changing options in each race. A review of
each group of selections produced a single sheet of paper listing the selections
made, which matched the expected result.
When the selections were reviewed and printed, a single-character designation
was incremented from A to B to C. This matched with that appearing on the final
ballot receipt once cast. With each ballot cast there was a paper receipt for
confirmation, instructions as to what to provide the voting official at the polling
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location, and a unique ID to be used later for verifying the receipt of the vote by
the casting board.
Tests of a single voter attempting to vote more than once generated the
expected result on the voting kiosk. Prior to the back end service, the means
was not available in the system to prevent a voter from casting a vote when an
absentee ballot had already been processed for the same voter. Attempting to
vote before the election opened or following the close of the election both
produced appropriate error messaging. Otherwise, a timeout on the voting kiosk
and other unsuccessful ballots cast generated error codes with no details as to
what caused them. The only follow-through instructions provided to the voter
were to contact an operator. One example was when a voter logged in before
the election closed, made a few selections and then attempted to cast their
ballot after the election closed.
For each voter logging onto the voting kiosk and casting a ballot, three records
were generated in the database running on the back office laptop, which was
confirmed through the Log Viewer GUI application running on the same laptop.
The actions and voter identification associated with each record are correctly
encrypted as viewed through both the Log Viewer and in the Results table of the
database.

4.6.2.1.6 Section 2.5 – Post Voting Capabilities
The ballot box file generated on the back office laptop was successfully signed
and sealed, then transported via USB flash drive to a second back office laptop
where it was then processed and finally tabulated. The system did not provide a
direct application for checking the ballot box integrity. However, the back office
partially provides some of this functionality. Had the encrypted file been
tampered with, the back office process would have failed.
Applying the closing token, along with the required service passwords, to open
and decrypt the ballots worked successfully. The final tally file was successfully
generated and is in a format easily viewed in any browser or migrated to many
common applications for modification, and printed.

4.6.2.1.7 Section 2.6 – Audit and Accountability
The tallying process on the back office laptop successfully generated an HTML
file, viewable in any browser, that lists the number of votes for each contest
according to each precinct. That is, the HTML file lists a table for each precinct
and in each table lists the votes for the contests that were available in the
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associated precinct. The set of contests identified for each precinct in the HTML
tally file matched with those identified in the paper printouts for the voters
associated with the same precincts. Also, the vote count from the HTML tally file
matched the vote count from the paper printouts for the accepted ballots minus
the votes from the revoked ballots. Using the print option from the browser, the
HTML tally file could easily be printed in an easily readable format matching that
appearing on the computer screen. The tallying application could not directly
print out the tally details.
Issues encountered included that the final tally file displayed a ballot count per
precinct at the top of each precinct table, but did not differentiate whether they
were the number received or counted. The final tally file did not display the
number of rejected electronic cast vote records. Nor did the final tally file display
the sum total of ballots counted and received for all of the precincts combined.

4.6.2.1.8 Section 2.7 – Performance Monitoring
Beyond the basic operating system tools available on each laptop there is no
application for monitoring the network. Given this, a user with the logon and
password combination to the back office laptops can apply the operating system
commands necessary to view network activity. Applying passive monitoring
commands will not compromise either voter privacy or election integrity.
Applying commands that alter network service, like stopping the web server or
altering the firewall configuration on the back office laptop, would only disrupt the
service, but would neither jeopardize voter privacy nor the election integrity.
4.6.2.1.9 Section 3 - Usability/Accessibility/Privacy
This portion of our review may be considered beyond the scope of review and
results may not necessarily be indicative of actual system implementation.
Manufacturer 2’s provided documentation does not detail any particular support
for disabled voters. Voting is conducted on a touch-screen which can also
present a visual keyboard to allow voters to enter the name of an unlisted
candidate. There is no provisioning for blind voters or those with impaired motor
skills.
Manufacturer 2’s voting system generates a voter's choice record which prints
on the printer attached to the voting Laptop. No other means of providing this
information is documented. Manufacturer 2’s vote capture device does not
provide audio output. The voting system requires tactile input in order to vote.
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Voting selections are made via a touch-screen. Manufacturer 2’s documentation
does not detail any auditory interface to the voting system.
Manufacturer 2’s voting system does generate a paper record of the voter's
choices; however, there is no provisioning of a mechanism that can read that
record and generate an audio representation of its contents.
The voter can not adjust the color saturation on the touch screen monitor. No
options were available to select black text on white background or white text on
black background. No specification for floor space as related to the voting station
is provided.

4.6.2.1.10

Section 5.1 Security, Access Control

Manufacturer 2’s documentation included detail on the definition of personnel
roles with segregated duties and responsibilities on critical processes to prevent
a single person from compromising the integrity of the system. The
documentation did not specify that two persons from a predefined group are
required for validating the election configuration information, whether or not its
execution required an operating system privileged account, indicate the logging
of all personnel access whether successful or unsuccessful, the restriction of
accounts following failed logins after a preset number of logins, the logging of
access restriction when an account is locked out, or the logging of access
restriction when an account is locked out. As such, we would recommend that
Manufacturer 2 ensure that such documentation is in place prior to a certification
effort.
Functionally, Manufacturer 2’s voting system has no log in authentication on the
Election Administration application. The administrative application on the back
end server did not time-out the user after fifteen minutes of inactivity nor did the
voter interface time-out a voter after fifteen minutes of inactivity. The system did
allow the user to screen lock while using the voting interface and the backend
servers. The system allows the administrator group to configure permissions and
functionality for each identity, group or role to include account and group/role
creation, modification, and deletion.
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4.6.2.1.11

Section 5.2 Security, Identification and Authentication

Manufacturer 2’s documentation provided some detail for authentication of
users, as well as protection of authentication data. Password details were
somewhat lacking for proper understanding of the implementation.
Documentation dealing with networking and message authentication was not as
sufficiently robust as would be ideal. As such, we would recommend that
Manufacturer 2 ensure that such documentation is in place prior to a certification
effort.
Functionally, the system provided sufficient strength of authentication and
employed adequate password management.

4.6.2.1.12

Section 5.3 Security, Cryptography

The Manufacturer 2 voting system documentation does not sufficiently describe
the cryptographic functionality used. A combination of Bouncy Castle and
OpenSSL cryptographic modules are used. Bouncy Castle does not have a
FIPS certification and OpenSSL v0.9.8g Works only with Red Hat Enterprise
Linux (RHEL) v5.4. The Manufacturer 2 system uses v3.4. Both modules are
found to be non-compliant. The keys used in the system all meet the 112 bits
security requirement except for one key with only 80 bits of security. Due to the
lack of information, the component in which the non-compliant key is
implemented could not be determined. The communications of the system is
running OpenVPN and a Digital Certificate. OpenVPN does not have a FIPS
certification but can be used in conjunction with OpenSSL running in FIPS
mode. Due to the lack of information the OpenVPN module could not be
determined to be compliant. No information was received from Manufacturer 2 in
regards to the Digital Certificate used for the communications of the systems.
Due to a lack of proper information the Key generation methods, Security of the
key and Random number generator (RNG), seed key generation, Health tests
for the RNG, Communications key generation, and Key Zeroization could not
adequately be determined to be compliant. All keys are generated using
automated methods and do not leave either the system or the tokens; therefore,
encryption during import or export is not required. All keys stored within the
voting system are kept within a PKCS#12 encrypted key containers. The voting
system does not have the ability to “re-key” the system during an election. To rekey the system an election would have to be re-created.
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4.6.2.1.13

Section 5.4 Security, Integrity Management

Manufacturer 2 provided only limited information for Integrity Management. Vote
integrity was not fully covered to adequately fulfill requirements. Storage and
electronic ballot box integrity were not fully addressed. No documentation was
provided on the handling of malware detection or upgrade capability. Validation
of kiosk vote capture device software was not addressed. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 2 ensure that such documentation is in place
prior to a certification effort.
Functionally, Manufacturer 2 did provide adequate transmission integrity or
storage of cast vote data. Cast vote storage and electronic ballot box integrity
checks were sufficient. Checks for malware detection or upgrade mechanisms
are not sufficiently implemented. As such, we would recommend that
Manufacturer 2 ensure that such environments are available for appropriate
inspection in a certification effort.
4.6.2.1.14

Section 5.5 Communications Security

Manufacturer 2’s documentation was not sufficient in detailing how
communications security was implemented, including usage of VPN, usage of
TLS/SSL and mutual authentication. As such, we would recommend that
Manufacturer 2 ensure that such documentation is in place prior to a certification
effort.
Functionally, the VPN credentials could not be verified to meet the required
standards. Additionally, the usage of the VPN precluded us from being able to
determine how data was being encrypted.

4.6.2.1.15

Section 5.6 Security, Logging

Manufacturer 2’s voting system documentation set did not sufficiently describe
all system auditing procedure, configurations, or locations of the system audit
logs. As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 2 ensure that such
documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
The voting system is compliant logging power failures, abnormal shutdowns and
restarts, removable media events, logon and logoff events, password changes,
use of privileges, attempts to exceed privileges, access attempts to underlying
resources, format of logs, maintaining voter privacy, timekeeping mechanisms,
addition and deletion of users, and opening and closing Polls.
The voting system did not exhibit full compliance in logging error and exception
messages, communications, displaying the status of transmissions, critical
system status messages, events requiring election official intervention, changes
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to system configuration settings, integrity checks, addition or deletion of files,
system readiness results, backup and restore, authentication events, access
control events, user account activity, installing and upgrading software, changes
to configuration settings, abnormal process exits, database events, changes to
cryptographic keys, and voting events.

4.6.2.1.16

Section 5.7 Security, Incident Response

Manufacturer 2’s documentation did provide a sufficient list identifying what
types of system operations or security events are classified as critical.
Manufacturer 2’s system did not provide any alarms to be triggered during
functional testing.

4.6.2.1.17

Section 5.8 Security, Physical and Environmental

Manufacturer 2 provided documentation but did not provide sufficient detail.
Items lacking in the documentation include: there was no comprehensive list
identifying critical central server components or the means by which
unauthorized physical access could be recognized or prevented. The
documentation did not identify an event log or any event that would cause an
entry to be written to an event log. For the kiosk location there is not sufficient
documentation to indicate that the disconnection of a component from the vote
capture device would cause its port to become disabled. Neither is there
sufficient detail to determine how attempts to modify the vote capture device
would be detected and reported. The documentation does discuss the use of
seals and locks to prevent tampering.
As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 2 ensure that such
documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
During functional testing, disabled ports could only be re-enabled by an
authorized administrator. An issue was discovered when a flash drive was
plugged into an unused port in the back office and the device was accessible.
The ability for the vote capture device to be automatically disabled if connections
were broken with peripheral components was able to be evidenced when the
smartcard reader was removed and the system disabled the port. For locks and
seals, the placement of these items was not evidenced, as the seals were not
delivered. As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 2 be prepared to
provide a full system environment, including hardware and all pertinent
documentation, in a certification effort.
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4.6.2.1.18

Section 5.9 Security, Penetration Resistance

With regard to the Penetration Resistance documentation, processes and
procedures were implemented by Manufacturer 2, and resources provided were
sufficient. Documentation was provided on how a system would be configured
such that it would be resistant to unauthorized penetration attempts.
From a Functional perspective, Manufacturer 2 did provide kiosk oriented
hardware.
From a Functional perspective, Manufacturer 2 was able to provide a locally
located server, “backend” system for SLI to perform penetration testing. The
back end consists of a suite of multiple devices. The system performed well.
Generally, only a minimal port set was left open, and those were configured in
an appropriately positive manner to prevent exploitation attempts. One back
office device did provide an exception in that it did have several open ports, not
all of which were in use. However, all ports did resist all exploitation attempts. 35
known exploits were successfully rebuffed. In terms of System Access and
Interfaces, similar results were obtained: 35 exploits were attempted, with all
being rebuffed. In terms of System Disclosure, when probed, the system did
disclose the make and version of its SSH server. The testing that was performed
on the provided equipment was successful overall in its security deployment.
White box testing was not implemented, as Manufacturer 2 did not provide
source code to be reviewed as part of the white box testing effort.

4.6.2.1.19

Analysis of Manufacturer Assessment to the Requirements

For section 2 in terms of documentation, Manufacturer provided adequate
documentation such that 97% of the requirements under review, would be
considered to be met.
In terms of functionality, Manufacturer was evaluated at the following levels, for
percentages of requirements being evaluated:
Passed: 96%
Insufficient Robustness: <4%
Not Tested: <1%
Not Applicable: 0%
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In terms of documentation, Manufacturer provided adequate documentation such
that 42% of the requirements under review, which consisted of Section 5, would be
considered to be met.

In terms of functionality, Manufacturer was evaluated at the following levels, for
percentages of requirements being evaluated:
Passed: 41%
Insufficient Robustness: 19%
Not Tested: 37%
Not Applicable: 3%
Note here that due to ongoing issues keeping this system up, not all tests were able
to be run.






Passed indicates that sufficient functionality was found such that the
requirement is considered met.
Insufficient Robustness indicates that a sufficient amount of functionality was not
found such that the requirement is not considered to be fully met.
Not Tested indicates that while functionality should be in place to cover the
requirement, either access to the functionality was not provided, or
documentation was insufficient for indicating where and how the functionality
was implemented.
Not Applicable indicates that functionality was not in place, nor was required.
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4.6.3 Manufacturer 3
4.6.3.1 Evaluation of Testing
4.6.3.1.1 Section 5.1 Security, Access Control
Manufacturer 3’s system supplied insufficient documentation for SLI to create
user roles within the system. Manufacturer 3’s system does not address the
Kiosk site. As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 3 ensure that such
documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
Voters could access their jurisdiction's election ballots and cast their vote at
election time. The system implemented appropriate access control over each
defined user/role/group.
While the requirements specify that the voting system shall require at least two
persons from a predefined group for validating the election configuration
information, accessing the cast vote records, and starting the tabulation process,
Manufacturer 3’s system allowed a single Election Official to change the election
configuration.
Manufacturer 3’s system did not time out an inactive voter following a specified
period of inactivity; similarly with back office applications, an administrator was
also allowed to remain logged into the application. The system also failed to log
successful and unsuccessful logons. There was no preset number of logon
failures to restrict access when the number of logon failures was exceeded.

4.6.3.1.2 Section 5.2 Security, Identification and Authentication
Documentation was provided that detailed authentication mechanisms
implemented to support the voting system, though messaging schemas,
algorithms or protocols lacked sufficient detail. Detail supplied on secure storage
of authentication data. Documentation was not sufficient for detailing secure
storage of authentication data. As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer
3 ensure that such documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
Functionally, two-factor authentication was not sufficient in some areas within
the system. Password reset was of sufficient robustness. Password controls
including password expiration, password history and password strength were
insufficient or not verifiable.
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4.6.3.1.3 Section 5.3 Security, Cryptography
Manufacturer 3’s voting system documentation was insufficient in describing the
cryptographic functionality used. As such, we would recommend that
Manufacturer 3 ensure that such documentation is in place prior to a certification
effort.
Additionally, other issues were found in Manufacturer 3’s implementation of
cryptography. The voting system uses a combination of Bouncy Castle and
OpenSSL. Bouncy Castle does not currently hold a FIPS certification, which in
an actual UOCAVA certification effort would cause the voting system to not be
compliant. The OpenSSL module does have several certifications from FIPS but
information could not be acquired to adequately determine the certification in
effect. The keys used on the voting system all comply with the required length of
112 bits.
The communications of the voting system uses a Digital Certificate generated by
one of the top commercial Certificate Authorities (CA). SLI recognizes these top
commercial CAs to be accredited Certification Authorities (CAs) and therefore
practicing within industry standards in regards to cryptographic functions
performed internally by these commercial CAs.
Due to lack of specific information, the key generation methods, security of the
key and Random Number Generator (RNG), seed key generation,
communications key generation, health tests for the RNG, and key zeroization
could not be adequately determined for compliance.
The system uses a manual key generation process; therefore, keys can be and
are imputed and exported in plaintext. All keys are placed in a key container and
are encrypted. Re-keying is supported within the election design software.

4.6.3.1.4 Section 5.4 Security, Integrity Management
Manufacturer 3 provided only limited information for Integrity Management. Vote
integrity was not fully covered to adequately fulfill requirements. Storage and
electronic ballot box integrity were not fully addressed. No documentation was
provided on the handling of malware detection or upgrade capability. Validation
of kiosk vote capture device software was not addressed. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 3 ensure that such documentation is in place
prior to a certification effort.
Functionally, Manufacturer 3 did not provide adequate transmission integrity or
storage of cast vote data. Access to remote server location was not provided,
such that neither cast vote storage nor electronic ballot box integrity checks
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could be validated. Neither were checks for malware detection or upgrade
mechanisms are implemented as per Manufacturer 3. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 3 ensure that such environments are available for
appropriate inspection in a certification effort.

4.6.3.1.5 Section 5.5 Communications Security
Manufacturer 3’s documentation was not sufficient in detailing how the data
transmission integrity is protected in terms of protocols, mutual authentication
methods, or interface protections. As such, we would recommend that
Manufacturer 3 ensure that such documentation is in place prior to a certification
effort.
Functionally, Manufacturer 3 did implement appropriate protocols and
authentication methods.

4.6.3.1.6 Section 5.6 Security, Logging
Manufacturer 3’s voting system documentation set did not sufficiently describe
all system auditing procedure, configurations, or locations of the system audit
logs. As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 3 ensure that such
documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
The voting system is compliant logging power failures, abnormal shutdowns and
restarts, removable media events, logon and logoff events, password changes,
use of privileges, attempts to exceed privileges, access attempts to underlying
resources, addition and deletion of users, and opening and closing Polls.
The voting system did not exhibit full compliance in logging error and exception
messages, communications, critical system status messages, events requiring
election official intervention, changes to system configuration settings, integrity
checks, addition or deletion of files, system readiness results, backup and
restore, authentication events, access control events, user account activity,
installing and upgrading software, changes to configuration settings, abnormal
process exits, database events, changes to cryptographic keys, and voting
events.

4.6.3.1.7 Section 5.7 Security, Incident Response
Manufacturer 3’s documentation did provide a 'System Security Specifications'
document, but there was no comprehensive list identifying what types of system
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operations or security events are classified as critical. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 3 ensure that such documentation is in place
prior to a certification effort.
Manufacturer 3’s system did not provide any alarms to be triggered during
functional testing. With the current implementation of a browser implementation
on a commercial off the shelf hardware component, in the kiosk location setup,
this was not unexpected.

4.6.3.1.8 Section 5.8 Security, Physical and Environmental
Manufacturer 3’s provided documentation did not provide sufficient detail. Items
lacking in the documentation include: there was neither a comprehensive list
identifying critical central server components nor the means by which
unauthorized physical access could be recognized. There was no mention of
disabling non-essential physical ports or access points. The documentation did
not identify an event log or any event that would cause an entry to be written to
an event log. The documentation did not provide guidelines for restricting
physical access to ports supporting removable media which are not essential to
the voting session. The documentation did not provide guidelines related to the
recognition of physical tampering or unauthorized access to ports and all other
access points.
The documentation did not include any guidelines as to the physical disabling of
ports. The documentation provided did not detail the use of tamper evident or
tamper resistant countermeasures. The documentation provided did not include
guidelines related to physical security, tampering or tampering
countermeasures. As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 3 ensure
that such documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
During functional testing, disabled ports could only be re-enabled by an
authorized administrator. An issue was discovered when a flash drive was
plugged into an unused port and the device was accessible. The ability for the
vote capture device to be automatically disabled if connections were broken
with peripheral components was not able to be evidenced, as kiosk location
equipment was not provided. Similarly for locks and seals, without delivered
kiosk equipment, the placement of these items was not evidenced. As such, we
would recommend that Manufacturer 4 be prepared to provide a full system
environment, including hardware and all pertinent documentation, in a
certification effort.
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4.6.3.1.9 Section 5.9 Security, Penetration Resistance
With regard to the Penetration Resistance documentation, processes and
procedures implemented by Manufacturer 3, resources provided were limited.
No documentation was provided on how a system would be configured such that
it would be resistant to unauthorized penetration attempts. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 3 ensure that such documentation is in place
prior to a certification effort.
From a Functional perspective, Manufacturer 3 did not provide kiosk oriented
hardware. Therefore, we were not able to exercise testing against a
Manufacturer 3 hardened physical environment. As such, we would recommend
that Manufacturer 3 ensure that such hardware is available for appropriate
inspection in a certification effort.
From a Functional perspective, Manufacturer 3 was able to provide a locally
located server, “backend” system for SLI to perform penetration testing. The
system performed well. Only a minimal port set was left open, and those were
configured in an appropriately positive manner to prevent exploitation attempts.
215 known exploits were successfully rebuffed. In terms of System Access and
Interfaces, similar results were obtained: 253 exploits were attempted, with all
being rebuffed. In terms of System Disclosure, when probed, the system did
disclose the make and version of its web server. As such, we would recommend
that Manufacturer 3 be prepared to provide a full system environment in a
certification effort, though the testing that was performed on the provided
equipment was successful overall in its security deployment.
White box testing was not implemented, as Manufacturer 3 did not provide
source code to be reviewed as part of the white box testing effort.

4.6.3.1.10

Analysis of Manufacturer Assessment to the Requirements

In terms of documentation, Manufacturer provided documentation such that 18% of
the requirements under review, which consisted of Section 5, would be considered
to be met.
In terms of functionality, Manufacturer was evaluated at the following levels, for
percentages of requirements being evaluated:
Passed: 23%
Insufficient Robustness: 38%
Not Tested: 36%
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Not Applicable: 3%






Passed indicates that sufficient functionality was found such that the
requirement is considered met.
Insufficient Robustness indicates that a sufficient amount of functionality was not
found such that the requirement is not considered to be fully met.
Not Tested indicates that while functionality should be in place to cover the
requirement, either access to the functionality was not provided, or
documentation was insufficient for indicating where and how the functionality
was implemented.
Not Applicable indicates that functionality was not in place, nor was required.

4.6.4 Manufacturer 4
4.6.4.1 Evaluation of Testing
4.6.4.1.1 Section 5.1 Security, Access Control
Manufacturer 4’s supplied documentation included procedures to create
appropriate users, roles and groups, though the role of kiosk workers was not
detailed. Documentation for the verification default access control, prevention of
escalation, session timeouts account lockouts or handling of login failures also
was not provided. Documentation did not include information on the logging of
an event in the system event log of successful or unsuccessful attempts to
access the system, nor did the documentation include any information related to
restricting access to the system after a preset number of logon failures. As such,
we would recommend that Manufacturer 4 ensure that such documentation is in
place prior to a certification effort.
Functionally, Manufacturer 4’s voting system generally implemented access
controls for each level of user within the system, though a few exceptions were
noted, as some back office roles were able to access vote data records that
would not be expected to be within the scope of their roles. Basic personnel
definitions and access controls were in place, such that users/roles/groups are
only allowed access to their respective duties. Both the administrative console
and the voting application allowed for a screen lockout mechanism that could be
manually invoked requiring re-authentication to access the system. The
tabulation process was not properly configured, so multiple authorized users
were not required to access the tabulation process. Voters were logged out
following a five-minute inactivity period, but personnel logged on to back office
applications were not logged out following periods of inactivity.
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4.6.4.1.2 Section 5.2 Security, Identification and Authentication
Documentation was provided that detailed authentication mechanisms
implemented to support the voting system; this included any messaging
schemas, algorithms or protocols. Documentation was not sufficient for detailing
secure storage of authentication data. As such, we would recommend that
Manufacturer 7 ensure that such documentation is in place prior to a certification
effort.
Functionally, credentials were not supplied in order to verify that authentication
was properly employed within the system. Handling of passwords, including
reset and configuration expiration were insufficient; as password strength could
not be verified, password history protection was insufficient. Nor do administrator
passwords expire. Device, network and message authentication were of
sufficient implementation.

4.6.4.1.3 Section 5.3 Security, Cryptography
The Manufacturer 4 voting system documentation does not sufficiently describe
the Cryptographic functionality used. For non-communications cryptography
OpenSSL v1.2 is used. The module is running on Microsoft Windows Server
2008 R2 (Server 08). OpenSSL v1.2 running on Server 08 has received FIPS
certificate #1111. The manufacturer did not provide enough information to
adequately evaluate if the module is adhering to the System Security Plan (SSP)
associated with the FIPS certification. The communications of the voting system
uses a Digital Certificate generated by one of the top commercial Certificate
Authorities (CA). SLI recognizes these top commercial CAs to be accredited
Certification Authorities (CAs) and therefore practicing within industry standards
in regards to cryptographic functions performed internally by these commercial
CAs.
All keys used for cryptographic functions are of the required key strength of 112
bits of security. All cryptographic Keys, key generation methods both in
communication and non-communication, seed key generation, and Random
Number Generator (RNG) health tests are NIST approved under the FIPS
certificate for the OpenSSL module. All keys are contained internally to the
voting system. Adequate information on the storage of keys in encrypted
containers was not received from the manufacturer. Keys are destroyed after
they are generated and the voting system allows for re-keying within the Election
software. As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 4 ensure that such
documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
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4.6.4.1.4 Section 5.4 Security, Integrity Management
Manufacturer 4 provided only limited information for Integrity Management. Vote
integrity was not fully covered to adequately fulfill requirements. Storage and
electronic ballot box integrity were not fully addressed. No documentation was
provided on the handling of malware detection or upgrade capability. Validation
of kiosk vote capture device software was not addressed. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 4 ensure that such documentation is in place
prior to a certification effort.
Functionally, Manufacturer 4 did not provide adequate transmission integrity or
storage of cast vote data. Access to a remote server location was not provided,
so neither cast vote storage nor electronic ballot box integrity checks could be
validated. Neither were checks for malware detection or upgrade mechanisms
available, due to lack of access to back end servers. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 4 ensure that such environments are available for
appropriate inspection in a certification effort.

4.6.4.1.5 Section 5.5 Communications Security
Manufacturer 4 provided only limited information for Integrity Management. Vote
integrity was not fully covered to adequately fulfill requirements. Information
regarding data integrity protection, strength of protocols, as well as how data
transmission preserves secrecy and privacy is needed. Additionally,
documentation on security implementations to deal with external threats such as
minimization and disabling of interfaces to prevent channels of attack is needed.
As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 4 ensure that such
documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
Functionally, each requirement proved to be implemented, as applicable to
devices and applications within the system. Sufficient unique identifiers are in
place, along with appropriate mutual authentication. Interfaces were
appropriately minimized to prevent authorized access attempts.

4.6.4.1.6 Section 5.6 Security, Logging
Manufacturer 4 did provide a sufficient amount of documentation regarding
storage format of data, time keeping of log events, and restriction of access to
authorized roles. Documentation was insufficient in the areas of Log
Management in terms of append-only access separation of each jurisdiction’s
event logs or setting of the system clock for at least a portion of the system
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implemented, as well as implementation of default settings for log management
activities, or how log related activities get logged, or the preservation of logs
prior to system decommissioning. As such, we would recommend that
Manufacturer 4 ensure that such documentation is in place prior to a certification
effort.
Functionally, Manufacturer 4’s system did provide sufficient functionality in the
logging of events, the ability to view the logs, time keeping that enables
recreation of events, as well as access restriction to proper user levels. The
system did not meet requirements within Log Management in terms of appendonly access separation of each jurisdiction’s event logs or setting of the system
clock for at least a portion of the system implemented. Nor did the system
sufficiently cover how communications are activated and deactivated, what
services were accessed, identification of the device which data was transmitted
to or received from Identification of authorized entity, as well as successful and
unsuccessful attempts to access communications or services.
The Manufacturer 4 voting system is hosted remotely. A remote testing session
was requested by SLI but not granted by the manufacturer to gain access to the
underlying operating system. Without access or a remote testing session the
requirements in this section cannot be adequately assessed. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 4 ensure that such documentation is in place
prior to a certification effort.

4.6.4.1.7 Section 5.7 Security, Incident Response
For Manufacturer 4, no documentation was provided related to the hardening of
kiosk location hardware, nor the kiosk locations hardware handling of critical
events. As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 4 ensure that such
documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
As Manufacturer 4 did not provide kiosk location hardware, no test could be
executed against a manufacturer recommended hardware deployment. As such,
we would recommend that Manufacturer 4 be prepared to provide a full system
environment, including hardware and all pertinent documentation, in a
certification effort.

4.6.4.1.8 Section 5.8 Security, Physical and Environmental
For Manufacturer 4, no documentation was provided related to physical security
and the recognition of unauthorized events, nor the disabling of non-essential
ports, the protection of ports on the vote capture device, either not in use or
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when a connection is lost, or how it would be logged. Nor were tamper
evident/resistant physical locks covered in any detail within provided
documentation, nor did it appropriately describe the tabulation process to be
configured such that multiple authorized users were required to access the
tabulation process. Protection of media and kiosk location equipment was not
adequately addressed within provided documentation. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 4 ensure that such documentation is in place
prior to a certification effort.
Functionally, Manufacturer 4 did not provide kiosk location equipment for review
on this project, nor access to the remote back end server environment. Thus we
were unable to inspect an empirical implementation of a vote capture device,
with appropriate physical port protection, any logging, tamper evident/resistance
or implementation of physical locks. As such, we would recommend that
Manufacturer 4 ensure that such environments are available for appropriate
inspection in a certification effort.

4.6.4.1.9 Section 5.9 Security, Penetration Resistance
With regard to the Penetration Resistance documentation, processes and
procedures implemented by Manufacturer 4, resources provided were limited.
No documentation was provided on how a system would be configured such that
it would be resistant to unauthorized penetration attempts. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 4 ensure that such documentation is in place
prior to a certification effort.
From a Functional perspective, Manufacturer 4 did not provide kiosk oriented
hardware. Therefore, we were not able to exercise testing against a
Manufacturer 4 hardened physical environment. As such, we would recommend
that Manufacturer 4 ensure that such hardware is available for appropriate
inspection in a certification effort.
From a Functional perspective, Manufacturer 4 was not able to provide a locally
located server, “backend” system for SLI to perform penetration testing. The
potential legal concerns of attempting invasive penetration attempts over public
domains precluded the testing from occurring. As such, we would recommend
that Manufacturer 4 be prepared to provide a full system environment in a
certification effort.
White box testing was not implemented, as Manufacturer 4 did not provide
source code to be reviewed as part of the white box testing effort.
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4.6.4.1.10

Analysis of Manufacturer Assessment to the Requirements

In terms of documentation, Manufacturer provided documentation such that 8% of
the requirements under review, which consisted of Section 5, would be considered
to be met.
In terms of functionality, Manufacturer was evaluated at the following levels, for
percentages of requirements being evaluated:
Passed: 14%
Insufficient Robustness: 7%
Not Tested: 74%
Not Applicable: 6%






Passed indicates that sufficient functionality was found such that the
requirement is considered met.
Insufficient Robustness indicates that a sufficient amount of functionality was not
found such that the requirement is not considered to be fully met.
Not Tested indicates that while functionality should be in place to cover the
requirement, either access to the functionality was not provided, or
documentation was insufficient for indicating where and how the functionality
was implemented.
Not Applicable indicates that functionality was not in place, nor was required.

4.6.5 Manufacturer 5
4.6.5.1 Evaluation of Testing
4.6.5.1.1 Section 5.1 Security, Access Control
Manufacturer 5’s supplied documentation did not include procedures to create
appropriate users, roles and groups, Documentation for the verification default
access control, prevention of escalation, session timeouts account lockouts or
handling of login failures, also was not provided. Documentation did not include
information that included procedures on the logging of an event in the system
event log of successful or unsuccessful attempts to access the system nor did
the documentation include any information related to restricting access to the
system after a preset number of logon failures, nor did it appropriately describe
the tabulation process to be configured such that multiple authorized users were
required to access the tabulation process. Documentation did not detail tools for
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monitoring access to the voting system in real time as well as via log reports. As
such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 5 ensure that such
documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
Functionally, Manufacturer 5’s voting system appropriately implemented access
controls for each level of user within the system. Basic personnel definitions and
access controls were in place, such that users/roles/groups are only allowed
access to their respective duties. Both the administrative console and the voting
application allowed for a screen lockout mechanism that could be manually
invoked requiring re-authentication to access the system. The tabulation process
was not properly configured such that multiple authorized users were not
required to access the tabulation process. Voters and officials were not logged
out following an inactivity period.

4.6.5.1.2 Section 5.2 Security, Identification and Authentication
Manufacturer 5 provided only minimal documentation related to the system’s
implementation of identification or authentication. Documentation was not
provided that detailed authentication mechanisms implemented to support the
voting system, as well as messaging schemas, algorithms or protocols lacked
sufficient detail. Detail supplied on secure storage of authentication data.
Documentation was not sufficient for detailing secure storage of authentication
data.
As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 5 ensure that such
documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
Functionally, two-factor authentication was not sufficient in some areas within
the system. Password reset was of sufficient robustness. Password controls
including password expiration, password history and password strength were
insufficient or not verifiable.

4.6.5.1.3 Section 5.3 Security, Cryptography
The Manufacturer 5 system documentation does not properly outline any
cryptography in the voting system documentation set. Cryptographic functions
are run using the DSSENH module under FIPS certificate #868 and runs on a
Microsoft Windows Server 2003. The system follows the Security Policy for the
FIPS certificate in running single user mode for all cryptographic functions. The
running mode of the module could not be adequately determined without review
of portions of the source code to confirm the correct calls are being made when
performing cryptographic functions. Keys on the system adhere to the 112 bit
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security strength. The communications of the voting system uses a Digital
Certificate generated by one of the top commercial Certificate Authorities (CA).
SLI recognizes these top commercial CAs to be accredited Certification
Authorities (CAs) and therefore practicing within industry standards in regards to
cryptographic functions performed internally by these commercial CAs. The key
generation methods, security of the key and Random Number Generator (RNG),
seed key generation, health tests for the RNG, and key zeroization all are NIST
approved through the FIPS certificate #868. Keys are neither exported nor
imported into the system. Due to the lack of information on the storage of the
keys in encrypted containers, key zeroization and the capability to reset keys
could not adequately be assessed. As such, we would recommend that
Manufacturer 5 ensure that such documentation is in place prior to a certification
effort.

4.6.5.1.4 Section 5.4 Security, Integrity Management
Manufacturer 5 provided only limited information for Integrity Management. Vote
integrity was not fully covered to adequately fulfill requirements, nor was storage
and electronic ballot box integrity. Documentation was not provided on the
handling of malware detection or upgrade capability. Validation of kiosk vote
capture device software was not addressed. As such, we would recommend that
Manufacturer 5 ensure that such documentation is in place prior to a certification
effort.
Functionally, Manufacturer 5 did not provide access to remote server location,
such that neither cast vote storage nor electronic ballot box integrity checks
could be validated. Neither were checks for malware detection or upgrade
mechanisms available, due to lack of access to back end servers. As such, we
would recommend that Manufacturer 5 ensure that such environments are
available for appropriate inspection in a certification effort.

4.6.5.1.5 Section 5.5 Communications Security
Manufacturer 5 provided documentation for Integrity Management, though not to
a level that fully met the requirements. Vote integrity was not fully covered to
adequately fulfill requirements. Additional information regarding data integrity
protection, strength of protocols, as well as how data transmission preserves
secrecy and privacy is needed. Additionally, documentation on security
implementations to deal with external threats such minimization and disabling of
interfaces to prevent channels of attack is needed. As such, we would
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recommend that Manufacturer 5 ensure that such documentation is in place
prior to a certification effort.
Functionally, each requirement proved to be implemented, as applicable to
devices and applications within the system. Sufficient unique identifiers are in
place, along with appropriate mutual authentication. Interfaces were
appropriately minimized to prevent authorized access attempts.

4.6.5.1.6 Section 5.6 Security, Logging
Manufacturer 5 did provide sufficient documentation regarding storage format of
data, time keeping of log events, and restriction of access to authorized roles.
Documentation was insufficient in the areas of Log Management in terms of
append-only access separation of each jurisdiction’s event logs and setting of
the system clock for at least a portion of the system implemented, as well as
implementation of default settings for log management activities, how log related
activities get logged, and the preservation of logs prior to system
decommissioning. As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 5 ensure
that such documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
Functionally, Manufacturer 5’s system did provide sufficient functionality in the
logging of events, the ability to view the logs, time keeping that enables
recreation of events, access restriction to proper user levels, as well as, partially,
logging of communications actions. The system did not meet requirements
within Log Management in terms of append-only access separation of each
jurisdiction’s event logs, voter privacy of data not in logs, or setting of the system
clock for at least a portion of the system implemented. Nor did the system
sufficiently cover how communications are activated and deactivated, what
services were accessed, identification of the device which data was transmitted
to or received from, identification of authorized entity, or successful and
unsuccessful attempts to access communications or services.

4.6.5.1.7 Section 5.7 Security, Incident Response
For Manufacturer 5, no documentation was provided related to the hardening of
kiosk location hardware, nor the kiosk location hardware’s handling of critical
events. As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 5 ensure that such
documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
As Manufacturer 5 did not provide kiosk location hardware, no test could be
executed against a manufacturer recommended hardware deployment. As such,
we would recommend that Manufacturer 5 be prepared to provide a full system
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environment, including hardware and all pertinent documentation, in a
certification effort.

4.6.5.1.8 Section 5.8 Security, Physical and Environmental
For Manufacturer 5, documentation was partially provided related to physical
security and the disabling of non-essential ports, the protection of ports on the
vote capture device, either not in use or when a connection is lost. Tamper
evident/resistant, physical lock concepts were also partially covered within
provided documentation. Protection of media and kiosk location equipment was
not adequately addressed within provided documentation. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 5 ensure that such documentation is in place
prior to a certification effort.
Functionally, Manufacturer 5 did not provide kiosk location equipment for review
on this project, nor access to the remote back end server environment. Thus we
were unable to inspect an empirical implementation of a vote capture device,
with appropriate physical port protection, any logging, tamper evidence/
resistance or implementation of physical locks. As such, we would recommend
that Manufacturer 5 ensure that such environments are available for appropriate
inspection in a certification effort.

4.6.5.1.9 Section 5.9 Security, Penetration Resistance
With regard to the Penetration Resistance documentation, processes and
procedures implemented by Manufacturer 5, resources provided were limited.
No documentation was provided on how a system would be configured such that
it would be resistant to unauthorized penetration attempts. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 5 ensure that such documentation is in place
prior to a certification effort.
From a Functional perspective, Manufacturer 5 did not provide kiosk oriented
hardware. Therefore, we were not able to exercise testing against a
Manufacturer 5 hardened physical environment. As such, we would recommend
that Manufacturer 5 ensure that such hardware is available for appropriate
inspection in a certification effort.
From a Functional perspective, Manufacturer 5 was able to provide a local
server, “backend” system for SLI to perform penetration testing. The system
performed well. Only a minimal port set was left open, and those were
configured in an appropriately positive manner to prevent exploitation attempts.
Over 200 known exploits were successfully rebuffed. In terms of System Access
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and Interfaces, similar results were obtained: 253 exploits were attempted, with
all being rebuffed. In terms of System Disclosure, when probed, the system did
disclose the make and version of its web server. As such, we would recommend
that Manufacturer 5 be prepared to provide a full production system environment
in a certification effort, though the testing that was performed on the provided
equipment was successful overall in its security deployment.
White box testing was not implemented, as Manufacturer 5 did not provide
source code to be reviewed as part of the white box testing effort.

4.6.5.1.10

Analysis of Manufacturer Assessment to the Requirements

In terms of documentation, Manufacturer provided documentation such that 5% of
the requirements under review, which consisted of Section 5, would be considered
to be met.
In terms of functionality, Manufacturer was evaluated at the following levels, for
percentages of requirements being evaluated:
Passed: 29%
Insufficient Robustness: 6%
Not Tested: 59%
Not Applicable: 6%






Passed indicates that sufficient functionality was found such that the
requirement is considered met.
Insufficient Robustness indicates that a sufficient amount of functionality was not
found such that the requirement is not considered to be fully met.
Not Tested indicates that while functionality should be in place to cover the
requirement, either access to the functionality was not provided, or
documentation was insufficient for indicating where and how the functionality
was implemented.
Not Applicable indicates that functionality was not in place, nor was required.
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4.6.6 Manufacturer 6
4.6.6.1 Evaluation of Testing
4.6.6.1.1 Section 5.1 Security, Access Control
Manufacturer 6’s supplied documentation did not include procedures to create
appropriate users, roles and groups, or how to prevent a single person from
compromising the election’s integrity. Documentation for the verification default
access control, prevention of escalation, session timeouts account lockouts or
handling of login failures, also was not provided. Documentation did not include
information on the logging of an event in the system event log of successful or
unsuccessful attempts to access the system nor did the documentation include
any information related to restricting access to the system after a preset number
of logon failures, or how to grant access to accounts that had been locked out.
The system did not detail real time monitoring of access, or logging of such. As
such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 6 ensure that such
documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
Functionally, Manufacturer 6 appropriately implemented access controls for
each accessible level of user within the system. Basic personnel definitions and
access controls were in place, such that users/roles/groups are only allowed
access to their respective duties. Tabulation process was configured such that
multiple authorized users were not required to access the tabulation process.
Voters were logged out following a five-minute inactivity window. Back office
applications were not reviewed, as they were remotely located and access was
not granted. (Note: access was finally granted on June 17th to the back office,
but testing concluded on the 18th. As a result, not all back office applications
were reviewed.) As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 6 be
prepared to provide a full system environment in a certification effort.

4.6.6.1.2 Section 5.2 Security, Identification and Authentication
Manufacturer 6 did not supply any documentation in this area. No
documentation was provided that detailed any authentication mechanisms
implemented to support the voting system; this included any messaging
schemas, algorithms or protocols. Neither was detail supplied on secure storage
of authentication data. As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 6
ensure that such documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
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Functionally, Manufacturer 6’s system was not reviewed to this section's criteria,
as time ran out on the project, after a one-month delay in access to the remote
system, due to an ongoing live election.

4.6.6.1.3 Section 5.3 Security, Cryptography
Manufacturer 6’s voting system documentation does not sufficiently outline its
cryptography implementation. Documentation provided alluded to the inherent
security implemented by the chosen technologies employed by the system. No
detailed explanation of exactly how the cryptography is implemented within the
voting system was given. Additionally, the system was under development and
running an election at the time of testing. Access to the system and
manufacturer support was not available until after the scheduled completion of
the project. The system is under re-development and in the future will be placed
in the Microsoft Azure environment. Without additional information about the
environment and the cryptographic module used, the requirements within this
section cannot be adequately assessed for compliance. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 6 ensure that such documentation is in place, for
all aspects of the system regardless of hosting environment, prior to a
certification effort.

4.6.6.1.4 Section 5.4 Security, Integrity Management
Manufacturer 6 provided only limited information for Integrity Management.
Documentation was not provided on the handling of malware detection or
upgrade capability. Validation of kiosk vote capture device software was not
addressed. As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 6 ensure that such
documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
Functionally, Manufacturer 6 did not provide access to remote server location,
such that checks for malware detection or upgrade mechanisms could be made,
due to lack of access to back end servers. As such, we would recommend that
Manufacturer 6 ensure that such environments are available for appropriate
inspection in a certification effort.

4.6.6.1.5 Section 5.5 Communications Security
Manufacturer 6 did not supply any documentation in this area. No
documentation was provided that detailed any data transmission integrity
implemented to support the voting system, including any messaging schemas,
algorithms or protocols. No detail as to disabling of network interfaces,
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minimization of interfaces, or blocking of network connections was provided.
Neither was detail supplied on secure storage of authentication data. As such,
we would recommend that Manufacturer 6 ensure that such documentation is in
place prior to a certification effort.
Functionally, Manufacturer 6’s system was not reviewed to this section's criteria,
as time ran out on the project, after a one-month delay in access to the remote
system, due to an ongoing live election.

4.6.6.1.6 Section 5.6 Security, Logging
Manufacturer 6 did not provide sufficient documentation regarding storage
format of data, time keeping of log events, and restriction of access to
authorized roles. Documentation was insufficient in the areas of Log
Management in terms of append-only access separation of each jurisdiction’s
event logs or setting of the system clock for at least a portion of the system
implemented, as well as implementation of default settings for log management
activities, or how log related activities get logged, or the preservation of logs
prior to system decommissioning. Nor did the system sufficiently cover how
communications are activated and deactivated, what services were accessed,
identification of the device which data was transmitted to or received from,
identification of authorized entity, or successful and unsuccessful attempts to
access communications or services. As such, we would recommend that
Manufacturer 6 ensure that such documentation is in place prior to a certification
effort.
Functionally, Manufacturer 6’s system did provide sufficient functionality in the
logging of events, the ability to view the logs, time keeping that enables
recreation of events, as well as access restriction to proper user levels that were
accessible. The system did meet requirements within Log Management in terms
of append-only access.

4.6.6.1.7 Section 5.7 Security, Incident Response
For Manufacturer 6, no documentation was provided related to the hardening of
kiosk location hardware, nor the kiosk locations hardware handling of critical
events. As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 6 ensure that such
documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
As Manufacturer 6 did not provide kiosk location hardware, no test could be
executed against a manufacturer recommended hardware deployment. As such,
we would recommend that Manufacturer 6 be prepared to provide a full system
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environment, including hardware and all pertinent documentation, in a
certification effort.

4.6.6.1.8 Section 5.8 Security, Physical and Environmental
For Manufacturer 6, documentation was minimally provided related to physical
security and the disabling of non-essential ports, the protection of ports on the
vote capture device, either not in use or when a connection is lost. Tamper
evident/resistant, physical lock concepts were not covered within provided
documentation. Protection of media and kiosk location equipment was not
adequately addressed within provided documentation. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 6 ensure that such documentation is in place
prior to a certification effort.
Functionally, Manufacturer 6 did not provide kiosk location equipment for review
on this project, nor access to the remote back end server environment. Thus we
were unable to inspect an empirical implementation of a vote capture device,
with appropriate physical port protection, any logging, tamper evident/resistance
or implementation of physical locks. As such, we would recommend that
Manufacturer 6 ensure that such environments are available for appropriate
inspection in a certification effort.

4.6.6.1.9 Section 5.9 Security, Penetration Resistance
With regard to the Penetration Resistance documentation, processes and
procedures implemented by Manufacturer 6, resources provided were limited.
No documentation was provided on how a system would be configured such that
it would be resistant to unauthorized penetration attempts. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 6 ensure that such documentation is in place
prior to a certification effort.
From a Functional perspective, Manufacturer 6 did not provide kiosk oriented
hardware. Therefore, we were not able to exercise testing against a
Manufacturer 6 hardened physical environment. As such, we would recommend
that Manufacturer 6 ensure that such hardware is available for appropriate
inspection in a certification effort.
From a Functional perspective, Manufacturer 6 was not able to provide a local
server, “backend” system for SLI to perform penetration testing. The potential
legal concerns of attempting invasive penetration attempts over public domains
precluded the testing from occurring. As such, we would recommend that
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Manufacturer 6 be prepared to provide a full system environment in a
certification effort.
White box testing was not implemented, as Manufacturer 6 did not provide
source code to be reviewed as part of the white box testing effort.

4.6.6.1.10

Analysis of Manufacturer Assessment to the Requirements

In terms of documentation, Manufacturer provided documentation such that 1% of
the requirements under review, which consisted of Section 5, would be considered
to be met.
In terms of functionality, Manufacturer was evaluated at the following levels, for
percentages of requirements being evaluated:
Passed: 6%
Insufficient Robustness: 6%
Not Tested: 86%
Not Applicable: 2%
Note here that this system was not available for most of the testing period.






Passed indicates that sufficient functionality was found such that the
requirement is considered met.
Insufficient Robustness indicates that a sufficient amount of functionality was not
found such that the requirement is not considered to be fully met.
Not Tested indicates that while functionality should be in place to cover the
requirement, either access to the functionality was not provided, or
documentation was insufficient for indicating where and how the functionality
was implemented.
Not Applicable indicates that functionality was not in place, nor was required.

4.6.7 Manufacturer 7
4.6.7.1 Evaluation of Testing
4.6.7.1.1 Section 5.1 Security, Access Control
The Manufacturer 7 documentation did not include information related to the
personnel roles which could be defined within the Voting System nor the duties
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and responsibilities associated with those roles. Documentation for the
verification default access control, prevention of escalation, session timeouts
account lockouts or handling of login failures, also was not provided. As such,
we would recommend that Manufacturer 7 ensure that such documentation is in
place prior to a certification effort.
Functionally basic personnel definitions and access controls were in place, such
that users/roles/groups are only allowed access to their respective duties. Both
the administrative console and the voting application allowed for a screen
lockout mechanism that could be manually invoked requiring re-authentication to
access the system. Administrative and monitoring consoles did not have
required inactivity time-out that requires personnel re-authentication when
reached. The system did not log either a successful logon or an unsuccessful
logon.

4.6.7.1.2 Section 5.2 Security, Identification and Authentication
Manufacturer 7 did not supply any documentation in this area. No
documentation was provided that detailed any authentication mechanisms
implemented to support the voting system; this included any messaging
schemas, algorithms or protocols. Neither was detail supplied on secure storage
of authentication data. As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 7
ensure that such documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
Functionally, Manufacturer 7’s system did not provide required multifactored
authentication, sufficient password strength or restrictions, or expirations.

4.6.7.1.3 Section 5.3 Security, Cryptography
Manufacturer 7’s voting system documentation does not sufficiently outline
cryptography in the voting system documentation set. Additional information was
received from Manufacturer 7 stating the system uses OpenSSL in combination
with Ruby and Rails. Additionally, Manufacturer 7 has stated that the open
source framework employed has been addressing web security issues from the
start of its security project. Without additional information about the environment
and the cryptographic module used, the requirements within this section cannot
be adequately assessed for compliance. As such, we would recommend that
Manufacturer 7 ensure that such documentation is in place for all aspects of the
system regardless of hosting environment prior to a certification effort.
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4.6.7.1.4 Section 5.4 Security, Integrity Management
Manufacturer 7’s documentation is not of sufficient detail in the areas of malware
detection and updating, as well as for validating the software on kiosk devices.
As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 7 ensure that such
documentation is in place, for all aspects of the system, regardless of hosting
environment prior to a certification effort.

4.6.7.1.5 Section 5.5 Communications Security
Manufacturer 7’s documentation provided with regard to data transmission
integrity in terms of protocols, mutual authentication methods, disabling and
minimizing of interfaces is not of sufficient detail to adequately determine the
implementation. As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 7 ensure that
such documentation is in place, for all aspects of the system, regardless of
hosting environment prior to a certification effort.
Functionally, ballots were able to be edited, which was an insufficient integrity
protection.

4.6.7.1.6 Section 5.6 Security, Logging
The Manufacturer 7 voting system lacked documentation in the area of
communications logging for items such as when implementation of default
settings, restrictions of log access, log file logging related functions, storage of
data in public formats, separation of jurisdictions data, ability to analyze data,
communications are activated and deactivated, what services were accessed,
identification of the device which data was transmitted to or received from,
identification of authorized entity, as well as successful and unsuccessful
attempts to access communications or services. As such, we would recommend
that Manufacturer 7 ensure that such documentation is in place prior to a
certification effort.
Functionally, however, the system did generally log appropriate system events
and all communications actions. The system also implemented appropriate
access restrictions and time keeping mechanisms such that the events could be
accurately reproduced and that only appropriate personnel would be able to
access logs according their granted access rights level.
Manufacturer 7’s voting system documentation set does not sufficiently describe
any system auditing procedure, configurations, or locations of the system audit
logs. As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 7 ensure that such
documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
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The voting system is not fully compliant in logging critical system status
messages, shutdown and restarts, changes in system configuration settings,
integrity checks, system readiness results, authentication events, access control,
user account and role management, installing and upgrading software, changes
to configurations, abnormal process exits, successful and failed database
connections, and changes to cryptographic keys. The voting system is compliant
logging power failures as a exception event, both normal and abnormal
shutdowns, kernel setting changes, files added or deleted, removable media
events, successful and unsuccessful backups and restores, logon and logoff
events, use of privileges, and attempts to exceed privileges.

4.6.7.1.7 Section 5.7 Security, Incident Response
For Manufacturer 7, no documentation was provided related to the hardening of
kiosk location hardware, nor the kiosk locations hardware handling of critical
events. As such, we would recommend that Manufacturer 7 ensure that such
documentation is in place prior to a certification effort.
As Manufacturer 7 did not provide kiosk location hardware, no test could be
executed against a manufacturer recommended hardware deployment. As such,
we would recommend that Manufacturer 7 be prepared to provide a full system
environment, including hardware and all pertinent documentation, in a
certification effort.

4.6.7.1.8 Section 5.8 Security, Physical and Environmental
Manufacturer 7 did not provide documentation related to physical or
environmental security requirements. No documentation was provided on event
logs as related to unauthorized physical access, nor any documentation of
alarms or seals as related to unauthorized physical access. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 7 ensure that such documentation is in place
prior to a certification effort.
Physical inspection of the provided hardware revealed no tamper proof seals on
access points. Functional testing allowed unknown media to be inserted into an
available USB port and the device was usable, with no alarms to alert personnel
to an intrusion. The system did provide that disabled ports could only be reenabled by authorized administrators.
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4.6.7.1.9 Section 5.9 Security, Penetration Resistance
With regard to the Penetration Resistance documentation, processes and
procedures implemented by Manufacturer 7, resources provided were limited.
No documentation was provided on how a system would be configured such that
it would be resistant to unauthorized penetration attempts. As such, we would
recommend that Manufacturer 7 ensure that such documentation is in place
prior to a certification effort.
From a Functional perspective, Manufacturer 7 did not provide kiosk oriented
hardware. Therefore, we were not able to exercise testing against a
Manufacturer 7 hardened physical environment. As such, we would recommend
that Manufacturer 7 ensure that such hardware is available for appropriate
inspection in a certification effort.
From a Functional perspective, Manufacturer 7 was not able to provide a local
server, “backend” system for SLI to perform penetration testing. The potential
legal concerns of attempting invasive penetration attempts over public domains
precluded the testing from occurring. As such, we would recommend that
Manufacturer 5 be prepared to provide a full system environment in a
certification effort.
White box testing was not implemented, as Manufacturer 7 did not provide
source code to be reviewed as part of the white box testing effort.

4.6.7.1.10

Analysis of Manufacturer Assessment to the Requirements

In terms of documentation, Manufacturer provided documentation such that 8% of
the requirements under review, which consisted of Section 5, would be considered
to be met.
In terms of functionality, Manufacturer was evaluated at the following levels, for
percentages of requirements being evaluated:
Passed: 35%
Insufficient Robustness: 8%
Not Tested: 52%
Not Applicable: 5%



Passed indicates that sufficient functionality was found such that the
requirement is considered met.
Insufficient Robustness indicates that a sufficient amount of functionality was not
found such that the requirement is not considered to be fully met.
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Not Tested indicates that while functionality should be in place to cover the
requirement, either access to the functionality was not provided, or
documentation was insufficient for indicating where and how the functionality
was implemented.
Not Applicable indicates that functionality was not in place, nor was required.

5 Project Summary
The project was broken out into two main stages. The first stage was an analysis of
the requirements, as stated in the current iteration of the UOCAVA Pilot Program
Testing Requirements document. The second stage dealt with an analysis of how
well current internet voting manufacturers understand and conform to the current
requirement set with their own current implementation.
In the first stage, we drew on our experience as a longtime ITA/VSTL under the
auspices of NASED and then EAC to interpret the requirements and project how
each would fare in a real world situation. While a requirement might be theoretically
sound, sometimes empirical implementations are not are meaningful, or are cost
prohibitive. In addition to the content of the requirement set, we also looked at how
the requirements are presented. Well presented requirements remove ambiguity
and reduce the time and cost of a certification as all stakeholders can read the
same requirement and have the same understanding of what is to be achieved. We
expressed these ideas and points of view in section 4 of this document, as well as
in the “SLI Comments” column of attachment A. As the UOCAVA program moves
forward we believe that attention to these concepts will reap significant dividends.
In the second stage, we reviewed the documentation provided by each vendor and
analyzed their respective systems. We determined not only how well their current
systems achieved the requirement set, but also determine how well they each
understood the intention of the requirements and the program.
In a summary of the full systems, as represented by Manufacturers 1 and 2, with
regard to section 2, Functional Requirements, we believe that the manufacturers
have a solid grasp of the fundamentals of the conduct of an election. How and what
are contained in election definitions, how the election itself is conducted, and how
the accumulation and tallying of the results is performed, are understood and well
implemented.
In a summary of the ESVWs, with an emphasis on section 5, Security, as
represented by Manufacturers 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, it is our opinion that the industry is
overall in a rudimentary phase. While basic security protocols seem to be
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understood and generally in place, some of the more intricate aspects are not as
well realized. In particular, the implementation of various FIPS compliant algorithms
and protocols seems to cause confusion among many of the manufacturers.
Several manufacturers expressed the opinion that they were using technologies that
are sufficiently robust in terms of security, and as such did not need to concern
themselves with how the security is implemented. It did not seem well understood
that in the regulatory field it is not enough to claim compliance, but that each
requirement must be not only implemented but also proven, whether that be by third
party specification, manufacturer documentation, inspection, functional test, or
source code review.
Byproducts of this project, which may well need to be addressed by a program
manual, include necessities such as the ability to have adequate access to the
systems under review. Some systems are self contained and can be delivered to
the compliance testing entity for certification, but others are widely distributed as in
a cloud environment.
Related to the remote environment issue is the question of how best to validate
requirements that may reach into a third party provider’s environment. Potential
legal issues will need to be addressed, preferably at the Program level. Some tests
will not only go through third party internet service providers, but also potentially
cross state and international lines. As Certified Information Systems Security
Professionals (CISSP), our Security analysts have obligations that could potentially
make them liable for unauthorized intrusive testing. An example of this would be
penetration testing into a voting system that resides in a cloud environment. SLI
limited its penetration testing to in-house systems due to concerns over federal laws
such as United States Code (USC) Title 18 Section 1030 “Fraud and related activity
in connection with computers”, “Computer Fraud and Abuse Act” which also
amended USC Title 18 Section 1030, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act”. SLI also
had discussions with a representative of the FBI’s Cyber Division, in which concern
was expressed in regards to the penetration testing going over public domains and
across international boundaries.
Another area that may need to be addressed at a program level, as well as in the
requirements document, is the concept of “ballot delivery” systems. Several of the
manufacturers in the pilot project declared their systems as ballot delivery systems
in that they only present the ballot to the voter, and once the voter has cast the
ballot they have to manually deliver the ballot, whether that is by email, fax or
traditional mail. This being the case, the manufacturers were of the opinion that
many security requirements did not pertain to them, as in the areas of transmissions
and encryption. SLI disagrees with that assessment. During some of our testing we
did notice Personally Identifiable Information (PII) was contained in some of the
ballot delivery transmissions, which would cause the need for applicable security
implementations.
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GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional

SLI
Inspection

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on

Section 1: Overview
Section 2: Functional Requirements
2.1 Accuracy
"Shall" should be removed from
header

2.1.1 Components and Hardware

x

x

2.1.1.1 Component accuracy

x

x

2.1.1.2 Equipment design

2.1.1.3 Voting system accuracy

x

x

1) Standards are recommended to
specify appropriate component
accuracy
2) This is better suited to Inspection,
viewing the results overall of the
testing, as well as review of hardware
manufacturer specifications

This should be Inspection / Review of
hardware test reports and/or
hardware specifications.

the system SHALL achieve a target error rate of no
more than one in 10,000,000 ballot positions,
a maximum acceptable error rate in the test process of
one in 500,000 ballot positions.
Contained (or referenced) in test plans. How to
specifically measure needs to be defined.
Memory hardware, such as semiconductor devices and 2.1.2
magnetic storage media, SHALL be accurate

The design of equipment in all voting systems SHALL
2.1.2
provide for protection against mechanical, thermal, and
electromagnetic stresses that impact voting system
accuracy

Memory hardware, such as semiconductor devices and magnetic storage 14, May, 2011
media, must be accurate.
@ 0835
2, June, 2011
@ 1318
6, June, 2011
@ 0830
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
The design of equipment in all voting systems shall provide for the
9, May, 2011
highest possible levels of protection against mechanical, thermal, and
@ 1428
electromagnetic stresses that impact system accuracy. Section 4 provides
additional information on susceptibility requirements.
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

x

x

To ensure vote accuracy, all voting systems SHALL:

x

x

a. Record the election contests, candidates, and issues
exactly as defined by election officials;

2.1.2 a

a. Record the election contests, candidates, and issues exactly as defined 9, May, 2011
by election officials
@ 1428

x

x

b. Record the appropriate options for casting and
recording votes;

2.1.2 b

b. Record the appropriate options for casting and recording votes

x

x

x

x

x

x

c. Record each vote precisely as indicated by the voter
and be able to produce an accurate report of all votes
cast;

1) Recommend this as Inspection.
2) Best suited for a source code review
and environment specification, in
particular for data at rest.

1) Recommend this as Inspection. As
written, this requirement is only
looking to verfiy that the monitoring
software is provided.
2) Would recommend that the "…and
how they were corrected." portion be
broken out to another requirement, as
this looks to be more of an event log.

23, May, 2011
@ 0754

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

23, May, 2011
@ 0754

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

To ensure vote accuracy, all systems shall:

2.1.2 c

d. Include control logic and data processing methods
2.1.2 d
incorporating parity and check‐sums (or equivalent
error detection and correction methods) to
demonstrate that the voting system has been designed
for accuracy; and

e. Provide software that monitors the overall quality of 2.1.2 e
data read‐write and transfer quality status, checking the
number and types of errors that occur in any of the
relevant operations on data and how they were
corrected.

2.1.2 f

2.1.3
2.1.3

2.1.3 a

2.1.3 b

2.1.3 c

c. Record each vote precisely as indicated by the voter and produce an
accurate report of all votes cast;

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
14, May, 2011
@ 1403
24, May, 2011
@ 0932
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
14, May, 2011
@ 1403
24, May, 2011
@ 0932
25, May, 2011
@ 0735

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
d. Include control logic and data processing methods incorporating parity 14, May, 2011
and checksums (or equivalent error detection and correction methods) to @ 1403
demonstrate that the system has been designed for accuracy
24, May, 2011
@ 0932
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
e. Provide software that monitors the overall quality of data read‐write 14, May, 2011
and transfer quality status, checking the number and types of errors that @ 1403
occur in any of the relevant operations on data and how they were
corrected
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

f. As an additional means of ensuring accuracy in DRE systems, voting
devices shall record and retain redundant copies of the original ballot
image. A ballot image is an electronic record of all votes cast by the
voter, including undervotes.
Error Recovery.
To recover from a non‐catastrophic failure of a device, or from any error
or malfunction thatis within the operator's ability to correct, the system
shall provide the following capabilities:
Restoration of the device to the operating condition existing immediately
prior to the error or failure, without loss or corruption of voting data
previously stored in the device
b. Resumption of normal operation following the correction of a failure
in a memory component, or in a data processing component, including
the central processing unit
c. Recovery from any other external condition that causes equipment to
become inoperable, provided that catastrophic electrical or mechanical
damage due to external phenomena has not occurred

23, May, 2011
@ 0754
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
23, May, 2011
@ 1335

1

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1, June, 2011
@ 1400

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1, June, 2011
@ 1400

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1, June, 2011
@ 1400
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

GAP Analysis Matrix
2.1.2 Environmental Range

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional
x

x

SLI
Inspection

SLI Comments

This should be Inspection / Review of
hardware test reports and/or
hardware specifications.

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

All voting systems SHALL meet the accuracy
requirements over manufacturer specified operating
conditions and after storage under non‐operating
conditions.

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

Conditions not specified

Conditions not specified

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on
1

As written this requirement seems to
be written more for a traditional
voting system than a UOCAVA internet
based system.

2.1.3 Content of Data Verified for
Accuracy
2.1.4

2.1.4 b
2.1.4 d

Integrity
Integrity measures ensure the physical stability and function of the vote
recording and counting processes. To ensure system integrity, all systems
shall:
a. Protect against a single point of failure that would prevent further
voting at the polling place
b. Protect against the interruption of electrical power
d. Protect against ambient temperature and humidity fluctuations

2.1.4 e
2.1.4 f

e. Protect against the failure of any data input or storage device
f. Protect against any attempt at improper data entry or retrieval

2.1.4 g

g. Record and report the date and time of normal and abnormal events

2.1.4 h

h. Maintain a permanent record of all original audit data that cannot be
modified or overridden but may be augmented by designated authorized
officials in order to adjust for errors or omissions (e.g., during the
canvassing process)
Detect and record every event, including the occurrence of an error
condition that the system cannot overcome, and time‐dependent or
programmed events that occur without the intervention of the voter or a
polling place operator
Include built‐in measurement, self‐test, and diagnostic software and
hardware for detecting and reporting the system's status and degree of
operability
k. For DRE; Maintain a record of each ballot cast using a process and
storage location that differs from the main vote detection,
interpretation, processing, and reporting path
l. For DRE; Provide a capability to retrieve ballot images in a form
readable by humans
Election Management System Requirements
12, May, 2011
@ 1505
6, June, 2011
@ 1210

2.1.4 a

2.1.4 i

2.1.4 j

2.1.4 k

2.1.4 l

2.1.3.1 Election management
system accuracy

x

x

As written, this requirement contains Voting systems SHALL accurately record all election
a high degree of vagueness. Each type management data entered by the user, including
of EM data should be enumerated.
election officials or their designees.

4.1.3

2.1.3.2 Recording accuracy

x

x

For recording accuracy, all voting systems SHALL:

x

x

a. Record every entry made by the user except where it 4.1.3.1 a
violates voter privacy;

x

x

Recommend that the "… to memory" b. Accurately interpret voter selection(s) and record
portion be removed. Is potentially too them correctly to memory;
specific of a data recording method.

x

x

It is not clear how this requirement is c. Verify the correctness of detection of the user
4.1.3.1 c
examining anything different from
selections and the addition of the selections correctly to
part b.
memory;

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

x

x

Our assumption here is that this
requirement is testing write‐ins as
opposed to selecting choices, as in b
and c. This requirement (b,c, and d)
need to be clarified as to their specific
intents, with any redundancies
removed.
2.1.3.2.e would be coverd under EMC
testing. This should be Inspection /
Review of hardware test reports
and/or hardware specifications.

4.1.3.1

4.1.3.1 b

Recording Requirements. Voting systems shall accurately record all
election management data entered by the user,
Record every entry made by the user

12, May, 2011
@ 1505
6, June, 2011
@ 1210

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Add permissible voter selections correctly to the memory components of 12, May, 2011
the device
@ 1505
6, June, 2011
@ 1210

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Verify the correctness of detection of the user selections and the addition 12, May, 2011
of the selections correctly to memory
@ 1505
6, June, 2011
@ 1210

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
12, May, 2011
@ 1505
6, June, 2011
@ 1210

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
12, May, 2011
@ 1505
6, June, 2011
@ 1210

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

d. Verify the correctness of detection of data entered
directly by the user and the addition of the selections
correctly to memory; and

4.1.3.1 e

Verify the correctness of detection of data entered directly by the user
and the addition of the selections correctly to memory

e. Preserve the integrity of election management data
stored in memory against corruption by stray
electromagnetic emissions, and internally generated
spurious electrical signals.

4.1.3.1 f

Preserve the integrity of election management data stored in memory
against corruption by stray electromagnetic emissions, and internally
generated spurious electrical signals

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

1

1

1

1

GAP Analysis Matrix
2.1.4 Telecommunications
Accuracy

2.1.5 Accuracy Test Content

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional
x

x

x

x

SLI
Inspection

SLI Comments

For telecommunications, if TCP/IP
protocols are used all transmissions
are guaranteed to be accurate.
The discussion of one in ten million
and one in half a milion is somewhat
obfuscated, the requirement should
be more clearly defined stated.

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

The telecommunications components of all voting
systems SHALL achieve a target error rate of no more
than one in 10,000,000 ballot positions, with a
maximum acceptable error rate in the test process of
one in 500,000 ballot positions.

For a true internet voting system, that Voting system accuracy SHALL be verified by a specific
uses a web browser implementation test conducted for this objective. The overall test
for capturing votes, the accuracy test approach is described in Appendix C.
is whether or not the election is coded
correctly. The technologies involved
are mature, proven and robust.
For a true internet voting system that
employs physical devices such as a
touch screen, the accuracy test would
be similar to that of a ballot delivery
system, in that the touch screen is
dependent on the prescribed
maintenance cycle of the device.
For a ballot delivery system, where
the cast ballot is potentially returned
in any of a number or ways (fax,
email, printed/scanned), the accuracy
is dependent on the device used,
within the confines of the prescribed
maintenance cycles of the device.

Not a voting system requirement

If a simulator is used, it SHALL be verified independently 2.2.4 g
of the voting system in order to produce ballots as
specified for the accuracy testing.

Resident test software, external devices, and special purpose test
software connected to or installed in voting equipment to simulate
operator and voter functions may be used for these tests provided that
the following standards are met:

2.1.5.2 Ballots

x

x

Question as to the applicability of the Ballots used for accuracy testing SHALL include all the 2.2.4 g
ballot type to accuracy testing.
supported types (i.e., rotation, alternative languages) of
Accuracyy testingg concerns itself with contests and election types
yp (p
(primary,
y, ggeneral).
)
accuracy with regard to the
scanning/reading of each possible
ballot position on a given size ballot.
The ability of the system to correctly
handle the various supported voting
variations is addressed in other
specific tests.

g. These elements shall be capable of being tested separately, and shall
be proven to be reliable verification tools prior to their use

x

x

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on
1

4.1.6.2
Processing accuracy is defined as the ability of the
4.1.6.2 b
voting system to process stored voting data. Processing
includes all operations to consolidate voting data after
the voting period has ended.
In general this is a bit high level, would The voting systems SHALL produce reports that are
like to see some specific metrics called consistent, with no discrepancy among reports of
out to ensure reporting accuracy.
voting data.
Similar v1.0 VVSG volume 1, sections
2.4.2. and 2.4.3

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

x

x

12, May, 2011
@ 1505
6, June, 2011
@ 1210

12, May, 2011
@ 1505
6, June, 2011
@ 1210

x

x

Manufacturer 2

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

2.1.5.1 Simulators

2.1.6 Reporting Accuracy

Manufacturer 1

4.1.6.2 b.i

1

12, May, 2011
@ 1505
6,, June,, 2011
@ 1210

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass with
General election

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

DRE System Processing Requirements
Processing accuracy is defined as the ability of the system to process
voting data stored in DRE voting devices or in removable memory
modules installed in such devices. Processing includes all operations to
consolidate voting data after the polls have been closed. DRE voting
systems shall:
Produce reports that are completely consistent, with no discrepancy
among reports of voting device data produced at any level

12, May, 2011
@ 0942

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
12, May, 2011
@ 0942

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
4.1.6.2 b.ii

Produce consolidated reports containing absentee, provisional or other
voting data that are similarly error‐free. Any discrepancy, regardless of
source, is resolvable to a procedural error, to the failure of a non‐
memory device or to an external cause
8

2.2 Operating capacities

10

2

GAP Analysis Matrix
2.2.1 Maximum Capacities

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional
x

x

x

x

SLI
Inspection

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

Recommend that this section look at
capacities more in terms of minimums
that need to be met (as specified by
NIST/FVAP), rather than as stated
maximum capacities that a
manufacturer claims they can
accommodate. Many times a
manufacturer will list an unrealistically
high number for many of these
categories.
A minimum standard will create a
consistent baseline for all
manufacturers.

The manufacturer SHALL specify at least the following
maximum operating capacities for the voting system
(i.e. server, vote capture device, tabulation device, and
communications links):

Throughput,

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on
1

12, May, 2011
@ 1505
6, June, 2011
@ 1210

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Maximum throughput
not achieved without
automation.

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Maximum memory usage
not achieved without
automation.

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Maximum transaction
processing not achieved
without automation.

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
12, May, 2011
@ 1505
6, June, 2011
@ 1210

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
12, May, 2011
@ 1505
6, June, 2011
@ 1210

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
12, May, 2011
@ 1505
6, June, 2011
@ 1210

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
12, May, 2011
@ 1505
6, June, 2011
@ 1210

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Tested, with throughput
bottleneck encountered.
Though due to less than
production equipment
x

x

. Memory,

12, May, 2011
@ 1505
6, June, 2011
@ 1210
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Tested, with memory
bottleneck encountered.
Though due to less than
production equipment

x

x

. Transaction processing speed, and

12, May, 2011
@ 1505
6, June, 2011
@ 1210
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

x

x

. Election constraints:

x

x

o Number of jurisdictions

x

x

o Number of ballot styles per jurisdiction

x

x

o Number of contests per ballot style

x

x

o Number of candidates per contest

12, May, 2011
@ 1505
6, June, 2011
@ 1210

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

GAP Analysis Matrix

2.2.1.1 Capacity testing

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional
x

x

x

x

SLI
Inspection

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

o Number of voted ballots

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

12, May, 2011
@ 1505
6, June, 2011
@ 1210

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
12, May, 2011
@ 1505
6, June, 2011
@ 1210

Recommend making the Test Method The voting system SHALL achieve the maximum
for this item Inspection/Functional.
operating capacities stated by the manufacturer in
Some instances can be impractical to section 2.2.1.
functionally validate within a
reasonable cost/benefit ratio.

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on
1

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Tested though not all
maximums achieved

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

2.2.2 Operating Capacity
notification

x

x

Recommend making the Test Method The voting system SHALL provide notice when any
for this item Inspection/Functional.
operating capacity is approaching its limit.
Some instances can be impractical to
functionally validate within a
reasonable cost/benefit ratio.

2.2.3 Simultaneous
Transmissions

x

x

Recommend making the Test Method The voting system SHALL protect against the loss of
for this item Inspection/Functional.
votes due to simultaneous transmissions.
Some instances can be impractical to
functionally validate within a
reasonable cost/benefit ratio.

12, May, 2011
@ 1505
6, June, 2011
@ 1210

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Tested though no notice
provided

1

Tested though no notice
provided
12, May, 2011
@ 1505
6, June, 2011
@ 1210

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
11
For the UOCAVA program, is it needed
to include voter registration
credentials?

2.3 Pre‐Voting Capabilities

2.3.1 Import and Verify Election
Definition
2.3.1.1 Import the election
definition

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Contained in test plans; Election Definition and Ballot
Layout Manager
The voting system SHALL:

Agree with Requirement

Enumerate the activities

a. Keep all data logically separated by, and accessible
only to, the appropriate state and local jurisdictions;

b. Provide the capability to import or manually enter
ballot content, ballot instructions and election rules,
including all required alternative language translations
from each jurisdiction;

2.2

Pre‐voting Capabilities

2.2.1
2.1.6

Ballot Preparation
Election Management System

2.1.6

An EMS shall generate and maintain a database, or one or more
interactive databases, that election officials or their designees to
perform the following functions:

2.1.6

Generate ballots and election‐specific programs for voting equipment

2.1.6

Install ballots and election
election‐specific
specific programs

2.1.6

Define political subdivision boundaries and multiple election districts as
indicated in the system documentation

2.2.2

Election Programming

2.2.2 a

Logical definition of the ballot, including the definition of the number of
allowable choices for each office and contest

2.2.2 b

Logical definition of political and administrative subdivisions, where the
list of candidates or contests varies between polling places

2.1.6

Identify contests, candidates, and issues; Define ballot formats and
appropriate voting options

10, May, 2011
@ 0845
14, May, 2011
@ 0714
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
data not separated

7, June, 2011
@ 1502

10, May, 2011
@ 0912
2, June, 2011
@ 0725

7, June, 2011
@ 1510

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
data not separated

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

x

x

x

x

Agree with Requirement

c. Provide the capability for the each jurisdiction to
verify that their election definition was imported
accurately and completely;

2.2.1.1 a

Enabling the automatic formatting of ballots in accordance with the
requirements for offices, candidates, and measures qualified to be placed
on the ballot for each political subdivision and election district

2.2.1.2

Ballot Formatting

2.2.1.3

Ballot Production

2.1.6

Test that ballots and programs have been properly prepared and installed 2, June, 2011
@ 0749
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

2.2.3

Ballot and Program Installation and Control

7, June, 2011
@ 1520
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

2

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional
x

2.3.1.2 Protect the election
definition

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

SLI
Inspection
x

x

SLI Comments

Agree with Requirement

Reference/Documentation

x

x

VVSG 2005 Reference

d. Support image files (e.g., jpg or gif) andor a
handwritten signature image on the ballot so that state
seals, official signatures and other graphical ballot
elements may be properly displayed; and

Agree with Requirement

e. Support multiple ballot styles per each local
jurisdiction.

Define ballot formats and appropriate voting options

Agree with Requirement

The voting system SHALL provide a method to protect 2.2.1.2
the election definition from unauthorized modification.

Ballot Formatting; f. Prevention of unauthorized modification of any
ballot formats

2.3.2 Readiness Testing

2.3.2.1 Voting system test mode

VVSG para.

Agree with Requirement

This requirement would cover from
the voting phase to the tallying and
reporting, not necessarily including
the election definition portion.

The voting system SHALL provide a test mode to verify
that the voting system is correctly installed, properly
configured, and all functions are operating to support
pre‐election readiness testing for each jurisdiction.

2.2.4
2.1.6

Readiness Testing
Test that ballots and programs have been properly prepared and installed

2.2.4 a

Verify that voting equipment and precinct count equipment is properly
prepared for an election, and collect data that verifies equipment
readiness

2.2.4 b
2.2.4 c

Obtain status and data reports from each set of equipment
Verify the correct installation and interface of all voting equipment

2.2.4 d
u. Provide the ability for election officials to submit test 2.2.4 e
ballots for use in verifying the end‐to‐end integrity of
the voting system

Verify that hardware and software function correctly
Generate consolidated data reports at the polling place and higher
jurisdictional levels

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

2, June, 2011
@ 0749

7, June, 2011
@ 1525

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Tested, graphical images
not supported

14, May, 2011
@ 0755

7, June, 2011
@ 1540

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

13, May, 2011
@ 1632

7, June, 2011
@ 1603

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

13, May, 2011
@ 1657

7, June, 2011
@ 1609

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustnes
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
data not separated
No test mode provided

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustnes
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
data not separated
No test mode provided

12, May, 2011
@ 1505
6, June, 2011
@ 1210

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on
1

1

1

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
2.2.4

2.2.4 g

2.2.4 h

2.2.4 i
2.2.4 j

2.3.2.2 Test data segregation

x

x

Agree with Requirement

The voting system SHALL provide the capability to zero‐ 2.1.8
out or otherwise segregate test data from actual voting
data.

Resident test software, external devices, and special purpose test
software connected to or installed in voting equipment to simulate
operator and voter functions may be used for these tests provided that
the following standards are met:
These elements shall be capable of being tested separately, and shall be
proven to be reliable verification tools prior to their use
These elements shall be incapable of altering or introducing any residual
effect on the intended operation of the voting device during any
succeeding test and operational phase
Paper‐based systems shall:
i. Support conversion testing that uses all potential ballot positions as
active positions
j. Support conversion testing of ballots with active position density for
systems without pre‐designated ballot positions
a. Can be set to zero before any ballots are submitted for tally
12, May, 2011
@ 0942
3, June, 2011
@ 0821
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

2.2.4 f
2.3.3.3 v

2.2.5

2.2.5 a
2.2.5 b
2.2.5 c
2.2.5 d
2.2.5 e

f. Segregate test data from actual voting data, either procedurally or by
hardware/software features
Isolate test ballots such that they are accounted for accurately in vote
counts and are not reflected in official vote counts for specific candidates
or measures
Verification at the Polling Place
Election officials perform verification at the polling place to ensure that
all voting systems and voting equipment function properly before and
during an election. All voting systems shall provide a formal record of the
following, in any media, upon verification of the authenticity of the
command source:
The election's identification data
The identification of all equipment units
The identification of the polling place
The identification of all ballot formats
The contents of each active candidate register by office and of each
active measure register at all storage locations (showing that they
contain only zeros)

1, June, 2011
@ 1526
7, June, 2011
@ 1640
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional

SLI
Inspection

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

2.2.5 f

A list of all ballot fields that can be used to invoke special voting options

2.2.5 g

Other information needed to confirm the readiness of the equipment,
and to accommodate administrative reporting requirements

2.2.5

To prepare voting devices to accept voted ballots, all voting systems shall
provide the capability to test each device prior to opening to verify that
each is operating correctly. At a minimum, the tests shall include:

2.2.5 h
2.2.5. i
2.2.5

Confirmation that there are no hardware or software failures
Confirmation that the device is ready to be activated for accepting votes
If a precinct count system includes equipment for the consolidation of
polling place data at one or more central counting locations, it shall have
means to verify the correct extraction of voting data from transportable
memory devices, or to verify the transmission of secure data over secure
communication links.

2.2.6

Verification at the Central Location
Election officials perform verification at the central location to ensure
that vote counting and vote consolidation equipment and software
function properly before and after an election. Upon verification of the
authenticity of the command source, any system used in a central count
environment shall provide a printed record of the following:

2.2.6 a
2.2.6 b

a. The election's identification data
b. The contents of each active candidate register by office and of each
active measure register at all storage locations (showing that they
contain all zeros)
c. Other information needed to ensure the readiness of the equipment
and to accommodate administrative reporting requirements

2.2.6 c

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on

8

2.4 Voting Capabilities
2.4.1 Opening the Voting Period
2.4.1.1 Accessing the ballot

x
x
x

x

Agree with Requirement

The voting system SHALL:
a. Present the correct ballot style to each voter;

2, June, 2011
@ 0915
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

x

x

Agree with Requirement

b. Allow the voting session to be canceled; and

2, June, 2011
@ 0915
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

x

x

Agree with Requirement

c. Prevent a voter from casting more than one ballot in
the same election.

2, June, 2011
@ 0915
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

2, June, 2011
@ 0935
7, June, 2011
@ 1658
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
2, June, 2011
@ 1233
7, June, 2011
@ 1700
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
2, June, 2011
@ 0950
7, June, 2011
@ 1703

1

1

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

2.4.2 Casting a Ballot

x

2.4.2.1 Record voter selections

x

x

2.3
2.3.1
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3
2.3.2

Voting Capabilities
Opening the Polls
Precinct Count Systems
Paper‐based System Requirements
DRE System Requirements
Paper‐based System Requirements
DRE System Requirements
Activating the Ballot (DRE Systems)

There should be a sub‐requirement
that deals with the system allowing
the voter to change their selection
within a contest prior to casting their
ballot (similar to (g) for undervotes)

The voting system SHALL:

2.3.3

Casting a Ballot

1

Agree with Requirement

a. Record the selection and non‐selection of individual
vote choices;

2.3.3.1 c

Record the selection and non‐selection of individual vote choices for each 11, May, 2011
contest and ballot measure
@ 0847
24, May, 2011
@ 0932
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

2.3.3.2 b

b. Allow the voter to mark the ballot to register a vote

7, June, 2011
@ 1705
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

SLI
Inspection

SLI Comments

Recommend splitting sub‐requirement
so that one validates the ability to
enter a write in, and the other verifies
that the correct number of write‐ins is
allowed

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

Reference/Documentation

b. Record the voter's selection of candidates whose
names do not appear on the ballot, if permitted under
state law, and record as many write‐ins as the number
of candidates the voter is allowed to select;

VVSG para.

2.3.3.1 d

c. Prohibit the voter from accessing or viewing any
2.3.3.3 a
information on the display screen that has not been
authorized and preprogrammed into the voting system
(i.e., no potential for display of external information or
linking to other information sources);

e. Provide unambiguous feedback regarding the voter’s 2.3.3.3 d
selection, such as displaying a checkmark beside the
selected option or conspicuously changing its
appearance;

2.3.3.2 e;
2.3.3.3 e

Agree with Requirement

2.3.3.2 h

Agree with Requirement

Record the voter’s selection of candidates whose names do not appear
on the ballot, if permitted under state law, and record as many write‐in
votes as the number of candidates the voter is allowed to select

(DRE) Prohibit the voter from accessing or viewing any information on
the display screen that has not been authorized by election officials and
preprogrammed into the voting system (i.e., no potential for display of
external information or linking to other information sources)

d. Allow the voter to change a vote within a contest
before advancing to the next contest;

Recommend that this requirement is f. Indicate to the voter when no selection, or an
made more specific as to notifying
insufficient number of selections, has been made for a
voter of potential undervote prior to contest (e.g., undervotes);
casting of ballot (as opposed to when
going from one contest (or screen) to
another).

Agree with Requirement

VVSG 2005 Reference

g. Provide the voter the opportunity to correct the
ballot for an undervote before the ballot is cast;

(DRE) Indicate that a selection has been made or canceled

Provide feedback to the voter that identifies specific contests for which
he or she has made no selection or fewer than the allowable number of
selections (e.g., undervotes)

Provide the voter opportunity to correct the ballot for either an
undervote or overvote before the ballot is cast and counted

h. Allow the voter, at the voter’s choice, to submit an
undervoted ballot without correction.

i. Prevent the voter from making more than the
allowable number of selections for any contest (e.g.,
overvotes); and

2.3.3.2 f;
2.3.3.3 f

Notify the voter if he or she has made more than the allowable number
of selections for any contest (e.g., overvotes)

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

11, May, 2011
@ 0847
24, May, 2011
@ 0932

7, June, 2011
@ 1722

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on
1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
11, May, 2011
@ 0847
24, May, 2011
@ 0932

7, June, 2011
@ 1727

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
11, May, 2011
@ 0847
24, May, 2011
@ 0932

7, June, 2011
@ 1731

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
11, May, 2011
@ 0847
24, May, 2011
@ 0932

7, June, 2011
@ 1733

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
11, May, 2011
@ 0847
24, May, 2011
@ 0932

7, June, 2011
@ 1735

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
11, May, 2011
@ 0847
24, May, 2011
@ 0932

7, June, 2011
@ 1738

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
11, May, 2011
@ 0847
24 May,
24,
May 2011
@ 0932

7, June, 2011
@ 1739

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
11, May, 2011
@ 0847
24, May, 2011
@ 0932

7, June, 2011
@ 1741

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
x

2.4.2.2 Verify voter selections

x

x

This may not be feasible in a remote
session environment. Depending on
where the power failure occurs, as
well as the duration, will dictate if a
ballot can be recorded within the
voting system without loss or
degradation of voting/audit data.
The "… allow voters to resume
voting..." clause would inherently
cause some kind of voter data to be
resident on the vote capture device,
which would potentially violate other
Security requirements (5.4.1.3)

j. In the event of a failure of the main power supply
2.3.3.1 e
external to the voting system, provide the capability for
any voter who is voting at the time to complete casting
a ballot, allow for the successful shutdown of the voting
system without loss or degradation of the voting and
audit data, and allow voters to resume voting once the
voting system has reverted to back‐up power.

The voting system SHALL:

In the event of a failure of the main power supply external to the voting
system, provide the capability for any voter who is voting at the time to
complete casting a ballot, allow for the successful shutdown of the voting
system without loss or degradation of the voting and audit data, and
allow voters to resume voting once the voting system has reverted to
back‐up power.

2.3.3.1 f

Provide the capability for voters to continue casting ballots in the event
of a failure of a telecommunications connection within the polling place
or between the polling place and any other location

2.3.3.3 k

For electronic image displays, prompt the voter to confirm the voter's
choices before casting his or her ballot, signifying to the voter that
casting the ballot is irrevocable and directing the voter to confirm the
voter’s intention to cast the ballot

14, May, 2011
@ 1403
Documentation: Pass
Functional: NT
All main power failure
tests. Steps developed but
not testable with the
current configuration” for
Manufacturer.

7, June, 2011
@ 1743
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Tested, power loss
results in need to redo
ballots if not cast.

7, June, 2011
@ 1744
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional
x

SLI
Inspection

x

x

x

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

Would recommend that a paper
record is generated only when the
ballot is cast and not each time the
confirmation screen is accessed.

a. Produce a paper record each time the confirmation
screen is displayed;

Agree with Requirement

b. Generate a paper record identifier. This SHALL be a
random identifier that uniquely links the paper record
with the cast vote record;

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Provide a capability to retrieve ballot images in a form readable by
humans [in accordance with the requirements of Subsections 2.1.2 (f)
and 2.1.4 (k) and (l)]

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

14, May, 2011
@ 1403
24, May, 2011
@ 1256
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
No paper record made
available

7, June, 2011
@ 1746

14, May, 2011
@ 1403
24, May, 2011
@ 0932
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness

x

x

Recommend removing "… and paper
record", see comment to "a" above.

c. Allow the voter to either cast the ballot or return to
the vote selection process to make changes after
reviewing the confirmation screen and paper record;
and

2.3.3.3 j

Allow the voter, before the ballot is cast, to review his or her choices
11, May, 2011
and, if the voter desires, to delete or change his or her choices before the @ 0847
ballot is cast
24, May, 2011
@ 0932

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on
1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
No paper record made
available

7, June, 2011
@ 1749

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
7, June, 2011
@ 1751
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass, though
no paper record

1

24, May, 2011
@ 0932

7, June, 2011
@ 1752

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

14, May, 2011
@ 1403
24, May, 2011
@ 1332
3, June, 2011
@ 0846

7, June, 2011
@ 1754

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass, though
no paper record
x

2.4.2.3 Cast ballot

x

Agree with Requirement

x

d. Prompt the voter to confirm his choices before
casting the ballot, signifying to the voter that casting
the ballot is irrevocable and directing the voter to
confirm his intention to cast the ballot.

2.3.3.3 k

For electronic image displays, prompt the voter to confirm the voter's
choices before casting his or her ballot, signifying to the voter that
casting the ballot is irrevocable and directing the voter to confirm the
voter’s intention to cast the ballot

Recommend renaming requirement to The voting system SHALL:
"Post Cast Ballot Process"

x

x

Agree with Requirement

a. Store all cast ballots in a random order; logically
separated by, and only accessible to, the appropriate
state local jurisdictions;

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
x

2.4.2.4 Ballot linking to voter
identification
2.4.2.4.1 Absentee model

2.4.2.4.2 Early voting model

x

Recommend defining "persistently" to b. Notify the voter after the vote has been stored
more detail.
persistently that the ballot has been cast;
In a full electronic system,
"persistently" would indicate that the
central server has received the vote
record and stored it.
In a ballot delivery system,
"persistently" would indicate the
printing of a physical ballot, or
creation of a pdf.

2.3.3.3 l

x

Recommend enumerating this
requirement to c.i and c.ii

c. Notify the voter that the ballot has not been cast
successfully if it is not stored successfully, and provide
clear instruction as to steps the voter should take to
cast his ballot should this event occur; and

2.3.3.3 m

x

x

Agree with Requirement

d. Prohibit access to voted ballots until such time as
state law allows for processing of absentee ballots.

2.3.3.3 t

x

x

x

x

Agree with Requirement

x

Agree with Requirement

The cast ballot SHALL be linked to the voter’s identity
without violating the privacy of the voter.

The cast ballot SHALL NOT be linked to the voter’s
identity.

11, May, 2011
@ 1030
3, June, 2011
@ 0836

7, June, 2011
@ 1757
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

(DRE) Notify the voter that the ballot has not been cast successfully if it is 24, May, 2011
not stored successfully, including storage of the ballot image, and provide @ 0747
clear instruction as to the steps the voter should take to cast his or her
ballot should this event occur
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Prohibit access to voted ballots until after the close of polls
24, May, 2011
@ 0747

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
7, June, 2011
@ 1807

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

24, May, 2011
@ 0747

7, June, 2011
@ 1811

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

24, May, 2011
@ 0747

7, June, 2011
@ 1812

2.3.3.3 p

Prevent modification of the voter’s vote after the ballot is cast

2.3.3.3 s

Protect the secrecy of the vote throughout the voting process

2.3.3.3 s

Protect the secrecy of the vote throughout the voting process

7, June, 2011
@ 1800

Not tested, beyond scope
Not tested, beyond scope

2.4.3 Vote Secrecy

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

x

x

(DRE) Notify the voter after the vote has been stored successfully that
the ballot has been cast

1

1

1

1

GAP Analysis Matrix
2.4.3.1 Link to voter

2.4.3.2 Voting session records

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional
x

SLI
Inspection

x

x

SLI Comments

In the Glossary, cast vote record needs
a better definition, such that it is
differentiated from the cast ballot
more explicitly. Should indicate that it
is the record stored in the voting
system, as opposed to the cast ballot
that is produced by the vote capture
device. In the Absentee model the cast
ballot contains links to the voters
identity, where the cast vote record
should not
Audit logs would record when the
voter accessed ballot, as well as when
they cast the ballot, but no
information that would link stored
information to individual voter

x

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

The voting system SHALL be capable of producing a cast 2.3.3.1 b
vote record that does not contain any information that
would link the record to the voter.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Protect the secrecy of the vote such that the system cannot reveal any
information about how a particular voter voted, except as otherwise
required by individual state law

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

2, June, 2011
@ 0948

7, June, 2011
@ 1813
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

The voting system SHALL NOT store any information
related to the actions performed by the voter during
the voting session.

24, May, 2011
@ 0747

7, June, 2011
@ 1815

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on
1

1

23
2.4

2.5 Post Voting Capabilities

2.5.1 Ballot Box Retrieval and
Tabulation

x

2.5.1.1 Seal and sign the
electronic ballot box

x

An additional requirement is
recommended that explicitly deals
with encryption of electornic ballot
box upon closure of the voting period,
in order to prevent voter data (private
information and vote data) from being
exposed in even a read only manner.
"Seal" in 2.5.1.1 may be used to cover
this concept. But then should be
broken out to a seperate requirement
from the "sign" portion.

x

1

Would recommend that the term
The voting system SHALL seal and sign each
2.3.3.3 t
"seal" be more explicitly defined.
jurisdiction’s electronic ballot box, by means of a digital
"Seal" is historically more of a physical signature, to protect the integrity of its contents.
concept, whereas in this instance it is
a logical concept. May want to define
as makingg the electronic ballot box
"read only", with corresponding time
stamp or something similar.

2.5.1.2 Electronic ballot box
retrieval

x

x

Agree with Requirement

2.5.1.3 Electronic ballot box
integrity check

x

x

See comments in 2.5.1 and 2.5.1.1, as The voting system SHALL perform an integrity check on
would pertain to this requirement
the electronic ballot box verifying that it has not been
tampered with or modified before opening.

Prohibit access to voted ballots until after the close of polls

13, May, 2011
@ 1250
25, May, 2011
@ 0905

1

7, June, 2011
@ 1824
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

The voting system SHALL allow each jurisdiction to
retrieve its electronic ballot box.

13, May, 2011
@ 1250
25, May, 2011
@ 0905

3, June, 2011
@ 1435
7, June, 2011
@ 1825

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
13, May, 2011
@ 1250
25, May, 2011
@ 0905

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
7, June, 2011
@ 1825

1

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

2.5.2 Tabulation

x

x

2.1.7
2.1.7.1

Vote Tabulating Program
Functions
a. Monitor system status and generate machine‐level audit reports
b. Accommodate device control functions performed by polling place
officials and maintenance personnel
c. Register and accumulate votes
d.Accommodate variations in ballot counting logic

x

2.5.2.1 Tabulation device
connectivity

2.5.2.2 Open ballot box

x

2.5.2.3 Absentee model

x

x

x

Enumerate the activities

3

Post‐Voting Capabilities
All voting systems shall provide capabilities to accumulate and report
results for the jurisdiction and to generate audit trails. In addition,
precinct count voting systems must provide a means to close the polls
including generating appropriate reports. If the system provides the
capability to broadcast results, additional standards apply

The tabulation device SHALL be physically, electrically,
and electromagnetically isolated from any other
computer network.

Recommend adding "voting system" in The tabulation device SHALL allow only an authorized
front of "authorized entity"
entity to open the ballot box.

25, May, 2011
@ 1253

7, June, 2011
@ 1827

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
25, May, 2011
@ 1253

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
7, June, 2011
@ 1828

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

1

GAP Analysis Matrix
2.5.2.3.1 Adjudication

2.5.2.4 Ballot decryption

2.5.2.5 Tabulation report format

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional
x

x

x

x

x

x

SLI
Inspection

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

1) See comment in 2.5.2.2
The tabulation device SHALL allow the designation of
2) "electronic ballots" is not a defined electronic ballots as “accepted” or “not accepted” by an
term. Recommend using the term
authorized entity.
"Cast Ballot"

Decryption process may be different
that what is used to break all
correlations between voter and ballot.
This requirement should be broken
out. The breaking of the correlation
should only be done after the
adjudication is completed. The
decryption process may be involved at
multiple points of this overall process.

The tabulation device decryption process SHALL remove
all layers of encryption and breaking all correlation
between the voter and the ballot, producing a record
that is in clear text.

Agree with Requirement

The tabulation device SHALL have the capability to
generate a tabulation report of voting results in an
open and non‐proprietary format.

2.1.7.2

2.1.8

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

11, May, 2011
@ 1337
25, May, 2011
@ 1320
2, June, 2011
@ 0725

7, June, 2011
@ 1830

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on
1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
25, May, 2011
@ 1253

7, June, 2011
@ 1833

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

11, May, 2011
@ 1405

7, June, 2011
@ 1835

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

1

Voting Variations
There are significant variations among state election laws with respect to
permissible ballot contents, voting options, and the associated ballot
counting logic. The Technical Data Package accompanying the system
shall specifically identify which of the following items can and cannot be
supported by the voting system, as well as how the voting system can
implement the items supported:
Closed primaries
• Open primaries
• Partisan offices
• Non‐partisan offices
• Write‐in voting
• Primary presidential delegation nominations
• Ballot rotation
• Straight party voting
• Cross‐party endorsement
• Split precincts
• Vote for N of M
• Recall issues, with options
• Cumulative voting
• Ranked order voting
• Provisional or challenged ballots
Ballot Counter
For all voting systems, each piece of voting equipment that tabulates
ballots shall provide a counter that:
a. Can be set to zero before any ballots are submitted for tally
b. Records the number of ballots cast during a particular test cycle or
election
c. Increases the count only by the input of a ballot
d. Prevents or disables the resetting of the counter by any person other
than authorized persons at authorized points
e. Is visible to designated election officials
5

2.6 Audit and Accountability

x

Assumption is that 2.6.1 and 2.6.2 are
"header" sections that should not
have any actionable events. The
"Shall" in 2.6.2 should be removed.

2.6.1 Scope

x

x

The intention is to provide for independent verification 2.1.5
of the agreement of the paper record and electronic
tabulation results. These audits could be conducted on
the entire set of records or on a sampling basis,
depending on the preferences of state/local
jurisdictions:
a. Hand audit – Validation of electronic tabulation
results via comparison with results of a hand tally of
paper records; and

b. Comparison of ballot images and the corresponding
paper records.

Election audit trails provide the supporting documentation for verifying
the accuracy of reported election results. They present a concrete,
indestructible archival record of all system activity related to the vote
tally, and are essential for public confidence in the accuracy of the tally,
for recounts, and for evidence in the event of criminal or civil litigation.
25, May, 2011
@ 1320

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
25, May, 2011
@ 1320

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

4

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional

SLI
Inspection

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

In order to support independent auditing, a voting
system SHALL be able to produce electronic records
that contain the necessary information in a secure and
usable manner. Typically, this includes records such as:

26, May, 2011
@ 1215

7, June, 2011
@ 1838

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

. Vote counts;

26, May, 2011
@ 1230

7, June, 2011
@ 1839

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
26, May, 2011
@ 1440

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
7, June, 2011
@ 1841

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

VVSG 2005 Reference

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on

The requirements for all system types, both precinct and central count,
are described in generic language. Because the actual implementation of
specific characteristics may vary from system to system, it is the
responsibility of the vendor to describe each system's characteristics in
sufficient detail so that test labs and system users can evaluate the
adequacy of the system's audit trail. This description shall be
incorporated in the System Operating Manual, which is part of the
Technical Data Package.
2.1.5.1

2.1.5.1 a

2.1.5.1 a

2.1.5.1 a

2.1.5.1 a
2.1.5.1 a

2.1.5.1 a

2.1.5.1 a

2.1.5.2
2
152
2.1.5.2

2.1.5.2

2.1.5.2

2.1.5.2

2.6.2 Electronic Records

x

x

x

x

x

x

1) Recommend using appropriate NIST
standard, and/or VVSG section 2.1.5,
in place of "secure and usable
manner".
2) Recommend removing "Typically",
and rephrasing to something like, "this
includes, but is not limited to:"
3) Enumerate bullets such that they
are referenceable.
4) Remove "Shall" as it causes need
for actionable event

. Counts of ballots recorded;

Operational Requirements. Audit records shall be prepared for all
phases of election operations performed using devices controlled by the
jurisdiction or its contractors.
These records shall address the ballot preparation and election definition
phase, system readiness tests, and voting and ballot‐counting operations.
The software shall activate the logging and reporting of audit data as
described below.
a. The timing and sequence of audit record entries is as important as the
data contained in the record. All voting systems shall meet the
requirements for time, sequence and preservation of audit records
outlined below.
i. Except where noted, systems shall provide the capability to create and
maintain a real‐time audit record. This capability records and provides
the operator or precinct official with continuous updates on machine
status. This information allows effective operator identification of an
error condition requiring intervention, and contributes to the
reconstruction of election‐related events necessary for recounts or
litigation.
ii. All systems shall include a real‐time clock as part of the system’s
hardware. The system shall maintain an absolute record of the time and
date or a record relative to some event whose time and data are known
and recorded.
iii.All audit record entries shall include the time‐and‐date stamp.
iv. The audit record shall be active whenever the system is in an
operating mode. This record shall be available at all times, though it
need not be continually visible.
v. The generation of audit record entries shall not be terminated or
altered by program control, or by the intervention of any person. The
physical security and integrity of the record shall be maintained at all
times.
vi. Once the system has been activated for any function, the system shall
preserve the contents of the audit record during any interruption of
power to the system until processing and data reporting have been
completed.
Use of Shared Computing Platforms
Further requirements must be applied to Commercial‐off‐the‐Shelf
operating systems to ensure completeness and integrity of audit data for
election software.
“Simultaneous processes” of concern include: unauthorized network
connections, unplanned user logins, and unintended execution or
termination of operating system processes.
Operating system audit shall be enabled for all session openings and
closings, for all connection openings and closings, for all process
executions and terminations, and for the alteration or deletion of any
memory or file object.
The system shall be configured to execute only intended and necessary
processes during the execution of election software. The system shall
also be configured to halt election software processes upon the
termination of any critical system process (such as system audit) during
the execution of election software.

1

1

1

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

SLI
Inspection

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

. Paper record identifier;

Recommend more explicity defining
"important events"

. Event logs and other records of important events; and

. Election archive information.

Enumerate in relation to above
subsection

x

x

The pertinent requirements associated a. Requirements for electronic records to be produced
to this sub requirement should be
by tabulation devices; and
explicitly called out. A vague reference
will only create gaps in coverage.

x

x

The pertinent requirements associated b. Requirements for printed reports to support auditing
to this sub requirement should be
steps.
explicitly called out. A vague reference
will only create gaps in coverage.

x

x

Agree with Requirement

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

27, May, 2011
@ 0915

7, June, 2011
@ 1842

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
31, May, 2011
@ 0842

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
7, June, 2011
@ 1842

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
31, May, 2011
@ 0842

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
7, June, 2011
@ 1842

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

31, May, 2011
@ 0842

7, June, 2011
@ 1845

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on
1

1

1

The following requirements apply to records produced
by the voting system for any exchange of information
between devices, support of auditing procedures, or
reporting of final results:

2.4.3

2.6.2.1 All records capable of
being exported

VVSG 2005 Reference

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
vii. The system shall be capable of printing a copy of the audit record. A 31, May, 2011
separate printer is not required for the audit record, and the record may @ 0842
be produced on the standard system printer if all the following conditions
are met:
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Producing Reports
All systems shall be able to create reports summarizing the vote data on
multiple level

The voting system SHALL provide the capability to
export its electronic records in an open format, such as
XML, or include a utility to export log data into a
publicly documented format.

2.6.2.2 Ballot images

x

x

Agree with Requirement

The voting system SHALL have the capability to
generate ballot images in a human readable format.

2.6.2.3 Ballot image content

x

x

Does this requirement need a
complementary requirement, similar
to how 2.6.3.2 has 2.6.3.3 Privacy?

The voting system SHALL be capable of producing a
ballot image that includes:

x

x

a. Election title and date of election;

x

x

b. Jurisdiction identifier;

x

x

c. Ballot style;

x

x

d. Paper record identifier; and

x

x

e. For each contest and ballot question:

x

x

i. The choice recorded, including write‐ins; and

4.1.4.3
4.1.4.3 v

DRE System Recording Requirements
Provide a capability to retrieve ballot images in a form readable by
humans

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
7, June, 2011
@ 1848

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

31, May, 2011
@ 0920

7, June, 2011
@ 1838

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

31, May, 2011
@ 0951

7, June, 2011
@ 1839

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
31, May, 2011
@ 1458

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
7, June, 2011
@ 1841

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
31, May, 2011
@ 1458

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
7, June, 2011
@ 1841

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
31, May, 2011
@ 1458

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
7, June, 2011
@ 1841

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
31, May, 2011
@ 1458

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
7, June, 2011
@ 1841

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
31, May, 2011
@ 1458

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
7, June, 2011
@ 1841

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
31, May, 2011
@ 1458

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
7, June, 2011
@ 1841

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
31, May, 2011
@ 1458

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
7, June, 2011
@ 1841

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

GAP Analysis Matrix

2.6.2.4 All records capable of
being printed

2.6.2.5 Summary count record

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional
x

x

x

x

SLI
Inspection

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

ii. Information about each write‐in.

Should be enumerated or split out

x

x

x

x

x

x

b. The following, both in total and broken down by
ballot style and voting location:

x

x

i. Number of received ballots

x

x

ii. Number of counted ballots

x

x

iii. Number of rejected electronic CVRs

x

x

iv. Number of write‐in votes

x

x

v. Number of undervotes.

2.6.3 Paper Records

x

2.6.3.1 Paper record creation

x

x

x

Agree with Requirement

The tabulation device SHALL provide the ability to
produce printed forms of its electronic records. The
printed forms SHALL retain all required information as
specified for each record type other than digital
signatures.

x

x

The voting system SHALL produce a summary count
record including the following:
a. Time and date of summary record; and

Need to remove "Shall" from header

The vote capture device is required to produce a paper
record for each ballot cast. This record SHALL be
available to the voter to review and verify, and SHALL
be retained for later auditing or recounts, as specified
by state law. Paper records provide an independent
record of the voter’s choices that can be used to verify
the correctness of the electronic record created by the
vote capture device.

Agree with Requirement

Each vote capture device SHALL print a human readable
paper record.

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

31, May, 2011
@ 1458

7, June, 2011
@ 1841

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
31, May, 2011
@ 0930

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
7, June, 2011
@ 1842

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1, June, 2011
@ 0851

7, June, 2011
@ 1845

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
1, June, 2011
@ 0851

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
7, June, 2011
@ 1848

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
1, June, 2011
@ 0851

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
7, June, 2011
@ 1851

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
1, June, 2011
@ 0851

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
7, June, 2011
@ 1852

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
1, June, 2011
@ 0851

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
7, June, 2011
@ 1853
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on
1

1

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
1, June, 2011
@ 0851

7, June, 2011
@ 1856

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
1, June, 2011
@ 0851

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
7, June, 2011
@ 1857

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

31, May, 2011
@ 1419

7, June, 2011
@ 1858

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Not tested, paper record Documentation: Pass
not available
Functional: Pass

2.6.3.2 Paper record contents

x

2.6.2.3 and 2.6.3.2 test for the same Each paper record SHALL contain at least:
thing, but one if Test Method
Inspection and the other is Functional.
Should be consistent. Recommend
making both Inspection.

x

x

a. Election title and date of election;

31, May, 2011
@ 1423

7, June, 2011
@ 1859

x

x

b. Voting location;

31, May, 2011
@ 1423

7, June, 2011
@ 1859

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Not tested, paper record Documentation: Pass
not available
Functional: Pass

Not tested, paper record
not available

1

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional

SLI
Inspection

x

x

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

c. Jurisdiction identifier;

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

31, May, 2011
@ 1423

7, June, 2011
@ 1859

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on
1

Not tested, paper record
not available

x

x

d. Ballot style;

31, May, 2011
@ 1423

7, June, 2011
@ 1859

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Not tested, paper record
not available

x

e. Paper record identifier; and

x

31, May, 2011
@ 1423

7, June, 2011
@ 1859

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Not tested, paper record
not available

x

x

f. For each contest and ballot question:

31, May, 2011
@ 1423

7, June, 2011
@ 1859

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Not tested,
tested paper record
not available

x

x

i. The recorded choice, including write‐ins; and

31, May, 2011
@ 1423

7, June, 2011
@ 1859

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Not tested, paper record
not available

x

2.6.3.3 Privacy

x

x

x

ii. Information about each write‐in.

Agree with Requirement

The vote capture device SHALL be capable of producing
a paper record that does not contain any information
that could link the record to the voter.

31, May, 2011
@ 1423

7, June, 2011
@ 1859

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
31, May, 2011
@ 1423

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Not tested, paper record
not available

7, June, 2011
@ 1859
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

1

GAP Analysis Matrix
2.6.3.4 Multiple pages

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional
x

SLI
Inspection

x

SLI Comments

Enumerate the activities

Reference/Documentation

When a single paper record spans multiple pages, each
page SHALL include the voting location, ballot style,
date of election, and page number and total number of
the pages (e.g., page 1 of 4).

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

31, May, 2011
@ 1423

7, June, 2011
@ 1901

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

No tested, ballot did not
span pages.

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on
1

Not tested, paper record
not available

x

2.6.3.5 Machine‐readable part
contains same information as
human‐readable part

x

Agree with Requirement

If a non‐human‐readable encoding is used on the paper
record, it SHALL contain the entirety of the human‐
readable information on the record

31, May, 2011
@ 1423

7, June, 2011
@ 1903

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Not tested, paper record
not available

1

Not tested, paper record
not available

x

2.6.3.6 Format for paper record
non‐human‐readable data

x

Agree with Requirement

Any non‐human‐readable information on the paper
record SHALL be presented in a non‐proprietary format.

31, May, 2011
@ 1423

7, June, 2011
@ 1904

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Not tested, paper record
not available

1

Not tested, paper record
not available

x

2.6.3.7 Linking the electronic CVR
to the paper record

The paper record SHALL:

x

x

x

x

a. Contain the paper record identifier; and

Recommend replacing
p
g "Identify"
y with b. Identifyy whether the paper
p p record represents
p
the
"Validates"
ballot that was cast.

1, June, 2011
@ 0931
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
1,, June,, 2011
@ 0931
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Not tested, paper record
not available

7, June, 2011
@ 1905

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
7,, June,, 2011
@ 1905

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

39

2.7 Performance Monitoring
2.7.1 Voting system and Network
Status
2.7.1.1 Network monitoring

2.7.1.2 Tool access

x

x

x

x

More detail should be added as to
The system server SHALL provide for system and
what level of monitoring should be
network monitoring during the voting period.
taking place. This could be as minimal
as, "the light is green, the system is
up".

2, June, 2011
@ 0915
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Explicit tools not
provided, only os tools

8, June, 2011
@ 1247
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Explicit tools not
provided, only os tools

x

x

Agree with Requirement

2, June, 2011
@ 0915

8, June, 2011
@ 1259

The system and network monitoring functionality SHALL
only be accessible to authorized personnel from
restricted consoles.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

2.7.1.3 Tool privacy

x

x

Agree with Requirement

System and network monitoring functionality SHALL
NOT have the capability to compromise voter privacy or
election integrity.

2, June, 2011
@ 0915
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Section 3: Usability, Accessibility, and Privacy Requirements
NA

NA

Not included as part of vendor/ VSTL testing in 5.1.1

Documentation: Pass
i 2011
l
8, June,

5

1

1

1

@ 1320
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
2

1

190

49

4

GAP Analysis Matrix
3.2 General Usability

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional
NA

SLI
Inspection

SLI Comments

NA

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.
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Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

Not included as part of vendor/ VSTL testing in 5.1.1

3.2.1 Privacy
3.2.1.1 Privacy at the kiosk
locations
x

x

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

The voting process must preclude anyone else from
3.1.7
determining the content of a voter's ballot without the
voter's cooperation.
3.1.7.1

The voting process shall preclude anyone else from determining the
content of a voter's ballot, without the voter's cooperation.

a. The vote capture device SHALL prevent others from
determining the contents of a ballot.

When deployed according to the installation instructions provided by the 16, May, 2011
vendor, the voting station shall prevent others from observing the
@ 0755
contents of a voter’s ballot.
VCD does not prevent
others from determining
the contents of a ballot.

b. The vote capture device SHALL support ballot privacy
during the voting session and ballot submission

Privacy at the Polls

a. The ballot and any input controls shall be visible only to the voter
during the voting session and ballot submission.

16, May, 2011
@ 0755

2, June, 2011
@ 0730
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

No guidelines found
Documentation: Pass
within the manufacturer's Functional: Pass
documentation to ensure
ballot privacy during the
voting session and ballot
submission.

x

Agree with Requirement

b. The audio interface shall be audible only to the voter.

c. During the voting session, if an audio interface to the
vote capture device is provided, it SHALL be audible
only to the voter.

16, May, 2011
@ 0755

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

The manufacturer's
Not Applicable
documentation provided
no recommendation
related to how to set up a
kiosk to ensure voter
privacy when the eLect
Access voting style is in
use.
x

x

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

c. As mandated by HAVA 301 (a)(1)(C), the voting system shall notify the 16, May, 2011
@0755
voter of an attempted overvote in a way that preserves the privacy of
the voter and the confidentiality of the ballot.
The manufacturer's
warnings are not issued in
a way that preserves the
privacy of the voter and
the confidentiality of the
ballot.

d. The vote capture device SHALL issue all warnings in a
way that preserves the privacy of the voter and the
confidentiality of the ballot.

e. The vote capture device SHALL not issue a receipt to
the voter that would provide proof to another of how
the voter voted.

3.1.7.2

3.2.1.2 No recording of
alternative format usage
x

Agree with Requirement

a. No information SHALL be kept within an electronic
cast voter record that identifies any alternative
language feature(s) used by a voter.

2, June, 2011
@ 0730
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

16, May, 2011
@0755

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

No Recording of Alternate Format Usage
Voter anonymity shall be maintained for alternative format ballot
presentation
a. No information shall be kept within an electronic cast vote record that 16, May, 2011
identifies any alternative language feature(s) used by a voter.
@ 0755

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Upon completing a ballot, Documentation: Pass
the voter may save or
Functional: Pass
print the ballot for later
mailing, emailing, or
faxing. The ballot is saved
in the selected language.

x

Agree with Requirement

b. No information SHALL be kept within an electronic
cast voter record that identifies any accessibility
feature(s) used by a voter.

b. No information shall be kept within an electronic cast vote record that 16, May, 2011
identifies any accessibility feature(s) used by a voter.
@ 0755

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

No documentation found Documentation: Pass
specifically stating that
Functional: Pass
the method by which the
voter accesses the voting
system is not preserved
with the voter data.

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional

SLI
Inspection

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

The features specified in this section are intended to
minimize cognitive difficulties for voters. They should
always be able to operate the vote capture device and
understand the effect of their actions.

3.2.2 Cognitive issues

x

Agree with Requirement

a. The vote capture device SHALL provide
instructions for all its valid operations.

x

Agree with Requirement

b. The vote capture device SHALL provide a means for
the voter to get help directly from the system at any
time during the voting session. Need to verify

VVSG para.

3.1.4

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

The voting process shall be designed to minimize cognitive difficulties for
the voter.

b. The voting machine or related materials shall provide clear instructions 16, May, 2011
and assistance to allow voters to successfully execute and cast their
@ 0755
ballots independently.
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
i. Voting machines or related materials shall provide a means for the
16, May, 2011
voter to get help at any time during the voting session.
@ 0830

2, June, 2011
@ 0730
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Help option was not
available for the two
authentication screens.
The Ballot screen had a
help option, but errors
occured when it is
selected.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

16, May, 2011
@ 0830

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

16, May, 2011
@ 0830

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
16, May, 2011
@ 0830

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Various instances where
spaces are needed
between words displayed
on the screen.
The vote capture device
makes use of the word
'Disabled' rather than
'Not Selected' on the
Selection button next to
candidates who were not
selected by the voter.
While 'disabled' is used in
computer sciences to
imply 'non‐available', its
more common meaning
is 'impaired, as in
physical functioning'.

ii. The voting machine shall provide instructions for all its valid
operations.
x

More explicit standards should be
referenced to create a consistency as
to norms and best practices.

c. Instructional material for the voter SHALL
conform to norms and best practices for plain
language.

x

Agree with Requirement

i. Warnings and alerts issued by the vote capture
device SHALL be distinguishable from other
information and should clearly state:

x
x

Agree with Requirement
Agree with Requirement

The nature of the problem;
Whether the voter has performed or attempted
an invalid operation or whether the vote capture
device itself has malfunctioned in some way; and

x
x

Agree with Requirement
Agree with Requirement

The set of responses available to the voter.
ii. When an instruction is based on a condition,
the condition should be stated first, and then the
action to be performed.

x

Agree with Requirement

iii. The vote capture device should use familiar,
common words and avoid technical or specialized
words that voters are not likely to understand.

d. Warnings and alerts issued by the voting system should clearly state
the nature of the problem and the set of responses available to the voter.
The warning should clearly state whether the voter has performed or
attempted an invalid operation or whether the voting equipment itself
has malfunctioned in some way.

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional

SLI
Inspection
x

SLI Comments

Agree with Requirement, Enumerate
the activities

Reference/Documentation

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

iv. Each distinct instruction should be separated
spatially from other instructions for visual or
tactile interfaces, and temporally for auditory
interfaces.

16, May, 2011
@ 0830

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

The 'BallotStyle' selection
screen two choice
buttons ('Aceptar' and
'Cancelar') are placed too
close together. Also,
touching 'Cancelar'
doesn't result in any
action.
The voting system does
not offer an audio
interface.

16, May, 2011
@ 0830

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
16, May, 2011
@ 0830

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

In the 'Instructions to
Kiosk Voters' screen,
there is a statement: 'If
you desire to change
your vote, you must
touch….'. 'Must touch' is
more passive than
'Touch'. Also, 'If you
desire to change your
vote' could be said more
effectively: 'To Change
your vote...'

16, May, 2011
@ 0830

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

The 'Counted As Cast
Receipt' instructions,
Step 4, contains the word
'him': 'Deliver all you
foldedVoter Choice
Records to the kiosk
worker, and show him
the visible part…'

x

Agree with Requirement

v. The vote capture device should issue
instructions on the correct way to perform
actions, rather than telling voters what not to do.

x

Agree with Requirement

vi. The instructions should address the voter
directly rather than use passive voice
constructions.

x

x

x

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement, Enumerate
the activities

Definition of clarity and
comprehensibility is needed to make
this less ambiguous

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

vii. The vote capture device should avoid the use
off gender‐based
d b d pronouns.

d. Consistent with election law, the voting application
SHALL support a process that does not introduce bias
for or against any of the contest choices to be
presented to the voter. In both visual and aural
formats, the choices SHALL be presented in an
equivalent manner.. Need to verify

a. Consistent with election law, the voting system should support a
process that does not introduce any bias for or against any of the
selections to be made by the voter. In both visual and aural formats,
contest choices shall be presented in an equivalent manner.

16, May, 2011
@ 0850

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Write‐in candidates are
the only candidates that
appear with both first
name and last name
entirely in upper case.

e. The voting system SHALL provide the capability to
design a ballot with a high level of clarity and
comprehensibility. Contained or referenced in test
plans; however, the current specifications needs to be
verified against this standard.

c. The voting system shall provide the capability to design a ballot for
maximum clarity and comprehension.

16, May, 2011
@ 0850

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

i. The voting equipment should not visually present a single contest
spread over two pages or two columns.

16, May, 2011
@ 0850

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

x

Agree with Requirement

I The vote capture device should not visually present a
single contest spread over two pages or two columns.

x

Agree with Requirement

ii. The ballot SHALL clearly indicate the maximum
number of candidates for which one can vote within a
single contest.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
ii. The ballot shall clearly indicate the maximum number of candidates for 16, May, 2011
which one can vote within a single contest.
@ 0850

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional

SLI
Inspection

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

x

Agree with Requirement

iii. The relationship between the name of a candidate
and the mechanism used to vote for that candidate
SHALL be consistent throughout the ballot.

x

Agree with Requirement

iv. The vote capture device should present instructions
near to where they are needed.

x

Agree with Requirement

f. The use of color SHALL agree with common
conventions: (a) green, blue or white is used for general
information or as a normal status indicator; (b) amber
or yellow is used to indicate warnings or a marginal
status; (c) red is used to indicate error conditions or a
problem requiring immediate attention.. Contained in
g. When an icon is used to convey information, indicate
an action, or prompt a response, it SHALL be
accompanied by a corresponding linguistic label.. Need
to verify

x

Agree with Requirement

Some of these requirements are designed to assist
voters with poor reading vision. These are voters who
might have some difficulty in reading normal text, but
are not typically classified as having a visual disability.

3.2.3 Perceptual issues

Agree with Requirement, Enumerate
the activities (not bullets)

a. The electronic display screen
characteristics

x

x
x

Agree with Requirement
Agree with Requirement

x

Agree with Requirement

x
x

Agree with Requirement
Agree with Requirement

x

b. Automatically reset of
adjustments to default settings
after voter's session.

x

c. Voter reset of adjustments to
default settings, while preserving
current votes.

x

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement
Agree with Requirement, Enumerate
the activities

a. The electronic display screen of the vote capture
device SHALL have the following characteristics:
Contained or referenced in test plans; however, the
current specifications needs to be verified against this
standard.
Flicker frequency NOT between 2 Hz and 55 Hz.

VVSG para.
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iii.There shall be a consistent relationship between the name of a
candidate and the mechanism used to vote for that candidate.

e. The use of color by the voting system should agree with common
conventions: (a) green, blue or white is used for general information or
as a normal status indicator; (b) amber or yellow is used to indicate
warnings or a marginal status; (c) red is used
to indicate error conditions or a problem requiring immediate attention.

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

16, May, 2011
@ 0850

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
16, May, 2011
@ 0850

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
16, May, 2011
@ 0850

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Instructions are in red
text

16, May, 2011
@ 0850

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Selecting a candidate
resulted in a green
checkmark icon appearing
in the selection box. No
linguistic label was
available to identify the
checkmark.

The 'Ballot Style
Selection' screen has a
box containing a green
questionmark. The
purpose of the
questionmark isn't clear.

3.1.5

The voting process shall be designed to minimize perceptual difficulties
for the voter

3.1.5

a. No voting machine display screen shall flicker with a frequency
16, May, 2011
between 2 Hz and 55 Hz. Aside from usability concerns, this requirement @ 0850
protects voters with epilepsy.
Not Applicable

Minimum display brightness: 130 cd/m2
Minimum display darkroom 7×7 checkerboard contrast:
150:1
Minimum display pixel pitch: 85 pixels/inch (0.3
mm/pixel)
Minimum display area 700 cm2
Antiglare screen surface that shows no distinct virtual
image of a light source
Minimum uniform diffuse ambient contrast for 500 1×
illuminance: 10:1
b. Any aspect of the vote capture device that is
3.1.5
adjustable by either the voter or kiosk worker, including
font size, color, contrast, audio volume, or rate of
speech, SHALL automatically reset to a standard default
value upon completion of that voter's session.
c. If any aspect of a vote capture device is adjustable by 3.1.5
either the voter or kiosk worker, there SHALL be a
mechanism to allow the voter to reset all such aspects
to their default values while preserving the current
votes.

2, June, 2011
@ 0730
SLI could not find details
on the vote capture
device related to display
flicker frequency, display
brightness, pixel pitch,
display area size,
antiglare screen surface,
or ambient contrast.

b. Any aspect of the voting machine that is adjustable by the voter or poll 16, May, 2011
worker, including font size, color, contrast, and audio volume, shall
@ 0850
automatically reset to a standard default value upon completion of that
voter's session.
Not Applicable

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

c. If any aspect of a voting machine is adjustable by the voter or poll
worker, there shall be a mechanism to reset all such aspects to their
default values.

16, May, 2011
@ 0850

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on

GAP Analysis Matrix
d. Text font characteristics

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional

SLI
Inspection
x

Agree with Requirement, Enumerate
the activities (not bullets)

Reference/Documentation
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Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

16, May, 2011
@ 0850

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Not Applicable

The ballot for
Presidential / Vice
Presential candidates
presented the candidate
names in approximately
1/8 of an inch in both
height and width, which
translates to
approximately 2
millimeters.

3.0‐4.0 mm cap height, with a corresponding x‐
height at least 70% of the cap height and a
minimum stroke width of 0.35 mm;

16, May, 2011
@ 0850

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Not Applicable

The voter is not able to
make font adjustments
to the VCD image display.

6.3‐9.0 mm cap height, with a corresponding x‐
height at least 70% of the cap height and a
minimum stroke width of 0
0.7
7 mm; under control
of the voter. The device SHALL allow the voter to
adjust font size throughout the voting session
while preserving the current votes.

16, May, 2011
@ 0850

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Not Applicable

The voter is not able to
make font adjustments
to the VCD image display.

VVSG 2005 Reference

d. For all text the vote capture device SHALL provide a
font with the following characteristics. Contained or
referenced in test plans; however, the current
specifications needs to be verified against this standard.

x

Agree with Requirement

Height of capital letters at least: 3.0 mm

3.1.5

d. All electronic voting machines shall provide a minimum font size of 3.0
mm (measured as the height of a capital letter) for all text.

x

Agree with Requirement

x‐height of a least: 70% of cap height

2.3.3.1 a.

a. Provide text that is at least 3 millimeters high and provide the
capability to adjust or magnify the text to an apparent size of 6.3
millimeters

x

Agree with Requirement
Agree with Requirement

Stroke width at least: 0.35 mm.
3.1.5

e. All voting machines using paper ballots should make provisions for
voters with poor reading vision. Discussion: Possible solutions include: (a)
providing paper ballots in at least two font sizes, 3.0‐4.0mm and 6.3‐
9.0mm and (b) providing a magnifying device.

3.2.2.1

b. The accessible voting station with an electronic image display shall be
capable of showing all information in at least two font sizes, (a) 3.0‐4.0
mm and (b) 6.3‐9.0 mm, under control of the voter.

e. Font Sizes

x

x

f. Sans Serif font

SLI Comments

x

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement, Enumerate
the activities

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

g. paper verification records.

x

Agree with Requirement, enumerate
the activities

e. The vote capture device electronic image
display SHALL be capable of showing all
information in at least two font sizes:

f. Text should be presented in a sans serif font.

h. All text intended for the voter should be presented in a sans serif font. 16, May, 2011
@ 0915

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

In the Review Instruction
screen, a serif font is
used in all of the contest
boxes. The printed
'Voter's Choice Record'
'Instructions' and
'Selected Options'
sections are in a serif
font.

g. Vote capture devices providing paper
verification records SHALL provide features that
assist in the reading of such records by voters
with poor reading vision.

16, May, 2011
@ 0930

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Not Applicable

The VCD did not support
the printing of records in
at least two font sizes
nor was a magnifier
provided or
recommended.

i. The vote capture device may achieve legibility of
paper records by supporting the printing of those
records in at least two font sizes, 3.0‐4.0mm and
6.3‐9.0mm.

16, May, 2011
@ 0930

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional

SLI
Inspection

SLI Comments

x

h. Figure to ground Contrast ratio

x

Reference/Documentation
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ii. The vote capture device may achieve legibility
of paper records by supporting magnification of
those records. This magnification may be done by
optical or electronic devices. The manufacturer
may either: 1) provide the magnifier itself as part
of the system, or 2) provide the make and model
number of readily available magnifiers that are
compatible with the system.
Agree with Requirement

h. The minimum figure‐to‐ground ambient
contrast ratio for all text and informational
graphics (including icons) SHALL be 10:1

i. The minimum figure‐to‐ground ambient contrast ratio for all text and
informational graphics (including icons) intended for the voter shall be
3:1.

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

16, May, 2011
@ 0930

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

16, May, 2011
@ 0930

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Not Applicable

No documentation found
on ambient contrast
ratios.
The VCD did not appear
to have any anti‐glare
coating.

i. showing all information in high
contrast.

j. Default color coding

x

Agree with Requirement

i. The electronic display screen of the vote capture
device SHALL be capable of showing all information in
high contrast either by default or under the control of
the voter.Need to verify

x

Agree with Requirement

j. The default color coding SHALL support correct
perception by voters with color blindness. Need to
verify

x

Agree with Requirement

i. Ordinary information presented to the voter should
be in the form of black text on a white background. The
use of color should be reserved for special cases, such
as warnings or alerts.

x

Agree with Requirement

ii. No information presented to the voter SHALL be in
the form of colored text on a colored background.
Either the text or background
g
SHALL be black or white.

x

Agree with Requirement
Agree with Requirement

iii. If text is colored other than black or white:
1. The background SHALL be black or white.

16, May, 2011
@ 0930

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Not Applicable

The voter is not able to
alter contrast.

16, May, 2011
@ 0930

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
16, May, 2011
@ 0930

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
2, June, 2011
@ 0730

The voter was presented
with information in the
form of colored text on a
colored background (red
lettering on a pink
background) when
returning to the site after
previously being
authenticated but not
completing the ballot

Found:
Red text, white text on a
bright blue background,
light green box
containing a dark green
questionmark, bold blue
text on a yellow
background, bold red
text, black text on light
blue background, black
text on a grey
background, Yellow is
used as a background,
bold black on a light blue
background.

16, May, 2011
@ 1220

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

The text displayed with
red lettering on a pink
background

The Voter Instruction
screen has bold blue text
on a yellow background
stating 'Use buttons UP
and DOWN to see all
text.'

f. The default color coding shall maximize correct perception by voters
with color blindness. Discussion: There are many types of color blindness
and no color coding can, by itself, guarantee correct perception for
everyone. However, designers should take into account such factors as:
red‐green color blindness is the most common form; high luminosity
contrast will help colorblind voters to recognize visual features; and color‐
coded graphics can also use shape to improve the ability to distinguish
certain features.

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional

SLI
Inspection
x

SLI Comments

Agree with Requirement

Reference/Documentation
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2. The text SHALL be presented in a bold font (minimum
0.6 mm stroke width).

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

16, May, 2011
@ 1220

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

The colored text was not The colored text was not
presented in a bold font presented in a bold font

x

Agree with Requirement

3. If the background is black, the text color SHALL be
yellow or light cyan.

x

Agree with Requirement

4. If the background is white, the text color SHALL be
dark enough to maintain a 10:1 contrast ratio.

Agree with Requirement

iv. If the background is colored other than black or
white, the presentation SHALL follow these guidelines:

Agree with Requirement

1. The text color SHALL be black.

x

x

k. Color coding SHALL not be
used as the sole means of
conveying
y g information

x

3.2.4 Interaction issues
x

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

Do not put actionable activities in
header, need to create sub‐
requirement to put these into
Agree with Requirement

2. The background color SHALL be yellow or light cyan.

16, May, 2011
@ 1220

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Not Applicable
16, May, 2011
@ 1220

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Not Applicable

Not Testable

16, May, 2011
@ 1240

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Authentication failures
were presented in white
lettering on a red
background.

Found:
White text on a bright
blue background, bold
blue text on a yellow
background

16, May, 2011
@ 1240

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Authentication failures
were presented in white
lettering on a red
background.

Found:
White text on a bright
blue background, black
text on a light grey
background, black text
on bright red
background.

k. Color coding SHALL not be used as the sole
means of conveying information, indicating an
action,, prompting
p
p g a response,
p
, or distinguishing
g
ga
visual element. Need to verify

g. Color coding shall not be used as the sole means of conveying
16, May, 2011
information, indicating an action, prompting a response, or distinguishing @ 1240
a visual element
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

The requirements of this section are designed to
minimize interaction difficulties for the voter.

The voting process shall be designed to minimize interaction difficulties
for the voter.

a. The vote capture device SHALL not require page
scrolling by the voter.

a. Voting machines with electronic image displays shall not require page
scrolling by the voter.

16, May, 2011
@ 1240

2, June, 2011
@ 0730
Within the Review
Instructions screen, the
use of red background is
the method for
distinguishing contests in
which the voter either
undervoted or didn't
vote at all.

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

The entire ballot is on one Documentation: Pass
screen and accessible only Functional: Pass
via using the scroll bar.

x

x

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

b. The vote capture device SHALL provide
unambiguous feedback regarding the voter’s
selection, such as displaying a checkmark beside
the selected option or conspicuously changing its
appearance
c. Vote capture device input mechanisms SHALL
be designed to prevent accidental activation.

b. The voting machine shall provide unambiguous feedback regarding the 16, May, 2011
voter’s selection, such as displaying a checkmark beside the selected
@ 1240
option or conspicuously changing its appearance.
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

d. Input mechanisms shall be designed to minimize accidental activation. 16, May, 2011
@ 1240

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

This requirement is
dependent upon all sub‐
requirements passing.

Can be
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today?

Need
Delete
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Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional

SLI
Inspection
x

SLI Comments

Agree with Requirement, enumerate
activities

Reference/Documentation
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i. On touch screens, the sensitive touch areas
SHALL have a minimum height of 0.5 inches and
minimum width of 0.7 inches. The vertical
distance between the centers of adjacent areas
SHALL be at least 0.6 inches, and the horizontal
distance at least 0.8 inches. Touch areas SHALL
not overlap.

VVSG 2005 Reference

i. On touch screens, the sensitive touch areas shall have a minimum
height of 0.5 inches and minimum width of 0.7 inches. The vertical
distance between the centers of adjacent areas shall be at least 0.6
inches, and the horizontal distance at least 0.8 inches.

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

16, May, 2011
@ 1300

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Not Applicable

The distance between the
SELECT button on one
row and the SELECT
button on a subsequent
row was only 1/4".

16, May, 2011
@ 1300

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
16, May, 2011
@ 1300

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

16, May, 2011
@ 1300

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
16, May, 2011
@ 1300

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Not Testable

Not Testable

16, May, 2011
@ 1300

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

ii. No key or control on a voting machine shall have a repetitive effect as
a result of being held in its active position. Discussion: This is to preclude
accidental activation. For instance, if a voter is typing in the name of a
write‐in candidate, depressing and holding the “e” key results in only a
single “e” added to the name.

3.2.4.1 Timing issues

3.2.5 Alternative languages

3.2.6 Usability for kiosk workers

3.2.6.1 Operation

3.2.6.2 Safety

These requirements address how long the system
and voter wait for each other to interact.
x

Agree with Requirement

a. The initial system response time of the vote
capture device SHALL be no greater than 0.5
seconds.

x

Agree with Requirement, enumerate
the activities

b. When the voter performs an action to record a
single vote, the completed system response time
of the vote capture device SHALL be no greater
than one second in the case of a visual response,
and no greater than five seconds in the case of an
audio response
c. The completed system response time of the
vote capture device SHALL be no greater than 10
seconds.

x

Agree with Requirement

x

Agree with Requirement

x

Agree with Requirement, enumerate
the activities

Do not put actionable activities in
header, need to create sub‐
requirement to put these into

Agree with Requirement, enumerate
the activities
Do not put actionable activities in
header, need to create sub‐
requirement to put these into.
Agree with Requirement, enumerate
the activities
"Reasonably easy" needs to be better
defined. The ambiguity created by this
phrase can be too easily manipulated.

"Presented at a level appropriate for
kiosk workers who are not experts …",
needs to be better defined. The
ambiguity created by this phrase can
be too easily manipulated.

d. If the vote capture device has not completed its
visual response within one second, it SHALL
present to the voter, within 0.5 seconds of the
voter's action, some indication that it is preparing
its response
e. If the vote capture device requires a response
by a voter within a specific period of time, it
SHALL issue an alert at least 20 seconds before
this time period has expired and provide a means
by which the voter may receive additional time
a. The voting system SHALL be capable of presenting
3.1.5
the ballot, contest choices, review screens, paper
verification records, and voting instructions in any
language declared by the manufacturer to be supported
by the system.

c. If the voting machine requires a response by a voter within a specific
period of time, it shall issue an alert at least 20 seconds before this time
period has expired and provide a means by which the voter may receive
additional time.

The voting equipment shall be capable of presenting the ballot, ballot
selections, review screens and instructions in any language required by
state or federal law.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

No warning message was
issued.

16, May, 2011
@ 1300

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Not Testable

Not Testable

16, May, 2011
@ 1300
Not Applicable
16, May, 2011
@ 1300

2, June, 2011
@ 0800

Not Applicable

The instructions failed to
advise the kiosk worker
to insert a card into the
SmartCard reader.

16, May, 2011
@ 1300

2, June, 2011
@ 0800

Not Applicable

There was no
documentation related to
the design of the voting
system as to eliminate
hazards.
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Delete
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3.3 Accessibility requirements

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional
NA

SLI
Inspection

NA

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

Note that last sentence of this header Not included as part of vendor/ VSTL testing in 5.1.1
refers reader to section 3.1.3. There is
not any such section.

Contained or referenced in test plans; however, the
current specifications needs to be verified against this
standard.

3.3.1 General

VVSG para.

3.2

3.2.1
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Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

16, May, 2011
@ 1345

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

The manufacturer's
documentation does not
address kiosk sites and
accessibility to the voting
system for voters in
wheel chairs, or voters
with mobility or dexterity
impairment.

The manufacturer's
documentation does not
detail any particular
support for disabled
voters. There is no
provisioning for blind
voters or those with
impaired motor skills.

The voting process shall be accessible to voters with disabilities. As a
minimum, every polling place shall have at least one voting station
equipped for individuals with disabilities, as provided in HAVA 301
(a)(3)(B). A machine so equipped is referred to herein as an accessible
voting station.
General.

The voting process shall incorporate the following features that are
applicable to all types of disabilities:
Agree with Requirement

x

x

x

x

x

x

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement, enumerate
the activities

a. The Acc‐VS SHALL be integrated into the
manufacturer’s complete voting system so as to
support accessibility for disabled voters throughout the
voting session.
i. The manufacturer SHALL supply documentation
describing 1) recommended procedures that fully
implement accessibility for voters with disabilities and
2) how the Acc‐VS supports those procedures.

b. When the provision of accessibility for Acc‐VS
involves an alternative format for ballot presentation,
then all information presented to non‐disabled voters,
including instructions, warnings, error and other
messages, and contest choices, SHALL be presented in
that alternative format.

a. When the provision of accessibility involves an alternative format for 16, May, 2011
ballot presentation, then all information presented to voters including
@ 1345
instructions, warnings, error and other messages, and ballot choices shall
be presented in that alternative format.
No documentation found
of a single voting system
that supports both audio
and visual interfaces.

c. The support provided to voters with disabilities SHALL
be intrinsic to the accessible voting station. It SHALL not
be necessary for the accessible voting station to be
connected to any personal assistive device of the voter
in order for the voter to operate it correctly.

b. The support provided to voters with disabilities shall be intrinsic to the 16, May, 2011
accessible voting station. It shall not be necessary for the accessible
@ 1345
voting station to be connected to any personal assistive device of the
voter in order for the voter to operate it correctly.
Not Applicable

d. If a voting system provides for voter identification or
authentication by using biometric measures that
require a voter to possess particular biological
characteristics, then Acc‐VS SHALL provide a secondary
means that does not depend on those characteristics.

c. When the primary means of voter identification or authentication uses 16, May, 2011
biometric measures that require a voter to possess particular biological @ 1345
characteristics, the voting process shall provide a secondary means that
does not depend on those characteristics
Not Applicable

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

Agree with Requirement, remove self e. If the Acc‐VS generates a paper record (or some
referencing aspect of text.
other durable, human‐readable record) for the purpose
of allowing voters to verify their votes, then the system
SHALL provide a means to ensure that the verification
record is accessible to all voters with disabilities, as
identified in 3.3 “Accessibility requirements”.

16, May, 2011
@ 1345

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

Not Applicable

The voting system
generates a Voter's
Choice Record which
prints on the printer
attached to the Voting
Laptop. No other means
of providing this
information is
documented.

Agree with Requirement

16, May, 2011
@ 1345

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

Not Applicable

The voting system does
generate a paper record
(Voter's Choice Record),
however, there is no
provisioning of a
mechanism that can read
that record and generate
an audio representation
of its contents.

Agree with Requirement, enumerate
the activities

Agree with Requirement

i. If the Acc‐VS generates a paper record (or some other
durable, human‐readable record) for the purpose of
allowing voters to verify their votes, then the system
SHALL provide a mechanism that can read that record
and generate an audio representation of its contents.

31, May, 2011
@ 1300
The manufacturer
does not provide for an
alternative format for
ballot presentation.

31, May, 2011
@ 1300
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Not Applicable
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Agree with Requirement.
Contained or referenced in test plans; however, the
Reference to section 3.2.5 is incorrect, current specifications needs to be verified against this
should be 3.2.3 for Perceptual Issues standard.

3.3.2 Low vision
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3.2.2

These requirements specify the features of the
accessible voting station designed to assist voters with
low vision.
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Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

Vision

The voting process shall be accessible to voters with visual disabilities.

3.2.2.1

Partial Vision
The accessible voting station shall be accessible to voters with partial
vision.
a. The vendor shall conduct summative usability tests on the voting
system using partially sighted individuals. The vendor shall document the
testing performed and report the test results using the Common Industry
Format. This documentation shall be included in the Technical Data
Package submitted to the EAC for national certification.

3.2.2.1

b. The accessible voting station with an electronic image display shall be
capable of showing all information in at least two font sizes, (a) 3.0‐4.0
mm and (b) 6.3‐9.0 mm, under control of the voter.

c. An accessible voting station with a monochrome‐only electronic image
display shall be capable of showing all information in high contrast either
by default or under the control of the voter or poll worker. High contrast
is a figure‐to‐ground ambient contrast ratio for text and informational
graphics of at least 6:1.
x

x

x

Agree with Requirement, enumerate
the activities

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement, enumerate
the activities

a. An accessible voting station with a color electronic
image display SHALL allow the voter to adjust the color
saturation throughout the voting session while
preserving the current votes. Two options SHALL be
available: 1) black text on white background and 2)
white text on black background.

d. An accessible voting station with a color electronic image display shall 16, May, 2011
allow the voter to adjust the color or the figure‐to‐ground ambient
@ 1430
contrast ratio.
The voter is not provided
with the option to select
black text on white
background vs. white text
on black background.

b. Buttons and controls on accessible voting stations
SHALL be distinguishable by both shape and color. This
applies to buttons and controls implemented either "on‐
screen" or in hardware. This requirement does not
apply to sizeable groups of keys, such as a conventional
4x3 telephone keypad or a full alphabetic keyboard.

e. Buttons and controls on accessible voting stations shall be
distinguishable by both shape and color.

c. The Acc‐VS SHALL provide synchronized audio output
to convey the same information as that which is
displayed on the screen. There SHALL be a means by
which the voter can disable either the audio or the
video output, resulting in a video‐only or audio‐only
presentation, respectively. The system SHALL allow the
voter to switch among the three modes (synchronized
audio/video, video‐only, or audio‐only) throughout the
voting session while preserving the current votes.

f. An accessible voting station using an electronic image display shall
provide synchronized audio output to convey the same information as
that which is displayed on the screen.

These requirements specify the features of the
accessible voting station designed to assist voters who
are blind.

3.3.3. Blindness

2, June, 2011
@ 0730
The voter can not adjust
the color saturation on
the touchscreen monitor.

16, May, 2011
@ 1430

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

16, May, 2011
@ 1430

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

The voting station does
The VCD does not
not provide synchronized provide audio output.
audio output to convey
the same information as
that which is on the
screen.

3.2.2.2

Blindness. The accessible voting station shall be accessible to voters who
are blind.
a. The vendor shall conduct summative usability tests on the voting
system using who are blind. The vendor shall document the testing
performed and report the test results using the Common Industry
Format. This documentation shall be included in the Technical Data
Package submitted to the EAC for national certification.

x

Agree with Requirement

a. The accessible voting station SHALL provide an audio‐
tactile interface (ATI) that supports the full functionality
of the visual ballot interface.

b. The accessible voting station shall provide an audio‐tactile interface
(ATI) that supports the full functionality of the visual ballot interface, as
specified in Subsection 2.3.3.

16, May, 2011
@ 1430

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

Not Testable

The manufacturer's
documentation does not
detail any audio‐tactile
interface to its voting
system.
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Agree with Requirement

Reference/Documentation

i. The ATI of VEBD‐A of the accessible voting station
SHALL provide the same capabilities to vote and cast a
ballot as are provided by its visual interface.

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

i. The ATI of the accessible voting station shall provide the same
capabilities tovote and cast a ballot as are provided by other voting
machines or by the visual interface of the standard voting machine.

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

16, May, 2011
@ 1430

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

Not Testable

The manufacturer does
not support an audio
interface to its voting
system.

x

Agree with Requirement

ii. The ATI SHALL allow the voter to have any
information provided by the voting system repeated.

ii. The ATI shall allow the voter to have any information provided by the
voting system repeated.

16, May, 2011
@ 1430

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

x

Agree with Requirement

iii. The ATI SHALL allow the voter to pause and resume
the audio presentation.

iii. The ATI shall allow the voter to pause and resume the audio
presentation

Not Testable
16, May, 2011
@ 1430

Not Applicable
31, May, 2011
@ 1300

x

Agree with Requirement

iv. The ATI SHALL allow the voter to skip to the next
contest or return to previous contests.

iv. The ATI shall allow the voter to skip to the next contest or return to
previous contests.

Not Testable
16, May, 2011
@ 1430

Not Applicable
31, May, 2011
@ 1300

x

Agree with Requirement

v. The ATI SHALL allow the voter to skip over the
reading of a referendum so as to be able to vote on it
immediately.

Not Testable
v. The ATI shall allow the voter to skip over the reading of a referendum 16, May, 2011
so as to be able to vote on it immediately.
@ 1430

Not Applicable
31, May, 2011
@ 1300

Agree with Requirement

b. Voting stations that provide audio presentation of
the ballot SHALL do so in a usable way, as detailed in
the following sub‐requirements.

c. All voting stations that provide audio presentation of the ballot shall
conform to the following requirements:

Not Testable
16, May, 2011
@ 1430

Not Applicable
31, May, 2011
@ 1300

Agree with Requirement

i. The ATI SHALL provide its audio signal through an
industry standard connector for private listening using a
3.5mm stereo headphone jack to allow voters to use
their own audio assistive devices.

i. The ATI shall provide its audio signal through an industry standard
connector for private listening using a 3.5mm stereo headphone jack to
allow voters to use their own audio assistive devices.

Not Testable
16, May, 2011
@ 1430

Not Applicable
31, May, 2011
@ 1300

ii. When VEBD‐A utilizes a telephone style handset or
headphone to provide audio information, it SHALL
provide a wireless T‐Coil coupling for assistive hearing
devices so as to provide access to that information for
voters with partial hearing. That coupling SHALL achieve
at least a category T4 rating as defined by [ANSI01]
American National Standard for Methods of
Measurement of Compatibility between Wireless
Communications Devices and Hearing Aids, ANSI
C63.19.

ii. When a voting machine utilizes a telephone style handset or
headphone to provide audio information, it shall provide a wireless T‐Coil
coupling for assistive hearing devices so as to provide access to that
information for voters with partial hearing. That coupling shall achieve at
least a category T4 rating as defined by American National Standard for
Methods of Measurement of Compatibility between Wireless
Communications Devices and Hearing Aids, ANSI C63.19.

x

x

Agree with Requirement, enumerate
the activities

Not Applicable
The manufacturer's
documentation on it's
telephone voting system
did not specify whether or
not an industry standard
connector for private
listening would be
recommended or
provided.

16, May, 2011
@ 1430

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

Not Applicable
The manufacturer's
documentation does not
provide details related to
its telephone voting
system such that SLI can
determine if a wireless T‐
Coil coupling is
recommended or
provided for voters with
partial hearing.

iii. No voting equipment shall cause electromagnetic interference with
assistive hearing devices that would substantially degrade the
performance of those devices. The voting equipment, considered as a
wireless device, shall achieve at least a category T4 rating as defined by
American National Standard for Methods of Measurement of
Compatibility between Wireless Communications Devices and Hearing
Aids, ANSI C63.19.
x

Agree with Requirement, though this iii. A sanitized headphone or handset SHALL be made
is more procedural at the jurisdictional available to each voter.
level.

iv. A sanitized headphone or handset shall be made available to each
voter.

17, May, 2011
@ 0720

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

There is no
Not Applicable
documentation related to
headphones or handsets.

x

Agree with Requirement

iv. VEBD‐A SHALL set the initial volume for each voting
session between 40 and 50 dB SPL.

v. The voting machine shall set the initial volume for each voter between 17, May, 2011
40 and 50 dB SPL.
@ 0720

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

There is no
Not Applicable
documentation related to
audio volume.
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VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

x

Agree with Requirement, enumerate
the activities

v. The audio system SHALL allow the voter to control
the volume throughout the voting session while
preserving the current votes. The volume SHALL be
adjustable from a minimum of 20dB SPL up to a
maximum of 100 dB SPL, in increments no greater than
10 dB.

vi. The voting machine shall provide a volume control with an adjustable 17, May, 2011
31, May, 2011
volume from a minimum of 20dB SPL up to a maximum of 100 dB SPL, in @ 0720
@ 1300
increments no greater than 10 dB.
The documentation
Not Applicable
provided by the
manufacturer did not
provide any details
related to volume control.

x

Agree with Requirement

vi. The audio system SHALL be able to reproduce
frequencies over the audible speech range of 315 Hz to
10 KHz.

vii. The audio system shall be able to reproduce frequencies over the
audible speech range of 315 Hz to 10 KHz.

17, May, 2011
@ 0720

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

The documentation
Not Applicable
provided by the
manufacturer did not
reveal any detail on audio
frequencies.
x

x

x

x

x

x

3.3.4 Dexterity

Agree with Requirement, enumerate
the activities.
Also "readily comprehensible" should
be more definitively defined. In part,
this requirement will be procedural at
the jurisdictional level. Primarily the
"included characteristics" portion of
the requirement

vii. The audio presentation for VEBD‐A of verbal
information should be readily comprehensible by voters
who have normal hearing and are proficient in the
language. This includes such characteristics as proper
enunciation, normal intonation, appropriate rate of
speech, and low background noise. Candidate names
should be pronounced as the candidate intends.

17, May, 2011
viii. The audio presentation of verbal information should be readily
comprehensible by voters who have normal hearing and are proficient in @ 0720
the language. This includes such characteristics as proper enunciation,
Not Testable
normal intonation, appropriate rate of speech, and low background
noise. Candidate names should be pronounced as the candidate intends.

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

Agree with Requirement, enumerate
the activities

viii. The audio system SHALL allow the voter to control
the rate of speech throughout the voting session while
preserving the current votes. The range of speeds
supported SHALL include 75% to 200% of the nominal
rate. Adjusting the rate of speech SHALL not affect the
pitch of the voice.
c. If Acc‐VS supports ballot activation for non‐blind
voters, then it SHALL also provide features that enable
voters who are blind to perform this activation.

ix. The audio system shall allow voters to control the rate of speech. The 17, May, 2011
@ 0720
range of speeds supported should be at least 75% to 200% of the
nominal rate.
Not Testable

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

d. If the normal procedure is to have voters initialize the activation of the 17, May, 2011
ballot, the accessible voting station shall provide features that enable
@ 0720
voters who are blind to perform this activation.
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

d. If Acc‐VS supports ballot submission or vote
verification for non‐blind voters, then it SHALL also
provide features that enable voters who are blind to
perform
f
th
these actions.
ti

e. If the normal procedure is for voters to submit their own ballots, then 17, May, 2011
the accessible voting station shall provide features that enable voters
@ 0720
who are blind to perform this submission.
D
Documentation:
t ti
Pass
P
Functional: Pass

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

e. Mechanically operated controls or keys, or any other
hardware interface on Acc‐VS available to the voter
SHALL be tactilely discernible without activating those
controls or keys.

f. All mechanically operated controls or keys on an accessible voting
station shall be tactilely discernible without activating those controls or
keys.

f. The status of all locking or toggle controls or keys
(such as the "shift" key) for Acc‐VS SHALL be visually
discernible, and also discernible through either touch or
sound.

g. On an accessible voting station, the status of all locking or toggle
17, May, 2011
controls or keys (such as the "shift" key) shall be visually discernible, and @ 0720
discernible either through touch or sound.
The documentation
provided by the
manufacturer did not
detail locking or toggle
controls or keys.

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement, would be
helpful to more definitively define
"tactilely discernible"

Agree with Requirement, enumerate
the activities

Contained or referenced in test plans; however, the
current specifications needs to be verified against this
standard.
These requirements specify the features of the
accessible voting station designed to assist voters who
lack fine motor control or use of their hands.

3.2.3

Dexterity

The voting process shall be accessible to voters who lack fine motor
control or use of their hands.

a. The vendor shall conduct summative usability tests on the voting
system using individuals lacking fine motor control. The vendor shall
document the testing performed and report the test results using the
Common Industry Format. This documentation shall be included in the
Technical Data Package submitted to the EAC for national certification.
Discussion: Voting system developers are required to conduct realistic
usability tests on the final product. For the present, vendors can define
their own testing protocols. Future revisions to the Guidelines will include
requirements for usability testing that will provide specific performance
benchmarks.

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

N t Applicable
Not
A li bl

17, May, 2011
@ 0720

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Not Applicable
31, May, 2011
@ 1300
Not Applicable
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Agree with Requirement

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

17, May, 2011
@ 0720

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

a. The accessible voting station SHALL provide a
mechanism to enable non‐manual input that is
functionally equivalent to tactile input. All the
functionality of the accessible voting station (e.g.,
straight party voting, write‐in candidates) that is
available through the conventional forms of input, such
as tactile, SHALL also be available through the non‐
manual input mechanism.

d. The accessible voting station shall provide a mechanism to enable non‐
manual input that is functionally equivalent to tactile input. Discussion:
This requirement ensures that the accessible voting station is operable by
individuals who do not have the use of their hands. All the functionality
of the accessible voting station (e.g., straight party voting, write‐in
candidates)that is available through the other forms of input, such as
tactile, must also
be available through a non‐manual input mechanism if it is provided by
the accessible voting station.

b. If Acc‐VS supports ballot submission or vote
verification for non‐disabled voters, then it SHALL also
provide features that enable voters who lack fine motor
control or the use of their hands to perform these
actions.

d. If the normal procedure is for voters to submit their own ballots, then 17, May, 2011
the accessible voting station shall provide features that enable voters
@ 0720
who lack fine motor control or the use of their hands to perform this
submission.
The internet voting
system offers no
alternate mechanism for
input other that tactile.

The documentation
provided by the
manufacturer does not
detail any auditory
interface to the voting
SLI could not determine if system.
the telephone voting
system allows for verbal
input as opposed to
tactile input.

The internet voting
system offers no
alternate mechanism for
input other that tactile.

31, May, 2011
@ 1300
The manufacturer does
not provide for any other
interface to its voting
system other than tactile.

SLI could not determine if
the telephone voting
system allows for verbal
input as opposed to
tactile input.

x

x

Agree with Requirement, enumerate
the activities

Agree with Requirement, enumerate
the activities

This section appears to be more
oriented to FVAP implementation at
the kiosk site, rather than the
manufacturer's in a certification.

3.3.5 Mobility

x

Agree with Requirement

c. Keys, controls, and other manual operations on the
accessible voting station SHALL be operable with one
hand and SHALL not require tight grasping, pinching, or
twisting of the wrist. The force required to activate
controls and keys SHALL be no greater 5 lbs. (22.2 N).

b. All keys and controls on the accessible voting station shall be operable 17, May, 2011
with one hand and shall not require tight grasping, pinching, or twisting @ 0720
of the wrist. The force required to activate controls and keys shall be no
greater 5 lbs. (22.2 N).
The internet voting
system offers no
alternate mechanism for
input other that tactile.

d. The accessible voting station controls SHALL not
require direct bodily contact or for the body to be part
off any electrical
l
i l circuit.
i i

c. The accessible voting station controls shall not require direct bodily
contact or for the body to be part of any electrical circuit.

These requirements specify the features of the
accessible voting station designed to assist voters who
use mobility aids, including wheelchairs. Many of the
requirements of this section are based on the ADA
Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities
(ADAAG).
a. The accessible voting station SHALL provide a clear
floor space of 30 inches minimum by 48 inches
minimum for a stationary mobility aid. The clear floor
space SHALL be designed for a forward approach or a
parallel approach.

3.2.4

2, June, 2011
@ 0730
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

17, May, 2011
@ 0720

2, June, 2011
@ 0730

The documentation
provided by the
manufacturer did not
address VCDs which do
not require bodily
contact.

Voting is accomplished by
touching the touchscreen
monitor. Bodily contact
is required.

17, May, 2011
@ 0930

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

The documentation
provided by the
manufacturer did not
recommend clear floor
space specifications

The manufacturer
provides no specification
for floor space as related
to its voting station.

Mobility.
The voting process shall be accessible to voters who use mobility aids,
including wheelchairs.

a. The accessible voting station shall provide a clear floor space of 30
inches (760 mm) minimum by 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum for a
stationary mobility aid. The clear floor space shall be level with no slope
exceeding 1:48 and positioned for a forward approach or a parallel
approach.
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3.3.5.1 Controls within reach
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Agree with Requirement

x

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

b. When deployed according to the installation
instructions provided by the manufacturer, Acc‐VS
SHALL allow adequate room for an assistant to the
voter. This includes clearance for entry to and exit from
the area of the voting station.

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

17, May, 2011
@ 0930

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

The documentation
Not Applicable
provided by the
manufacturer does not
address VCD accessibility.

c. Labels, displays, controls, keys, audio jacks, and any
other part of the accessible voting station necessary for
the voter to operate the voting system SHALL be legible
and visible to a voter in a wheelchair with normal
eyesight (no worse than 20/40, corrected) who is in an
appropriate position and orientation with respect to
the accessible voting station.

c. All labels, displays, controls, keys, audio jacks, and any other part of
the accessible voting station necessary for the voter to operate the
voting machine shall be easily legible and visible to a voter in a
wheelchair with normal eyesight (no worse than 20/40, corrected) who is
in an appropriate position and orientation with respect to the accessible
voting station

The requirements of this section ensure that the
controls, keys, audio jacks and any other part of the
accessible voting station necessary for its operation are
within easy reach. Note that these requirements have
meaningful application mainly to controls in a fixed
location. A hand‐held tethered control panel is another
acceptable way of providing reachable controls.

b. All controls, keys, audio jacks and any other part of the accessible
voting station necessary for the voter to operate the voting machine shall
be within reach as specified under the following sub‐requirements:
Discussion: Note that these requirements have meaningful application
mainly to controls in a fixed location. A hand‐held tethered control panel
is another acceptable way of providing reachable controls.

17, May, 2011
@ 0930

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

The documentation
Not Applicable
provided by the
manufacturer does not
address VCD accessibility.

x

Agree with Requirement

a. If the accessible voting station has a forward
approach with no forward reach obstruction then the
high reach SHALL be 48 inches maximum and the low
reach SHALL be 15 inches minimum. See Part 1: Figure 3‐
1.

i. If the accessible voting station has a forward approach with no forward 17, May, 2011
31, May, 2011
reach obstruction then the high reach shall be 48 inches maximum and
@ 1000
@ 1300
the low reach shall be 15 inches minimum. See Figure 1.
The documentation
Not Applicable
provided by the
manufacturer does not
address VCD accessibility.

x

Agree with Requirement

ii. If the accessible voting station has a forward approach with a forward
reach obstruction, the following requirements apply (See Figure 2):

x

Agree with Requirement

b. If the accessible voting station has a forward
approach with a forward reach obstruction, the
following sub‐requirements SHALL apply. (See Part 1:
Figure 3‐2).
i. The forward obstruction for Acc‐VS SHALL be no
greater than 25 inches in depth, its top no higher than
34 inches and its bottom surface no lower than 27
inches.

x

Agree with Requirement

ii. If the obstruction for Acc‐VS is no more than 20
inches in depth, then the maximum high reach SHALL be
48 inches, otherwise it SHALL be 44 inches.

The forward obstruction shall be no greater than 25 inches in depth, its
top no higher than 34 inches and its bottom surface no lower than 27
inches.

17, May, 2011
@ 1000

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

The documentation
Not Applicable
provided by the
manufacturer does not
address VCD accessibility.
If the obstruction is no more than 20 inches in depth, then the maximum 17, May, 2011
@ 1000
high reach shall be 48 inches, otherwise it shall be 44 inches.

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

The documentation
Not Applicable
provided by the
manufacturer does not
address VCD accessibility.

x

Agree with Requirement

iii. Space under the obstruction between the finish floor
or ground and 9 inches above the finish floor or ground
SHALL be considered toe clearance and SHALL comply
with the following provisions for Acc‐VS:

31, May, 2011
iii.Space under the obstruction between the finish floor or ground and 9 17, May, 2011
@ 1300
inches (230 mm) above the finish floor or ground shall be considered toe @ 1000
clearance and shall comply with the following provisions:
Not Applicable
The documentation
provided by the
manufacturer does not
address VCD accessibility.

x

Agree with Requirement

1. Toe clearance depth SHALL extend 25 inches
maximum under the obstruction;

Toe clearance shall extend 25 inches (635 mm) maximum under the
obstruction

17, May, 2011
@ 1000

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

The documentation
Not Applicable
provided by the
manufacturer does not
address VCD accessibility.
x

Agree with Requirement

2. The minimum toe clearance depth under the
obstruction SHALL be either 17 inches or the depth
required to reach over the obstruction to operate the
accessible voting station, whichever is greater; and

The minimum toe clearance under the obstruction shall be either 17
inches (430 mm) or the depth required to reach over the obstruction to
operate the accessible voting station, whichever is greater

17, May, 2011
@ 1000

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

The documentation
Not Applicable
provided by the
manufacturer does not
address VCD accessibility.
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Toe clearance shall be 30 inches (760 mm) wide minimum

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

17, May, 2011
@ 1000

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

The documentation
Not Applicable
provided by the
manufacturer does not
address VCD accessibility.

x

x

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

iv. Space under the obstruction between 9 inches and
27 inches above the finish floor or ground SHALL be
considered knee clearance and SHALL comply with the
following provisions:

iv. Space under the obstruction between 9 inches (230 mm) and 27
inches (685 mm) above the finish floor or ground shall be considered
knee clearance and shall comply with the following provisions:

1. Knee clearance depth SHALL extend 25 inches
maximum under the obstruction at 9 inches above the
finish floor or ground;

Knee clearance shall extend 25 inches (635 mm) maximum under the
obstruction at 9 inches (230 mm) above the finish floor or ground.

17, May, 2011
@ 1000

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

The documentation
Not Applicable
provided by the
manufacturer does not
address VCD accessibility.

17, May, 2011
@ 1000

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

The documentation
Not Applicable
provided by the
manufacturer does not
address VCD accessibility.

x

Agree with Requirement

2. The minimum knee clearance depth at 9 inches above
the finish floor or ground SHALL be either 11 inches or 6
inches less than the toe clearance, whichever is greater;

The minimum knee clearance at 9 inches (230 mm) above the finish floor 17, May, 2011
31, May, 2011
or ground shall be either 11 inches (280 mm) or 6 inches less than the toe @ 1000
@ 1300
clearance, whichever is greater.
The documentation
Not Applicable
provided by the
manufacturer does not
address VCD accessibility.

x

Agree with Requirement

3. Between 9 inches and 27 inches above the finish floor
or ground, the knee clearance depth SHALL be
permitted to reduce at a rate of 1 inch in depth for each
6 inches in height. (It follows that the minimum knee
clearance at 27 inches above the finish floor or ground
SHALL be 3 inches less than the minimum knee
clearance at 9 inches above the floor.); and

Between 9 inches (230 mm) and 27 inches (685 mm) above the finish
floor or ground, the knee clearance shall be permitted to reduce at a rate
of 1 inch (25 mm) in depth for each 6 inches (150 mm) in height.
Discussion: It follows that the minimum knee clearance at 27 inches
above the finish floor or ground shall be 3 inches less than the minimum
knee clearance at 9 inches above the floor.

17, May, 2011
@ 1000

4. Knee clearance width SHALL be 30 inches minimum.

Knee clearance shall be 30 inches (760 mm) wide minimum.

17, May, 2011
@ 1000

x

Agree with Requirement

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

The documentation
Not Applicable
provided by the
manufacturer does not
address VCD accessibility.
31, May, 2011
@ 1300

The documentation
Not Applicable
provided by the
manufacturer does not
address VCD accessibility.
x

x

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

c. If the accessible voting station has a parallel approach
with no side reach obstruction then the maximum high
reach SHALL be 48 inches and the minimum low reach
SHALL be 15 inches. See Part 1: Figure 3‐3.

v. If the accessible voting station has a parallel approach with no side
reach obstruction then the maximum high reach shall be 48 inches and
the minimum low reach shall be 15 inches. See Figure 3.

d. If the accessible voting station has a parallel
approach with a side reach obstruction, the following
sub‐requirements SHALL apply. See Figure 3‐1.

vi. If the accessible voting station has a parallel approach with a side
reach obstruction, the following sub‐requirements apply. See Figure 4.

17, May, 2011
@ 1000

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

The documentation
Not Applicable
provided by the
manufacturer does not
address VCD accessibility.

17, May, 2011
@ 1000

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

The documentation
Not Applicable
provided by the
manufacturer does not
address VCD accessibility.
x

Agree with Requirement

i. The side obstruction for Acc‐VS SHALL be no greater
than 24 inches in depth and its top no higher than 34
inches.

The side obstruction shall be no greater than 24 inches in depth and its
top no higher than 34 inches.

17, May, 2011
@ 1000

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

The documentation
Not Applicable
provided by the
manufacturer does not
address VCD accessibility.

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI Planned SLI
SLI
Functional Inspection Functional

SLI
Inspection
x

SLI Comments

Agree with Requirement

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

ii. If the obstruction is no more than 10 inches in depth,
then the maximum high reach SHALL be 48 inches,
otherwise it SHALL be 46 inches.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

If the obstruction is no more than 10 inches in depth, then the maximum 17, May, 2011
high reach shall be 48 inches, otherwise it shall be 46 inches.
@ 1000

Manufacturer 2

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

The documentation
Not Applicable
provided by the
manufacturer does not
address VCD accessibility.

3.3.6 Hearing
x

x

x

Is this meant to only include 3.3.3‐c?

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

3.3.7 Cognition
x

More detail is needed for this
requirement.
Is this supposed to be a "should"
instead of a "shall"?

These requirements specify the features of the
accessible voting station designed to assist voters with
hearing disabilities.
a. The accessible voting station SHALL incorporate the
features listed under Requirement 3.3.3‐C for voting
systems that provide audio presentation of the ballot.

3.2.5

Hearing.
The voting process shall be accessible to voters with hearing disabilities.
a. The accessible voting station shall incorporate the features listed under
requirement 3.2.2.2 (c) for voting equipment that provides audio
presentation of the ballot to provide accessibility to voters with hearing
disabilities. Discussion: Note especially the requirements for volume
initialization and control.

17, May, 2011
@ 1200

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

The voting system does
not provide ballot
activation for blind
voters.

b. If the accessible voting system provides sound cues
as a method to alert the voter, the tone SHALL be
accompanied by a visual cue, unless the station is in
audio‐only mode.

b. If voting equipment provides sound cues as a method to alert the
17, May, 2011
voter, the tone shall be accompanied by a visual cue, unless the station is @ 1200
in audio‐only mode.
Not Applicable

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

c. No voting device SHALL cause electromagnetic
3.2.2.2.c
interference with assistive hearing devices that would
substantially degrade the performance of those devices.
The voting device, measured as if it were a wireless
device, SHALL achieve at least a category T4 rating as
defined by [ANSI01] American National Standard for
Methods of Measurement of Compatibility between
Wireless Communications Devices and Hearing Aids,
ANSI C63.19.

iii. No voting equipment shall cause electromagnetic interference with
assistive hearing devices that would substantially degrade the
performance of those devices. The voting equipment, considered as a
wireless device, shall achieve at least a category T4 rating as defined by
American National Standard for Methods of Measurement of
Compatibility between Wireless Communications Devices and Hearing
Aids, ANSI C63.19.

17, May, 2011
@ 1200

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

These requirements specify the features of the
3.2.8
accessible
ibl voting
i station
i d
designed
i d to assist
i voters with
ih
cognitive disabilities.
a. The accessible voting station should provide support
to voters with cognitive disabilities.

Cognition,
The
h voting
i process should
h ld be
b accessible
ibl to voters with
i h cognitive
ii
disabilities.
Discussion: At present there are no design features specifically aimed at
helping those with cognitive disabilities. Requirements 3.2.2.1 (f), the
synchronization of audio with the screen in a DRE, is helpful for some
cognitive disabilities such as dyslexia. Requirements in Subsection 3.1.4
also address cognitive issues relative to voting system usability.

3.2.6

Not Applicable

The documentation
Not Applicable
provided by the
manufacturer does not
detail any design in place
to prevent
electromagnetic
interference with assistive
hearing devices.

17, May, 2011
@ 1200

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

Not Testable

Not Testable

17, May, 2011
@ 1200

31, May, 2011
@ 1300

No single voting system
comes with both audio
and visual support.

The voting system does
not provide for an audio
interface in any language.

Speech.
The voting process shall be accessible to voters with speech disabilities.
a. No voting equipment shall require voter speech for its operation.
Discussion: This does not preclude voting equipment from offering
speech input as an option, but speech must not be the only means of
input.

3.3.8 English proficiency
x

Agree with Requirement

These requirements specify the features of the
accessible voting station designed to assist voters who
lack proficiency in reading English.
a. For voters who lack proficiency in reading English,
Acc‐VS SHALL provide an audio interface for
instructions and ballots as described in 3.3.3 b.

3.2.7

English proficiency

For voters who lack proficiency in reading English, or whose primary
language is unwritten, the voting equipment shall provide spoken
instructions and ballots in the preferred language of the voter, consistent
with state and federal law. The requirements of 3.2.2.2 (c) shall apply to
this mode of interaction.

Can be
met
today?

Need
Delete
Modificati
on

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix

Section 5: Security
5.1 Access Control

Planned SLI
Functional

Planned SLI
Inspection

x

x

SLI Functional SLI Inspection

x

SLI Comments

Manufacturer shall clearly define
what level users, roles and
groups are defined on, whether
that be at the operating system
or the voting system level

x

x

x

5.1.1 Separation of
Duties

x

x

5.1.1.1 Definition of
roles

x

x

5.1.1.2 Access to
election data

5.1.1.3 Separation
of duties

x

x

x

x

5.1.2 Voting System
Access

x

x

5.1.2.1 Identity
verification

x

x

5.1.2.2 Access
control
configuration

x

x

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

This section states requirements for the
2.1.1 a
identification of authorized system users,
processes and devices and the authentication
or verification of those identities as a
prerequisite to granting access to system
processes and data. It also includes
requirements to limit and control access to
critical system components to protect system
and data integrity, availability,
confidentiality, and accountability. This
section applies to all entities attempting to
physically enter voting system facilities or to
request services or data from the voting
system.
2.1.1. f

Contained (or referenced) in test plans, and in
the System Security Specification in the
Technical Data Package. (see section 8.5 of
UOCAVA guideline)
Contained (or referenced) in test plans
2.1.1 g

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

Enumerate the activities

SHALL should be removed, as it
designates an actionable item.
The header of a section is
validated when all of its sub
requirements are validated

The voting system SHALL allow the definition
of personnel roles with segregated duties and
responsibilities on critical processes to
prevent a single person from compromising
the integrity of the system.

The voting system SHALL ensure that only
authorized roles, groups, or individuals have
access to election data.

The voting system SHALL require at least two
persons from a predefined group for
validating
lid ti the
th election
l ti configuration
fi
ti
information, accessing the cast vote records,
and starting the tabulation process.

The voting system SHALL provide access
control mechanisms designed to permit
authorized access and to prevent
unauthorized access to the system.

This requirement should be split The voting system SHALL identify and
out. It covers both authentication authenticate each person to whom access is
granted, and the specific functions and data
and authorization.
to which each person holds authorized access.

Enumerate the activities

The voting system SHALL allow the
administrator group or role to configure
permissions and functionality for each
identity, group or role to include account and
group/role creation, modification, and
deletion.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

To ensure security, all systems shall: Provide security
access controls that limit or detect access to critical
system components to guard against loss of system
integrity, availability, confidentiality, and
accountability

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

Manufacturer 2

Manufacturer 3

Manufacturer 4

Manufacturer 5

Manufacturer 6

Manufacturer 7

Header is not an
Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
actionable item, it is met item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
25, May, 2011
@ 1400

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met
16, May, 2011
9, May, 2011
12, May, 2011
@ 1420
@ 1036
@ 0930

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met
5, May 2011
@ 1425

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
20, May, 2011
@ 1300

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation: Pass
Functional: NT ‐ Kiosk
Robustness
worker & Administrator
Functional: Pass
Pass: Election Official,
Electioin Judge & Voter

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ Lack of
access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass ‐ Election
Official
NA ‐ Election Judge
NT ‐ Administrator, Kiosk
worker, Voter

16, May, 2011
@ 0930

25, May, 2011
@ 1400

16, May, 2011
@ 0930

12, May, 2011
@ 1123

9, May, 2011
@ 1420

5, May 2011
@ 1425

20, May, 2011
@ 1300

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass: ‐ Voter, Insufficient Robustness
Election Official, Election Functional: Pass
Judge
NT ‐ Administrator & Kiosk
worker

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ Election
Official
NA ‐ Election Judge
Pass ‐ Voter

16, May, 2011
@ 0930

25, May, 2011
@ 1400

16, May, 2011
@ 0930

12, May, 2011
@ 1123

9, May, 2011
@ 1420

5, May 2011
@ 1425

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
Two people were not
required to start the
tabulation process.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ Lack of
access.

Can be
met
today?

Need Mod‐
ification

Incorporate a means of implementing a capability if
access to a system function is to be restricted or
controlled

Provide documentation of mandatory administrative Header is not an
procedures for effective system security
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
16, May, 2011
@ 0930

Manufacturer’s provided
documentation did not
specify that two persons
from a predefined group
are required for
The Manufacturers
validating the election
Administrative software configuration
did not prevent a single information, accessing
Election Official from
the cast vote records,
changing the election
and starting the
configuration. The
tabulation process.
Manufacturer
Administrative console
did require a predefined
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

The Manufacturers
Administrative software did
not prevent a single Election
Official from changing the
election configuration. The
Manufacturer
Administrative console did
require a predefined number
of election judges before

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ election
official, NA ‐ Election
Judge
Pass ‐ Voter
NT ‐ Administrator
20, May, 2011
@ 1300

1

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ Election
Official
NA ‐ Election Judge
NA ‐ Voter

Not Testable
Manufacturer supplied
documentation did not

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
requirements are met
requirements are met
when all sub‐
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

16, May, 2011
@ 1030

25, May, 2011
@ 1400

16, May, 2011
@ 1030

12, May, 2011
@ 1123

9, May, 2011
@ 1420

5, May 2011
@ 1425

20, May, 2011
@ 1300

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Functional: NT
SLI was not provided with
administrative credentials.

16, May, 2011
@ 1145

14, June, 2011
@ 1312

16, May, 2011
@ 1145

12, May, 2011
@ 1223

9, May, 2011
@ 1420

5, May 2011
@ 1425

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT

Documentation: Pass
Documentation:
Functional: Pass
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.
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1

20, May, 2011
@ 1300

1

1

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix
5.1.2.3 Default
access control
configuration

Planned SLI
Functional
x

Planned SLI
Inspection

SLI Functional SLI Inspection
x

SLI Comments
Agree with Requirement

Reference/Documentation
The voting system’s default access control
permissions SHALL implement the least
privileged role or group needed.

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1
16, May, 2011
@ 0930
1230
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

5.1.2.4 Escalation
prevention

x

x

Agree with Requirement

The voting system SHALL prevent a lower‐
privilege process from modifying a higher‐
privilege process.

16, May, 2011
@ 0930
1300
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

5.1.2.5 Operating
system privileged
account restriction

5.1.2.6 Logging of
account

5.1.2.7 Monitoring
voting system
access

5.1.2.8 Login
failures

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Should enumerate the activities The voting system SHALL NOT require its
execution as an operating system privileged
account and SHALL NOT require the use of an
operating system privileged account for its
operation.

This is tested in 5.6.3.3

The voting system SHALL log the
identification of all personnel accessing or
attempting to access the voting system to the
system event log.

Manufacturer 2
25, May, 2011
@ 1600
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
inappropriate role
allowed access

25, May, 2011
@ 1600
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Manufacturer 3

Manufacturer 4

Manufacturer 5

Manufacturer 6

Manufacturer 7

12, May, 2011
@ 1223

9, May, 2011
@ 1420

5, May 2011
@ 1425

20, May, 2011
@ 1300

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐
Administrator & Voter
NA ‐ Election Judge

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NA ‐ Election
Judge
Pass ‐ Voter

12, May, 2011
@ 1239

9, May, 2011
@ 1420

5, May 2011
@ 1425

20, May, 2011
@ 1300

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ See Req.
5.9

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ See Req.
5.9

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ See Req.
5.9

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ See Req.
5.9

12, May, 2011
@ 1239

9, May, 2011
@ 1420

16, May, 2011
@ 0930
1230
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

16, May, 2011
@ 0930
1300

16, May, 2011
@ 1705

14, June, 2011
@ 1312

16, May, 2011
@ 1705

5, May 2011
@ 1425

20, May, 2011
@ 1300

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack Functional: Pass
Functional: Pass
of remote access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT: SLI did not
have access to the
Manufacturer voting
server.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ no access
to the central server.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

25, May, 2011
@ 1700

Documentation: Insufficient 12, May, 2011
Robustness
@ 1239
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Logoffs in the Administrative Functional: NT ‐ due to lack
application were logged, but of information.
not logins.

9, May, 2011
@ 1420

5, May 2011
@ 1425

20, May, 2011
@ 1300

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT: SLI did not
have access to the
Manufacturer voting
server.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐
Adminstrator
Pass: Voter

9, May, 2011
@ 1420

5, May 2011
@ 1425

20, May, 2011
@ 1300

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT: SLI did not
have access to the
Manufacturer voting
server.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Lack of
information

9, May, 2011
@ 1420

5, May 2011
@ 1425

20, May, 2011
@ 1700

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT: SLI did not
have access to the
Manufacturer voting
server.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

9, May, 2011
@ 1420

5, May 2011
@ 1425

20, May, 2011
@ 1700

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT: SLI did not
have access to the
Manufacturer voting
server.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass
Logoffs in the
Administrative
application were logged,
but not logins.

Should enumerate the activities
Concern for this requirement is if
it is realistically feasible to
monitor a globally distributed
system, with potentially a very
large set of users

The((voting system))SHALL provide tools ((or
shall be provided)) for monitoring access to
the system. These tools SHALL provide
specific users real time display of persons
accessing the system as well as reports from
logs.

17, May, 2011
@ 0930

25, May, 2011
@ 1700

17, May, 2011
@ 0930

12, May, 2011
@ 1457

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass
No real time display or
via log reports.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Pass
No real time display or via
log reports.

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack Functional: NT
of information.

1) SHALL should be removed, as
it designates an actionable item.
The header of a section is
validated when all of its sub
requirements are validated.
2) Enumerate activities
3) This requirement is too
specific, should use the term
"voting system" so that all areas
are covered
Agree with Requirement

The vote capture devices at the kiosk
locations and the central server SHALL have
the capability to restrict access to the voting
system after a preset number of login
failures.

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

Header is not an
Header is not an actionable 13, May, 2011
actionable item, it is met item, it is met when all sub‐ @ 1230
requirements are met
when all sub‐
Documentation:
requirements are met
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack
of information.

a. The lockout threshold SHALL be
configurable by appropriate
administrators/operators.

17, May, 2011
@ 1030

25, May, 2011
@ 1700

17, May, 2011
@ 1030

13, May, 2011
@ 1230

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack Functional: NT
of information.

Manufacturer’s provided
documentation did not
detail restricting access
to the voting system
after a preset number of
login failures.
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Manufacturer’s provided
documentation did not
detail restricting access to
the voting system after a
preset number of login
failures.

Can be
met
today?

Need Mod‐
ification
1

1

1

1

0

1

1

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI
Functional
x

Planned SLI
Inspection

SLI Functional SLI Inspection
x

SLI Comments
Covered in 5.6.3.3

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

b. The voting system SHALL log the event.

Manufacturer 2

x

Agree with Requirement

c. The voting system SHALL immediately send
a notification to appropriate
administrators/operators of the event.

5.1.2.9 Account
lockout logging

5.1.2.10 Session
time‐out

5.1.2.11 Screen lock

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Agree with Requirement

Covered in 5.6.3.3

Enumerate activities

Should mention need for re‐
authentication in order to re‐
access

Manufacturer 5

Manufacturer 6

Manufacturer 7

5, May 2011
@ 1425

20, May, 2011
@ 1700

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack Functional: NT
of information.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT: SLI did not
have access to the
Manufacturer voting
server.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

17, May, 2011
@ 1030

13, May, 2011
@ 1230

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

9, May, 2011
@ 1420

No Logging

17, May, 2011
@ 1150

25, May, 2011
@ 1700

17, May, 2011
@ 1150

13, May, 2011
@ 1230

5, May 2011
@ 1425

20, May, 2011
@ 1700

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack Functional: NT
of information.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT: SLI did not
have access to the
Manufacturer voting
server..

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

17, May, 2011
@ 1150

13, May, 2011
@ 1230

5, May 2011
@ 1425

20, May, 2011
@ 1700

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Not all instances passed

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack Functional: NT
of information.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT: SLI did not
have access to the
Manufacturer voting
server.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

5, May 2011
@ 1425

20, May, 2011
@ 1700

9, May, 2011
@ 1420

No notification

No notification
x

Manufacturer 4

25, May, 2011
@ 1700

No Logging
x

Manufacturer 3

17, May, 2011
@ 1030

d. The voting system SHALL provide a
mechanism for the appropriate
administrators/operators to reactivate the
account after appropriate confirmation.

17, May, 2011
@ 1150

The voting system SHALL log a notification
when any account has been locked out.

18, May, 2011
@ 0930

14, June, 2011
@ 1312

18, May, 2011
@ 0930

13, May, 2011
@ 1430

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
No notification

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
No notification

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack Functional: NT
of information.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT: SLI did not
have access to the
Manufacturer voting
server.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

18, May, 2011
@ 0930

25, May, 2011
@ 1700

18, May, 2011
@ 0930

13, May, 2011
@ 1430

6, May, 2011
@ 1000

20, May, 2011
@ 1700

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
The Manufacturer voting
system did not time‐out
a voter following fifteen
minutes of inactivity.
Similarly, the system did
18, May, 2011
@ 1100

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
The Manufacturer voting
system did not time‐out a
voter following fifteen
minutes of inactivity.
Similarly, the system did not
18, May, 2011
@ 1100

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
Authenticated sessions on
critical processes were
enacted voters after five
minutes of inactivity.
There was no time‐out
enacted when users of the
13, May, 2011
@ 1430

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐
Administrator, due to lack
of access
Pass: Voter

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: No timeout
set.

9, May, 2011
@ 1540

5, May 2011
@ 1425

20, May, 2011
@ 1700

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass: voter,
application user
NT ‐ Kiosk worker

Documentation: NT
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: Pass
of access ‐ Adminstrator &
Kiosk
Pass: Voter

25, May, 2011
@ 1700

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient Functional: Pass
Robustness
Not all instances passed

Authenticated sessions on critical processes
SHALL have an inactivity time‐out control that
will require personnel re‐authentication when
reached. This time‐out SHALL be
implemented for administration and monitor
consoles on all voting system devices.

Authenticated sessions on critical processes
SHALL have a screen‐lock functionality that
can be manually invoked

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

14, June, 2011
@ 1312
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

9, May, 2011
@ 1420

9, May, 2011
@ 1420

9, May, 2011
@ 1510
@ 540
Documentation: NT
Functional: Fail

y
The Manufacturer system
allowed a voter to place a
screen‐lock on the
computer.

The Manufacturer
system allowed a voter
to place a screen‐lock on
the computer.
Section totals
5.2 Identification
and Authentication

x

5.2.1
Authentication

x

x

5.2.1.1 Strength of
authentication

x

x

5.2.1.2 Minimum
authentication
methods

First, authentication shall be configured on the local
terminal (display screen and keyboard) and on all
external connection devices (“network cards” and
“ports”). This ensures that only authorized and
identified users affect the system while election
software is running.

x

x

x

x

Authentication mechanisms supported by the
This should be referring to
appropriate NIST SP, NIST 800‐63 voting system SHALL support authentication
strength of at least 1/1,000,000.
Electronic Authentication
Guideline Standards.

Agree with Requirement

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
requirements are met
when all sub‐
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
9, May, 2011
@ 1205

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
15, June, 2011
@ 0900
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met
9, May, 2011
12, May, 2011
6, May, 2011
@ 1205
@ 1100
@ 1100

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met
5, May 2011
@ 1425

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
17, May, 2011
@ 1120

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Functional: NT
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

12, May, 2011
@ 1100

5, May 2011
@ 1425

17, May, 2011
@ 1210

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT

The voting system SHALL authenticate users
per the minimum authentication methods
outlined below. GROUP OR ROLE
MINIMUM AUTHENTICATION STRENGTH

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
requirements are met
when all sub‐
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met

Election Judge

9, May, 2011
@ 1205

17, June, 2011
@ 0915

Two factor

Documentation: Pass
Functional: NT
Not Testable: Election
Judge credentials not
provided
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Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

9, May, 2011
@ 1205
Documentation: Pass
Functional: NT

6, May, 2011
@ 1110

Documentation: Pass
Functional: NT
Not Testable: Election
Not Testable: Election Judge Judge credentials not
credentials not provided
provided

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness Multifactor
authentication not
supported

Can be
met
today?

Need Mod‐
ification
1

1

1

1

1

1

16

1

0

1

1

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI
Functional
x

Planned SLI
Inspection

SLI Functional SLI Inspection
x

SLI Comments
Agree with Requirement

Reference/Documentation
Kiosk Worker

One factor

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

x

x

Assuming voter authentication is Voter
performed "outside" the scope of
the voting system, by kiosk
worker/Election Official

Agree with Requirement

Election Official

Not required

Two factor

x

x

x

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

Administrator

Application or Process
112 bits of security1

Two factor

Digital signature

Manufacturer 5

Manufacturer 6

Manufacturer 7

9, May, 2011
@ 1205

9, May, 2011
@ 1545

12, May, 2011
@ 1100

5, May 2011
@ 1425

17, May, 2011
@ 1400

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Not Testable
Role is not defined

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information.

6, May, 2011
@ 1110

12, May, 2011
@ 1100
19, May, 2011
@ 1600

5, May 2011
@ 1425

17, May, 2011
@ 1400
18, May, 2011
@ 1200

Not Testable
Role is not defined

9, May, 2011
@ 1245

17, June, 2011
@ 0915

9, May, 2011
@ 1245

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Functional: Pass
Functional: Pass

9, May, 2011
@ 1405

17, June, 2011
@ 0915

9, May, 2011
@ 1405

6, May, 2011
@ 1110

12, May, 2011
@ 1200

5, May 2011
@ 1425

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Not Testable: Election
Official credentials not
provided

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
The Voting system doesn't
have multi‐factor
authentication

6, May, 2011
@ 1110

12, May, 2011
@ 1200

5, May 2011
@ 1425

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

5, May 2011
@ 1425

Not Testable: Election
Official credentials not
provided

x

Manufacturer 4

17, June, 2011
@ 0915

Not Testable
Role is not defined
x

Manufacturer 3

9, May, 2011
@ 1205

Not Testable: Election
Official credentials not
provided

9, May, 2011
@ 14012

17, June, 2011
@ 0915

9, May, 2011
@ 14012

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Functional: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

17, May, 2011
@ 1210

17, May, 2011
@ 1210

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

17, May, 2011
@ 1210

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

6, May, 2011
@ 1110

1

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Multifactor
authentication not
supported

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Functional: Pass
Robustness

9, May, 2011
@ 1245

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Multifactor
authentication not
supported

12, May, 2011
@ 1200

17, June, 2011
@ 0915

Need Mod‐
ification
1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
The Voting system doesn't
have multi‐factor
authentication
5, May 2011
@ 1425

9, May, 2011
@ 1245

Can be
met
today?

17, May, 2011
@ 1400

1

Use of 80 bit key in
system under review

5.2.1.3 Multiple
authentication
h
mechanisms

5.2.1.4 Secure
storage of
authentication data

5.2.1.5 Password
reset

x

x

x

x

x

x

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

The voting system SHALL provide multiple
authentication
methods
h
h d to support multi‐
l
factor authentication.

When private or secret authentication data is
stored by the voting system, it SHALL be
protected to ensure that the confidentiality
and integrity of the data are not violated.

Covers passwords only. What if The voting system SHALL provide a
there are alternative methods of mechanism to reset a password if it is
forgotten, in accordance with the system
authentication?
access/security policy.

9, May, 2011
@ 1245

20, June, 2011
@ 0900

9, May, 2011
@ 1245

6, May, 2011
@ 1145

12, May, 2011
@ 1350

5, May 2011
@ 1425

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Not Tested
due to time constraints.

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
The voting system does not
provide authentication
methods to support mult‐
factor authentication.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Voting system did not
provide the capability to
support multi‐factor
authentication

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
The Voting system doesn't
have multi‐factor
authentication

9, May, 2011
@ 1245

15, June, 2011
@ 0904

9, May, 2011
@ 1245

6, May, 2011
@ 1145

12, May, 2011
@ 1200

5, May 2011
@ 1425

17, May, 2011
@ 1500

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Due to scope and time
constraints only the
backend/frontend were
tested. The mixer would
have the same results as
it is running the same OS.

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

NT
due to lack of
information.NT
due to lack of information.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
due to lack of
information.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information.

9, May, 2011
@ 1245

15, June, 2011
@ 0908

9, May, 2011
@ 1245

12, May, 2011
@ 1430

5, May 2011
@ 1425

17, May, 2011
@ 1500

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass
Due to scope and time
constraints only the
backend/frontend were
tested. The mixer would
have the same results as
it is running the same OS.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
NT ‐ due to lack of
information.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

NT due to the lack of
information on the
authentication sysyem
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6, May, 2011
@ 1300
11, May, 2011
Documentation: Insufficient @ 1630
Robustness
19, May, 2011
Functional: Insufficient
@ 1300
Robustness
NT due to the lack of
information on the
authentication sysyem

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Unable to change

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Multifactor
authentication not
supported

1

1

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix
5.2.1.6 Password
strength
configuration

Planned SLI
Functional
x

Planned SLI
Inspection

SLI Functional SLI Inspection
x

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

Should specify the authentication The voting system SHALL allow the
level as defined in reference NIST administrator group or role to specify
password strength for all accounts including
SP
minimum password length, use of capitalized
letters, use of numeric characters, and use of
non‐alphanumeric characters per NIST 800‐63
Electronic Authentication Guideline
Standards.

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass
Due to scope and time
constraints only the
backend/frontend were
tested. The mixer would
have the same results as
it is running the same OS.

NT due to the lack of
information on the
procedure

5.2.1.7 Password
history
configuration

x

Agree with Requirement

The voting system SHALL enforce password
histories and allow the administrator to
configure the history length when passwords
are stored by the system. NIST Special
Publication 800‐57

9, May, 2011
@ 1430
10, May, 2011
@ 1700
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
The system allows
original password to be
used too soon again as
password therefore not
allowing password
history to be created
successfully ‐

5.2.1.8 Account
information
password restriction

x

Agree with Requirement

The voting system SHALL ensure that the user
name is not used in the password. Cannot be
fully verified in lab; Testing at remote voting
location(s) at operational level

9, May, 2011
@ 1430
10, May, 2011
@ 1400
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Enter username for
password and it
incorrectly saved ‐

5.2.1.9 Automated
password expiration

x

x

Agree with Requirement

The voting system SHALL provide a means to
automatically expire passwords.

9, May, 2011
@ 1430
10, May, 2011
@ 1515
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Currently Admin
password does not expire
in set period and is
usable

5.2.1.10 Device
authentication

x

x

Tested in 5.3.1.2

The voting system servers and vote capture
devices SHALL identify and authenticate one
another using NIST ‐ approved cryptographic
authentication methods at the 112 bits of
security.

x

x

Tested in 5.3.1.2

Remote voting location site Virtual Private
Network (VPN) connections (i.e., vote capture
devices) to voting servers SHALL be
authenticated using strong mutual
cryptographic authentication at the 112 bits
of security. Cannot be fully verified in lab;
Testing at remote voting location(s) at
operational level

x

x

1) need to define what is a
"message"
2) Tested in 5.3.1.2

Message authentication SHALL be used for
applications to protect the integrity of the
message content using a schema with 112
bits of security.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass
Due to scope and time
constraints only the
backend/frontend were
tested. The mixer would
have the same results as
it is running the same OS.

15, June, 2011
@0956
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass
Due to scope and time
constraints only the
backend/frontend were
tested. The mixer would
have the same results as
it is running the same OS.

15, June, 2011
@ 1019
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass
Due to scope and time
constraints only the
backend/frontend were
tested. The mixer would
have the same results as
it is running the same OS.

Manufacturer 4

6, May, 2011
@ 1340
10, May, 2011
Documentation: Insufficient @ 1600
19, May, 2011
Robustness
@1045
Functional: Insufficient
24, May, 2011
Robustness
@1115
NT due to the lack of
Documentation: Pass
information on the
Functional:
procedure
Pass
(confirmation message has
incorrect spelling of a
9, May, 2011
6, May, 2011
@ 1430
@ 1300
10, May, 2011
24, May, 2011
@ 1700
@1200
Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
The system allows original
password to be used too
soon again as password
therefore not allowing
password history to be
created successfully ‐

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: The voting
system allows original
password to be re‐used too
soon

9, May, 2011
@ 1430
10, May, 2011
@ 1400

6, May, 2011
@ 1300
10, May, 2011
@ 1400

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: password
incorrectly saved.

Manufacturer 5

Manufacturer 6

Manufacturer 7

12, May, 2011
@ 1545

5, May 2011
@ 1425

17, May, 2011
@ 1500

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Password
length allowed = 1
character

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:Not Tested due
Documentation:
to time constraints
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Old passwords
not restricted.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: User was
allowed to enter a
previous password.

12, May, 2011
@ 1430

5, May 2011
@ 1425

17, May, 2011
@ 1615

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Voting system
allows for the username
to be part of the
password with no
restrictions.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Account information used
in password.

12, May, 2011
@ 1650

5, May 2011
@ 1425

17, May, 2011
@ 1615

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
due to lack of
information.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information.

12, May, 2011
@ 1430

17, May, 2011
@ 1615

9, May, 2011
@ 1430
10, May, 2011
@ 1515

6, May, 2011
@ 1300
10, May, 2011
@ 1730

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
no procedure in place to
Currently Admin password set the automatic
does not expire in set period password expiration
and is usable
Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

15, June, 2011
@ 1029

9, May, 2011
@ 1445

6, May, 2011
@ 1445

16, May, 2011
@ 1700

5, May 2011
@ 1425

18, May, 2011
@1050

Tested ‐ Insufficient
Robustness
No certification for the
Open VPN cryptographic
module.
See 5.3.1.3 for more
Information.

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
NT ‐ due to lack of
procedure.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ See Req.
5.3

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

16, May, 2011
@ 1700

5, May 2011
@ 1425

18, May, 2011
@1050

15, June, 2011
@ 1029

9, May, 2011
@ 1445

6, May, 2011
@ 1445

Documentation: Not
Applicable
Functional: Not
Applicable

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
No certification for the
Open VPN cryptographic
module.
See 5.3.1.3 for more
Information.

Documentation: Not
Applicable
Functional: Not Applicable

Documentation: Not
Documentation: Not
Documentation:
Documentation: Pass
Applicable
Applicable
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:Not Applicable ‐
Functional: Not Applicable Functional: Not Applicable Functional: Not Applicable no VPN

VPN is not utilized

VPN is not utilized

VPN is not utilized

VPN is not utilized

9, May, 2011
@ 1445

15, June, 2011
@ 1029

9, May, 2011
@ 1445

6, May, 2011
@ 1445

16, May, 2011
@ 1725

5, May 2011
@ 1425

17, May, 2011
@ 1615

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
No certification for the
Open VPN cryptographic
module.
See 5.3.1.3 for more
Information.

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack Functional: NT
of information.
Not Testable ‐
Not Testable ‐
Lack of Information
Lack of Specific Information
See 5.3.1.3 form more
See 5.3.1.3
Information.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information.
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Need Mod‐
ification
1

1

1

1

1

Not Testable ‐
Lack of Specific Information
See 5.3.1.3 form more
Information.

9, May, 2011
@ 1445

Not Testable ‐
Lack of Specific
Information
See 5.3.1.3

Can be
met
today?

Enter username for
password and it incorrectly
saved ‐

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

VPN is not utilized

5.2.1.12 Message
authentication

15, June, 2011
@ 0954

Manufacturer 3
9, May, 2011
@ 1430

9, May, 2011
@ 1445

Not Testable ‐
Lack of Specific
Information
See 5.3.1.3 form more
Information.
5.2.1.11 Network
authentication

Manufacturer 2

9, May, 2011
@ 1430

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

1

1

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix
5.2.1.13 Message
authentication
mechanisms

Planned SLI
Functional

Planned SLI
Inspection

x

SLI Functional SLI Inspection
x

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

1) Is the intent here to use
current certified communication
methodologies?
If so, would be better suited as
an Inspection test method
2) Tested in 5.3.1.1 and 5.3.1.3
and 5.3.2.4

IPsec, SSL, or TLS and MAC mechanisms SHALL
all be configured to be compliant with FIPS
140‐2 using approved algorithm suites and
protocols.

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

Manufacturer 3

9, May, 2011
@ 1500

15, June, 2011
@ 1029

9, May, 2011
@ 1500

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
No certification for the
Open VPN cryptographic
module.
See 5.3.1.3 for more
Information.

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Not Testable ‐
Lack of Specific
Information
See 5.3.1.3 form more
Information.

Manufacturer 4
6, May, 2011
@ 1445

Manufacturer 5
16, May, 2011
@ 1725

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack Functional: NT
of information.
Not Testable ‐
Lack of Information
Not Testable ‐
See 5.3.1.3 form more
Lack of Specific Information
Information.
See 5.3.1.3 form more
Information.

Manufacturer 6

Manufacturer 7

5, May 2011
@ 1425

18, May, 2011
@1050

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Section totals

5.3 Cryptography

5.3.1 General
Cryptography
Requirements

x

5.3.1.1
Cryptographic
functionality

x

5.3.1.2 Required
security strength

5.3.1.3 Use NIST‐
approved
cryptography for
communications

x

x

x

x

x

5.3.2 Key
Management

x

5.3.2.1 Key
generation methods

x

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
requirements are met
when all sub‐
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

This section needs additional
requirements that handle the
situation of keys purchase from a
Certificate Authority
"… or use published and credible
cryptographic
algorithms/schemas/protocols" is
something that should be
qualified by FVAP/NIST.
Perference is to not leave it to a
VSTL to determine, or leave as a
loophole for a manufacturer to
argue.

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
14, June, 2011
@ 0900

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
17, June, 2011
@ 0820

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met
14, June, 2011
15, June, 2011
13, June, 2011
@ 0900
@ 0815
@ 0815

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met
16, June, 2011
@ 0920

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
16,June, 2011
@ 0830

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Functional: NT
Robustness
Not Testable ‐
Fail for Bouncy Castle
Lack of Information
NT for OpenSSL due to lack See 5.3.1.3 form more
Information.
of information

Not Testable ‐
Lack of Information
See 5.3.1.3 form more
Information.

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information
Without additional
information about the
environment and the
cryptographic module
used the requirements in
section 5.3 cannot be
adequately assessed to be
compliant.

15, June, 2011
@ 0830

16, June, 2011
@ 0920

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Not Testable ‐
Lack of Information
See 5.3.1.3 form more
Information.

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information
Without additional
information about the
environment and the
cryptographic module
used the requirements in
section 5.3 cannot be
adequately assessed to be
compliant.

15, June, 2011
@ 0840

16, June, 2011
@ 0920

Agree with Requirement

These requirements should be
split out to discrete items

Fail for Bouncy Castle
NT for OpenSSL due to
lack of information

Cryptographic algorithms and schemas SHALL
be implemented with a security strength
equivalent to at least 112 bits of security to
protect sensitive voting information and
election records.

Cryptography used to protect information in‐
transit over public telecommunication
networks SHALL use NIST‐approved
algorithms and cipher suites. In addition the
implementations of these algorithms SHALL
be NIST‐approved (Cryptographic Algorithm
Validation Program).

The following requirements apply to voting
systems that generate cryptographic keys
internally.
x

See comment on 5.3.1.1, as it is Cryptographic keys generated by the voting
applicable here as well
system SHALL use a NIST‐approved key
generation method, or a published and
credible key generation method.

Need Mod‐
ification
1

17

1) SHALL should be removed, as
it designates an actionable item.
The header of a section is
validated when all of its sub
requirements are validated.
2) Note quantify "Strong
Authentication", this term is too
vague, should reference a
standard

All cryptographic functionality SHALL be
implemented using NIST‐approved
cryptographic algorithms/schemas, or use
published and credible cryptographic
algorithms/schemas/protocols

Can be
met
today?

14, June, 2011
@ 0940

17, June, 2011
@ 0900

14, June, 2011
@ 0940

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Functional: Pass
Robustness

Fail for Bouncy Castle
NT for OpenSSL due to
lack of information

80 bit key used

Fail for Bouncy Castle
NT for OpenSSL due to lack
of information

14, June, 2011
@ 0900

17, June, 2011
@ 0950

14, June, 2011
@ 0900

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

13, June, 2011
@ 0940

13, June, 2011
@ 1000

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Functional: NT
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Not Testable ‐
Lack of Information
NT Due to lack of access Fail for Bouncy Castle
NT for OpenSSL due to lack See 5.3.1.3 form more
of information
Information.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information
Without additional
Not Testable ‐
information about the
Fail for Bouncy Castle
Lack of Information
environment and the
NT for OpenSSL due to
See 5.3.1.3 form more
cryptographic module
lack of information
Information.
used the requirements in
section 5.3 cannot be
adequately assessed to be
Header is not an
Header is not an
Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met actionable item, it is met item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
when all sub‐
requirements are met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
when all sub‐requirements
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met
are met
15, June, 2011
13, June, 2011
14, June, 2011
14, June, 2011
17, June, 2011
16, June, 2011
@ 0905
@ 1020
@ 1000
@ 1000
@ 1000
@ 0920
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Functional: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

NT due to lack of
information

NT due to lack of
information

NT due to lack of
information
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Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Not Testable ‐
Lack of Information
See 5.3.1.3 form more
Information.

16,June, 2011
@ 0830

16,June, 2011
@ 0850

1

1

1

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
16,June, 2011
@ 0900

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Documentation:
Functional: NT ‐ due to
Insufficient Robustness
lack of information
Functional: Pass
Without additional
information about the
environment and the
cryptographic module
used the requirements in
section 5.3 cannot be
adequately assessed to be

1

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI
Functional

Planned SLI
Inspection

SLI Functional SLI Inspection

x

5.3.2.2 Security of
key generation
methods

5.3.2.3 Sapplication
values

x

x

x

SLI Comments
Agree with Requirement

These requirements should be
split out to discrete items

Reference/Documentation
Compromising the security of the key
generation method (e.g., guessing the
sapplication value to initialize the
deterministic random number generator
(RNG)) SHALL require as least as many
operations as determining the value of the
generated key.

If a sapplication key is entered during the key
generation process, entry of the key SHALL
meet the key entry requirements in 5.3.3.1. If
intermediate key generation values are
output from the cryptographic module, the
values SHALL be output either in encrypted
form or under split knowledge procedures.

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

x

x

1) These requirements should be
split out to discrete items
2) Unless key is purchased from a
Certificate Authority

Cryptographic keys used to protect
information in‐transit over public
telecommunication networks SHALL use NIST‐
approved key generation methods. If the
approved key generation method requires
input from a random number generator, then
an approved (FIPS 140‐2) random number
generator SHALL be used.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

14, June, 2011
@ 1430
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

x

5.3.3 Key
Establishment

x

5.3.3.1 Key entry
and output

x

5.3.4 Key handling

x

5.3.4.1 Key storage

x

5.3.4.2 Key
zeroization

NA

x

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

x

x

Agree with Requirement

Random number generators used to generate
cryptographic keys SHALL implement one or
more health tests that provide assurance that
the random number generator continues to
operate as intended (e.g., the entropy source
is not stuck).

Key establishment may be performed by
automated methods (e.g., use of a public key
g
), manual methods ((use of a
algorithm),
manually transported key loading device), or
a combination of automated and manual
methods
Secret and private keys established using
automated methods SHALL be entered into
and output from a voting system in encrypted
form. Secret and private keys established
using manual methods may be entered into
or output from a system in plaintext form.

x

These requirements should be
split out to discrete items

x

Agree with Requirement

Cryptographic keys stored within the voting
system SHALL NOT be stored in plaintext.
Keys stored outside the voting system SHALL
be protected from disclosure or modification.

The voting system SHALL provide methods to
zeroize all plaintext secret and private
cryptographic keys within the system.

14, June, 2011
@ 1500
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

17, June, 2011
@ 1045

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
NT due to lack of
information

17, June, 2011
@ 1105

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
NT due to lack of
information

17, June, 2011
@ 1430

Manufacturer 6

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Functional: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Nt due to lack of
information

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT

14, June, 2011
@ 1400

15, June, 2011
@ 1110

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information
Without additional
information about the
environment and the
cryptographic module
used the requirements in
section 5.3 cannot be
adequately assessed to be
16, June, 2011
@ 0920

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

14, June, 2011
@ 1400

Manufacturer 5

16, June, 2011
@ 0920

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Nt due to lack of
information

NT due to lack of
information

Manufacturer 4

15, June, 2011
@ 0950

14, June, 2011
@ 1330

NT due to lack of
information

5.3.2.5 Random
number generator
health tests

Manufacturer 3

17, June, 2011
@ 1030

NT due to lack of
information

5.3.2.4 Use NIST‐
approved key
generation methods
for communications

Manufacturer 2

14, June, 2011
@ 1330

13, June, 2011
@ 1105

13, June, 2011
@ 1215

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

13, June, 2011
@ 1410

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Functional: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
NT due to lack of
information

14, June, 2011
@ 1500

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Not Testable ‐
Lack of Information
See 5.3.1.3 form more
Information.

NT due to lack of
information

14, June, 2011
@ 1430

Not Testable ‐
Lack of Information
See 5.3.1.3 form more
Information.

13, June, 2011
@ 1435

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Functional: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

15, June, 2011
@ 1205

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information
Without additional
information about the
environment and the
cryptographic module
used the requirements in
section 5.3 cannot be
adequately assessed to be
16, June, 2011
@ 0920

14, June, 2011
@ 1530

17, June, 2011
@ 1515

14, June, 2011
@ 1530

13, June, 2011
@ 1505

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Documentation: Insufficient Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Functional: NT
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Not Testable ‐
Lack of Information
NT due to lack of
See 5.3.1.3 form more
information
Information.

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Functional: NT
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Not Testable ‐
Lack of Information
NT due to lack of
See 5.3.1.3 form more
information
Information.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

NT due to lack of
information

NT due to lack of
information

14, June, 2011
@ 1630

17, June, 2011
@ 1640

14, June, 2011
@ 1630

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
NT Due to lack of access

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Functional: NT
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access
Not Testable ‐
Lack of Information
See 5.3.1.3 form more
Information.
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13, June, 2011
@ 1620

16,June, 2011
@ 1020

16, June, 2011
@ 0920

15, June, 2011
@ 1545

16, June, 2011
@ 0920

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Not Testable ‐
Lack of Information
See 5.3.1.3 form more
Information.

15, June, 2011
@ 1700
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Not Testable ‐
Lack of Information
See 5.3.1.3 form more
Information.

Need Mod‐
ification
1

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

15, June, 2011
@ 1415

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information
Without additional
Not Testable ‐
information about the
NT due to lack of
Lack of Information
environment and the
information
See 5.3.1.3 form more
NT due to lack of
cryptographic module
Information.
information
used the requirements in
section 5.3 cannot be
adequately assessed to be
Header is not an
Header is not an
Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met actionable item, it is met item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
when all sub‐
requirements are met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
when all sub‐requirements
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met
are met
15, June, 2011
13, June, 2011
14, June, 2011
14, June, 2011
16, June, 2011
17, June, 2011
@ 1625
@ 1540
@ 1600
@ 1600
@ 0920
@ 1620
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

16,June, 2011
@ 0930

Not Testable ‐
Lack of Information
See 5.3.1.3 form more
Information.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT

Can be
met
today?

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information
Without additional
information about the
environment and the
cryptographic module
used the requirements in
section 5.3 cannot be
adequately assessed to be
compliant.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information
Not Testable ‐
Without additional
Lack of Information
NT due to lack of
information about the
NT due to lack of
See 5.3.1.3 form more
information
environment and the
information
NT due to lack of
Information.
cryptographic module
information
used the requirements in
section 5.3 cannot be
adequately assessed to be
Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
Header is not an
Header is not an
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met actionable item, it is met item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met actionable item, it is met
q
q
q
requirements
when all sub‐
when all sub‐requirements
when all sub‐
requirements
when all sub‐
are met
are met
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met
are met
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Manufacturer 7
16,June, 2011
@ 0910

16,June, 2011
@ 1130

1

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

1

16,June, 2011
@ 1420

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
16,June, 2011
@ 1510

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information
Without additional
information about the
environment and the
cryptographic module
used the requirements in
section 5.3 cannot be
adequately assessed to be
16, June, 2011
@ 0920

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information
Without additional
information about the
environment and the
cryptographic module
used the requirements in
section 5.3 cannot be
adequately assessed to be

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ No
procedure.

16,June, 2011
@ 1725

1

1

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix
5.3.4.3 Support for
rekeying

Planned SLI
Functional

Planned SLI
Inspection

x

SLI Functional SLI Inspection

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

What is the acceptable level of The voting system SHALL support the
effort to reset the cryptographic capability to reset cryptographic keys to new
values.
keys to new values? Is it
aceptable to have to redefine the
election? Or should the
jurisdiction be able to just
replace the keys?

x

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

Manufacturer 3

Manufacturer 4
13, June, 2011
@ 1730

14, June, 2011
@ 1700

17, June, 2011
@ 1700

14, June, 2011
@ 1700

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
NT Due to lack of access

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Functional: NT
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access

Manufacturer 5

Section totals
This section has difficulty when Under 5.4.2, items like ballot integrity,
applied to "ballot delivery"
Personally Identifiable Information (PII)
systems.
Would work better to have 5.4.1
be specific to vote capture
devices, then have a section 5.4.2
that pertains to vote capture
devices and ballot delivery
systems

x

16,June, 2011
@ 1750

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information
Without additional
information about the
environment and the
cryptographic module
used the requirements in
section 5.3 cannot be
adequately assessed to be

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ No
procedure.

5.4.1.1 Cast vote
integrity;
transmission

5.4.1.2 Cast vote
integrity; storage

x

x

x

Agree with Requirement

x

Agree with Requirement

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
requirements are met
when all sub‐
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

Header is not an
Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
actionable item, it is met item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

The integrity and authenticity of each
individual cast vote SHALL be protected from
any tampering or modification during
transmission.

5, May, 2011
@ 0945

20, June, 2011
@ 0905

5, May, 2011
@ 0945

9, May, 2011
@ 1443

13, May, 2011
@ 0748

17, June, 2011
@ 1020

6, May, 2011
@ 0903

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness.

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness.

There was no alert

Documentation: Pass
Functional:
NT Because of the VPN
encryption we can't see if
the system is encrypting
data using SSL or TLS.

There was no alert

PII was not protected

Ballot delivery system

Ballot delivery system

Ballot delivery system

The integrity and authenticity of each
individual cast vote SHALL be preserved by
means of a digital signature during storage.

5, May, 2011
@ 1130

20, June, 2011
@ 0940

5, May, 2011
@ 1130

10, May, 2011
@ 1122

13, May, 2011
@ 0749

17, June, 2011
@ 1038

6, May, 2011
@ 1020

Documentation: Pass
Functional: NT

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Not Tested

Documentation: Pass
Functional: NT

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack
of remote access.

Documentation: Not
Applicable,
Functional: Not
Applicatble
Ballot delivery system

Needed access to the
Not Tested due to time
database on the remote constraints.
system.
5.4.1.3 Cast vote
storage

5.4.1.4 Electronic
ballot box integrity

5.4.1.5 Malware
detection

x

x

x

For the kiosk environment this Cast vote data SHALL NOT be permanently
works fine.
stored on the vote capture device
If this is ever applied beyond
section 1.1.3, to personal
computers being used as the
vote capture device, then there
will be issues with regards to
how the configuration is
regulated

x

x

Additional detailed definition of The integrity and authenticity of the
"electronic ballot box" is needed. electronic ballot box SHALL be protected by
means of a digital signature.

x

More definition is needed to
quantify the level of protection
needed. Potentially a
hardware/software malware
detection solution, instead of just
software.

The voting system SHALL use malware
detection software to protect against known
malware that targets the operating system,
services, and applications

x

x

A follow on requirement to this The voting system SHALL provide a
mechanism for updating malware detection
one would be to have the
manufacturer specify in their signatures.
documentation (i.e. an Inspection
test method) the recommend
interval for requiring updated
signatures

Documentation: Not
Applicable,
Functional: Not
Applicatble

5, May, 2011
@ 1140

10, May, 2011
@ 1126

13, May, 2011
@ 0750

17, June, 2011
@ 1054

6, May, 2011
@ 1026

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness There were
cookies remaining after
the voting system was
closed.

Documentation: Pass
Functional:
NA There is no hard
drive on the vote capture
device.

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness There were
cookies remaining after the
voting system was closed.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: There were
cookies remaining after the
voting system was closed.

Documentation: Not
Applicable,
Functional: Not
Applicatble

Documentation: Not
Applicable,
Functional: Not
Applicatble

Ballot delivery system

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
robustness
Ballot data resides on VCD
after a session completes.

Ballot delivery system

5, May, 2011
@ 1214

20, June, 2011
@ 1010

5, May, 2011
@ 1214

10, May, 2011
@ 0815

16, May, 2011
@ 0950

17, June, 2011
@ 1110

6, May, 2011
@1536

Documentation: Pass
Functional: NT

Documentation: Pass
Functional: NT

Documentation: Pass
Functional: NT

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Not Tested

Documentation: Not
Applicable,
Functional: Not
Applicatble

Documentation: Not
Applicable,
Functional: Not
Applicatble
Ballot Delivery System

Documentation: Not
Applicable,
Functional: Not
Applicatble

16, May, 2011
@ 0952

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: No Malware
proctection

6, May, 2011
@1125

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: No
documented procedure.

6, May, 2011
@ 1125

Needed access to the
database on the remote

Needed access to the
database on the remote

15, June, 2011
@ 0856

20, June, 2011
@ 1500

15, June, 2011
@ 0856

10, May, 2011
@ 1154

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Documentation:
Functional: Insufficient
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Functional: Not Tested

15, June, 2011
@ 0858
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

20, June, 2011
@ 1410
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

There is no
Vendor stated they were documentation or
program listed on the
not meeting this
Servers for Malware.
requirement
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Vendor stated they were not Needed access to the
meeting this requirement
database on the remote
system.

15, June, 2011
@ 0858

10, May, 2011
@ 1154

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Functional: Not Tested
Robustness
Needed access to the
Vendor stated they were not database on the remote
meeting this requirement
system.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
There is no
documentation or
program listed on the
Servers for Malware.

16, May, 2011
@ 0952
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: There are no
procedures documented
or program listed on the
Servers for Malware.

1

3
1

1

1

Ballot delivery system

15, June, 2011
@ 1517

Needed access to the
due to time constraints.
database on the remote

Need Mod‐
ification

Documentation: Not
Applicable,
Functional: Not
Applicatble

5, May, 2011
@ 1140

Vendor stated they were There is no
documentation or
not meeting this
program listed on the
requirement
Servers for Malware.
5.4.1.6 Updating
malware detection

Needed access to the
database on the remote
system.

Can be
met
today?

10

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

May need an additional
requirement for nonrepudiation
issues

5.4.1 Protecting the
Integrity of the
Voting System

Manufacturer 7

16, June, 2011
@ 0920

Not Testable ‐
Lack of Information
See 5.3.1.3 form more
Information.

5.4 Voting System
Integrity
Management

Manufacturer 6

15, June, 2011
@ 1735

1

1

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Not Tested ‐
No access to remote
server

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Not Tested
No access to remote
server

1

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI
Functional

Planned SLI
Inspection

SLI Functional SLI Inspection

x

5.4.1.7 Validating
software on kiosk
voting devices

5.5 Communications
Security

x

5.5.1 Data
Transmission
Integrity

x

5.5.1.1 Data
integrity protection

x

x

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

This requirement needs to be
expanded to cover all associated
devices at the kiosk location.
Some systems contain additional
devices.

The voting system SHALL provide the
capability for kiosk workers to validate the
software used on the vote capture devices as
part of the daily initiation of kiosk operations.

Some of the requirements in this
section appear to explicitly call
out specific communication
protocols, which could be
interpreted to exclude all other
like communication protocols.

x

Recommend that this
requirement be broken out to
handle outbound versus inbound
seperately

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1
5, May, 2011
@ 1221

Manufacturer 2
15, June, 2011
@ 1440

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
Insufficient Robustness
The documentation was
No method documented not updated for the new
method of validating
or applicable
software on the kiosk
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
Insufficient Robustness

Section totals
This section provides requirements for
communications security. These requirements
address ensuring the integrity of transmitted
information and protecting the voting system
from external communications‐based threats.

5.5.1.3 Virtual
private networks
(VPN)

x

x

x

Agree with Requirement

x

x

Agree with Requirement

5.5.1.6 Secrecy of
ballot data

5.5.2 External
Threats

x

x

x

x

Recommend referencing
appropriate NIST publication (SP
800‐63) to more clearly define
"mutually strongly authenticate"

Voting systems that transmit data over
communications links SHALL provide integrity
protection for data in transit through the
generation of integrity data (digital
signatures and/or message authentication
codes) for outbound traffic and verification of
the integrity data for inbound traffic.

Voting systems SHALL use at a minimum TLS
1.0, SSL 3.1 or equivalent protocols, including
all updates to both protocols and
implementations as of the date of the
submission (e.g., RFC 5746 for TLS 1.0). verify
all updates to both protocols and
implementations as of the date of the
submission (e.g., RFC 5746 for TLS 1.0).

Each communicating device SHALL have a
unique system identifier

"SHALL" should be removed from Voting systems SHALL implement protections
header
against external threats to which the system
may be susceptible.

No method documented or
applicable

Can be
met
today?

Need Mod‐
ification
1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Not Tested
No access to remote
server

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
5, May, 2011
@ 1318

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
15, June, 2011
@ 0840

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met
10, May, 2011 2011
16, May, 2011
5, May, 2011
@ 1223
@ 1318
@ 0953

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met
16, June, 2011
@ 0815

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
6, May, 2011
@ 1416

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional:
NT
because of the VPN
encryption

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Functional: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Intercepted
and changed information
without notification from
the voting system

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: Pass
of access

Modified packet not
detected

5, May, 2011
@ 1351

15, June, 2011
@ 0842

5, May, 2011
@ 1351

16, May, 2011
@ 0945

16, June, 2011
@ 0815

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional:
NT
because of the VPN
encryption

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: Pass
of access

5, May, 2011
@ 1351

15, June, 2011
@ 0844

5, May, 2011
@ 1351

10, May, 2011
@ 1250

16, May, 2011
@ 1001

16, June, 2011
@ 0815

6, May, 2011
@ 1437

Documentation: NA
Functional: NA

Documentation: NA
Functional: NA
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Not Applicable There is no
Robustness
There was no
VPN for the Voting System.
certification for the Open
VPN cryptographic
module.

Documentation: NA
Functional: NA

Documentation: NA
Functional: NA

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Documentation:
Not Applicable
Functional:
Not Applicable
There is no VPN for the
Voting System.

15, June, 2011
@ 0846

10, May, 2011
@ 1259

16, June, 2011
@ 0815

6, May, 2011
@ 1452

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ lack of
access

16, May, 2011
@ 1007

16, June, 2011
@ 0815

6, May, 2011
@ 1459

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: Pass
of access

16, May, 2011
@ 1027

16, June, 2011
@ 0815

5, May, 2011
@ 1412

Each device SHALL mutually strongly
authenticate using the system identifier
before additional network data packets are
processed.

1) This requirement should be Data transmission SHALL preserve the secrecy
of voters’ ballot selections and SHALL prevent
split out
2) Recommend more clearly the violation of ballot secrecy and integrity.
state that voter data is to be
encrypted. "Preserve the secrecy
…" creates ambiguity.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: There are no
procedures documented
or program listed on the
Servers for Malware.

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

Documentation: Pass
Functional:
NT
Not Tested. It could not because of the VPN
encryption
be tested for a unique
system identifier on the
destination side as here
was no access to the
remote system. The
source side, the vote
capture system, was
tested successfully.

x

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Manufacturer 7
6, May, 2011
@ 1309

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT

5.5.1.5 Mutual
authentication
required

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional:
Insufficient Robustness

Manufacturer 6
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: No
documented procedure.

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
requirements are met
when all sub‐
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met

Not Applicable There is
no VPN for the Voting
System.

5.5.1.4 Unique
system identifier

Manufacturer 5
16, May, 2011
@ 0952

5

Tested in 5.3.1.1 and 5.3.1.3. As Voting systems deploying VPNs SHALL
configure them to only allow FIPS‐compliant
this appears to be a specific
instance of the above mentioned cryptographic algorithms and cipher suites.
requirements, would recommend
removal in order to reduce
redundancy.

x

Manufacturer 4
10, May, 2011
@ 1203

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

Modified packet not
detected
5.5.1.2 TLS/SSL

Manufacturer 3
5, May, 2011
@ 1221

Documentation: Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient Robustness

5, May, 2011
@ 1412

10, May, 2011
@ 1240

Not Applicable. There is no Not Applicable. There is
VPN for the Voting System. no VPN for the Voting
System.

5, May, 2011
@ 1430

15, June, 2011
@ 0848

5, May, 2011
@ 1430

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional:
NT
because of the VPN
i 2011
15, June,

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Robustness
Functional: Pass

5, May, 2011
@ 1438

16, May, 2011
@ 1002

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation: NA
Documentation: NA
Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack Functional: NA
Functional: NT
of access.
Not Applicable. There is
Not Tested. It could not be
no VPN for the Voting
tested for a unique system
System.
identifier on the destination
side as here was no access
to the remote system. The
source side, the vote capture
system, was tested
successfully.

10, May, 2011
@ 1301

10, May, 2011
@ 1303

@ 0850

5, May, 2011
@ 1438

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional:
NT
because of the VPN
encryption

Documentation:
Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Functional: Both PIN &
Functional: Pass
Functional: Pass
Elector ID are displayed in
clear text under the URL

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
requirements are met
requirements are met
when all sub‐
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
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6, May, 2011
@ 1437

6, May, 2011
@ 1510

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: Pass
of access

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix
5.5.2.1 Disabling
network interfaces

Planned SLI
Functional

Planned SLI
Inspection

x

SLI Functional SLI Inspection
x

SLI Comments
Agree with Requirement

Reference/Documentation
Voting system components SHALL have the
ability to enable or disable physical network
interfaces.

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1
9, May, 2011
@ 1115
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

5.5.2.2 Minimizing
interfaces

x

x
Need to define test method
"Inspection/Vulnerability"

The number of active ports and associated
network services and protocols SHALL be
restricted to the minimum required for the
voting system to function.

Manufacturer 2
15, June, 2011
@ 1000

Documentation: Pass
Functional:
NT due to time
constraints

x

x

Make this 5.5.2.4
need to define test method
"Functional/Vulnerability"

The voting system SHALL block all network
connections that are not over a mutually
authenticated channel.

Manufacturer 4

Manufacturer 6

Manufacturer 7
11, May, 2011
@ 1415

11, May, 2011
@ 0745

10, May, 2011
@ 0825

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: NA
Functional: NA

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Manufacturer's voting
system is accessed via non‐
secure computers. No
kiosk equipment is
9, May, 2011
11, May, 2011
@ 1300
@ 0745

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Documentation:
Functional: NT ‐ due to
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack lack of access.
of access

15, June, 2011
@ 1020

9, May, 2011
@ 1125

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Functional: Pass
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack
of information.
Manufacturer's provided
documentation does not
detail which ports are
required by the voting
system and their associated
network services and
protocols.

9, May, 2011
@ 1130

15, June, 2011
@ 1100

9, May, 2011
@ 1130

9, May, 2011
@ 1305

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Manufacturer's 'System
Security Specification'
section 'Server Side
Security details' confirms
that the voting system
was designed to
authenticate
transmissions although
there is no explicit
statement regarding
blocking all network
connections that are not
over a mutually
authenticated channel.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Manufacturer's 'System
Security Specification'
section 'Server Side Security
details' confirms that the
voting system was designed
to authenticate
transmissions although
there is no explicit
statement regarding
blocking all network
connections that are not
over a mutually
authenticated channel.

Documentation: NA
Functional: NA

Vendor defines the
network authentication
processes.

Manufacturer 5

9, May, 2011
@ 1255

9, May, 2011
@ 1125

Manufacturer's provided
documentation does not
detail which ports are
required by the voting
system and their
associated network
services and protocols.
5.5.2.3 Prevention
of attacks and
security non‐
compliance

Manufacturer 3
9, May, 2011
@ 1115

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:

10, May, 2011
@ 0825

11, May, 2011
@ 1420

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information.

10, May, 2011
@ 0825

11, May, 2011
@ 1440

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐
Manufacturer's provided
documentation did not
describe channel
authentication nor the
blocking of network
connections.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ See Req.
5.9

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met
20, May, 2011
@ 1022
17, June, 2011
@ 0750

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
13, May, 2011
@ 0917

5.6.1 Log
Management
5.6.1.1 Default
settings

x

x

1) This should be split to more
discrete sub requirements
2) term "default settings" is
ambiguous, should require
"minimal settings" as per NIST SP
800‐92

The voting system SHALL implement default
settings for secure log management activities,
including log generation, transmission,
storage, analysis, and disposal.

11, May, 2011
@ 0745

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ See Req.
Manufacturer's voting
5.3 for attacks and
system is accessed via non‐ security non‐compliance
secure computers. No
kiosk equipment is
provided.

x

x

Term "authorized roles" is
undefined within the
requirements. This should be
more clearly defined

Logs SHALL only be accessible to authorized
roles

13, May, 2011
@ 0917

1

1

7
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
10, May, 2011
@ 0808

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
2, June, 2011
@ 0904

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met
Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met
9, May, 2011
20, April, 2011
10, May, 2011
@ 1001
@ 1015
@ 0808

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Unable to determine if
the voting system
implements default
settings for secure log
management activities

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
Unable to determine if the
Internet voting system
Unable to determine if the implements default
Internet voting system
settings for secure log
implements default settings management activities
for secure log management
activities

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
The voting system does
not generate time and
date values

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Documentation:
Functional:
Unable to determine if
Insufficient Robustness
the Internet voting system
Functional:
Unable to determine if the implements default
settings for secure log
Internet voting system
implements default
management activities
settings for secure log
management activities

16, June, 2011
@ 0916

10, May, 2011
@ 1015

13, May, 2011
@ 1549

6, May, 2011
@ 0913

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Passed:
No information available in
the documentation, but
determined via logging on
to IVAdministration that all
Users with a role of
Operator are restricted
from accessing the
administrative user
management function

20, May, 2011
@ 1422
17, June, 2011
@ 0750

Failed:
Unable to log on to the
Administration system as Failed:
Unable to determine
a Superuser
authorized log in roles and
the log files they have
access to

Unable to determine if
the Internet voting
system implements
default settings for
secure log management
activities
5.6.1.2 Log access

Need Mod‐
ification
1

There are no guidelines
found for inactivating
unnecessary ports on the
voting hardware.

Section totals
5.6 Logging

Can be
met
today?

10, May, 2011
@ 1015
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Logs are accessible to
authorized roles.
Roles authorized to
Unable to locate
access each log file
documentation on log in within the system, are
roles and the log files
able to do so
they have access to.
Roles not authorized to
access each log file
within the system, are
not able to do so
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Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Unable to locate
documentation on log in
roles and the log files they
have access to.

Passed:
The preferred test method
here would be to change
the User Group from
Admin to a lower privilege
of access level, but the
only option available at
this time for User Group is
Admin. Using the Status
option ‐ Inactive as a
workaround

1

1

2

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix
5.6.1.3 Log access

5.6.1.4 Logging
events

Planned SLI
Functional

5.6.1.7 Log review

x

x

This should be split out to 3
discrete sub‐requirements

x

x

Agree with Requirement

This should be split out to
discrete 2 sub‐requirements

x

x

x

This should be split out to
discrete 3 sub‐requirements

x

x

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

The voting system SHALL restrict log access to
Term "privileged logging
processes" is undefined within append‐only for privileged logging processes
the requirements. This should be and read‐only for authorized roles.
more clearly defined

x

x

5.6.1.8 Log
preservation

5.6.1.9 Voter
privacy

SLI Functional SLI Inspection
x

x

5.6.1.5 Log format

5.6.1.6 Log
separation

Planned SLI
Inspection

x

The voting system SHALL log logging failures,
log clearing, and log rotation.

The voting system SHALL store log data in a
publicly documented format, such as XML, or
include a utility to export log data into a
publicly documented format.

The voting system SHALL ensure that each
jurisdiction’s event logs and each
component’s logs are separable from each
other.

The voting system SHALL include an
application or program to view, analyze, and
search event logs.

Term "prior to voting system All logs SHALL be preserved in a useable
decommissioning" is ambiguous. manner prior to voting system
We believe the intent is that the decommissioning.
log data remains intact for the
life cycle of the given election
data for a particular election.
This may be defined at the
jurisdictional level.

Agree with Requirement

Logs SHALL NOT contain any data that could
violate the privacy of the voter’s identity.

2.1.5.1.a

v. The generation of audit record entries shall not be
terminated or altered by program control, or by the
intervention of any person. The physical security and
integrity of the record shall be maintained at all
times.

Manufacturer 2

Manufacturer 3

Manufacturer 4

Manufacturer 5

Manufacturer 6

Manufacturer 7
13, May, 2011
@ 0917

6, May, 2011
@ 0913

20, May, 2011
@ 1422
17, June, 2011
@ 1020

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
Unable to locate any
documentation on a
priveleged logging
proceesses role.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Documentation:
Functional: Pass
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
Unable to determine
authorized log in roles and
the log files they have
access to

3, June, 2011
@ 1345

9, May, 2011
@ 1035

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Not all logging correct

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack
of information.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information.

23, May, 2011
@ 1022
17, June, 2011
@ 1102

16, June, 2011
@ 1311

10, May, 2011
@ 1252

17, May, 2011
@ 1430

9, May, 2011
@ 1001

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
The document/s are
reviewed, the stored log
data can be read in a
publicly documented
format

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Functional: Pass
Functional: Pass
The format available for
reading the stored log data
is CSV which is considered a
publicly documented
format.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
The voting system does
not generate time and
date valuesat.

10, May, 2011
@ 1252

16, June, 2011
@ 1311

10, May, 2011
@ 1252

17, May, 2011
@ 1458

9, May, 2011
@ 1035

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Unable to locate
documentation on
jurisdictions of the voting
system and the
procedures
to generate
d
logs by jurisdiction

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
There are no entries in
the log viewer
application regarding
jurisdiction

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Unable to locate
documentation on
jurisdictions of the voting
system and the procedures
to generate logs
by
l
b
jurisdiction

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
Unable to separate event
logs by jurisdiction

11, May, 2011
@ 0915

16, June, 2011
@ 1311

11, May, 2011
@ 0915

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
The voting system
provides a method for
searching event logs
The voting system
provides a method for
analyzing event logs
The voting system
provides a method for
analyzing event logs

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Unable to perform
calculations and
comparisons on the
event logs
Unable to perform a
search/query of the
event logs

11, May, 2011
@ 0915
Failed:
Unable to determine
how the logs are to be
preserved prior to the
voting system
decommissioning.

10, May, 2011
@ 1252

16, June, 2011
@ 1252

10, May, 2011
@ 1252

13, May, 2011
@ 1411

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
The voting system allows
privileged logging
processes to only append
to any/all log files
The log in remains as the
last entry on the audit
log.
The log in remains as the
last entry on the audit
log.
The voting system does
not allow an authorized
role to modify or delete a
portion of a file or in its
entirety

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
The voting system allows
privileged logging
processes to only append
to any/all log files
The log in remains as the
last entry on the audit
log.
The log in remains as the
last entry on the audit
log.
The voting system does
not allow an authorized
role to modify or delete a
portion of a file or in its
entirety

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
The voting system allows
privileged logging processes
to only append to any/all log
files
The log in remains as the
last entry on the audit log.
The log in remains as the
last entry on the audit log.
The voting system does not
allow an authorized role to
modify or delete a portion
of a file or in its entirety

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional
Pass except for: The EED
Audit Report will not print
in the PDF format.

10, May, 2011
@ 1252

16, June, 2011
@ 1311

10, May, 2011
@ 1252

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Not all logging correct

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
The voting system does
not log all log logging
failures, log clearing, and
log rotation.

10, May, 2011
@ 1252
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass
The format available for
reading the stored log
data is CSV which is
considered a publicly
documented format.

11, May, 2011
@ 1007
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
There are unidentified
fields in the voting
system log files. No
voting system log file
contains any data that
could violate the privacy
of the voter's identity
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Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information.

13, May, 2011
@ 1306

16, May, 2011
@ 0844

23, May, 2011
@ 1056
17, June, 2011
@ 1140

16, May, 2011
@ 0844

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Documentation:
Functional:
Unable to separate event Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
logs by jurisdiction
Unable to separate event
logs by jurisdiction

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
Unable to separate event
logs by jurisdiction

17, May, 2011
@ 1353

9, May, 2011
@ 1001

16, May, 2011
@ 0844

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
The voting system provides
a method for searching
event logs
The voting system provides
a method for analyzing
event logs
The voting system provides
a method for analyzing
event logs

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack
of information

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

23, May, 2011
@ 1143
17, June, 2011
@ 1250

16, June, 2011
@ 1402

11, May, 2011
@ 0915

21, April, 2011
@ 0915

9, May, 2011
@ 1001

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
All log files are preserved
such that they are
accessible even after the
voting system has been
decommissioned
16, June, 2011
@ 1402

Documentation:
Failed:
Insufficient Robustness
Unable to determine how
the logs are to be preserved
prior to the voting system
decommissioning.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
There are no unidentified
fields in the voting
system log files. No
voting system log file
contains any data that
could violate the privacy
of the voter's identity

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Pass
Robustness
Functional: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
There are unidentified fields
in the voting system log
files. No voting system log
file contains any data that
could violate the privacy of
the voter's identity

11, May, 2011
@ 1007

16, May, 2011
@ 1324

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness

20, May, 2011
@ 1022
17, June, 2011
@ 1250

Need Mod‐
ification
1

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information.

20, May, 2011
@ 1022
17, June, 2011
@ 1140
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of information

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

Can be
met
today?

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information.

1

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

16, May, 2011
@ 1007

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness

9, May, 2011
@ 1035
Documentation:
Pass
Functional: Pass

23, May, 2011
@ 1143
17, June, 2011
@ 1328
Documentation:
Pass
Functional: Pass

16, May, 2011
@ 1007
Documentation:
nsufficient Robustness
Functional:
The audit logs contain
voter identity information

1

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix
5.6.1.10
Timekeeping format

Planned SLI
Functional

Planned SLI
Inspection

x

SLI Functional SLI Inspection
x

x

5.6.1.11
Timekeeping
precision

5.6.1.12 System
clock security

x

SLI Comments
Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

Reference/Documentation
Timekeeping mechanisms SHALL generate
time and date values, including hours,
minutes, and seconds

The precision of the timekeeping mechanism
SHALL be able to distinguish and properly
order all log events.

Would recommend that the Only the system administrator SHALL be
"system administrator" role be permitted to set the system clock
changed to indicate an
appropriately authorized election
official

x

5.6.2
Communications
Logging
5.6.2.1 General

x

Agree with Requirement

All communications actions SHALL be logged.

VVSG para.
2.1.5.1 a

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

ii. All systems shall include a real‐time clock as part
of the system’s hardware. The system shall maintain
an absolute record of the time and date or a record
relative to some event whose time and data are
known and recorded.

Manufacturer 2
16, June, 2011
@ 1402

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass.

Documentation: Pass
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass.
Functional: Pass
The Instructions to Kiosk
Voters dialog opens with
the current system date
and time displayed

11, May, 2011
@ 1007

16, June, 2011
@ 1402

11, May, 2011
@ 1007

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
The time keeping
mechanism implemented
by the voting system is of
a precision such that all
log events are
distinguishable and
properly ordered
16, June, 2011
@ 1419

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

11, May, 2011
@ 1041

x

x

x

x

1) Enumerate, not using bullets, The communications log SHALL contain at
least the following entries:
must be able to explicitly
reference
2) Similar to 5.6.3.1, test method
should be Inspection

Agree with Requirement

Times when the communications are
activated and deactivated;

11, May, 2011
@ 1041

Manufacturer 4

Manufacturer 5

16, May, 2011
@ 1319

19, May, 2011
@ 0940

Documentation:
Pass
Functional:
EED Passed
IVAdmin does not display
the time and date values,
including but not limited to
hours, minutes, and
seconds as required by
5.6.1.10.
17, May, 2011
@ 1440

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
The voting system does
not generate time and
date values

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Pass
Functional: Pass

16, May, 2011
@ 1311

9, May, 2011
@ 1319

9, May, 2011
@ 1319

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass
No procedures found in
the documentation.
Non authorized user able Logged on to the Mixing
to set the system clock server and accessed the
Date and Time option in
the Control Panel
function

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
11, May, 2011
@ 1117

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
16, June, 2011
@ 1419

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met
6, May, 2011
17, May, 2011
11, May, 2011
@ 1020
@ 1455
@ 1117

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Inspection: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Inspection: Pass

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Inspection: Pass
Inspection: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Inspection: Failed

Generated an event log and
used the output to verify the
logging capabilities

Unable to determine the
logging capabilities of all
of the voting system's
forms of communication

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

The Log viewer
application in Linux
allows for the real time
audit of the voting
process.
VI Editor allows for the
auditing of the
communications
Header is not an
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
Generated an event log
and used the output to
verify the logging
capabilities

5.6.2.2 Log content

Manufacturer 3
11, May, 2011
@ 1007

11, May, 2011
@ 1007

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
Unable to set the system
clock.
Non authorized user able to There is no documentation
set the system clock
of system clock setting
procedures.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
The voting system does
not generate time and
date values

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met

11, May, 2011
@ 1239

16, June, 2011
@ 1419

11, May, 2011
@ 1239

13, May, 2011
@ 1331

9, May, 2011
@ 0804

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
Unable to set the system
clock.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

No listing of deactivation
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No listing of deactivation

Manufacturer 6
23, May, 2011
@ 1143
17, June, 2011
@ 1328
Documentation:
Pass
Functional: Pass

20, May, 2011
@ 1055
17, June, 2011
@ 1328

Manufacturer 7
16, May, 2011
@ 1147

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Inspection: Failed

Need Mod‐
ification
1

Documentation:
Pass
Functional: Pass

16, May, 2011
@ 1311

1

Documentation:
Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
Unable to determine if the
log events are
distinguishable and
properly ordered
23, May, 2011
16, May, 2011
@ 1143
@ 1311
17, June, 2011
@ 1402
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Documentation:
Functional:
Insufficient Robustness
Unable to locate
documentation on setting
Functional:
the system clock
Unable to locate
documentation on setting
the system clock

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met
25, April, 2011
12, May, 2011
@ 0945
17, June, 2011
@ 1402

Can be
met
today?

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
16, May, 2011
@ 1426

1

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Inspection: Pass
Unable to determine the
logging capabilities of all
forms of communication
from the documentation

Unable to determine the
logging capabilities of all
of the voting system's
forms of communication
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

1

23, May, 2011
@ 1307
17, June, 2011
@ 1402

16, May, 2011
@ 1426

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI
Functional

Planned SLI
Inspection

x

SLI Functional SLI Inspection
x

SLI Comments
Agree with Requirement

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

Services accessed;

Manufacturer 2

x

x

Agree with Requirement

x

x

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

x

Identification of the device which data was
transmitted to or received from;

Identification of authorized entity; and

Successful and unsuccessful attempts to
access communications or services.

5.6.3.1 Event log
format

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Agree with Requirement

The voting system SHALL log the following
data for each event:

Agree with Requirement

a. System ID;

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

2.1.4 h

Maintain a permanent record of all original audit
data that cannot be modified or overridden but may
be augmented by designated authorized officials in
order to adjust for errors or omissions (e.g., during
the canvassing process)

2.1.4 i

Detect and record every event, including the
occurrence of an error condition that the system
cannot overcome, and time‐dependent or
programmed events that occur without the
intervention of the voter or a polling place operator

2.1.5.1 a

ii. All systems shall include a real‐time clock as part
of the system’s hardware. The system shall maintain
an absolute record of the time and date or a record
relative to some event whose time and data are
known and recorded

b. Unique event ID and/or type;

c. Timestamp;

Record and report the date and time of normal and
abnormal events

2.1.5.1 a

Manufacturer 5

11, May, 2011
@ 1239

13, May, 2011
@ 1318

9, May, 2011
@ 0929

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack
of information

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

13, May, 2011
@ 1043

9, May, 2011
@ 0810

Not all services accessed
listed

11, May, 2011
@ 1455

16, June, 2011
@ 1532

11, May, 2011
@ 1455

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack
Functional: Pass
of information

3, June, 2011
@ 1015

16, June, 2011
@ 1532

3, June, 2011
@ 1015

17, May, 2011
@ 1404

9, May, 2011
@ 1252

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack
of information

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

12, May, 2011
@ 0911

16, June, 2011
@ 1604

12, May, 2011
@ 0911

17, May, 2011
@ 1404

9, May, 2011
@ 1252

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack
of information

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

Not all services access
attempts listed

Not all services access
attempts listed
2.1.4 g
This section describes requirements for the
voting system to perform event logging for
system maintenance troubleshooting,
recording the history of system activity, and
detecting unauthorized or malicious activity.
The operating system, and/or applications
software may perform the actual event
logging. There may be multiple logs in use for
any system component.

5.6.3 System Event
Logging

Manufacturer 4

16, June, 2011
@ 1419

Not all services accessed
listed
x

Manufacturer 3

11, May, 2011
@ 1239

Manufacturer 6
23, May, 2011
@ 1307
17, June, 2011
@ 1402
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

23, May, 2011
@ 1307
17, June, 2011
@ 1402
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
l kMay,
f f2011
23,
@ 1307
17, June, 2011
@ 1440
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information
23, May, 2011
@ 1348
17, June, 2011
@ 1505
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

Manufacturer 7
16, May, 2011
@ 1503

17, May, 2011
@ 0917

17, May, 2011
@ 1002

17, May, 2011
@ 1114

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
12, May, 2011
@ 0911

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
16, June, 2011
@ 1604

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met
9, May, 2011
17, May, 2011
12, May, 2011
@ 1252
@ 1404
@ 0911

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
17, May, 2011
@ 1114

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack
of information

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met
23, May, 2011
@ 1348
17, June, 2011
@ 1505

12, May, 2011
@ 0911

16, June, 2011
@ 1604

12, May, 2011
@ 0911

17, May, 2011
@ 1404

9, May, 2011
@ 1252

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack
of information

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

16, June, 2011
@ 1604

12, May, 2011
@ 0911

17, May, 2011
@ 1404

9, May, 2011
@ 1252

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack
of information

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
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23, May, 2011
@ 1348
17, June, 2011
@ 1505
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

iii.All audit record entries shall include the time‐and‐ 12, May, 2011
date stamp.
@ 0911

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met

23, May, 2011
@ 1348
17, June, 2011
@ 1505

Need Mod‐
ification
1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

Can be
met
today?

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

17, May, 2011
@ 1114

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

17, May, 2011
@ 1114
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

1

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI
Functional

Planned SLI
Inspection

SLI Functional SLI Inspection

x

x

x

x

x

5.6.3.2 Critical
events

5.6.3.3 System
events

x

x

x

x

SLI Comments
Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

d. Success or failure of event, if applicable;

e. User ID triggering the event, if applicable;
and

f. Jurisdiction, if applicable.

x

Define a critical event. The
requirement as it is now leaves
room for interpretation in
regards to the scope of the
requirement

All critical events SHALL be recorded in the
system event log.

2.1.5.1 c

x

This section would be better At a minimum the voting system SHALL log
served to be broken out into the events described in Table 5‐2.
subparagraphs. Referencing back
to a row, or a bullet in a cell is
many times problematic

2.1.5.1 b

The voting system shall display and report critical
status messages using clear indicators or English
language text.

Manufacturer 2

Manufacturer 3

Manufacturer 4

Manufacturer 5

12, May, 2011
@ 0911

16, June, 2011
@ 1604

12, May, 2011
@ 0911

17, May, 2011
@ 1404

9, May, 2011
@ 1252

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack
of information

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

12, May, 2011
@ 0911

16, June, 2011
@ 1604

12, May, 2011
@ 0911

17, May, 2011
@ 1404

9, May, 2011
@ 1252

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack
of information

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

12, May, 2011
@ 0911

16, June, 2011
@ 1604

12, May, 2011
@ 0911

17, May, 2011
@ 1404

9, May, 2011
@ 1252

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to lack
of information

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ Due to
lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ Due to
lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
Header is not an
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met

Manufacturer 6
23, May, 2011
@ 1348
17, June, 2011
@ 1505
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information
23, May, 2011
@ 1348
17, June, 2011
@ 1505
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information
23, May, 2011
@ 1348
17, June, 2011
@ 1505
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

Manufacturer 7
17, May, 2011
@ 1114

Can be
met
today?

Need Mod‐
ification
1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

17, May, 2011
@ 1114

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

17, May, 2011
@ 1114

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of information

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ Due to
lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ Due to
lack of access, lack of
credentials given

1

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

1

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access

1

Additionally the requirement
only states "voting system" this
is a broad scope of equipment
and software. Does this apply to
the O/S, The voting system
application, or both?
General Comment for this table
would be to recommend that the
term "include but not limited to"
be avoided, as this term creates
g y and p
ambiguity
potential for
inconsistent interpretation of the
requirement

Error and exception
messages

System interrupts at a operating
system / hardware level could be
potentially destructive. Source
code can be analyzed for an
understanding of exception
handling routines then a script
can be written to invoke a
system interrupts that would
result in an entry into exception
handling routines.

Agree with Requirement

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness requirements in this
section cannot be
Functional: NT
adequately assessed.
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section

System interrupts at a
operating system /
hardware level could be
potentially dangerous.
Source code can be
analyzed for an
understanding of
exception handling
routines then a script
can be written to invoke
a system interrupts that
would result in an entry
into exception handling
routines.

14, May, 2011
@ 0954

5.6.3.3.a2 ‐ Messages generated by exception System interrupts at a
handlers.
operating system /
hardware level could be
potentially dangerous.
Source code can be
analyzed for an
understanding of
exception handling
routines then a script
can be written to invoke
a system interrupts that
would result in an entry

14, May, 2011
@ 1006

5.6.3.3.a1 ‐ The source and disposition of
system interrupts resulting in entry into
exception handling routines.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given
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Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section

23, May, 2011
@ 1030

14, May, 2011
@ 0954

15, June, 2011
@ 1140

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: NT
of access
N/T due to lack of clarity
for this requirement

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

14, May, 2011
@ 1006

15, June, 2011
@ 1140

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: NT
of access
N/T due to lack of clarity
for this requirement

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

23, May, 2011
@ 1030

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

1

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI
Functional

Planned SLI
Inspection

SLI Functional SLI Inspection

SLI Comments
Agree with Requirement

the term "physical violations of
security" needs to be better
defined as to what is included.
I.e. computer room security,
motion sensors, chassis alarms,
etc.

Agree with Requirement

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

5.6.3.3.a4 ‐ Notification of physical violations Supplemental
of security.
information should be
given for this
requirement do we test
for chassis alarms or
alarms on the server
cages? Or does this
apply to a compromised
door?

Define "normal"
define "ordinary", and seems to 5.6.3.3.a7 ‐ Error and exception messages
be in conflict with bullet 2
such as ordinary timer system interrupts and
normal I/O system interrupts do not need to
be logged.

1) More detail/criteria is needed
to define what is considered
critical. "includes but not limited
to" creates a large potential for
gaps to occur, as well as
disagreements by a
manufacturer as to what is
deemed critical.

x

x

x

Agree with Requirement

Critical system status messages

Agree with Requirement
5.6.3.3.b1 ‐ Critical system status messages
Critical system status messages other than
Though Diagnostics and status information messages displayed by the device
messages upon startup do not during the course of normal operations.
seem to be critical type message Includes but not limited to:
Diagnostic and status messages upon startup.

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness requirements in this
section cannot be
Functional: NT
adequately assessed.
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
14, May, 2011
Documentation:
@ 1007
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Documentation:
Without access the
Insufficient Robustness requirements in this
Functional: NT
section cannot be
Due to lack of access,
adequately assessed.
lack of credentials given Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section

2.1.5.1 b

Manufacturer 3

Manufacturer 4

Manufacturer 5
23, May, 2011
@ 1030

14, May, 2011
@ 1006

15, June, 2011
@ 1140

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: NT
of access
N/T due to lack of clarity
for this requirement

14, May, 2011
@ 1007

15, June, 2011
@ 1140

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: NT
Equipment delivered is a
of access
MAC‐Mini and the voting
system will run on a
server running MAC OS X.
The Mac mini cannot be
taken apart without
potentially damaging the
equipment.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
N/T due to lack of access Without access the
requirements in this
to system
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section

14, May, 2011
@ 1023

15, June, 2011
@ 1140

14, May, 2011
@ 1006

14, May, 2011
@ 1006

15, June, 2011
@ 1140

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack
l k off credentials
d
l given

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials
d
l given

N/T due to lack of clarity
Documentation:
for this requirement
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

14, May, 2011
@ 1006

15, June, 2011
@ 1140

14, May, 2011
@ 1023

5.6.3.3.a5 ‐ Other exception events such as
power failures, failure of critical hardware
components, data transmission errors or
other types of operating anomalies.

the term "fault" is ambiguous,
5.6.3.3.a6 ‐ All faults and the recovery actions This is a very broad
requirement and the
needs to be more clearly defined. taken.
scope needs to be
defined.

Critical system
status messages

VVSG 2005 Reference

14, May, 2011
@ 1006

5.6.3.3.a3 ‐ The identification code and
number of occurrences for each hardware
and software error or failure.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems
with
bl
h
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
bl t
l t
Documentation:
14, May, 2011
Insufficient Robustness
@ 1006
Functional: NT
Without access the
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness requirements in this
section cannot be
Functional: NT
adequately assessed.
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given Due to problems with
the setup of the
Header is not an
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
14, May, 2011
@ 1059

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness requirements in this
section cannot be
Functional: NT
adequately assessed.
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
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23, May, 2011
@ 1030

23, May, 2011
@ 1052

N/T due to lack of access to Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
system
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: Pass
of access

23, May, 2011
@ 1052

23, May, 2011
@ 1052

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: NT
of access
N/T due to lack of clarity
for this requirement
Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Manufacturer 6
15, June, 2011
@ 0925
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Manufacturer 7
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access

1

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

1

15, June, 2011
@ 0925
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met
14, May, 2011
23, May, 2011
15, June, 2011
@ 1059
@ 1108
@ 1140

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met
15, June, 2011
@ 0925

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: No system and
diagnostic messages
displayed upon startup.

Need Mod‐
ification
1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access
15, June, 2011
@ 0925

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Can be
met
today?

1

1

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI
Functional

Planned SLI
Inspection

SLI Functional SLI Inspection

x

Non‐critical status
messages

Events that require
election official
intervention

Shutdown and
restarts

Changes to system
configuration
settings

Integrity checks for
executables,
configuration files,
data and logs

x

x

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

Agree with Requirement

5.6.3.3.b2 ‐ The “zero totals” check conducted
before starting the voting period.

1) need better criteria for
determining what is non‐critical
versus what is critical status
messages.
2) need clarification as to what is
meant by "data quality monitor".
This term seems to be very
subjective and open to
interpretation. Likely to cause
significant disagreement as to
what is included.

Agree with Requirement

5.6.3.3.c ‐ Non‐critical status messages
Non‐critical status messages that are
generated by the data quality monitor or by
software and hardware condition monitors.

5.6.3.3.f ‐ Changes to system configuration
settings
Configuration settings include but are not
limited to registry keys, kernel settings,
logging settings, and other system
configuration settings.

Should explicitly call out "logs" in 5.6.3.3.g ‐ Integrity checks for executables,
description
configuration files, data, and logs
Integrity checks that may indicate possible
tampering with files and data.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

Define "non‐critical"

Manufacturer 4

Manufacturer 5
23, May, 2011
@ 1138

15, June, 2011
@ 1140

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation: NA
Documentation:
Functional: NA
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access
NA ‐ system is a ballot
delivery system

14, May, 2011
@ 1144

15, June, 2011
@ 1140

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: NT
of access
N/T due to lack of clarity
for this requirement

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness requirements in this
section cannot be
Functional: NT
adequately assessed.
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section

14, May, 2011
@ 1144

15, June, 2011
@ 1140

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: NT
of access
The admin page only has
limited options.
None of these options
allow for the
administrator to change
any voting systems setting
or perform any
procedures.
Therefore this
requirement is not
testable since there are
no procedures for the
administrator to perform

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness requirements in this
section cannot be
Functional: NT
adequately assessed.
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section

14, May, 2011
@ 1150

15, June, 2011
@ 1140

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: Pass
of access

14, May, 2011
@ 1155

14, May, 2011
@ 1155

15, June, 2011
@ 1310

23, May, 2011
@ 1435

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Registry keys not tested.
Kernel settings ‐ Pass
Network settings ‐ Fail

14, May, 2011
@ 1205

15, June, 2011
@ 1310

23, May, 2011
@ 1500

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: NT
of access
Found no procedures to
check the integrity of said
elements

14, May, 2011
@ 1144

Abnormal restarts will
not be able to log since
there is physically no
power to write to file.
But the voting system
shall differentiate
between a normal and
abnormal shutdown.
Additional verbiage may
be required to further
explain that the test is
looking to accomplish

14, May, 2011
@ 1150

No registry in
Unix/Linux/Mac OSX
operating systems.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
Documentation:
14, May, 2011
Insufficient Robustness
@ 1205
Functional: NT
Without access the
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness requirements in this
section cannot be
Functional: NT
adequately assessed.
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section

No kernel setting in
Windows operating
systems.

Manufacturer 3
14, May, 2011
@ 1133

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness requirements in this
section cannot be
Functional: NT
adequately assessed.
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
Documentation:
14, May, 2011
Insufficient Robustness
@ 1144
Functional: NT
Without access the
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness requirements in this
section cannot be
Functional: NT
adequately assessed.
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
14, May, 2011
@ 1133

5.6.3.3.d ‐ Events that require election official
intervention
Events that require election official
intervention, so that each election official
access can be monitored and access sequence
can be constructed.

Recommend adding "Power up" 5.6.3.3.e ‐ Shutdown and restarts
to this line item
Both normal and abnormal shutdowns and
restarts.

Recommend additional
specificity , rather than alluding
to "other system configuration
settings"

VVSG para.
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23, May, 2011
@ 1139

23, May, 2011
@ 1140

23, May, 2011
@ 1151

Manufacturer 6
15, June, 2011
@ 0925
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Manufacturer 7
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access

Can be
met
today?

Need Mod‐
ification
1

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
Documentation:
lack of access
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

15, June, 2011
@ 0925
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access

1

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

NT:
Without access or a
remote testing session the
Documentation:
requirements in this
section cannot be
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack adequately assessed.
of access

1

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
Documentation:
lack of access
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

1

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix
The addition and
deletion of files

System readiness
results

Planned SLI
Functional

Planned SLI
Inspection

SLI Functional SLI Inspection

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

Backup and restore

Authentication
related events

Manufacturer 1

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: Pass
of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section

14, May, 2011
@ 1217

15, June, 2011
@ 1310

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Manufacturer 7
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access

Can be
met
today?

Need Mod‐
ification
1

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: NT
of access
NT:
System does not have a
procedure for readiness
test.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

14, May, 2011
@ 1217
Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

15, June, 2011
@ 1310

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

1

14, May, 2011
@ 1217

15, June, 2011
@ 1348

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

1

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: NT
of access
NT:
System does not have a
procedure for readiness
test.

14, May, 2011
@ 1217

15, June, 2011
@ 1348

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: NT
of access
NT:
System does not have a
procedure for readiness
test.

14, May, 2011
@ 1219

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
Documentation:
14, May, 2011
Insufficient Robustness
@ 1223
Functional: NT
Without access the
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness requirements in this
section cannot be
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
adequately assessed.
lack of credentials given Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section

14, May, 2011
@ 1219

15, June, 2011
@ 1348

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section

14, May, 2011
@ 1217
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given

5.6.3.3.i3 ‐ Pass or fail of ballot style
compatibility and integrity test.

"system readiness"
needs to be defined. is it
a test like "POST" that is
conducted every time
the voting system is
started? Is it a manual
procedure that should
be conducted before
running the voting
system?

14, May, 2011
@ 1217

5.6.3.3.L1 ‐
Authentication related events
Includes but not limited to:
Login/logoff events (both successful and
failed attempts).

Manufacturer 6
15, June, 2011
@ 0925

1

"system readiness"
needs to be defined. is it
a test like "POST" that is
conducted every time
the voting system is
started? Is it a manual
procedure that should
be conducted before
running the voting
system?

5.6.3.3.k ‐ Backup and restore
Successful and failed attempts to perform
backups and restores.

23, May, 2011
@ 1511

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access

5.6.3.3.i2 ‐ Identification of the software
release, identification of the election to be
processed, kiosk locations, and the results of
the software and hardware diagnostic tests.

5.6.3.3.j ‐ Removable media events
Removable media that is inserted into or
removed from the system.

Manufacturer 5

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

14, May, 2011
@ 1217
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given

NT system does not have a procedure for readyness
test.

Manufacturer 4
15, June, 2011
@ 1310

"system readiness"
needs to be defined. is it
a test like "POST" that is
conducted every time
the voting system is
started? Is it a manual
procedure that should
be conducted before
running the voting
system?

What is "system test
data"?

Manufacturer 3
14, May, 2011
@ 1210

5.6.3.3.i1 ‐ System readiness results
Includes but not limited to:
System pass or fail of hardware and software
test for system readiness.

5.6.3.3.i4 ‐ Pass or fail of system test data
removal.

Manufacturer 2

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Documentation:
Without access the
Insufficient Robustness requirements in this
Functional: NT
section cannot be
Due to lack of access,
adequately assessed.
lack of credentials given Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section

14, May, 2011
@ 1210

"system readiness"
needs to be defined. is it
a test like "POST" that is
conducted every time
the voting system is
started? Is it a manual
procedure that should
be conducted before
running the voting
system?
Removable media
events

VVSG 2005 Reference

Recommend additional detail as 5.6.3.3.h ‐ The addition and deletion of files
Files added or deleted from the system.
to file types. Would not
recommend having to track
temporary files that are
automatically handled within the
system

14, May, 2011
@ 1217
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given

14, May, 2011
@ 1224
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given
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23, May, 2011
@ 1513

23, May, 2011
@ 1517

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: NT
of access
NT:
System does not have a
procedure for readiness
test.
23, May, 2011
@ 1526

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

NT:
Without access or a
remote testing session the
Documentation:
requirements in this
Insufficient Robustness
section cannot be
Functional: NT due to lack adequately assessed.
of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
Documentation:
lack of access
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

1

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: Pass
of access

14, May, 2011
@ 1223

15, June, 2011
@ 1348

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

1

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: Pass
of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access

14, May, 2011
@ 1224

15, June, 2011
@ 1400

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: Pass
of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
Documentation:
lack of access
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

1

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

23, May, 2011
@ 1526

23, May, 2011
@ 1528

23, May, 2011
@ 1531

24, May, 2011
@ 1030

15, June, 2011
@ 0925
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI
Functional

Planned SLI
Inspection

SLI Functional SLI Inspection

SLI Comments
Agree with Requirement

Reference/Documentation
5.6.3.3.L2 ‐ Account lockout events.

VVSG para.
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Manufacturer 1
14, May, 2011
@ 1233
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given

Agree with Requirement

5.6.3.3.L3 ‐ Password changes.

14, May, 2011
@ 1235
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given

Access control
related events

Agree with Requirement

5.6.3.3.m1 ‐ Access control related events
Includes but not limited to:
Use of privileges.

14, May, 2011
@ 1239
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given

Agree with Requirement

5.6.3.3.m2 ‐ Attempts to exceed privileges.

14, May, 2011
@ 1245
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given

Recommend removal of "…and 5.6.3.3.m3 ‐ All access attempts to
underlying system resources", as application and underlying system resources.
this is beyond the scope of the
voting system applications
logging scope.

Agree
with
Requirement
A
i hR
i

5.6.3.3.m4
Changes to the
5 6 3 3 4 ‐ Ch
h access controll
configuration of the system.

14, May, 2011
@ 1250
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given

14,
May, 2011
14 M
@ 1255
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given

User account and
role (or groups)
management
activity

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

5.6.3.3.n1 ‐ User account and role (or groups)
management activity
Includes but not limited to:
Addition and deletion of user accounts and
roles.

5.6.3.3.n2 ‐ User account and role suspension
and reactivation.

14, May, 2011
@ 1306
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given

14, May, 2011
@ 1300
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given

Agree with Requirement

5.6.3.3.n3 ‐ Changes to account or role
security attributes such as password length,
access levels, login restrictions, permissions.

14, May, 2011
@ 1311
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given
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Manufacturer 2
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
Documentation:
D
i
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section

Manufacturer 3

Manufacturer 4

Manufacturer 5
24, May, 2011
@ 1040

Manufacturer 6
15, June, 2011
@ 0925

14, May, 2011
@ 1233

15, June, 2011
@ 1400

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: NT
of access

14, May, 2011
@ 1235

15, June, 2011
@ 1400

24, May, 2011
@ 1050

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
No entry in audit logs for
the password change

14, May, 2011
@ 1239

15, June, 2011
@ 1400

24, May, 2011
@ 1054

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: NT
of access
NT:
System does not have a
procedure for readiness
test.

14, May, 2011
@ 1245

15, June, 2011
@ 1400

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: NT
of access

14, May, 2011
@ 1250

15, June, 2011
@ 1440

24, May, 2011
@ 1103

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
Voting system does not
recognize attempts at
accessing underlying
system resources are not
logged.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

14,
May, 2011
14 M
@ 1255

15,
15 JJune, 2011
@ 1440

24,
May, 2011
24 M
@ 1110

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: NT
of access

14, May, 2011
@ 1306

15, June, 2011
@ 1440

24, May, 2011
@ 1111

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Addition and
deletion of user accounts
not logged.

14, May, 2011
@ 1300

15, June, 2011
@ 1440

24, May, 2011
@ 1237

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Manufacturer 7
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access

Can be
met
today?

Need Mod‐
ification
1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

1

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access

1

15,
15 JJune, 2011
@ 0925

Documentation:
D
i
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

1

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

1

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: NT:
of access
Functionality not avaible
on curent equipment

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access

14, May, 2011
@ 1311

15, June, 2011
@ 1440

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: NT:
of access
Functionality not avaible
on curent equipment

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

1

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

24, May, 2011
@ 1102

24, May, 2011
@ 1237

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI
Functional

Planned SLI
Inspection

SLI Functional SLI Inspection

SLI Comments
Agree with Requirement

Reference/Documentation
5.6.3.3.n4 ‐ Administrator account and role
password resets.

Installation,
upgrading,
patching, or
modification of
software or
firmware

1) This line item needs to be
explicitly broken out to individual
requirements. The potential
scope is very large. In an initial
certification,
upgrading/patching/modification
may well not be available.
2) "Cryptographic hash" needs to
be defined. Would recommend
using "hash code" instead.

5.6.3.3.o ‐ Installation, upgrading, patching,
or modification of software or firmware
Logging for installation, upgrading, patching,
or modification of software or firmware
include logging what was installed, upgraded,
or modified as well as a cryptographic hash or
other secure identifier of the old and new
versions of the data.

Changes to
configuration
settings

This requirement should be split
out to more explicitly address
either voting system applications
or the underlying operating
system

5.6.3.3.p1 ‐ Changes to configuration settings
Includes but not limited to:
Changes to critical function settings. At a
minimum critical function settings include
location of ballot definition file, contents of
the ballot definition file, vote reporting,
location of logs, and system configuration
settings.

Abnormal process
exits

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

Manufacturer 3

Manufacturer 4

Manufacturer 5
24, May, 2011
@ 1237

14, May, 2011
@ 1311

15, June, 2011
@ 1440

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: NT:
of access
Functionality not avaible
on curent equipment

14, May, 2011
@ 1314

14, May, 2011
@ 1314

15, June, 2011
@ 1440

24, May, 2011
@ 1240

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Functionality not avaible
on curent equipment
Due to lack of procedure

14, May, 2011
@ 1320

15, June, 2011
@ 1515

24, May, 2011
@ 1241

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Functional: NT:
of access
Voting system does not
log the change to
configuration settings

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness requirements in this
section cannot be
Functional: NT
adequately assessed.
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
14, May, 2011
@ 1311

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
14, May, 2011
Documentation:
@ 1320
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness requirements in this
section cannot be
Functional: NT
adequately assessed.
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section

Manufacturer 6
15, June, 2011
@ 0925
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Manufacturer 7
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access

Can be
met
today?

Need Mod‐
ification
1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

1

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access

1

ocumentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access

1

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

This requirement should be split 5.6.3.3.p2 ‐ Changes to settings including but
out to more explicitly address not limited to enabling and disabling services.
either voting system applications
or the underlying operating
system

14, May, 2011
@ 1325

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Documentation:
Without access the
Insufficient Robustness requirements in this
section cannot be
Functional: NT
adequately assessed.
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section

14, May, 2011
@ 1325

15, June, 2011
@ 1515

24, May, 2011
@ 1244

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
Voting system does not
log the enabling and
disabling of services

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

This requirement should be split 5.6.3.3.p3 ‐ Starting and stopping processes.
out to more explicitly address
either voting system applications
or the underlying operating
system

4, May, 2011
0
14,
@ 1331

4, May, 2011
0
14,
@ 1331

5, June, 2011
0
15,
@ 1515

4, May, 2011
0
24,
@ 1248

5, June, 2011
0
15,
@ 0925

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
See Req 5.6.3.3.p2
Voting system does not
log the Starting and
stopping processes.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

14, May, 2011
@ 1332

15, June, 2011
@ 1515

24, May, 2011
@ 1249

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

14, May, 2011
@ 1340

15, June, 2011
@ 1515

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
See Req 5.6.3.3.p2
Voting system does not
log the Abnormal process
24, May, 2011
@ 1250

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

1

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Lack of information on the
database

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
Documentation:
lack of access
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

1

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

14, May, 2011
@ 1341

15, June, 2011
@ 1515

24, May, 2011
@ 1253

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

1

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT:
Lack of procedures

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access

Agree with Requirement

5.6.3.3.q ‐ Abnormal process exits
All abnormal process exits.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given

14, May, 2011
@ 1332
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given

Successful and
failed database
connection
attempts (if a
database is utilized)

Agree with Requirement

Changes to
cryptographic keys

Recommend adding "key
zeroization"

5.6.3.3.r ‐ Successful and failed database
connection attempts (if a database is
utilized).
All database connection attempts.

14, May, 2011
@ 1340

5.6.3.3.s ‐ Changes to cryptographic keys
At a minimum critical cryptographic settings
include key addition, key removal, and re‐
keying.

14, May, 2011
@ 1341

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given
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ocumentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Due to problems with
the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
this section

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI
Functional

Planned SLI
Inspection

SLI Functional SLI Inspection

Voting events

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

Recommend including successful 5.6.3.3.t1 ‐
delivery of appropriate ballot Voting events
style to voter
Includes:
Opening and closing the voting period.
Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

Agree with Requirement

5.6.3.3.t2 ‐ Casting a vote.

5.6.3.3.t3 ‐ Success or failure of log and
election results exportation.

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

Documentation: Pass
Functional: NT
Without access the
requirements in this
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness section cannot be
Functional: NT
adequately assessed.
Due to lack of access,
Due to problems with
lack of credentials given the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
14, May, 2011
Documentation: Pass
@ 1350
Functional: NT
Without access the
Documentation:
requirements in this
Insufficient Robustness section cannot be
Functional: NT
adequately assessed.
Due to lack of access,
Due to problems with
lack of credentials given the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
Documentation: Pass
14, May, 2011
Functional: NT
@ 1355
Without access the
requirements in this
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness section cannot be
adequately assessed.
Functional: NT
Due to problems with
Due to lack of access,
lack of credentials given the setup of the
Manufacturer system SLI
was unable to complete
14, May, 2011
@ 1345

Manufacturer 3

Manufacturer 4

Manufacturer 5
24, May, 2011
@ 1300

Manufacturer 6

14, May, 2011
@ 1345

15, June, 2011
@ 1515

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation:
Documentation: Not
Insufficient Robustness
Applicable
Functional: NT due to lack Inspection: Not Applicable
of access
System is a ballot delivery
system

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

14, May, 2011
@ 1350

15, June, 2011
@ 1515

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation: Not
Documentation:
Applicable
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Inspection: Not Applicable
of access
System is a ballot delivery
system

14, May, 2011
@ 1355

15, June, 2011
@ 1515

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: NT
Due to lack of access, lack of
credentials given

Documentation: Not
Documentation:
Applicable
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack Inspection: Not Applicable
of access
System is a ballot delivery
system

24, May, 2011
@ 1300

24, May, 2011
@ 1300

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

Manufacturer 7
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access

5.7.1 Incident
Response Support

x

5.7.1.1 Critical
events

x

5.7.1.2 Critical
event alarm

x

x

x

1) Recommend that NIST/FVAP
list minimum criteria of what
should be classified as critical, in
order to create a consistency for
this requirement
2) Recommend removal of "e.g."
and giving specific criteria that
must be met, as in 1) above

Agree with Requirement

Manufacturers SHALL document what types
of system operations or security events (e.g.,
failure of critical component, detection of
malicious code, unauthorized access to
restricted data) are classified as critical.

An alarm that notifies appropriate personnel
SHALL be generated on the vote capture
device, system server, or tabulation device,
depending upon which device has the error, if
a critical event is detected.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

1

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
Documentation:
lack of access
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access

66
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
6, May, 2011
@ 0900

Documentation: Pass
Manufacturer’s ‘ODBP
plan.pdf’ document
details security controls
(including physical,
While the 'System
Security Specifications' logical, and procedural
document had a section measures) that will be
implemented during the
entitled 'Critical
election process as the
Components of the
ODBP voting system is
Security', there was no
deployed in four
comprehensive list
identifying what types of environments:
Kiosk sites, data centers,
system operations or
security events are
election office, and
classified as critical.
communication channels.
Insufficient Robustness Examples of security
controls detailed by
Manufacturer include:
a.
a Physical: voting
stations, peripherals, and
connections will be
protected by tamper
evident seals
b. Procedural: Voting
station access is
controlled by the kiosk
election official
6, May, 2011
1, June, 2011
@ 0900
@ 1201
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Section totals
x

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
1, June, 2011
@ 1201

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NA

No alarm could be
triggered during
functional test.

5.8 Physical and
Environmental
Security

Need Mod‐
ification
1

15, June, 2011
@ 0925

Section totals
5.7 Incident
Response

Can be
met
today?

Recommend that additional
specificity is added to explicitly
call ouu whether each
requirement is for the voting
system (election creation
machines and
accumulation/tallying central
servers included), or just the vote

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met
9, May, 2011
@ 1315

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
11, May, 2011
@ 0935

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Functional: NA
There was no
While the 'System Security documentation provided
Specifications' document
related to critical events.
had a section entitled
'Critical Components of the
Security', there was no
comprehensive list
identifying what types of
system operations or
security events are classified
as critical. Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ lack of
information.

4, May, 2011
@ 1340
6, May, 2011
Documentation: Pass
Documentation: Insufficient @0730
Functional: Insufficient Robustness
Documentation:
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness
Functional:
Manufacturer’s ‘ODBP
plan.pdf’ document
No alarm could be triggered No alarm could be
triggered during functional
details alarms which are during functional test.
test.
implemented to
guarantee access from
the kiosk sites to the
VRDB and voting servers.
'Network monitoring:
The network traffic will
be continuously
monitored to detect any
suspicious behavior.
Alarms will be activated
in case any of these
practices are detected'.
During functional testing,
SLI disconnected the
touchscreen from the
voting laptop. The
touchscreen monitor
displayed the message:
‘no video input. Please
check cable’ While the
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
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Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met
Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met
4, May, 2011
10, May, 2011
6, May, 2011
@ 1330
@ 0955
@ 0900

6, May, 2011
@ 0900

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness

1

Tested: Insufficient
Robustness
There was no
documentation provided
related to critical events.

10, May, 2011
@ 0955

9, May, 2011
@ 1315

11, May, 2011
@ 0955

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
No alarm could be
triggered during
functional test.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ Server
due to lack of access.
VCD: fail, no alarm

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ lack of
information

1

2

4

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI
Functional

Planned SLI
Inspection

5.8.1 Physical
Access

x

5.8.1.1
Unauthorized
physical access
requirement

x

SLI Functional SLI Inspection

x

SLI Comments

Agree with Requirement

Reference/Documentation

Any unauthorized physical access SHALL leave
physical evidence that an unauthorized event
has taken place.

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

6, May, 2011
@ 0925
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Manufacturer 2

'Procedures and System
Description for Secure
Remote Electronic
Transmission of Ballots
for Overseas Civilian and
Military Voters'), Pages
22 ‐ 27 detail physical,
logical, and procedural
measures to protect the
central servers and the
networking components.
Specifically, one physical
measure taken is labeled
'Surveillance: The data
center will include video
surveillance systems and
the access to server
rooms will be controlled
with access cards and
keypads'. Additionally,
the document details
'Tamper evident controls
Header is not an
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
31, May, 2011
6, May, 2011
@ 1405
@ 1020
1, June, 2011
@ 1245
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient Documentation:
Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:Pass
While the 'System
Security Specifications' SLI could not locate any
document had a section documentation which
recommended the
entitled 'Critical
disabling of physical
Components of the
ports and access points
Security', there was no
mention of disabling non‐ on the voting central
essential physical ports servers which are not
or access points. During essential to voting
operations, testing, or
functional testing, SLI
plugged a flash drive into auditing. During
an unused port and the functional testing, SLI
plugged a flash drive into
device was accessible.
Insufficient Robustness an available port on the
bridge server and the
device was active.
Insufficient Robustness
While the 'System
Security Specifications'
document had a section
entitled 'Critical
Components of the
Security', there was no
comprehensive list
identifying critical central
server components nor
the means by which
unauthorized physical
access could be
recognized. Insufficient
Robustness

5.8.2 Physical Ports
and Access Points

x

5.8.2.1 Non‐
essential ports

x

5.8.3 Physical Port
Protection

x

5.8.3.1 Physical port
shutdown
requirement

x

Contained (or referenced) in test plans

x

x

Recommend that "testing" be
removed. In a production
environment, would not want
"test" ports/access points
enabled.

Recommend changing Test
Method to Functional

The voting system SHALL disable physical
ports and access points that are not essential
to voting operations, testing, and auditing.

If a physical connection between the vote
capture device and a component is broken,
the affected vote capture device port SHALL
be automatically disabled

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
6, May, 2011
@ 1345
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Manufacturer' VCD lacks
any additional hardware
components. It's voting
internet site is accessible
via a non‐secure PC
equipped with a display
monitor and a keyboard
but with no 'smart'
voting components (such
as a touch monitor or
smartcard reader).
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Manufacturer 3

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
31, May, 2011
6, May, 2011
@ 1405
@ 0925
1, June, 2011
@ 1245
Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Functional: Pass
Robustness

Regarding the VCD,
Manufacturer
documentation states:
a Use of read only
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
31, May, 2011
@ 1405
1, June, 2011
@ 1340
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Manufacturer's Vote
Capture device includes a
touch screen monitor, a
smartcard reader, a
printer, and a voting
server.
While section 11.1.1,
'Ballot Casting Process',
states that 'any attempt
to modify the Voting
Laptops must be
detected and reported,'
there is no
documentation to
indicate that a the
disconnection of a
component from the VCD
would cause its port to
become disabled.
Insufficient Robustness

While the 'System Security
Specifications' document
had a section entitled
'Critical Components of the
Security', there was no
comprehensive list
identifying critical central
server components nor the
means by which
unauthorized physical access
could be recognized.
Insufficient Robustness

Manufacturer 4

4, May, 2011
@ 1400

Manufacturer 5

10, May, 2011
@ 1015

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Functional:
Manufacturer provided no
documentation related to
physical security and the
recognition of
unauthorized events.

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met
10, May, 2011
4, May, 2011
6, May, 2011
@ 1025
@ 1400
@ 1020
Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
While the 'System Security
Specifications' document
had a section entitled
'Critical Components of the
Security', there was no
mention of disabling non‐
essential physical ports or
access points. During
functional testing, SLI
plugged a flash drive into an
unused port and the device
was accessible. Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
Manufacturer’s
documentation did not
address the disabling of
non‐essential ports.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: USB inserted
and recognized.
NT: Kiosk due to no
information received
about a kiosk.

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met
6, May, 2011
10, May, 2011
6, May, 2011
@ 0800
@ 0955
@ 1345
Documentation: Insufficient
Documentation:
Robustness
Documentation:
Functional: Insufficient
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Robustness
Functional: Not Applicable Functional: Not Applicable
Manufacturer' VCD lacks any
additional hardware
components. It's voting
internet site is accessible via
a non‐secure PC equipped
with a display monitor and a
keyboard but with no 'smart'
voting components (such as
a touch monitor or
smartcard reader).

Manufacturer 6

Manufacturer 7

9, May, 2011
@ 1430

11, May, 2011
@ 1200

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met
9, May, 2011
@ 1430

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
11, May, 2011
@ 0935

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met
9, May, 2011
@ 1035

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
11, May, 2011
@ 1230

Documentation: NA
Functional: NA

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.

Can be
met
today?

Need Mod‐
ification

1

1

1

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix
5.8.3.2 Physical
component alarm
requirement

Planned SLI
Functional

Planned SLI
Inspection
x

SLI Functional SLI Inspection
x

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

Recommend changing Test
Method to Functional

The voting system SHALL produce a visual
alarm if a connected component is physically
disconnected.

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

x

x

Agree with Requirement

6, May, 2011
@ 1345

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Insufficient Not Testable: SLI did not
Robustness
have access to Vendor's
Functional: Insufficient
central voting server.
Robustness

6, May, 2011
@ 1345
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
While the 'System
Security Specifications'
document had a section
entitled 'Critical
Components of the
Security', the document
did not identify an event
log nor any event that
would cause an entry to
be written to an event
log.

5.8.3.4

5.8.3.5
5835

Recommend changing Test
Method to Functional

If implementing
i l
ti with
ith custom
t
designed vote capture device this
requirement is applicable. If
implementing with COTS
products, this would not be
applicable.

If implementing with custom
designed vote capture device this
requirement is applicable. If
implementing with COTS
products, this would not be
applicable.

31, May, 2011
@ 1405
1, June, 2011
@ 0708
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Per Section 8.2 of the
Pnyx.core User Manual,
'The Log Viewer
Application', 'all the
services log their
operations during the
election process. These
logs are stored in
separate (each service
has its own tables)
database tables managed
by the service. However,
these logs pertain to
functional voting
processes, and not to
physical security events
on vote capture device
hardware. Insufficient
Robustness

6, May, 2011
@ 0800

Manufacturer's VCD does
not have any components
(no smartcard reader, no
touchscreen monitor). The
voting application is
accessed from a computer
with an internet browser.
SLI considers the computer,
its mouse, and its display
monitor to be one
component.

6, May, 2011
@ 1345

6, May, 2011
@ 0800
Documentation:
Documentation: Insufficient Not Applicable
Robustness
Functional: Not Applicable
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
While the 'System Security
Specifications' document
had a section entitled
'Critical Components of the
Security', the document did
not identify an event log nor
any event that would cause
an entry to be written to an
event log.

Manufacturer 5

Manufacturer 6

Manufacturer 7

10, May, 2011
@ 1045

9, May, 2011
@ 1430

11, May, 2011
@ 1230

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
No visual alarm was
produced upon
disconnecting the
network cable from the
central server.
NA ‐ Kiosk

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of access.

Not Testable. SLI did not
have access to the
Manufacturer central
server.

10, May, 2011
@ 1055

9, May, 2011
@ 1430

11, May, 2011
@ 1230

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
Manufacturer’s
documentation did not
include any information
related to event logging.

Documentation: NA
Functional: NA

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.

10, May, 2011
@ 1100
11, May, 2011
@0815

9, May, 2011
@ 1430

11, May, 2011
@ 1300

6, May, 2011
@ 1345

1, June, 2011
@ 0708

6, May, 2011
@ 1345

6, May, 2011
@ 0800

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

A disabled port could
only be re‐enabled by an
authorized administrator.
9, M
May, 2011
9
@ 0725

Tested in conjunction
with 5.8.3.7.

A disabled port could only
be re‐enabled by an
authorized administrator.
9, M
May, 2011
9
@ 0725

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ Vendor did Documentation:
not supply hardware for SLI Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass
testing.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.

6,
May, 2011
6 M
@ 0800
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ Vendor did
not supply hardware for SLI
testing.

10,
May, 2011
10 M
@ 1400

10,
May, 2011
10 M
@ 0720

11,
May, 2011
11 M
@ 1300

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:
SLI inspection of the VCD
revealed that unused
ports on the VCD did not
have their access
restricted by doors, locks,
seals, or panels.
Insufficient Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.
SLI accessed the voting
system via a SLI computer
with a web browser. The
VCD ports were accessible
and there were no covers,
doors, locks, seals, or
panels.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Manufacturer's
documentation did not
provide guidelines for
restricting physical
access to ports
supporting removable
media which are not
essential to the voting
session.

5.8.3.6

Manufacturer 4

2, June, 2011
@ 0708

Tested in conjunction
Manufacturer's VCD does with 5.8.3.1.
not have any
components (no
smartcard reader, no
touchscreen monitor).
The voting application is
accessed from a
computer with an
internet browser. SLI
considers the computer,
its mouse, and its display
monitor to be one
component.
5.8.3.3 Physical
component event
log requirement

Manufacturer 3

6, May, 2011
@ 1345

1,
1 JJune, 2011
@ 0708

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Manufacturer's
documentation
recommends that the
VCD and its components
be set up with tamper‐
proof seals. Pass.

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
Manufacturer's
documentation did not
provide guidelines for
restricting physical access to
ports supporting removable
media which are not
essential to the voting
session.

9, May, 2011
@ 0725

1, June, 2011
@ 0708

9, May, 2011
@ 0725

6, May, 2011
@ 0800

10, May, 2011
@ 1420

10, May, 2011
@ 0720

11, May, 2011
@ 1300

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ Vendor did
not supply hardware for SLI
testing.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ due to
lack of Kiosk.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.
SLI was unable to locate
any reference to physical
tampering on VCDs.

Manufacturer's provided
documentation did not
provide guidelines
related to the
recognition of physical
tampering or
unauthorized access to
ports and all other access
points.
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When setting up the
voting laptop,
Manufacturer
recommends checking
the voting laptop to
verify that all seals are in
place and that they are
neither broken or
manipulated. Pass.

Manufacturer's provided
documentation did not
provide guidelines related to
the recognition of physical
tampering or unauthorized
access to ports and all other
access points.

Can be
met
today?

Need Mod‐
ification
1

1

1

1

1

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI
Functional

Planned SLI
Inspection

SLI Functional SLI Inspection

5.8.3.7

SLI Comments
If implementing with custom
designed vote capture device this
requirement is applicable. If
implementing with COTS
products, this would not be
applicable.

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

x

x

Enumerate the activities

x

x

Agree with Requirement

6, May, 2011
@ 0800

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ Vendor did Functional: Pass
not supply hardware for SLI
testing.

x

If implementing with custom
designed vote capture device this
requirement is applicable. If
implementing with COTS
products, this would not be
applicable.

Agree with Requirement

9, May, 2011
@ 0725

6, May, 2011
@ 0800

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ Vendor did Functional: NT
not supply hardware for SLI
testing.

x

x

Recommend changing "person
privacy related data" to
"personally identifiable
information (PII)", which is a
common industry term

Manufacturer 7
11, May, 2011
@ 1300

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass
VCDs are designed such
that physical ports can be
manually disabled by an
authorized administrator.
Manufacturer did not
supply Kiosk hardware.
SLI accessed the voting
system on an SLI
computer via a web
browser
11, May, 2011
@ 1300

10, May, 2011
@ 0720
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.
manufacturer did not
supply Kiosk hardware,
nor did it recommend the
use of covers and panels
for Kiosk hardware.

SLI set up the manufacturer
voting system per the
documentation provided by
manufacturer, which did not
detail the use of tamper
evident or tamper resistant
countermeasures. There
were no locks or seals on the
voting system hardware.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: NT
While Manufacturer's
documentation includes
a 'secure receptacle
monitored by the Kiosk
Official' ('ODBP Voting
Laptop 1.0 Voter's
Manual, Version 1.0), no
receptacle was included
with SLI's
documentation. Not
Testable.
1, June, 2011
@ 0708

9, May, 2011
@ 0725

6, May, 2011
@ 0800

10, May, 2011
@ 1440

10, May, 2011
@ 0720

11, May, 2011
@ 1300

Documentation: NA
Functional: NA

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ Vendor did
not supply hardware for SLI
testing.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
No paper record container
was provided.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Not Applicable
Manufacturer did not
supply a paper record
container.

6, May, 2011
@ 0800

10, May, 2011
@ 1445

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional: NT

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

11, May, 2011
@ 1300
Not Applicable.
Manufacturer did not
Documentation:
supply a paper record
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack container.
of access.

9, May, 2011
@ 0725
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

9, May, 2011
@ 0725

9, May, 2011
@ 0725

SLI implemented the
Manufacturer voting
system per
Manufacturer's provided
documentation which did
not address
countermeasures for
physical tampering.
Insufficient Robustness

5.8.7 Media
Protection

10, May, 2011
@ 1432

1, June, 2011
@ 0708

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
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Not Applicable.
Manufacturer did not
provide paper record
containers.

9, May, 2011
@ 0725

10, May, 2011
@ 0800

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ Vendor did
not supply hardware for SLI
testing.
SLI did not have access to
SLI implemented the
Manufacturer voting system Manufacturer’s central
per Manufacturer's
Manufacturer s provided server.
server
documentation which did
not address
countermeasures for
physical tampering.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
No information on
physical locks.

1, June, 2011
@ 0708

9, May, 2011
@ 0725

6, May, 2011
@ 0800

10, May, 2011
@ 1450

10, May, 2011
@ 0800

11, May, 2011
@ 1300

Documentation: Pass
Functional: NA
The Manufacturer
voting system did not
make use of locking
systems.

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ Vendor did
not supply hardware for SLI
testing.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT ‐ No locks
implemented.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Tested: Insufficient
Robustness
Manufacturer did not
supply Kiosk hardware nor
did it recommend access
locks be installed on Kiosk
hardware.

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
requirements are met
when all sub‐
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

While Manufacturer's
documentation
SLI implemented the
recommended the use of
Manufacturer voting
tamper‐proof seals, SLI
system per
did not implement
Manufacturer's provided tamper‐proof seals for
documentation which did testing purposes.
not address
countermeasures for
physical tampering.
5.8.6.2

Manufacturer 6
10, May, 2011
@ 0720

Manufacturer's
documentation did not
include any guidelines as to
the physical disabling of
ports.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Not Applicable.
Manufacturer did not
provide paper record
containers.

x

10, May, 2011
@ 1430

9, May, 2011
@ 0725

Documentation: NA
Functional: NA

5.8.6.1

Manufacturer 5

9, May, 2011
@ 0725

manufacturer’s
documentation
recommended tamper‐
SLI set up the
proof seals. Pass.
manufacturer voting
system per the
documentation provided
by manufacturer, which
did not detail the use of
tamper evident or
tamper resistant
countermeasures. There
were no locks or seals on
the voting system
hardware.
5.8.5 Secure Paper
Record Receptacle

Manufacturer 4

1, June, 2011
@ 0708

VCD is designed such
that physical ports can
Manufacturer's
be manually disabled by
documentation did not an authorized
include any guidelines as administrator. Pass.
to the physical disabling
of ports.

5.8.4 Door Cover
and Panel Security

Manufacturer 3

9, May, 2011
@ 0725

SLI implemented the
Manufacturer voting system
per Manufacturer's provided
documentation which did
not address
countermeasures for
physical tampering.
Insufficient Robustness

Can be
met
today?

Need Mod‐
ification
1

1

1

1

1

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI
Functional

Planned SLI
Inspection

SLI Functional SLI Inspection

5.8.7.1

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

Agree with Requirement

Section totals
5.9 Penetration
Resistance

x

x

5.9.1 Resistance to
Penetration
Attempts

x

x

5.9.1.1 Resistant to
attempts

x

x

5.9.1.2 System
information
disclosure

5.9.1.3 System
access

x

x

x

x

Recommend referencing NIST SP
dealing with hardening.

Recommend defining resistant The voting system SHALL be resistant to
levels more definitively, and attempts to penetrate the system by any
enumerating by device types remote unauthorized entity.
within a voting system

1) Recommend defining
appropriate functionality
"appropriate
functionality" by
device types within a voting
system.
2) Recommend referencing NIST
SP dealing with hardening.

Enumerate the activities

The voting system SHALL be configured to
minimize ports,
ports responses and information
disclosure about the system while still
providing appropriate functionality

The voting system SHALL provide no access,
information or services to unauthorized
entities.

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

Manufacturer 3

Manufacturer 4

Manufacturer 5

Manufacturer 6

Manufacturer 7

9, May, 2011
@ 0725

1, June, 2011
@ 0708

9, May, 2011
@ 0725

6, May, 2011
@ 0815

10, May, 2011
@ 1455

10, May, 2011
@ 0800

11, May, 2011
@ 1300

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation: Pass
Functional: NT

Documentation: Insufficient
Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness ‐ Vendor did
not supply hardware for SLI
testing.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
due to lack of
informaton.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional:Insufficient
Robustness
due to lack of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Insufficient
Robustness
5.8.7.1.a – Manufacturer
did not supply Kiosk
hardware nor did it
recommend access locks
be installed on Kiosk
hardware. Insufficient
Robustness
5.8.7.1.b Manufacturer
did not supply Kiosk
hardware nor did it
recommend access locks
be installed on Kiosk
hardware. Insufficient
Robustness
5.8.7.1.c – SLI utilized its
own computer to access
the Manufacturer voting
system. The computer
had a unique serial
number. Pass.

SLI implemented the
Manufacturer voting
system per
Manufacturer's provided
documentation which did
not provide guidelines
for the handling of paper
records. Insufficient
Robustness
SLI set up Manufacturer's
voting system per
documentation provided
by Manufacturer which
did not include
guidelines related to
physical security.
Insufficient Robustness
All hardware in SLI's
implementation of
Manufacturer's voting
system had unique serial
numbers Pass

Manufacturer’s 'ODBP
Project Manual for Kiosk
Officials', Section 6.3,
recommended that 'At
the end of the day',
Manufacturer's Kiosk
process recommends
collecting 'all papers over
the room, including
config sheets, incident
reports, Voter
Certificates, evaluation
surveys, etc.' and placing
'them into the maroon
bag'. The maroon bag is
sealed with the serial
number of the seal
noted. The voting official
takes the maroon bag
with him to his room.
Pass.

SLI implemented the
Manufacturer voting system
per Manufacturer's provided
documentation which did
not provide guidelines for
the handling of paper
records. Insufficient
Robustness
SLI set up Manufacturer's
voting system per
documentation provided by
Manufacturer which did not
include guidelines related to
physical security.
Insufficient Robustness
All hardware in SLI's
implementation of
Manufacturer's voting
system had unique serial
numbers. Pass.

Not Testable. While
Manufacturer's

Can be
met
today?

Need Mod‐
ification
1

14

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
requirements are met
requirements are met
when all sub‐
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Header is not an
Header is not an actionable
actionable item, it is met item, it is met when all sub‐
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Resistance to Attempts:
Resistance to Attempts:
Only ports 80 and 443 were
Only ports 80 and 443
Resistant to Attempts:
were open and both
Only 4 machines visible open and both ports resisted
all known exploits (over
ports resisted all known to network and all
exploits (over 200) to the machines resisted all
200) to the Apache Server
known exploits
Apache Server using
using those ports.
those ports.

Header is not an actionable Header is not an
item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
Not tested due to security 13, June, 2011
@ 0815
concerns of remote
penetration testing.
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Not tested due to security 13, June, 2011
concerns of remote
@ 0905
penetration testing.
Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.

1

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness

1

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

1

Resistant to Attempts:
Only ports 80 and 443
were open and both ports
resisted all known exploits
(over 200) to the Apache
Server using those ports.

System Information
Disclosure: Both ports
(80 and 443) responded
and disclosed web server
as Apache 2.2.3 and
OpenSSL 0.9.8e‐fips‐rel5.
Port (22) responded and
disclosed ssh server as
OpenSSH 4.3.

System Information
Disclosure: Both ports (80
System Information
and 443) responded and
Disclosure: 1 machine
port (22) responded and disclosed web server as
Apache 2.2.3 and OpenSSL
disclosed ssh server as
0.9.8e‐fips‐rel5.
version 3.6.1p2
Port (22) responded and
1 machine had 5 ports
disclosed ssh server as
(135, 139, 445, 3389,
OpenSSH 4.3.
43329) open but no
additional information.
1 machine port (53)
responded but did not
disclose any additional
information.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

System Access: All 215
exploits were
unsuccessful.

System Access: All 35
exploits were
unsuccessful.

System Access: All 215
exploits were unsuccessful.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Interfaces: All 215
exploits were
unsuccessful.

Interfaces: All 35
exploits were
unsuccessful.

Interfaces: All 215 exploits
were unsuccessful.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness

Documentation: Insufficient Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Robustness

1

System Information
Disclosure: Both ports (80
and 443) responded and
disclosed web server as
Apache 2.2.14.
Port 123 responded and
disclose service ntp as
NTPv4.

Not tested due to security
concerns of remote
Documentation:
penetration testing.
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

System Access: All 253
exploits were
5.9.1.4 Interfaces

x

x

Recommend closing all ports and All interfaces SHALL be penetration resistant
shutting down all services not including TCP/IP, wireless, and modems from
needed to perform voting
any point in the system.
activities

Not tested due to security
Documentation:
concerns of remote
penetration testing.
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: Pass

Interfaces: All 253
exploits were
5.9.1.5
Documentation

x

x

Agree with Requirement

The configuration and setup to attain
penetration resistance SHALL be clearly and
completely documented.

Documentation:
Machine was
preconfigured by
manufacturer.
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Machine was
preconfigured by
manufacturer.

Documentation: Machine
was preconfigured by
manufacturer.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness

Documentation: Machine
was preconfigured by
manufacturer.

Delete

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI
Functional

Planned SLI
Inspection

SLI Functional SLI Inspection

SLI Comments

5.9.2 Penetration
Resistance Test and
Evaluation

x

This section is oriented to the
VSTL. As such it should not be in
the requirements document that
manufacturer's are held to, but
in a "Program Manual" that
outlines the scope of a
certification campaign.

5.9.2.1 Scope

x

Define Test Method
"Penetration" versus
"Functional"

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

Manufacturer 3

Manufacturer 4

Manufacturer 5

Manufacturer 6

Manufacturer 7

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
requirements are met
requirements are met
when all sub‐
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

The scope of penetration testing SHALL
include all the voting system components.
The scope of penetration testing includes but
is not limited to the following:

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

Can be
met
today?

Need Mod‐
ification

Delete

x

x

Agree with Requirement

System server;

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified.

Not tested due to security Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
concerns of remote
Using standard network
penetration testing.
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.

1

x

x

Agree with Requirement

Vote capture devices;

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified.

Not tested due to security Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
concerns of remote
Using standard network
penetration testing.
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.

1

x

x

Agree with Requirement

Tabulation device;

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified.

Not tested due to security Documentation: Pass
concerns of remote
Functional: Pass
penetration testing.
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.

1

x

x

Agree with Requirement

All items setup and configured per Technical
Data Package (TDP) recommendations;

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified.

Not tested due to security Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
concerns of remote
Using standard network
penetration testing.
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.

1

x

x

Agree with Requirement

Local wired and wireless networks; and

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified.

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified.

Not tested due to security Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
concerns of remote
Using standard network
penetration testing.
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.

1

x

x

Agree with Requirement

Internet connections.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.

1

5.9.2.2
5 9 2 2 Test
environment

x

x

1) This requirement appears to
be oriented to the VSTL, not the
manufacturer.
2) This may not be feasible for all
systems. Have encountered
systems that are cloud base, for
example.

Penetration testing SHALL be conducted on a
voting system set up in a controlled lab
environment. Setup and configuration SHALL
be conducted in accordance with the TDP,
and SHALL replicate the real world
environment in which the voting system will
be used.

Not tested due to security Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass
concerns of remote
Using standard network
penetration testing.
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified
Documentation: NA
Documentation: NA
Documentation: NA
Not tested due to security Documentation:
concerns of remote
Functional: NA
Functional: NA
Functional: NA
Insufficient Robustness
penetration testing.
Test Environment:
Test Environment:
Test Environment:
Test Environment:
Machines were installed Machines were installed Machines were installed on
Machine was installed on
on internal VSTL
on internal VSTL
internal VSTL network.
internal VSTL network.
network.
network.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.

1

5.9.2.3 White box
testing

x

x

1) This requirement appears to
be oriented to the VSTL, not the
manufacturer.
2) The original text is not a
definition of white box testing.
3) With added text, the source
code review that would be
required would be prohibitive
from a cost/benefit viewpoint.

The penetration testing team SHALL conduct
white box testing using manufacturer
supplied documentation and voting system
architecture information. Documentation
includes the TDP and user documentation.
The testing team SHALL have access to any
relevant information regarding the voting
system configuration. This includes, but is not
limited to, network layout and Internet
Protocol addresses for system devices and
components. The testing team SHALL be
provided any source code included in the TDP.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.

1

5.9.2.4 Focus and
priorities

1) This requirement appears to Penetration testing seeks out vulnerabilities
be oriented to the VSTL, not the in the voting system that might be used to
change the outcome of an election, interfere
manufacturer.
with voter ability to cast ballots, ballot
counting, or compromise ballot secrecy. The
penetration testing team SHALL prioritize
testing efforts based on the following:

x

x

x

x

a. Threat scenarios for the voting system
under investigation;

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: Pass
Functional: Pass

Documentation: NA
Vendor documentation
Functional: NA
was reviewed but no
White Box Testing: Vendor source code provided.
documentation was
reviewed but no source code
provided.

Documentation: NA
Functional: NA
White Box Testing:
Vendor documentation
was reviewed but no
source code provided.

Documentation: NA
Functional: NA
White Box Testing:
Vendor documentation
was reviewed but no
source code provided.

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

Header is not an actionable Header is not an actionable Header is not an
Header is not an
actionable item, it is met item, it is met when all sub‐ item, it is met when all sub‐ actionable item, it is met
requirements are met
when all sub‐
when all sub‐
requirements are met
requirements are met
requirements are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐requirements
are met

Header is not an
actionable item, it is met
when all sub‐
requirements are met

1

Documentation: NA
Functional: Pass

Documentation: NA
Functional: Pass

Documentation: NA
Functional: Pass

Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified. 35 exploits
were attempted with no
success.

Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified. 215 exploits
were attempted with no
success.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.

1

Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified. 215 exploits
were attempted with no
success.

Not tested due to security Documentation: NA
Functional: Pass
concerns of remote
Focus and Priorities:
penetration testing.
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified. 253 exploits
were attempted with no
success.
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Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT
White Box Testing:
Vendor documentation
was reviewed but no
source code provided.

SLI Gap Analysis

GAP Analysis Matrix

Planned SLI
Functional

Planned SLI
Inspection

SLI Functional SLI Inspection

SLI Comments

Reference/Documentation

VVSG para.

VVSG 2005 Reference

Manufacturer 1

Manufacturer 2

Manufacturer 3

x

x

x

b. Remote attacks SHALL be prioritized over in‐
person attacks;

Documentation: NA
Functional: Pass
Focus and Priorities:
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified. 215 exploits
were attempted with no
success.

Documentation: NA
Functional: Pass
Focus and Priorities: Using
Using standard network standard network
exploitation tools, all
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were machines and ports were
identified. 35 exploits
identified. 215 exploits
were attempted with no were attempted with no
success.
success.

x

x

x

c. Attacks with a large impact SHALL be
prioritized over attacks with a more narrow
impact; and

Documentation: NA
Functional: PassFocus
and Priorities: Using
standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified. 215 exploits
were attempted with no
success.

Documentation: NA
Functional: Pass

x

x

x

d. Attacks that can change the outcome of an
election SHALL be prioritized over attacks that
compromise ballot secrecy or cause non‐
selective denial of service.

Documentation: NA
Functional: Pass
Focus and Priorities:
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified. 215 exploits
were attempted with no
success.
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Documentation: NA
Functional: Pass

Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified. 35 exploits
were attempted with no
success.
Documentation: NA
Functional: Pass
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified. 35 exploits
were attempted with no
success.

Manufacturer 4

Manufacturer 6

Manufacturer 7

Can be
met
today?

Need Mod‐
ification

Delete

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.

Documentation: NA
Functional: Pass
Focus and Priorities:
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified. 253 exploits
were attempted with no
success.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.

1

Not tested due to security Documentation: NA
concerns of remote
Functional: Pass
Focus and Priorities:
penetration testing.
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified. 253 exploits
were attempted with no
success.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to lack
of access.

Documentation:
Insufficient Robustness
Functional: NT due to
lack of access.

1

Not tested due to security
Documentation: NA
Functional: PassFocus and
concerns of remote
Priorities: Using standard
penetration testing.
network exploitation tools,
all machines and ports were
identified. 215 exploits
were attempted with no
success.
Documentation: NA
Functional: Pass
Focus and Priorities: Using
standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified. 215 exploits
were attempted with no
success.

Manufacturer 5

Not tested due to security Documentation: NA
Functional: Pass
concerns of remote
Focus and Priorities:
penetration testing.
Using standard network
exploitation tools, all
machines and ports were
identified. 253 exploits
were attempted with no
success.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this Test Plan is to document the procedures that Wyle will follow to perform
testing of the Electronic Voting Support Wizards (EVSW) and the
, to the security requirements set forth in Section 5 “Security” of the Uniformed and
Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act (UOCAVA) Pilot Program Testing Requirements.
At test conclusion, the results of all testing performed as part of this test program will be
submitted to the Federal Voter Assistance Program in the form of a final report.

1.1

References
The documents listed below were used in the development of the Test Plan and will be utilized to
perform certification testing.


Uniform and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act Pilot Program Testing
Requirements, August 25, 2010



NIST 800-63 Electronic Authentication Guideline Standards



Wyle Laboratories’ Quality Assurance Program Manual, Revision 5



ISO 10012-1, “Quality Assurance Requirements for Measuring Equipment”



NIST SP800-57



FIPS 140-2

A listing of the Technical Package Documents (TDP) submitted for this test effort is listed in
Section 2.0 Deliverable Materials.
1.2

Terms and Abbreviations
Table 1-1 defines all terms and abbreviations applicable to the development of this Test Plan.
Table 1-1 Terms and Abbreviations
Term
Commercial Off the Shelf

Abbreviation

Definition

COTS

-----

Election Management System
Equipment Under Test
Electronic Voting Support
Wizards
Federal Voter Assistance
Program

EMS
EUT

-------

EVSW

FVAP

Government organization that provides U.S.
citizens worldwide a broad range of nonpartisan information and assistance to
facilitate their participation in the democratic
process.

WYLE LABORATORIES, INC.
Huntsville Facilities
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INTRODUCTION (CONTINUED)

1.2

Terms and Abbreviations (continued)
Table 1-1 Terms and Abbreviations (continued)
Term

Abbreviation

Help America Vote Act

HAVA

National Institute of
Standards and Technology

NIST

Specimen Under Test

SUT

Technical Data Package

TDP

Uniformed and Overseas
Citizens Absentee Voting Act
Voting System Test
Laboratory
Wyle Operating Procedure
1.3

UOCAVA
VSTL
WoP

Definition
Act created by United States Congress in
2002.
Government organization created to promote
U.S.
innovation
and
industrial
competitiveness by advancing measurement
science, standards, and technology in ways
that enhances economic security and
improves our quality of life.
--Manufacturer documentation related to the
voting system required to be submitted as a
precondition of certification testing.
U.S. federal law dealing with elections and
voting rights for the U.S. citizens residing
overseas.
EAC accredited third party test laboratory.
Wyle Test Method or Test Procedure

Testing Responsibilities
Wyle, an accredited VSTL, will test the EVSW and
as specified in this
Test Plan. The testing will verify that the submitted systems conform to Section 5 of the
UOCAVA Pilot Program Testing Requirements.
All testing will be conducted under the guidance of Wyle, by personnel verified by Wyle to be
qualified to perform the testing.

1.3.1

Project Schedule
The following table provides the contractual dates agreement between FVAP and Wyle:
Deliverable
Start Date
Test Plan, Test Cases and Test Matrix Delivery
Test Case Execution
Test Report Submission

Time
--20 Days
30 Days
10 Days

WYLE LABORATORIES, INC.
Huntsville Facilities

Date
March 21, 2011
April 18, 2011
May 30, 2011
June 13, 2011
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INTRODUCTION (CONTINUED)

1.4

Target of Evaluation Description (continued)

Figure 1-1

End-to-End System Illustration

This test campaign includes one end-to-end solution:

2.0

MATERIALS REQUIRED FOR TESTING
The materials required for this test campaign include test software and hardware as well as the
system hardware and software. Some manufacturers submitted test systems consisting of
preloaded software on manufacturer’s hardware platforms in Wyle’s control.
Other
manufacturers had live systems that Wyle only had remote access to. This hardware is not being
documented in this section.
Table 2-1 Submitted Hardware and Software
Submitted System Under Test (SUT)
UOCAVA Overseas Voting Server
Host Operating System
Host Software Environment

WYLE LABORATORIES, INC.
Huntsville Facilities

Hardware Platform
Apple PowerPC G4 CPU
OS X version 10.5.8
Ruby on Rails,
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3.0

TEST SPECIFICATIONS

3.1

Requirements
The strategy for evaluating the documented systems described in Section 2 of this document is to
divide the UOCAVA Section 5 requirements into three main test areas: functional, cryptographic,
and penetration.. Wyle has determined this to be the most efficient and thorough approach. The
individual requirements have been mapped to specific test cases in Appendix A “Requirements
Matrix” for each system under test.

3.1.1

Functional Tests
The functional test area will focus on inspection, review and execution as the primary test
methods. Individual test cases have been design using manufacturer’s documentation,
architectural documents and security specifications. These test cases are being submitted with
this Test Plan as Appendix B. Each test case is defined with a written script. The test consists of
executing each step of the script, recording observations and relevant data as each step completes.
The date and time of the start and stop of each test will be recorded. At the end of each test, the
test conductor will collect all log records and all input and output data.
As the test is conducted any unexpected conditions or incorrect actions will be recorded and any
suspected malfunction will be recorded as an exception report and provided to the vendor. The
test conductor will continue the test case unless the malfunction invalidates or prevents further
testing.
The functional tests are designs to cover the requirements in the following sections of the
UOCAVA Pilot Program Testing Requirements:
5.1 Access Control
5.2 Identification and Authentication
5.4 Voting System Integrity Management
5.5 Communication Security
5.6 Logging
5.7 Incident Response

3.1.2

Cryptographic Tests
The cryptographic test area will focus on inspection, review and execution as the primary test
methods. All cryptography will be tested for functionality, strength and NIST compliance, no
matter which one of the three purposes it serves in the voting system, Confidentiality,
Authentication or Random Number Generation (RNG).
Those systems that generate
cryptographic keys internally will be tested for key management. This includes the generation
method, security of the generation method, seed values and RNG health tests. Key establishment
and handling will also be tested. Individual test cases have been designed using “Use Case” and
verification. These test cases are being submitted with this Test Plan as Appendix C. These tests
consist of executing each step while, recording observations and relevant data as each step
completes.
WYLE LABORATORIES, INC.
Huntsville Facilities
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TEST SPECIFICATIONS (CONTINUED)

3.1

Requirements (continued)

3.1.2

Cryptographic Tests (continued)
The cryptographic tests are designs to cover the requirements in the following sections:
5.3 Cryptography

3.1.3

Penetration Tests
The penetration test area will be broken into two phases: discovery and exploratory. The
discovery phase will consists of performing scans while the system is running with leveraged and
unleveraged credentials. These scans will provide information about the ports, protocols, and
hardware configurations as well as simulating certain portions of an attack on vulnerable areas of
the system. The information gathered will be provided to a certified security professional, who
will analyze the results and determine the best method and types of attacks to be performed
during the exploratory phase of testing.
The exploratory phase of the penetration test will have specific test cases designed and executed.
These test cases are based on all information gathered during discovery, any subsequent
observations made during the exploratory phase and any Rules Of Engagement (ROE) previously
agreed upon by the Wyle and manufacturer.
The penetration tests are designs to cover the requirements in the following sections:
5.8 Physical and Environmental Security
5.9 Penetration Resistance

4.0

TEST DATA

4.1

Data Recording
All equipment utilized for test data recording shall be identified in the test data package. The
output test data shall be recorded in an appropriate manner as to allow for data analysis.
Additionally, all test results, including functional test data, shall be recorded on the relevant test
execution log. Results shall also be recorded real-time in engineering log books.

4.2

Test Data Acceptance Criteria
Wyle shall evaluate all test results against the requirements set forth in Section 5 “Security” of the
UOCAVA Pilot Program Testing Requirements. Each SUT shall be evaluated for its
performance against the referenced requirements. The acceptable range for system performance
and the expected results for each test case shall be derived from the system documentation.
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TEST DATA (CONTINUED)

4.2

Test Data Acceptance Criteria
These parameters shall encompass the test tolerances, the minimum number of combinations or
alternatives of input and output conditions that can be exercised to constitute an acceptable test of
the parameters involved, and the maximum number of interrupts, halts or other system breaks that
may occur due to non-test conditions (excluding events from which recovery occurs
automatically or where a relevant status message is displayed).

5.0

TEST PROCEDURE AND CONDITIONS
This section describes Wyle’s proposed test procedures and the conditions under which those
tests shall be conducted. The following subsections describe test procedures and a statement of
the criteria by which readiness and successful completion shall be indicated and measured.

5.1

Test Facilities
All testing shall be conducted at the Wyle, Huntsville, AL facility unless otherwise annotated.
All instrumentation, measuring, and test equipment used in the performance of this test campaign
shall be listed on the Instrumentation equipment Sheet for each test and shall be calibrated in
accordance with Wyle Laboratories' Quality Assurance Program, which complies with the
requirements of ANSI/NCSL Z540-1 and ISO 10012-1. Standards used in performing all
calibrations are traceable to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) by report
number and date. When no national standards exist, the standards are traceable to international
standards or the basis for calibration is otherwise documented.
Unless otherwise specified herein, all remaining tests, including system level functional testing,
shall be performed at standard ambient conditions:




Temperature:
Relative Humidity:
Atmospheric Pressure:

25C ± 10°C (77F  18F)
20 to 90%
Local Site Pressure

Unless otherwise specified herein, the following tolerances shall be used:







Time
Temperature
Vibration Amplitude
Vibration Frequency
Random Vibration Acceleration
20 to 500 Hertz
500 to 2000 Hertz
Random Overall grms

± 5%
 3.6F (2°C)
± 10%
± 2%
± 1.5 dB
± 3.0 dB
± 1.5 dB

Deviations to the tolerances on Page No. 2 of 11 shall be submitted by the test responsible agency
with sufficient engineering information to substantiate the deviation request, but only when best
effort technique and system limitations indicate the need for a deviation.
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TEST PROCEDURE AND CONDITIONS (CONTINUED)

5.2

Test Set-Up
All voting machine equipment (hardware and software), shall be received and documented
utilizing Wyle Receiving Ticket (WL-218, Nov’85) and proper QA procedures. When voting
system hardware is received, Wyle Laboratories Shipping and Receiving personnel shall notify
Wyle Laboratories QA personnel. With Wyle Laboratories QA personnel present, each test
article shall be unpacked and inspected for obvious signs of degradation and/or damage that may
have occurred during transit. Noticeable degradation and/or damage, if present, shall be
recorded, photographs shall be taken, and the manufacturer representative shall be notified.
Wyle Laboratories QA personnel shall record the serial numbers and part numbers. Comparison
shall be made between those numbers recorded and those listed on the shipper’s manifest. Any
discrepancies noted shall be brought to the attention of the manufacturer representative for
resolution.
TDP items, including all manuals, and all source code modules received shall be inventoried and
maintained by the Wyle Laboratories Project Engineer assigned to testing.
For hardware test setup, the system shall be configured as it would be for normal field use. This
includes connecting all supporting equipment and peripherals. Wyle personnel shall properly
configure and initialize the system, and verify that it is ready to be tested. Wyle shall develop the
system performance levels to be measured during operational tests.

5.3

Test Sequence
There is no required test sequence for this test campaign. All systems will be tested for each test
area.

5.4

Test Operation Procedures
Wyle Laboratories shall provide the step-by-step procedures for each test case to be conducted.
Each step is assigned a test step number and this number, along with critical test data and test
procedures information, shall be tabulated onto a Test Control Record for control and the
recording of test results.
Any test failures shall be recorded on WH1066, Notice of Anomaly form. These Anomalies shall
be reported to the manufacturer.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Objective
This report documents the procedures followed and the results obtained during testing performed by Wyle
on five independent (different Manufacturer’s) Electronic Voting Support Wizard (EVSW) systems. The
primary purpose of this testing was to demonstrate that the submitted systems conformed to Section 5
“Security” of the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act (UOCAVA) Pilot Program
Testing Requirements.

1.2

Scope
The scope of testing for this test campaign was limited to Section 5 “Security” of the UOCAVA Pilot
Program Testing Requirements. These requirements were written for a remote electronic Kiosk. The
EVSW systems submitted for the test campaign were each designed and deployed prior to the
development of these standards. During this test campaign, all applicable requirements were attempted to
be tested by Wyle for each EVSW system.
This test campaign included testing in the following areas:
Functional Tests
The functional test area focused on inspection, review and execution as the primary test methods. The
functional tests were designed to cover the requirements in the following sections of the UOCAVA Pilot
Program Testing Requirements:
5.1 Access Control
5.2 Identification and Authentication
5.4 Voting System Integrity Management
5.5 Communication Security
5.6 Logging
5.7 Incident Response
Cryptographic Tests
The cryptographic test area focused on inspection, review and execution as the primary test methods. The
cryptographic tests were designed to cover the requirements in the following section:
5.3 Cryptography
Penetration Tests
The penetration test area was broken into two phases: discovery and exploratory. The penetration tests
were designed to cover the requirements in the following sections:
5.8 Physical and Environmental Security
5.9 Penetration Resistance
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INTRODUCTION (CONTINUED)

1.3

Customer
Calibre
6354 Walker Lane
Alexandria, Virginia 22310-3252

1.4

References
The documents listed were utilized to perform testing.

1.5



Wyle Laboratories Quotation No. 545/052353-R1/DB, dated December 22, 2010



National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program NIST Handbook 150, 2006 Edition, "NVLAP
Procedures and General Requirements (NIST Handbook 150)", dated February 2006



National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program NIST Handbook 150-22, 2008 Edition,
"Voting System Testing (NIST Handbook 150-22)", dated May 2008



Wyle Laboratories’ Quality Assurance Program Manual, Revision 3



ANSI/NCSL Z540-1, "Calibration Laboratories and Measuring and Test Equipment, General
Requirements"



ISO 10012-1, "Quality Assurance Requirements for Measuring Equipment"



Election Assistance Commission, “Uniform and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act Pilot
Program Testing Requirements”, August 25, 2010



NIST 800-63 Electronic Authentication Guideline Standards



NIST SP800-57 Computer Security



FIPS 140-2 Security Requirements for Cryptographic Modules



Manufacturer’s submitted documentation – may have included any of the following types of
documentation: overview, design or architecture, functional, user manual, hardware, setup,
registration, or help.

Summary
The EVSW systems were subjected to the tests required per the scope of this test campaign. Testing was
performed at Wyle Laboratories, Huntsville, Alabama Test Facility from March 2 through June 24, 2011.
All hard copy data generated by the performance of these tests was retained by Wyle as raw data.
Details of the systems tested and the tests performed are provided in redacted format in the following
sections.
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2.0

TEST EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

2.1

System Overview
The systems submitted for this test campaign ranged from web based online ballot delivery systems to
web based online internet voting systems. Each system was accessible from any internet capable
computing device via a vendor chosen host web server.
A generic / redacted description of the EVSW systems submitted for testing follows.
System A:

System B:

The administration website allows for management and general administrative tasks.
The voter website allows for identity verification, voting, and reviewing of ballots.
Voter data, candidates, contests, and election
information is uploaded through an administrative website that provides:


Tiered access based on user location, permission, and role;



Interfaces to upload mass voter and election data;



The capability to associate ballots with styles and precincts; and



Usage metrics, ballot tracking and alerts.

Voters are able to access the uploaded information via a separate voter website.
System C:

. The back-end (administrative) website allows
for request and elector management and general administrative tasks. The front-end
(elector) website allows for registration and voting options.

System D:

. Voter data, candidates, contests, and election
information is uploaded through an administrative website that provides:


Tiered access based on user location, permission, and role;



Interfaces to upload mass voter and election data;



The capability to associate ballots with styles and precincts; and



Usage metrics, ballot tracking and alerts.

Voters are able to access the uploaded information via a separate voter website.
System E:

. Voter data, candidates, contests, and election
information is uploaded through an administrative website that provides:


Tiered access based on user location, permission, and role;



Interfaces to upload mass voter and election data;



The capability to associate ballots with styles and precincts; and



Usage metrics, ballot tracking and alerts.

Voters are able to access the uploaded information via a separate voter website.
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TEST EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION (CONTINUED)

2.2

Software
Each EVSW system was tested with software as submitted by the manufacturer.

2.3

Hardware
The manufacturer’s applications were each web-based and therefore did not have locally available
hardware.

2.4

Test Tools/Materials
This subsection enumerates any and all test materials needed to perform functional testing.
equipment was used to implement the test cases on each EVSW system evaluated.

The

Table 2-3 Test Materials
Test Material
Dell OptiPlex 780
Windows 7
IE (Internet Explorer) 8
3.0

Quantity
1
1
1

TEST PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
The methodology utilized to perform testing differed from that from a typical test campaign in three
primary ways: control and possession of the system hardware, technical documentation and source code.
During the course of a typical certification test campaign, manufacturers’ provide the hardware and a
Technical Data Package (TDP) for each system being tested. For this test campaign, Wyle was not
provided a full TDP for the systems tested. The absence of technical documentation limited the
requirements that could be evaluated due to a lack of information for defining test cases. Additionally, in
typical certification efforts, a source code review will be performed on all proprietary software. Source
code reviews were not required during this effort; therefore, the execution of the penetration testing was
limited and “white-box” level testing could not be performed.
Each EVSW system was subjected to all tests as required for the scope of the test campaign. For testing
purposes, test cases were developed using the manufacturer’s documentation, architectural documents,
and security specifications, as well as “Use Case” and verification methods. These test cases were then
mapped to the applicable requirements of Section 5 “Security” of the UOCAVA Pilot Program Testing
Requirements. This test campaign included the following core test cases: Functional, Penetration and
Cryptography. The UOCAVA Functional Requirements Matrix, contained in Appendix A of this report,
presents the requirements tested, test cases utilized to test each applicable requirement, and designates all
non-applicable requirements (marked “N/A”).

3.1

Functional Tests
Functional tests were performed by Wyle qualified personnel (henceforth referred to as Wyle) to validate
compliance to the applicable UOCAVA requirements. The following test methods were used during
functional tests: inspection, review, and execution. Wyle executed some combination of the following set
of test cases that were specifically designed for each EVSW system.
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3.0

TEST PROCEDURES AND RESULTS (CONTINUED)

3.1

Functional Tests (continued)
Below is a brief description of each of the test cases utilized:


TC01HostAdmin (Host Server Administration) – A test to verify the roles of the system
administrator and the ability to maintain user roles, passwords, logs and other voting system
administrative functions.



TC04BallotDelivery (Normal Ballot Delivery) – A test to verify accurately ballot delivery,
implementation of authentication prior to allowing voter access to the ballot, and logging of
events.



TC10BallotDelivery (Local Ballot Delivery) – A test to verify accurate ballot delivery,
implementation of authentication prior to allowing voter access to the ballot, and logging of
events.



TC12VoterRegReq (Voter Registration Request) – A test to verify a voter can securely register to
vote on-line. The test includes authentication of voter credentials.



TC13RegProcess (Registration Processing) – A test to verify the ability of an election
administrator to view voter requests and accept or reject the request based on successful
comparison of the voter’s credentials.



TC14NormalVoting (Normal Voting) – A test to verify accurate ballot delivery, implementation
of authentication prior to allowing voter access to the ballot, and logging of events.

The functional test cases executed for each system under test are listed in the table below.
Table 3-1 Functional Test Cases
System

Test Cases

A

TC01HostAdmin (Host Server Administration)
TC10BallotDelivery (Local Ballot Delivery)

B

TC01HostAdmin (Host Server Administration)
TC04BallotDelivery (Normal Ballot Delivery)

C

TC01HostAdmin (Host Server Administration)
TC12VoterRegReq (Voter Registration Request)
TC13RegProcess (Registration Processing)
TC14NormalVoting (Normal Voting)

D

TC01HostAdmin (Host Server Administration)
TC04BallotDelivery (Normal Ballot Delivery)

E

TC01HostAdmin (Host Server Administration)
TC12VoterRegReq (Voter Registration Request)
TC13RegProcess (Registration Processing)
TC04BallotDelivery (Normal Ballot Delivery)
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TEST PROCEDURES AND RESULTS (CONTINUED)

3.1

Functional Tests (continued)
The findings from the performance of each test case are detailed in the following paragraphs.
Summary Findings
For Systems A, B, D, and E, the following paragraph applies:
TC01HostAdmin
During the Host Admin test case Wyle logged in with the administrative account provided by the vendor.
An attempt was made to dump logs and manipulate any stored data. Data from the logs was analyzed to
determine compliance with the UOCAVA requirements. Wyle then attempted to modify the user data and
login credentials. Validation was performed to validate that all requirements for voter security were met
per the UOCAVA requirements. Wyle then attempted to create administration accounts and validate
security of administration accounts. Admin accounts were used to validate roles and responsibilities of
each administrator. Attempts were made to access administration functionality without use of the
administration login.
System A specifics for TC01HostAdmin:
During the performance of the test case, the following issues were noted:


Admin page functionality was very limited.



Admin account management is system based



There is nothing implemented to limit incorrect login attempts.



System does not have a lock out function.



System does not have a time out control.



Passwords would need to be reset by a system administrator.



Log files must be generated by the admin on local system. They will then be in the format
selected by the admin.



Many requirements could not be tested do to the architecture requiring physical access to the
server.

System B specifics for TC01HostAdmin:
During the performance of the test case, it was noted that the following core functions were untestable:


User functionality was very limited.



Logs were not tested. Only a voter’s log was available.



No reporting was available.



Admin account management was not functional.
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TEST PROCEDURES AND RESULTS (CONTINUED)

3.1

Functional Tests (continued)
System D specifics for TC01HostAdmin:
During the performance of the test case, the following issues were noted:


There is only one login for each election.



Incorrect login attempts are not limited.



The administrator of the election can send a new password for that user. At which point, the
author can then customize his/her own password if they so choose. For the <redacted>, the
password is set by the system administrator and the user cannot reset it.



An administrator does not configure the password strength configuration.



There is nothing in place to limit the use of historically used passwords.



There is not a restriction on user password matching the user name.



There is not a password expiration option.



The log remains continuous and cannot be cleared.

System E specifics for TC01HostAdmin:
During the performance of the test case, the following issues were noted:


Nothing is implemented to limit incorrect login attempts.



System does not have a lock out function.



Administrator cannot set the password strength configuration



There is not anything in place to limit the use of historically used passwords.



There is not a restriction on user password matching the user name.



Passwords do not expire.



Logs are retained and do not get cleared.



Member login log is not exportable

For System C, the following paragraph applies for TC01HostAdmin:
During performance of testing, Wyle was able to verify the system contained segregation of duties and
those duties were maintainable. The system does require passwords and provides an event log, but not all
requirements were met for these functions.
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TEST PROCEDURES AND RESULTS (CONTINUED)

3.1

Functional Tests (continued)
System C specifics for TC01HostAdmin:
During the performance of the test case, the following issues were noted:


Upon creation of a new user and default role is the administrator role.



No ability for the user to reset their password. This function is handled by requesting a password
change.



No limit on incorrect login attempts.



No password expiration.



The current system logging is not as detailed per the requirements.

TC01HostAdmin – Synopsis of Summary Findings – All Tested Systems:
Per the UOCAVA requirements tested by test case TC01HostAdmin, Wyle deduced from the above
summary findings that the primary areas of deficiency of the systems tested can be categorized into one of
the following areas.


Login functions.



Password functions.



Log generation functions.

TC04BallotDelivery
For Systems A, B, D, and E, the following paragraph applies:
During the Ballot Delivery test case Wyle logged in with the voter accounts provided by the vendor.
Attempts were made to access multiple ballots using a single voter. Analysis was done to determine the
level of security of data as a result of the ballot delivery process. Wyle attempted to gain access to a ballot
by an unauthorized voter. Wyle attempted to gain access to administration information utilizing voter
credentials.
System A specifics for TC04BallotDelivery:
During the performance of the test case, it the following issues were noted:


There is nothing implemented to limit incorrect login attempts.



System does not have a lock out function.



System does not have a time out control.



Passwords would need to be reset by a system administrator.
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3.1

Functional Tests (continued)
System B specifics for TC04BallotDelivery:
During the performance of the test case, it was noted that the following core functions were untestable:


Blank Ballot delivery

System D specifics for TC04BallotDelivery:
During the performance of the test case, the following issues were noted:


There is not a restriction on user password matching the user name.



There is not a password expiration option.



It was noted that the pages are being cached and would give a hacker the ability to return to pages
that should be secure.

System E specifics for TC04BallotDelivery:


No issues noted.

TC04HostAdmin – Synopsis of Summary Findings – All Tested Systems:
Per the UOCAVA requirements tested by test case TC04HostAdmin, Wyle deduced from the above
summary findings that the primary areas of deficiency of the systems tested can be categorized into one of
the following areas.


Login functions.



Password functions.

TC12 Registration Request Test Case
System C specifics for TC12 Registration Request Test Case:
During performance of testing, Wyle was able to verify a voter could successfully and securely submit
information and request an online registration. The test also verified authentication of a registered voter
with credential from the system. There were no discrepancies to report.
System E specifics for TC12 Registration Request Test Case:
During performance of the test case, Wyle logged in with the voter credentials provided by the vendor.
Analysis was done to determine the level of security of data as a result of the registration request process.
Wyle attempted to gain access to a ballot by registering unauthorized voter. Wyle attempted to gain
access to administration information utilizing voter credentials.
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TEST PROCEDURES AND RESULTS (CONTINUED)

3.1

Functional Tests (continued)
During the performance of the test case, the following issues were noted:


It was noticed that after the registration is completed, a user can use the back button and still see
the registration information.

TC12 Registration Request Test Case – Synopsis of Summary Findings – Tested Systems:
For the two systems supporting these areas of the UOCAVA requirements, the one area of deficiency has
to do with limiting web page caching and session storage of user input information that might be missused to compromise privacy or security.
TC13 Registration Processing Test Case
System C specifics for TC13 Registration Processing Test Case:
During performance of testing, Wyle was able to verify a user logged in with administrative duties could
approve and reject requests submitted by on online voter. Wyle was also able to authenticate voter
credential against an approved UOCAVA registered voter list.


There were no discrepancies to report.

System E specifics for TC13 Registration Processing Test Case:
During performance of the test case, Wyle logged in with the administrative accounts provided by the
vendor. Analysis was done to determine the level of security of data as a result of the registration request
process. Validation was made that admins do validation of voter credentials.


There were no discrepancies to report.

TC13HostAdmin – Synopsis of Summary Findings – Tested Systems:
For the two systems supporting these areas of the UOCAVA requirements, there were no discrepancies to
report.
TC14 Normal Voting
During performance of testing, Wyle was able to submit an accurate online ballot. Wyle also verified that
a voter must be a registered and approved to gain access to a ballot. Voters are also only able to vote one
time. The system does log some events for the voting process, but the log function does not meet all
requirements.
A summary of discrepancies are listed below:


No ability for the user to reset their password. This function is handled by requesting a password
change.



No limit on incorrect login attempts.
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3.1

Functional Tests (continued)


No password expiration.



The current system logging is not as detailed per the requirements.

TC14 Normal Voting – Synopsis of Summary Findings – Tested Systems:
Per the UOCAVA requirements tested by test case TC14 Normal Voting, Wyle deduced from the above
summary findings that the primary areas of deficiency of the system tested can be categorized into one of
the following areas.

3.2



Login functions.



Password functions.



Log generation functions.

Cryptographic Tests
Cryptographic Tests were performed to validate compliance to the applicable UOCAVA requirements.
Three test methods were used during performance of the cryptographic tests: inspection, review, and
execution. Wyle executed some combination of the following set of test cases that were specifically
designed for each EVSW system. Below is a brief description of each of the test cases utilized:


TC03CryptoTestSheet (Manufacturer) – A test to verify the functionality, strength and NIST
compliance of the system, no matter which one of the three purposes it serves in the voting
system (Confidentiality, Authentication or Random Number Generation (RNG)).

Summary Findings
The following summary applied to all systems tested in this campaign:
During performance of testing, Wyle was able to verify portions of the cryptographic requirements. Key
management and key establishment could not be tested due to lack of documentation in this area as well
as physical access to the system necessary to complete these two areas of cryptographic testing. Wyle
only had access to the client side functionality; therefore, no administrator credentialed cryptographic
testing could be performed. The test cases and results obtained are presented in Appendix B of this
document.
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TEST PROCEDURES AND RESULTS (CONTINUED)

3.3

Penetration Tests
Penetration tests were performed to determine the security of each EVSW system and to validate
compliance to the applicable UOCAVA requirements.
The penetration test area was broken into two phases: discovery and exploratory. The discovery phase
consisted of performing scans while the system was running with leveraged and unleveraged credentials.
These scans provided information about the ports, protocols, and hardware configurations as well as
simulated certain portions of an attack on vulnerable areas of the system. The information gathered was
provided to a certified security professional, who analyzed the results and determined the best method and
types of attacks to be performed during the exploratory phase of testing. Specific test cases were then
designed and executed during the exploratory phase of the penetration tests. These test cases were based
on all information gathered during discovery, any subsequent observations made during the exploratory
phase and any Rules Of Engagement (ROE) previously agreed upon by Wyle and the manufacturer.
Below is a brief description of each of the test cases utilized:


TC05DiscoveryPenetration (Manufacturer) – A test to seek out vulnerabilities in the voting
system and to verify the system’s resistance to any remote unauthorized entity.

Summary Findings
NOTE: Information redacted. In general, all vulnerabilities discovered and their level (high, medium,
low) were reported to each manufacturer. However, any discovered vulnerabilities could not be exploited
in the time constraint set for the exploratory phase of the penetration test. Details of this test case can be
found in Appendix B of this document. NOTE: Appendix B information redacted in this report.
TC05DiscoveryPenetration
During performance of testing, Wyle sought to discover vulnerabilities that fall into risk levels of “High”,
“Medium”, or “Low”.
System A specifics for TC05DiscoveryPenetration:
A summary of risk levels are listed below:


Low risk area – 11 found.

System B specifics for TC05DiscoveryPenetration:
A summary of risk levels are listed below:


SQL attempts exposed some information that could be useful to an attacker.
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TEST PROCEDURES AND RESULTS (CONTINUED)

3.3

Penetration Tests
System C specifics for TC05DiscoveryPenetration:
A summary of risk levels are listed below:


Low risk area – 22 found.

System D specifics for TC05DiscoveryPenetration:
A summary of risk levels are listed below:



Low risk area – 42 found.
Medium risk area – 8 found.

System E specifics for TC05DiscoveryPenetration:


No risk areas were located in the time constraint set for penetration testing.

TC05DiscoveryPenetration – Synopsis of Summary Findings – Tested Systems:
Penetration testing discovered primarily “low” risk areas of vulnerability in the systems tested in this test
campaign. Regardless of the risk level/areas located, none of these could be exploited in the time
constraint set for the exploratory phase of the penetration testing.
3.4

Test Summary
For the specific test cases executed, and the results for each system, refer to Attachment B “Test Cases”.
Overall assessment of the test results for each system tested and the specific requirement by system
“Pass/Fail” are presented in Attachment C “Statistical Analysis of the UOCAVA EVSW’s”. As for the
ability of the EVSW’s tested to meet the requirements, the results observed during testing is provided
below:
Table 3-1 Test Result Summary
Average
Summary

Pass

Fail

24%

22%

Not
Tested
24%

WYLE LABORATORIES, INC.
Huntsville Facility

N/A
30%
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ATTACHMENT A
REQUIREMENT MATRIX

Overall, during the execution of this test campaign, Wyle did not encounter any major problems working with the
requirements. However, Wyle feels that some of the requirements can be clearer and better defined to make them
more testable. The following table contains comments and recommendations per requirement. As for the NonApplicable requirements, Wyle did not attempt to test them; therefore, recommendations are not provided.
Additionally, the Not Tested requirements were attempted to be applied but could not be tested under this test
campaign due to the current configuration of the systems tested. The major areas that Wyle is unable to comment
on are the Communication Security, Penetration Resistance, and Cryptography sections.

WYLE LABORATORIES, INC.
Huntsville Facility
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UOCAVA
Req. No.

Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee
Voting Act (UOCAVA) Pilot Program Testing
Requirements
Functional Requirements Matrix

Section 5

Security

5.1

Access Control
This section states requirements for the
identification of authorized system users, processes
and devices and the authentication or verification of
those identities as a prerequisite to granting access
to system processes and data. It also includes
requirements to limit and control access to critical
system components to protect system and data
integrity, availability, confidentiality, and
accountability.

5.1.1
5.1.1.1

This section applies to all entities attempting to
physically enter voting system facilities or to
request services or data from the voting system.
Separation of Duties
The voting system SHALL allow the definition of
personnel roles with segregated duties and
responsibilities on critical processes to prevent a
single person from compromising the integrity of
the system.

5.1.1.2

The voting system SHALL ensure that only
authorized roles, groups, or individuals have access
to election data.

5.1.1.3

The voting system SHALL require at least two
persons from a predefined group for validating the
election configuration information, accessing the
cast vote records, and starting the tabulation
process.

5.1.2

Voting System Access
The voting system SHALL provide access control
mechanisms designed to permit authorized access
and to prevent unauthorized access to the system.

5.1.2.1

5.1.2.2

5.1.2.3

The voting system SHALL identify and authenticate
each person, to whom access is granted, and the
specific functions and data to which each person
holds authorized access.
The voting system SHALL allow the administrator
group or role to configure permissions and
functionality for each identity, group or role to
include account and group/role creation,
modification, and deletion.
The voting system’s default access control
permissions SHALL implement the least privileged
role or group needed.

Test Case
Description

Wyle Comment

Administration
Test Case

Specific roles should be defined to facilitate true
segregation of duties.

Administration
Test Case

N/A

Penetration
Test Case
Administration
Test Case
Administration
Test Case
Ballot Delivery
Test Case
Administration
Test Case
Administration
Test Case

WYLE LABORATORIES, INC.
Huntsville Facility

Current web based system do not do tabulation
so this requirement was not applicable to our
testing. The majority of election configuration is
done independent of the Web application and is
therefore not a critical function of our testing.

This requirement does not define at what
minimum level this security should be
implemented.
This requirement does not define at what
minimum level this security should be
implemented.
This requirement does not state whether this
should be a system OS level or at a web based
administration application level.
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UOCAVA
Req. No.

5.1.2.4

5.1.2.5

Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee
Voting Act (UOCAVA) Pilot Program Testing
Requirements
Functional Requirements Matrix
The voting system SHALL prevent a lowerprivilege process from modifying a higher-privilege
process.
The voting system SHALL NOT require its
execution as an operating system privileged account
and SHALL NOT require the use of an operating
system privileged account for its operation.

Test Case
Description
Administration
Test Case

N/A

Administration
Test Case
5.1.2.6

5.1.2.7

The voting system SHALL log the identification of
all personnel accessing or attempting to access the
voting system to the system event log.

The (voting system) SHALL provide tools for
monitoring access to the system. These tools
SHALL provide specific users real time display of
persons accessing the system as well as reports from
logs.
Vote capture device located at the remote voting
location and the central server SHALL have the
capability to restrict access to the voting system
after a preset number of login failures.

Ballot Delivery
Test Case
Penetration
Test Case

Administration
Test Case

b. The voting system SHALL log the event
c. The voting system SHALL immediately send a
notification to appropriate administrators/operators
of the event.
d. The voting system SHALL provide a mechanism
for the appropriate administrators/operators to
reactivate the account after appropriate
confirmation.

5.1.2.9

Wyle’s testing was based on utilization of a web
based application. Therefore this did not apply
directly. But, it was noted that in some systems
tested the OS administration privileges were
required to configure election information.

This requirement does not define what
information should be logged. Some systems
only log Administration functions while others
only log Voter information.

This requirement does not define what
information should be logged. This requirement
also does not state if the tool is to be accessible
via the Web based administration application or
at an OS Level.

Administration
Test Case

a. The lockout threshold SHALL be configurable by
appropriate administrators/operators
5.1.2.8

Wyle Comment

The voting system SHALL log a notification when
any account has been locked out.

Penetration
Test Case

Administration
Test Case
Penetration
Test Case

WYLE LABORATORIES, INC.
Huntsville Facility

This requirement does not define if this needs to
be at a Web application level or at OS level.
Reactivation of an account should not require
utilization of anything but the Web based
application.

This requirement does not define what
information should be logged.
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UOCAVA
Req. No.

5.1.2.10

5.1.2.11
5.2

5.2.1
5.2.1.1

5.2.1.2

Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee
Voting Act (UOCAVA) Pilot Program Testing
Requirements
Functional Requirements Matrix
Authenticated sessions on critical processes SHALL
have an inactivity time-out control that will require
personnel re-authentication when reached. This
time-out SHALL be implemented for administration
and monitor consoles on all voting system devices.
Authenticated sessions on critical processes SHALL
have a screen-lock functionality that can be
manually invoked.

Test Case
Description
Administration
Test Case
Penetration
Test Case

N/A

This requirement does not define how this
function should be configured.

This requirement was deemed N/A due to the
web based application being accessible from a
privately controlled PC and not a public Voting
site.

Identification and Authentication
Authentication mechanisms and their associated
strength may vary from one voting system
capability and architecture to another but all must
meet the minimum requirement to maintain
integrity and trust. It is important to consider a
range of roles individuals may assume when
operating different components in the voting system
and each may require different authentication
mechanisms.
The requirements described in this section vary
from role to role. For instance, a kiosk worker will
have different identification and authentication
characteristics than a voter. Also, for selected
critical functions there may be cases where split
knowledge or dual authorization is necessary to
ensure security. This is especially relevant for
critical cryptographic key management functions.
Authentication
Authentication mechanisms supported by the voting
system SHALL support authentication strength of at
least 1/1,000,000.
The voting system SHALL authenticate users per
the minimum authentication methods outlined
below.
Refer to document for the table layout:

Administration
Test Case

Administration
Test Case

Since these systems do not tabulate and are not
located in a polling location, the groups for
Election Judge and Kiosk Worker do not really
apply. (See Table 5-1 Roles : Section 5 | Page
59.)

Administration
Test Case

This requirement does not define what minimum
level is required.

http://www.eac.gov/assets/1/AssetManager/UOCA
VA_Pilot_Program_Requirments-03.24.10.pdf

5.2.1.3

Wyle Comment

Table 5-1 Roles : Section 5 | Page 59
The voting system SHALL provide multiple
authentication methods to support multi-factor
authentication.

WYLE LABORATORIES, INC.
Huntsville Facility
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UOCAVA
Req. No.

5.2.1.4

5.2.1.5

5.2.1.6

5.2.1.7

Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee
Voting Act (UOCAVA) Pilot Program Testing
Requirements
Functional Requirements Matrix
When private or secret authentication data is stored
by the voting system, it SHALL be protected to
ensure that the confidentiality and integrity of the
data are not violated.
The voting system SHALL provide a mechanism to
reset a password if it is forgotten, in accordance
with the system access/security policy.
The voting system SHALL allow the administrator
group or role to specify password strength for all
accounts including minimum password length, use
of capitalized letters, use of numeric characters, and
use of non-alphanumeric characters per NIST 80063 Electronic Authentication Guideline Standards.
The voting system SHALL enforce password
histories and allow the administrator to configure
the history length when passwords are stored by the
system.

Test Case
Description
Administration
Test Case
Administration
Test Case

This requirement does not define if this function
is to be Web Based.

Administration
Test Case

This requirement does not define if this
configuration is to be Web Based or OS
configurable.

Administration
Test Case

This requirement does not define if this
configuration is to be Web Based or OS
configurable.

5.2.1.8

The voting system SHALL ensure that the user
name is not used in the password.

Administration
Test Case

5.2.1.9

The voting system SHALL provide a means to
automatically expire passwords.

Administration
Test Case

5.2.1.10

5.2.1.11

5.2.1.12
5.2.1.13

The voting system servers and vote capture devices
SHALL identify and authenticate one another using
NIST - approved cryptographic authentication
methods at the 112 bits of security.
Remote voting location site Virtual Private Network
(VPN) connections (i.e., vote capture devices) to
voting servers SHALL be authenticated using
strong mutual cryptographic authentication at the
112 bits of security.
Message authentication SHALL be used for
applications to protect the integrity of the message
content using a schema with 112 bits of security.
IPsec, SSL, or TLS and MAC mechanisms SHALL
all be configured to be compliant with FIPS 140-2
using approved algorithm suites and protocols.

Wyle Comment

Cryptography
Test Case

This requirement does not define which NIST
standard or level to use.

N/A

Wyle deems this requirement N/A due to the
Web Based architecture. VPN systems will only
be utilized at a system server level.

Cryptography
Test Case
Cryptography
Test Case

WYLE LABORATORIES, INC.
Huntsville Facility
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UOCAVA
Req. No.
5.3

Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee
Voting Act (UOCAVA) Pilot Program Testing
Requirements
Functional Requirements Matrix

Test Case
Description

Wyle Comment

Cryptography
Cryptography serves several purposes in voting
systems. They include:
Confidentiality: where necessary the confidentiality
of voting records can be provided by encryption;
Authentication: data and programs can be
authenticated by a digital signature or message
authentication codes (MAC), or by comparison of
the cryptographic hashes of programs or data with
the reliably known hash values of the program or
data. If the program or data are altered, then that
alteration is detected when the signature or MAC is
verified, or the hash on the data or program is
compared to the known hash value. Typically the
programs loaded on voting systems and the ballot
definitions used by voting systems are verified by
the systems, while systems apply digital signatures
to authenticate the critical audit data that they
output. For remote connections cryptographic user
authentication mechanism SHALL be based on
strong authentication methods; and

5.3.1
5.3.1.1

5.3.1.2

5.3.1.3

Random number generation: random numbers are
used for several purposes including the creation of
cryptographic keys for cryptographic algorithms
and methods to provide the services listed above,
and as identifiers for voting records that can be used
to identify or correlate the records without
providing any information that could identify the
voter.
General Cryptography Requirements
All cryptographic functionality SHALL be
implemented using NIST-approved cryptographic
algorithms/schemas, or use published and credible
cryptographic algorithms/schemas/protocols.
Cryptographic algorithms and schemas SHALL be
implemented with a security strength equivalent to
at least 112 bits of security to protect sensitive
voting information and election records.
Cryptography used to protect information in-transit
over public telecommunication networks SHALL
use NIST-approved algorithms and cipher suites. In
addition the implementations of these algorithms
SHALL be NIST-approved (Cryptographic
Algorithm Validation Program).

Cryptography
Test Case

This requirement does not define what minimum
NIST level is required.

Cryptography
Test Case

Cryptography
Test Case

WYLE LABORATORIES, INC.
Huntsville Facility

This requirement does not define which NIST
standard or level to use.
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UOCAVA
Req. No.
5.3.2

5.3.2.1

5.3.2.2

5.3.2.3

5.3.2.4

5.3.2.5
5.3.3

5.3.3.1

5.3.4.1

Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee
Voting Act (UOCAVA) Pilot Program Testing
Requirements
Functional Requirements Matrix
Key Management
The following requirements apply to voting systems
that generate cryptographic keys internally.
Cryptographic keys generated by the voting system
SHALL use a NIST-approved key generation
method, or a published and credible key generation
method.
Compromising the security of the key generation
method (e.g., guessing the seed value to initialize
the deterministic random number generator (RNG))
SHALL require as least as many operations as
determining the value of the generated key.
If a seed key is entered during the key generation
process, entry of the key SHALL meet the key entry
requirements in 5.3.3.1. If intermediate key
generation values are output from the cryptographic
module, the values SHALL be output either in
encrypted form or under split knowledge
procedures.
Cryptographic keys used to protect information intransit over public telecommunication networks
SHALL use NIST-approved key generation
methods. If the approved key generation method
requires input from a random number generator,
then an approved (FIPS 140-2) random number
generator SHALL be used.
Random number generators used to generate
cryptographic keys SHALL implement one or more
health tests that provide assurance that the random
number generator continues to operate as intended
(e.g., the entropy source is not stuck).
Key Establishment
Key establishment may be performed by automated
methods (e.g., use of a public key algorithm),
manual methods (use of a manually transported key
loading device), or a combination of automated and
manual methods.
Secret and private keys established using automated
methods SHALL be entered into and output from a
voting system in encrypted form. Secret and private
keys established using manual methods may be
entered into or output from a system in plaintext
form.
Cryptographic keys stored within the voting system
SHALL NOT be stored in plaintext. Keys stored
outside the voting system SHALL be protected
from disclosure or modification.

Test Case
Description

Cryptography
Test Case

Wyle Comment

This requirement does not define which NIST
standard or level to use.

Cryptography
Test Case

Cryptography
Test Case

Cryptography
Test Case

Cryptography
Test Case

Cryptography
Test Case

Cryptography
Test Case

WYLE LABORATORIES, INC.
Huntsville Facility

This requirement does not define which NIST
standard or level to use.
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UOCAVA
Req. No.

Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee
Voting Act (UOCAVA) Pilot Program Testing
Requirements
Functional Requirements Matrix

5.3.4.2

The voting system SHALL provide methods to
zeroize all plaintext secret and private cryptographic
keys within the system.

5.3.4.3

The voting system SHALL support the capability to
reset cryptographic keys to new values.

5.4

5.4.1
5.4.1.1
5.4.1.2
5.4.1.3
5.4.1.4

5.4.1.5

5.4.1.6

5.4.1.7
5.5

5.5.1

5.5.1.1

Voting System Integrity Management
This section addresses the secure deployment and
operation of the voting system, including the
protection of removable media and protection
against malicious software.
Protecting the Integrity of the Voting System
The integrity and authenticity of each individual
cast vote SHALL be protected from any tampering
or modification during transmission.
The integrity and authenticity of each individual
cast vote SHALL be preserved by means of a digital
signature during storage.
Cast vote data SHALL NOT be permanently stored
on the vote capture device.
The integrity and authenticity of the electronic
ballot box SHALL be protected by means of a
digital signature.
The voting system SHALL use malware detection
software to protect against known malware that
targets the operating system, services, and
applications.
The voting system SHALL provide a mechanism
for updating malware detection signatures.
The voting system SHALL provide the capability
for kiosk workers to validate the software used on
the vote capture devices as part of the daily
initiation of kiosk operations.
Communications Security
This section provides requirements for
communications security. These requirements
address ensuring the integrity of transmitted
information and protecting the voting system from
external communications-based threats.
Data Transmission Security
Voting systems that transmit data over
communications links SHALL provide integrity
protection for data in transit through the generation
of integrity data (digital signatures and/or message
authentication codes) for outbound traffic and
verification of the integrity data for inbound traffic.

Test Case
Description

Wyle Comment

Cryptography
Test Case
Cryptography
Test Case

Ballot Delivery
Test Case
Ballot Delivery
Test Case
Ballot Delivery
Test Case
Ballot Delivery
Test Case
Penetration
Test Case
Penetration
Test Case
N/A

Host Server
Security Test
Case

WYLE LABORATORIES, INC.
Huntsville Facility

Wyle deems this requirement N/A due to the
Web Based architecture.
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Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee
Voting Act (UOCAVA) Pilot Program Testing
Requirements
Functional Requirements Matrix

Test Case
Description

5.5.1.2

Voting systems SHALL use at a minimum TLS 1.0,
SSL 3.1 or equivalent protocols, including all
updates to both protocols and implementations as of
the date of the submission (e.g., RFC 5746 for TLS
1.0).

5.5.1.3

Voting systems deploying VPNs SHALL configure
them to only allow FIPS-compliant cryptographic
algorithms and cipher suites.

5.5.1.4

Each communicating device SHALL have a unique
system identifier.

Host Server
Security Test
Case

5.5.1.5

Each device SHALL mutually strongly authenticate
using the system identifier before additional
network data packets are processed.

Host Server
Security Test
Case

5.5.1.6

Data transmission SHALL preserve the secrecy of
voters’ ballot selections and SHALL prevent the
violation of ballot secrecy and integrity.

5.5.2

External Threats
Voting systems SHALL implement protections
against external threats to which the system may be
susceptible.

5.5.2.1

5.5.2.2

5.5.2.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.1.1

Voting system components SHALL have the ability
to enable or disable physical network interfaces.
The number of active ports and associated network
services and protocols SHALL be restricted to the
minimum required for the voting system to
function.
The voting system SHALL block all network
connections that are not over a mutually
authenticated channel.
Logging
Log Management
The voting system SHALL implement default
settings for secure log management activities,
including log generation, transmission, storage,
analysis, and disposal.

5.6.1.2

Logs SHALL only be accessible to authorized roles.

5.6.1.3

The voting system SHALL restrict log access to
append-only for privileged logging processes and
read-only for authorized roles.

Wyle Comment

Host Server
Security Test
Case

N/A

Penetration
Test Case

Penetration
Test Case
Administration
Test Case
Penetration
Test Case
Penetration
Test Case

Administration
Test Case
Administration
Test Case
Administration
Test Case

WYLE LABORATORIES, INC.
Huntsville Facility

Wyle deems this requirement N/A due to the
Web Based architecture. VPN systems will only
be utilized at a system server level.
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Req. No.

Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee
Voting Act (UOCAVA) Pilot Program Testing
Requirements
Functional Requirements Matrix

Test Case
Description
Administration
Test Case

This requirement does not specify if these logs
should contain both voter and administration
information.
This requirement does not determine if these
functions should be part of an administration
web based application or at an OS level
administration function.

5.6.1.4

The voting system SHALL log logging failures, log
clearing, and log rotation.

5.6.1.5

The voting system SHALL store log data in a
publicly documented format, such as XML, or
include a utility to export log data into a publicly
documented format.

Administration
Test Case

5.6.1.6

The voting system SHALL ensure that each
jurisdiction’s event logs and each component’s logs
are separable from each other.

Administration
Test Case

5.6.1.7

The voting system SHALL include an application
or program to view, analyze, and search event logs.

Administration
Test Case

5.6.1.8

All logs SHALL be preserved in a useable manner
prior to voting system decommissioning.

Administration
Test Case
Ballot Delivery
Test Case

5.6.1.9

Logs SHALL NOT contain any data that could
violate the privacy of the voter’s identity.

Wyle Comment

Registration
Processing Test
Case

This requirement does not determine if these
functions should be part of an administration
web based application or at an OS level
administration function.

This requirement does not outline what
information is deemed to violate a voter’s
identity. These systems utilize several voter
specific credentials that are required for proper
identification of voters.

Ballot Delivery
Test Case

5.6.1.10

5.6.1.11

Administration
Test Case

Timekeeping mechanisms SHALL generate time
and date values, including hours, minutes, and
seconds.

Registration
Processing Test
Case

The precision of the timekeeping mechanism
SHALL be able to distinguish and properly order all
log events.

Ballot Delivery
Test Case
Registration
Processing Test
Case

WYLE LABORATORIES, INC.
Huntsville Facility

This requirement must meet 5.6.1.10
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Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee
Voting Act (UOCAVA) Pilot Program Testing
Requirements
Functional Requirements Matrix

Test Case
Description

N/A

Wyle determined that this requirement is N/A
due to this function being a system
administration function.
This requirement does not define what all
communications encompasses.

5.6.1.12

Only the system administrator SHALL be permitted
to set the system clock.

5.6.2

Communication Logging

5.6.2.1

All communications actions SHALL be logged.

Penetration
Test Case

The communications log SHALL contain at least
the following entries:

Ballot Delivery
Test Case

Times when the communications are activated and
deactivated;
5.6.2.2

Services accessed;
Penetration
Test Case

Identification of the device which data was
transmitted to or received from;
Identification of authorized entity; and

5.6.3

Successful and unsuccessful attempts to access
communications or services.
System Event Logging
This section describes requirements for the voting
system to perform event logging for system
maintenance troubleshooting, recording the history
of system activity, and detecting unauthorized or
malicious activity. The operating system, and/or
applications software may perform the actual event
logging. There may be multiple logs in use for any
system component.
The voting system SHALL log the following data
for each event:
a. System ID;

5.6.3.1

c. Timestamp;
d. Success or failure of event, if applicable;
e. User ID triggering the event, if applicable; and
f. Jurisdiction, if applicable.

Administration
Test Case
Ballot Delivery
Test Case

b. Unique event ID and/or type;

Wyle Comment

Recovery form
hardware error
Test Case
Penetration
Test Case

WYLE LABORATORIES, INC.
Huntsville Facility
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Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee
Voting Act (UOCAVA) Pilot Program Testing
Requirements
Functional Requirements Matrix

Test Case
Description

Wyle Comment

Penetration
Test Case
Ballot Delivery
Test Case
5.6.3.2

Recovery form
hardware error
Test Case

All critical events SHALL be recorded in the
system event log.

This requirement does not define what a critical
event might be.

Registration
Processing Test
Case
Administration
Test Case

5.6.3.3

Ballot Delivery
Test Case

At a minimum the voting system SHALL log the
events described in the table below.

Penetration
Test Case

NOTE: See "Table 5-2 System Events" in
document - page 71

Wyle was unable to completely validate this
requirement due to limited access to physical
hardware. The majority of the events defined are
from a server OS level and not a web based
application level.

Recovery form
hardware error
Test Case
5.7
5.7.1

Incident Response
Incident Response Support

5.7.1.1

Manufacturers SHALL document what types of
system operations or security events (e.g., failure of
critical component, detection of malicious code,
unauthorized access to restricted data) are classified
as critical.

5.7.1.2

An alarm that notifies appropriate personnel
SHALL be generated on the vote capture device,
system server, or tabulation device, depending upon
which device has the error, if a critical event is
detected.

5.8
5.8.1

Physical and Environmental Security
Physical Access

N/A

Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application. But it is a
requirement for a web server and therefore could
not be tested at this time.

N/A

Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application. A system
server notification should be sent to
administrators when issues arise with the web
server.

WYLE LABORATORIES, INC.
Huntsville Facility
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Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee
Voting Act (UOCAVA) Pilot Program Testing
Requirements
Functional Requirements Matrix

5.8.1.1

Any unauthorized physical access SHALL leave
physical evidence that an unauthorized event has
taken place.

5.8.2.1

The voting system SHALL disable physical ports
and access points that are not essential to voting
operations, testing, and auditing.

5.8.3.1

If a physical connection between the vote capture
device and a component is broken, the affected vote
capture device port SHALL be automatically
disabled.

5.8.3.2
5.8.3.3

N/A

The voting system SHALL produce a visual alarm
if a connected component is physically
disconnected.
An event log entry that identifies the name of the
affected device SHALL be generated if a vote
capture device component is disconnected.

5.8.3.4

Disabled ports SHALL only be re-enabled by
authorized administrators.

5.8.3.5

Vote capture devices SHALL be designed with the
capability to restrict physical access to voting
device ports that accommodate removable media
with the exception of ports used to activate a voting
session.

5.8.3.6

Vote capture devices SHALL be designed to give a
physical indication of tampering or unauthorized
access to ports and all other access points, if used as
described in the manufacturer's documentation.

5.8.3.7

Vote capture devices SHALL be designed such that
physical ports can be manually disabled by an
authorized administrator.

5.8.4

5.8.4.1

Test Case
Description

Door Cover and Panel Security
Access points such as covers and panels SHALL be
secured by locks or tamper evident or tamper
resistant countermeasures and SHALL be
implemented so that kiosk workers can monitor
access to vote capture device components through
these points.

Wyle Comment
Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application.
Implementation of this requirement would be in
a remote server facility.

Host Server
Security Test
Case

N/A

Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application. A
physical connection will only be made during a
single instance of vote casting.

N/A

Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application.

N/A

Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application.

Administration
Test Case

N/A

Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application.
Implementation of this requirement would be in
a remote server facility.

N/A

Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application.
Implementation of this requirement would be in
a remote server facility.

N/A

Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application.
Implementation of this requirement would be in
a remote server facility.

N/A

Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application.
Implementation of this requirement would be in
a remote server facility.
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UOCAVA
Req. No.
5.8.5

5.8.6

5.8.6.1

5.8.6.2

5.8.7

5.8.7.1

5.9
5.9.1

Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee
Voting Act (UOCAVA) Pilot Program Testing
Requirements
Functional Requirements Matrix
Secure Paper Record Receptacle
If the voting system provides paper record
containers then they SHALL be designed such that
any unauthorized physical access results in physical
evidence that an unauthorized event has taken place.
Secure Physical Lock and Key
Voting equipment SHALL be designed with
countermeasures that provide physical indication
that unauthorized attempts have been made to
access locks installed for security purposes.
Manufacturers SHALL provide locking systems for
securing vote capture devices that can make use of
keys that are unique to each owner.

Test Case
Description

Wyle Comment

N/A

Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application

N/A

Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application.
Implementation of this requirement would be in
a remote server facility.

N/A

Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application.
Implementation of this requirement would be in
a remote server facility.

N/A

Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application.

Media Protection
These requirements apply to all media, both paper
and digital, that contain personal privacy related
data or other protected or sensitive types of
information.
The voting system SHALL meet the following
requirements:
a. All paper records (including rejected ones)
printed at the kiosk locations SHALL be deposited
in a secure container;
b. Vote capture device hardware, software and
sensitive information (e.g., electoral roll) SHALL
be physically protected to prevent unauthorized
modification or disclosure; and
c. Vote capture device hardware components,
peripherals and removable media SHALL be
identified and registered by means of a unique serial
number or other identifier.
Penetration Resistance
Resistance to Penetration Attempts

5.9.1.1

The voting system SHALL be resistant to attempts
to penetrate the system by any remote unauthorized
entity.

5.9.1.2

The voting system SHALL be configured to
minimize ports, responses and information
disclosure about the system while still providing
appropriate functionality.

Penetration
Test Case
Host Server
Security Test
Case
Penetration
Test Case
Host Server
Security Test
Case
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UOCAVA
Req. No.

Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee
Voting Act (UOCAVA) Pilot Program Testing
Requirements
Functional Requirements Matrix

Test Case
Description

Wyle Comment

Penetration
Test Case
Administration
Test Case

5.9.1.3

The voting system SHALL provide no access,
information or services to unauthorized entities.

5.9.1.4

All interfaces SHALL be penetration resistant
including TCP/IP, wireless, and modems from any
point in the system.

Penetration Test
Case

5.9.1.5

The configuration and setup to attain penetration
resistance SHALL be clearly and completely
documented.

Penetration Test
Case

The scope of penetration testing SHALL include all
the voting system components. The scope of
penetration testing includes but is not limited to the
following:

Based on the system documentation provided by
the participants in this test campaign, Wyle was
unable to validate this requirement. However,
Wyle deems it necessary for future testing.

System server;
5.9.2.1

Vote capture devices;

Penetration
Test Case

Tabulation device;
All items setup and configured per Technical Data
Package (TDP) recommendations;
Local wired and wireless networks; and03/09/2011

5.9.2.2

5.9.2.3

Internet connections.
Penetration testing SHALL be conducted on a
voting system set up in a controlled lab
environment. Setup and configuration SHALL be
conducted in accordance with the TDP, and SHALL
replicate the real world environment in which the
voting system will be used.
The penetration testing team SHALL conduct white
box testing using manufacturer supplied
documentation and voting system architecture
information. Documentation includes the TDP and
user documentation. The testing team SHALL have
access to any relevant information regarding the
voting system configuration. This includes, but is
not limited to, network layout and Internet Protocol
addresses for system devices and components. The
testing team SHALL be provided any source code
included in the TDP.

Penetration Test
Case

Wyle was unable to validate this requirement,
but deems it necessary for future testing.

Penetration Test
Case

Wyle was unable to validate this requirement,
but deems it necessary for future testing.
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UOCAVA
Req. No.

Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee
Voting Act (UOCAVA) Pilot Program Testing
Requirements
Functional Requirements Matrix

Test Case
Description

Penetration testing seeks out vulnerabilities in the
voting system that might be used to change the
outcome of an election, interfere with voter ability
to cast ballots, ballot counting, or compromise
ballot secrecy. The penetration testing team SHALL
prioritize testing efforts based on the following:
a. Threat scenarios for the voting system under
investigation;
5.9.2.4

Penetration
Test Case

b. Remote attacks SHALL be prioritized over inperson attacks;
c. Attacks with a large impact SHALL be
prioritized over attacks with a more narrow impact;
and
d. Attacks that can change the outcome of an
election SHALL be prioritized over attacks that
compromise ballot secrecy or cause non-selective
denial of service.
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ATTACHMENT C
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF UOCAVA EVSW’S
Note: This Attachment is landscape orientation and requires 11x17 page size.
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UOCAVA

Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act (UOCAVA) Pilot
Program Testing Requirements

Req. No.

Functional Requirements Matrix

Section 5

Security

5.1

Access Control
This section states requirements for the identification of authorized system
users, processes and devices and the authentication or verification of those
identities as a prerequisite to granting access to system processes and data. It
also includes requirements to limit and control access to critical system
components to protect system and data integrity, availability, confidentiality,
and accountability.

Wyle Comment

System System System System System
A
B
C
D
E

Results

29

21

10

15

41.67% 17.50% 15.83% 25.00%

Pass

Fail

Not
Tested

N/A

Pass

Fail

Not
Tested

N/A

7

0

3

5

47%

0%

20%

33%

3

0

2

0

60%

0%

40%

0%

4

0

1

0

80%

0%

20%

0%

0

0

0

5

0%

0%

0%

100%

22

21

7

10

37%

35%

12%

17%

5

0

0

0

100%

0%

0%

0%

4

0

1

0

80%

0%

20%

0%

3

0

2

0

60%

0%

40%

0%

This section applies to all entities attempting to physically enter voting system
facilities or to request services or data from the voting system.
5.1.1
5.1.1.1
5.1.1.2

5.1.1.3

5.1.2

Separation of Duties
The voting system SHALL allow the definition of personnel roles with
segregated duties and responsibilities on critical processes to prevent a single
person from compromising the integrity of the system.
The voting system SHALL ensure that only authorized roles, groups, or
individuals have access to election data.

Some system's not tested due to not have lab
access to hardware for validation.

Not
Tested

Not
Tested

Pass

Some system's not tested due to not have lab
access to hardware for validation.

Not
Tested

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Current web based system do not do tabulation
so this requirement was not applicable to our
The voting system SHALL require at least two persons from a predefined
group for validating the election configuration information, accessing the cast testing. The majority of election configuration N/A
is done independent of the Web application
vote records, and starting the tabulation process.
and is therefore not a critical function of our
testing.

5.1.2.2

Pass

Voting System Access

The voting system SHALL provide access control mechanisms designed to
permit authorized access and to prevent unauthorized access to the system.

5.1.2.1

Pass

The voting system SHALL identify and authenticate each person, to whom
access is granted, and the specific functions and data to which each person
holds authorized access.

Pass

Some system's not tested due to not have lab
access to hardware for validation.

The voting system SHALL allow the administrator group or role to configure
Some system's not tested due to not have lab
permissions and functionality for each identity, group or role to include
access to hardware for validation.
account and group/role creation, modification, and deletion.

Not
Tested

Not
Tested

Pass

Pass

Not
Tested

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

5.1.2.3
5.1.2.4

5.1.2.5

5.1.2.6

5.1.2.7

5.1.2.8

5.1.2.9

5.1.2.10

5.1.2.11

The voting system’s default access control permissions SHALL implement the
least privileged role or group needed.
The voting system SHALL prevent a lower-privilege process from modifying
a higher-privilege process.
The voting system SHALL NOT require its execution as an operating system
privileged account and SHALL NOT require the use of an operating system
privileged account for its operation.

The voting system SHALL log the identification of all personnel accessing or
attempting to access the voting system to the system event log.

Some system's not tested due to not have lab
access to hardware for validation.
Some system's not tested due to not have lab
access to hardware for validation.
Wyle’s testing was based on utilization of a
web based application. Therefore this did not
apply directly. But, it was noted that in some
systems tested the OS administration
privileges were required to configure election
information.

Not
Tested
Not
Tested

Not
Tested
Not
Tested

N/A

N/A

Pass

The (voting system) SHALL provide tools for monitoring access to the
system. These tools SHALL provide specific users real time display of persons
accessing the system as well as reports from logs.

Pass

Vote capture device located at the remote voting location and the central
server SHALL have the capability to restrict access to the voting system after
a preset number of login failures.

Fail

The voting system SHALL log a notification when any account has been
locked out.

Fail

Authenticated sessions on critical processes SHALL have an inactivity timeout control that will require personnel re-authentication when reached. This
time-out SHALL be implemented for administration and monitor consoles on
all voting system devices.

Fail

Authenticated sessions on critical processes SHALL have a screen-lock
functionality that can be manually invoked.

This requirement was deemed N/A due to the
web based application being accessible from a
N/A
privately controlled PC and not a public
Voting site.

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

N/A

Fail

Pass

Fail

1

2

2

0

20%

40%

40%

0%

Pass

Pass

Pass

3

0

2

0

60%

0%

40%

0%

N/A

N/A

N/A
0

0

0

5

0%

0%

0%

100%

2

3

0

0

40%

60%

0%

0%

1

4

0

0

20%

80%

0%

0%

0

5

0

0

0%

100%

0%

0%

0

5

0

0

0%

100%

0%

0%

3

2

0

0

60%

40%

0%

0%

0

0

0

5

0%

0%

0%

100%

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Pass

N/A

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Pass

N/A

Pass

Fail

Fail

Fail

Pass

N/A

5.2

Identification and Authentication

26

24

9

6

40%

37%

14%

9%

5.2.1

Authentication
Authentication mechanisms supported by the voting system SHALL support
authentication strength of at least 1/1,000,000.

26

24

9

6

40%

37%

14%

9%

3

1

1

0

60%

20%

20%

0%

5.2.1.1

Not
Tested

Pass

Pass

Fail

Pass

5.2.1.2

5.2.1.3
5.2.1.4
5.2.1.5

5.2.1.6

5.2.1.7
5.2.1.8
5.2.1.9
5.2.1.10

5.2.1.11

5.2.1.12

5.2.1.13

The voting system SHALL authenticate users per the minimum authentication Some system's not tested due to not have lab
methods outlined below.
access to hardware for validation.

The voting system SHALL provide multiple authentication methods to support
multi-factor authentication.
When private or secret authentication data is stored by the voting system, it
Some system's not tested due to not have lab
SHALL be protected to ensure that the confidentiality and integrity of the data
access to hardware for validation.
are not violated.
The voting system SHALL provide a mechanism to reset a Password if it is
forgotten, in accordance with the system access/security policy.
The voting system SHALL allow the administrator group or role to specify
Password strength for all accounts including minimum Password length, use of Some system's not tested due to not have lab
capitalized letters, use of numeric characters, and use of non-alphanumeric
access to hardware for validation.
characters per NIST 800-63 Electronic Authentication Guideline Standards.
The voting system SHALL enforce Password histories and allow the
administrator to configure the history length when Passwords are stored by the
system.
The voting system SHALL ensure that the user name is not used in the
Password.
The voting system SHALL provide a means to automatically expire
Passwords.
The voting system servers and vote capture devices SHALL identify and
authenticate one another using NIST - approved cryptographic authentication
methods at the 112 bits of security.

Not
Tested

Not
Tested

Pass

Fail

Fail

Fail

Pass

Pass

Pass

Not
Tested

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Fail

Fail

Not
Tested

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

1

2

2

0

20%

40%

40%

0%

3

2

0

0

60%

40%

0%

0%

4

0

1

0

80%

0%

20%

0%

1

4

0

0

20%

80%

0%

0%

0

4

1

0

0%

80%

20%

0%

0

4

1

0

0%

80%

20%

0%

Some system's not tested due to not have lab
access to hardware for validation.

Not
Tested

Some system's not tested due to not have lab
access to hardware for validation.
Some system's not tested due to not have lab
access to hardware for validation.

Not
Tested
Not
Tested

Not
Tested

Pass

Fail

Fail

1

2

2

0

20%

40%

40%

0%

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

0

4

1

0

0%

80%

20%

0%

Pass

Fail

Pass

Pass

Pass
4

1

0

0

80%

20%

0%

0%

0

0

0

5

0%

0%

0%

100%

4

0

0

1

80%

0%

0%

20%

5

0

0

0

100%

0%

0%

0%

Fail

This requirement was deemed N/A due to the
web based application being accessible from a
N/A
privately controlled PC and not a public
Voting site.

N/A

Message authentication SHALL be used for applications to protect the
integrity of the message content using a schema with 112 bits of security.

N/A

Pass

IPsec, SSL, or TLS and MAC mechanisms SHALL all be configured to be
compliant with FIPS 140-2 using approved algorithm suites and protocols.

Pass

Remote voting location site Virtual Private Network (VPN) connections (i.e.,
vote capture devices) to voting servers SHALL be authenticated using strong
mutual cryptographic authentication at the 112 bits of security.

Fail

Pass

Fail

N/A

Pass

Pass

Fail

N/A

Pass

Pass

Fail

N/A

Pass

Pass

5.3

Cryptography

5

12

18

0

11%

27%

62%

0%

5.3.1

General Cryptography Requirements
All cryptographic functionality SHALL be implemented using NIST-approved
cryptographic algorithms/schemas, or use published and credible
cryptographic algorithms/schemas/protocols.
Cryptographic algorithms and schemas SHALL be implemented with a
security strength equivalent to at least 112 bits of security to protect sensitive
voting information and election records.

4

11

0

0

27%

73%

0%

0%

0

5

0

0

0%

100%

0%

0%

0

5

0

0

0%

100%

0%

0%

5.3.1.1

5.3.1.2

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

5.3.1.3

5.3.2

5.3.2.1

5.3.2.2

5.3.2.3

5.3.2.4

5.3.2.5
5.3.3

Cryptography used to protect information in-transit over public
telecommunication networks SHALL use NIST-approved algorithms and
cipher suites. In addition the implementations of these algorithms SHALL be
NIST-approved (Cryptographic Algorithm Validation Program).
Key Management
The following requirements apply to voting systems that generate
cryptographic keys internally.
Cryptographic keys generated by the voting system SHALL use a NISTapproved key generation method, or a published and credible key generation
method.
Compromising the security of the key generation method (e.g., guessing the
seed value to initialize the deterministic random number generator (RNG))
SHALL require as least as many operations as determining the value of the
generated key.
If a seed key is entered during the key generation process, entry of the key
SHALL meet the key entry requirements in 5.3.3.1. If intermediate key
generation values are output from the cryptographic module, the values
SHALL be output either in encrypted form or under split knowledge
procedures.
Cryptographic keys used to protect information in-transit over public
telecommunication networks SHALL use NIST-approved key generation
methods. If the approved key generation method requires input from a random
number generator, then an approved (FIPS 140-2) random number generator
SHALL be used.
Random number generators used to generate cryptographic keys SHALL
implement one or more health tests that provide assurance that the random
number generator continues to operate as intended (e.g., the entropy source is
not stuck).
Key Establishment

Pass

Fail

Pass

Pass

Pass
4

1

0

0

80%

20%

0%

0%

1

2

37

0

0%

4%

96%

0%

0

0

5

0

0%

0%

100%

0%

0

0

5

0

0%

0%

100%

0%

0

0

5

0

0%

0%

100%

0%

0

0

5

0

0%

0%

100%

0%

0

1

4

0

0%

20%

80%

0%

1

1

18

0

5%

5%

90%

0%

0

1

4

0

0%

20%

80%

0%

Not
Tested

1

0

4

0

20%

0%
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Some system's not tested due to not having lab
Not
access to hardware for validation or necessary
Tested
documentation.
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Tested
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Some system's not tested due to not having lab
Not
access to hardware for validation or necessary
Tested
documentation.
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Tested

Some system's not tested due to not having lab
Not
access to hardware for validation or necessary
Tested
documentation.

Not
Tested

Some system's not tested due to not having lab
Not
access to hardware for validation or necessary
Tested
documentation.

Not
Tested

Some system's not tested due to not having lab
Not
access to hardware for validation or necessary
Tested
documentation.
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Tested

Not
Tested

Not
Tested

Not
Tested

Not
Tested

Not
Tested

Fail

Not
Tested

Not
Tested

Not
Tested

Key establishment may be performed by automated methods (e.g., use of a
public key algorithm), manual methods (use of a manually transported key
loading device), or a combination of automated and manual methods.

5.3.3.1

5.3.4.1

5.3.4.2

5.3.4.3
5.4

5.4.1

Secret and private keys established using automated methods SHALL be
entered into and output from a voting system in encrypted form. Secret and
private keys established using manual methods may be entered into or output
from a system in plaintext form.
Cryptographic keys stored within the voting system SHALL NOT be stored in
plaintext. Keys stored outside the voting system SHALL be protected from
disclosure or modification.

Some system's not tested due to not having lab
Not
access to hardware for validation or necessary
Tested
documentation.

Some system's not tested due to not having lab
access to hardware for validation or necessary
documentation.
Some system's not tested due to not having lab
The voting system SHALL provide methods to zeroize all plaintext secret and
access to hardware for validation or necessary
private cryptographic keys within the system.
documentation.
Some system's not tested due to not having lab
The voting system SHALL support the capability to reset cryptographic keys
access to hardware for validation or necessary
to new values.
documentation.
Voting System Integrity Management
This section addresses the secure deployment and operation of the voting
system, including the protection of removable media and protection against
malicious software.
Protecting the Integrity of the Voting System
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29%
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5.4.1.1

5.4.1.2

The integrity and authenticity of each individual cast vote SHALL be
protected from any tampering or modification during transmission.
The integrity and authenticity of each individual cast vote SHALL be
preserved by means of a digital signature during storage.

Current web based system do not do tabulation
so this requirement was not applicable to our N/A
testing.
Current web based system do not do tabulation
so this requirement was not applicable to our N/A
testing.
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N/A

5.4.1.3

Cast vote data SHALL NOT be permanently stored on the vote capture device.

Pass

Pass

Pass

Fail

Fail

5.4.1.4

Current web based system do not do tabulation
The integrity and authenticity of the electronic ballot box SHALL be protected so this requirement was not applicable to our
N/A
by means of a digital signature.
testing.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Some system's not tested due to not having lab
access to hardware for validation or necessary
documentation.
Some system's not tested due to not having lab
access to hardware for validation or necessary
documentation.
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This section provides requirements for communications security. These
requirements address ensuring the integrity of transmitted information and
protecting the voting system from external communications-based threats.
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5.5.1

Data Transmission Security
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17%

5.5.1.1

Voting systems that transmit data over communications links SHALL provide
Some system's not tested due to not having lab
Not
integrity protection for data in transit through the generation of integrity data
access to hardware for validation or necessary
Tested
(digital signatures and/or message authentication codes) for outbound traffic
documentation.
and verification of the integrity data for inbound traffic.
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0%

Voting systems SHALL use at a minimum TLS 1.0, SSL 3.1 or equivalent
protocols, including all updates to both protocols and implementations as of
the date of the submission (e.g., RFC 5746 for TLS 1.0).
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5.4.1.5

5.4.1.6

5.4.1.7
5.5

5.5.1.2

5.5.1.3

5.5.1.4

5.5.1.5

5.5.1.6
5.5.2

The voting system SHALL use malware detection software to protect against
known malware that targets the operating system, services, and applications.
The voting system SHALL provide a mechanism for updating malware
detection signatures.

The voting system SHALL provide the capability for kiosk workers to validate
the software used on the vote capture devices as part of the daily initiation of Wyle deems this requirement N/A due to the
Web Based architecture.
kiosk operations.
Communications Security

Some system's not tested due to not having lab
Not
access to hardware for validation or necessary
Tested
documentation.

Voting systems deploying VPNs SHALL configure them to only allow FIPS- Wyle deems this requirement N/A due to the
Web Based architecture. VPN systems will
compliant cryptographic algorithms and cipher suites.
only be utilized at a system server level.
Some system's not tested due to not having lab
access to hardware for validation or necessary
documentation.
Some system's not tested due to not having lab
Each device SHALL mutually strongly authenticate using the system identifier
access to hardware for validation or necessary
before additional network data packets are processed.
documentation.
Some system's not tested due to not having lab
Data transmission SHALL preserve the secrecy of voters’ ballot selections and
access to hardware for validation or necessary
SHALL prevent the violation of ballot secrecy and integrity.
documentation.
External Threats
Some system's not tested due to not having lab
Voting systems SHALL implement protections against external threats to
access to hardware for validation or necessary
which the system may be susceptible.
documentation.
Each communicating device SHALL have a unique system identifier.
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5.5.2.1

5.5.2.2

5.5.2.3
5.6
5.6.1
5.6.1.1
5.6.1.2
5.6.1.3

Voting system components SHALL have the ability to enable or disable
physical network interfaces.

Some system's not tested due to not having lab
access to hardware for validation or necessary
documentation.
Some system's not tested due to not having lab
access to hardware for validation or necessary
documentation.
Some system's not tested due to not having lab
access to hardware for validation or necessary
documentation.
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Logging
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Log Management
The voting system SHALL implement default settings for secure log
management activities, including log generation, transmission, storage,
analysis, and disposal.
Logs SHALL only be accessible to authorized roles.
The voting system SHALL restrict log access to append-only for privileged
logging processes and read-only for authorized roles.
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0%

The number of active ports and associated network services and protocols
SHALL be restricted to the minimum required for the voting system to
function.
The voting system SHALL block all network connections that are not over a
mutually authenticated channel.

Some system's not tested due to not having lab Not
access to hardware for validation.
Tested
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5.6.1.4

The voting system SHALL log logging failures, log clearing, and log rotation.

Pass

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

5.6.1.5

The voting system SHALL store log data in a publicly documented format,
such as XML, or include a utility to export log data into a publicly
documented format.
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Fail

Fail

Pass

Fail

5.6.1.6
5.6.1.7
5.6.1.8
5.6.1.9
5.6.1.10
5.6.1.11
5.6.1.12

The voting system SHALL ensure that each jurisdiction’s event logs and each Some system's not tested due to not having lab
N/A
component’s logs are separable from each other.
access to hardware for validation.
The voting system SHALL include an application or program to view,
analyze, and search event logs.
All logs SHALL be preserved in a useable manner prior to voting system
decommissioning.
Logs SHALL NOT contain any data that could violate the privacy of the
voter’s identity.
Timekeeping mechanisms SHALL generate time and date values, including
hours, minutes, and seconds.
The precision of the timekeeping mechanism SHALL be able to distinguish
and properly order all log events.
Only the system administrator SHALL be permitted to set the system clock.
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Some system's not tested due to not having lab N/A
access to hardware for validation.
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5.6.2

Communication Logging

5.6.2.1

All communications actions SHALL be logged.
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5.6.2.2

The communications log SHALL contain at least the following entries:
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5.6.3

System Event Logging
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This section describes requirements for the voting system to perform event
logging for system maintenance troubleshooting, recording the history of
system activity, and detecting unauthorized or malicious activity. The
operating system, and/or applications software may perform the actual event
logging. There may be multiple logs in use for any system component.
The voting system SHALL log the following data for each event:
a. System ID;

5.6.3.1

b. Unique event ID and/or type;
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Fail

Pass

Fail
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60%
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0%

c. Timestamp;
d. Success or failure of event, if applicable;
5.6.3.2

All critical events SHALL be recorded in the system event log.
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5.6.3.3

At a minimum the voting system SHALL log the events described in the table
below.
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5.7

Incident Response
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5.7.1

Incident Response Support
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5.7.1.1

Wyle determined that this requirement is not
Manufacturers SHALL document what types of system operations or security
applicable to a web based application. But it is
N/A
events (e.g., failure of critical component, detection of malicious code,
a requirement for a web server and therefore
unauthorized access to restricted data) are classified as critical.
could not be tested at this time.
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5.8

Wyle determined that this requirement is not
An alarm that notifies appropriate personnel SHALL be generated on the vote applicable to a web based application. A
capture device, system server, or tabulation device, depending upon which
system server notification should be sent to
N/A
device has the error, if a critical event is detected.
administrators when issues arise with the web
server.
Physical and Environmental Security

5.8.1

Physical Access

5.7.1.2

5.8.1.1

5.8.2.1

5.8.3.1

5.8.3.2
5.8.3.3

5.8.3.4

Any unauthorized physical access SHALL leave physical evidence that an
unauthorized event has taken place.
The voting system SHALL disable physical ports and access points that are
not essential to voting operations, testing, and auditing.

Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application.
Implementation of this requirement would be
in a remote server facility.

N/A

Some system's not tested due to not having lab Not
access to hardware for validation.
Tested

Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application. A
N/A
physical connection will only be made during
a single instance of vote casting.
The voting system SHALL produce a visual alarm if a connected component is Wyle determined that this requirement is not
N/A
physically disconnected.
applicable to a web based application.
If a physical connection between the vote capture device and a component is
broken, the affected vote capture device port SHALL be automatically
disabled.

An event log entry that identifies the name of the affected device SHALL be
generated if a vote capture device component is disconnected.

Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application.

Disabled ports SHALL only be re-enabled by authorized administrators.

Some system's not tested due to not having lab Not
Tested
access to hardware for validation.
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Pass

Pass
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5.8.3.5

5.8.3.6

5.8.3.7
5.8.4
5.8.4.1
5.8.5

Vote capture devices SHALL be designed with the capability to restrict
physical access to voting device ports that accommodate removable media
with the exception of ports used to activate a voting session.
Vote capture devices SHALL be designed to give a physical indication of
tampering or unauthorized access to ports and all other access points, if used
as described in the manufacturer's documentation.
Vote capture devices SHALL be designed such that physical ports can be
manually disabled by an authorized administrator.
Door Cover and Panel Security
Access points such as covers and panels SHALL be secured by locks or
tamper evident or tamper resistant countermeasures and SHALL be
implemented so that kiosk workers can monitor access to vote capture device
components through these points.
Secure Paper Record Receptacle
If the voting system provides paper record containers then they SHALL be
designed such that any unauthorized physical access results in physical
evidence that an unauthorized event has taken place.

5.8.6
5.8.6.1

5.8.6.2
5.8.7

Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application.
Implementation of this requirement would be
in a remote server facility.
Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application.
Implementation of this requirement would be
in a remote server facility.
Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application.
Implementation of this requirement would be
in a remote server facility.
Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application.
Implementation of this requirement would be
in a remote server facility.

Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application
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N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Secure Physical Lock and Key
Wyle determined that this requirement is not
Voting equipment SHALL be designed with countermeasures that provide
applicable to a web based application.
physical indication that unauthorized attempts have been made to access locks
Implementation of this requirement would be
installed for security purposes.
in a remote server facility.
Wyle determined that this requirement is not
Manufacturers SHALL provide locking systems for securing vote capture
applicable to a web based application.
devices that can make use of keys that are unique to each owner.
Implementation of this requirement would be
in a remote server facility.
Media Protection
These requirements apply to all media, both paper and digital, that contain
personal privacy related data or other protected or sensitive types of
information.
The voting system SHALL meet the following requirements:

0

N/A

N/A

a. All paper records (including rejected ones) printed at the kiosk locations
SHALL be deposited in a secure container;
5.8.7.1

5.9
5.9.1
5.9.1.1

b. Vote capture device hardware, software and sensitive information (e.g.,
electoral roll) SHALL be physically protected to prevent unauthorized
modification or disclosure; and

Wyle determined that this requirement is not
applicable to a web based application.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

c. Vote capture device hardware components, peripherals and removable
media SHALL be identified and registered by means of a unique serial number
or other identifier.
Penetration Resistance
Resistance to Penetration Attempts
The voting system SHALL be resistant to attempts to penetrate the system by
any remote unauthorized entity.

Pass

Pass

Pass

Fail

Pass

5.9.1.2
5.9.1.3
5.9.1.4

5.9.1.5

The voting system SHALL be configured to minimize ports, responses and
information disclosure about the system while still providing appropriate
functionality.
The voting system SHALL provide no access, information or services to
unauthorized entities.
All interfaces SHALL be penetration resistant including TCP/IP, wireless, and
modems from any point in the system.
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Based on the system documentation provided
by the participants in this test campaign, Wyle
The configuration and setup to attain penetration resistance SHALL be clearly
Not
was unable to validate this requirement.
and completely documented.
Tested
However, Wyle deems it necessary for future
testing.
The scope of penetration testing SHALL include all the voting system
components. The scope of penetration testing includes but is not limited to the
following:
System server;
Vote capture devices;

5.9.2.1

Tabulation device;

Pass

Fail

All items setup and configured per Technical Data Package (TDP)
recommendations;
Local wired and wireless networks; and03/09/2011

5.9.2.2

5.9.2.3

Internet connections.
Penetration testing SHALL be conducted on a voting system set up in a
controlled lab environment. Setup and configuration SHALL be conducted in Wyle was unable to validate this requirement,
N/A
but deems it necessary for future testing.
accordance with the TDP, and SHALL replicate the real world environment in
which the voting system will be used.
The penetration testing team SHALL conduct white box testing using
manufacturer supplied documentation and voting system architecture
information. Documentation includes the TDP and user documentation. The
testing team SHALL have access to any relevant information regarding the
voting system configuration. This includes, but is not limited to, network
layout and Internet Protocol addresses for system devices and components.
The testing team SHALL be provided any source code included in the TDP.

Wyle was unable to validate this requirement,
N/A
but deems it necessary for future testing.
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Penetration testing seeks out vulnerabilities in the voting system that might be
used to change the outcome of an election, interfere with voter ability to cast
ballots, ballot counting, or compromise ballot secrecy. The penetration testing
team SHALL prioritize testing efforts based on the following:

a. Threat scenarios for the voting system under investigation;
5.9.2.4

b. Remote attacks SHALL be prioritized over in-person attacks;

Wyle was unable to validate this requirement, Not
but deems it necessary for future testing.
Tested

Fail

Not
Tested

Not
Not
Tested Tested

c. Attacks with a large impact SHALL be prioritized over attacks with a more
narrow impact; and
d. Attacks that can change the outcome of an election SHALL be prioritized
over attacks that compromise ballot secrecy or cause non-selective denial of
service.

Average
summary

Pass

Fail

Not
Tested

N/A
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